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Preface

The publication of this volume is aimed at introducing to 

foreign readers important cases decided from January 1, 2008 to 

December 31, 2008 by the Korean Constitutional Court.

This volume contains 41 cases, 11 full opinions and 30 

summaries.

I hope that this volume becomes a useful resource for many 

foreign readers and researchers.

February 24, 2011

Ha Chul-yong
Secretary General

Constitutional Court of Korea



EXPLANATION OF

ABBREVIATIONS & CODES

• KCCR : Korean Constitutional Court Report

• KCCG : Korean Constitutional Court Gazette

• Case Codes

  - Hun-Ka : constitutionality case referred by ordinary courts
             according to Article 41 of the Constitutional Court 

Act

  - Hun-Ba : constitutionality case filed by individual complainant(s) 
in the form of constitutional complaint according to 
Article 68 Section 2 of the Constitutional Court Act

  - Hun-Ma : constitutional complaint case filed by individual
             complainant(s) according to Article 68 Section 1 of 

the Constitutional Court Act

  - Hun-Na : impeachment case submitted by the National Assembly
             against certain high-ranking public officials according 

to Article 48 of the Constitutional Court Act

  - Hun-Ra : case involving dispute regarding the competence of 
governmental agencies filed according to Article 61 
of the Constitutional Court Act

  - Hun-Sa : various motions (such as motion for appointment of 
state-appointed counsel, motion for preliminary 
injunction, motion for recusal, etc.)

  - Hun-A  : various special cases (re-adjudication, etc.)

   * For example, "96 Hun-Ka 2" means the constitutionality 
case referred by an ordinary court, the docket number of 
which is No. 2 in the year 1996.
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I. Full Opinions

1. Petition to Invalidate the Notice of Compliance Request for 
President's Duty of Impartiality toward Election  

   [20-1(A) KCCR 139, 2007Hun-Ma700, January 17, 2008]

In this case, the Constitutional Court holds: 1) President's remarks 

violate the regulations of the Public Official Election Act, Article 9 

Section 1; and 2) the National Election Commission's Notices of 

request for compliance with President's duty of impartiality toward 

election and the Public Officials Act, Article 9 Section 1 as the basis 

of the Notices do not violate the Constitution. 

Background

1. On June 2, 2007, complainant made a speech at an open meeting 

organized by Evaluation Forum on Participation Government("EFPG"). 

During the speech, complainant made remarks that "it will be a 

problem if foreign newspapers comment that the Korean leader is the 

daughter of a dictator." In addition to this, complainant further made 

criticism against a specific party. Upon these remarks, the Grand 

National Party filed a complaint with the National Election 

Commission ("NEC") claiming that the complainant's aforementioned 

remarks violate "the Public Official Election Act Article 9 Section 1." 

(hereinafter, referred to as "POEA", the "Instant Provision", 

respectively)  On June 7, 2007, NEC held a meeting to review 

complainant's speech and found it violated the relevant law.  

Subsequently, NEC delivered the 'Request for performing duty of 

impartiality of President to complainant and made it known to the 

public through a press release.  

2. Complainant received an honorary doctoral degree on politics 

from Wonkwang University on June 8, 2007 and delivered a speech. 

During the speech, complainant made criticism against a major 

Presidential Candidate from an opposition party regarding his propose 

policy of tax cut and a grand canal. Further, on June 10, 2007, 

complainant attended the 20th anniversary of the June Tenth 
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democracy movement and stated that a major candidate of the 

opposition party is against democracy. Finally, on June 13, 2007, 

during the interview with Hankyoreh Newspaper at the President's 

Office, complainant said that he will support Open Woori Party's 

candidate. After this speech, the Grand National Party filed another 

complaint with NEC. Subsequently, on June 18, 2007, NEC held a 

meeting to review the complainant's remarks and found they violated 

the abovementioned law. NEC delivered the request for performing 

duty of impartiality of President to complainant and made it known to 

the public through a press release. Upon receipt of these notices, on 

June 21, 2007, complainant filed a constitutional complaint claiming 

that NEC's notice of June 7, 2007 and June 18, 2007 ("Notices") 

infringe his individual freedom of expression of political opinions 

pursuant to the Constitutional Court Act,  Article 68  Section 1.

Summary of Decision

The Constitutional Court held that Notices and the Instant Provision 

are constitutional. Five Justices joined the majority opinion; two 

Justices rendered the decision of dismissal for lack of justiciability; 

and two Justices rendered the decision of unconstitutionality. 

1. Legal issues are as follows: 1) whether the petition satisfies 

justiciability requirement; 2) the Instant Provision as the basis of 

Notices in the instant case is unconstitutional; and 3) Notices infringe 

complainant's basic rights.

2. With respect to justiciability

A. Notices in the instant case constitute warnings based on NEC 

Act, Article 14 Section 2. This warning is one of restrictive measures 

on the violation of election law and the recipients of this warning 

should comply with it. Further, considering the constitutional status of 

NEC and President's duty to obey law and the Constitution, Notices in 

the instant case are not mere recommendation without forcibility and, 

thus, constitute the exercise of governmental power which may cause 

chilling effects on the freedom of expression. 
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B. In principle, a governmental entity cannot bring a constitutional 

complaint because it has the duty to protect citizen's basic rights as a 

role model. However, it is not always true. The basic rights of a 

person will not be recognized if the exercise of governmental power 

and relevant law restrict the rights and the scope of work of a person 

performing the public duty. However, the basic rights of a person will 

be recognized if the same measures restrict the constitutionally 

guaranteed basic rights of an individual citizen. Under this principle, it 

is difficult to find that complainant's remarks at issue are wholly 

related to President's power and public duty because they are mixed 

with the private and public nature. Therefore, complainant is justified 

to be a party in this case because President's individual freedom of 

expression could be restricted in the instant case.

3. Issue of Unconstitutionality

A. Whether Public Official Election Act, Article 9 Section 1 is 

unconstitutional

(1) This Instant Provision prescribes that "public officials and others 

who should keep the duty of political impartiality shall not exert 

improper influence to elections and shall not act in a manner which 

may influence the results of elections." Based on the review of the 

legislative intent, the legislative process, the range of the subjected 

person and the nature of election process, we find the Instant 

Provision is not against the rule of clarity.

(2) Despite President's political role in campaign work, priority 

should be given to President's duty of impartiality toward election. 

The rule against excessive restriction is not violated because the 

Instant Provision restricts President's acts which may give improper 

influence to the result of election during a campaign season. 

Therefore, the Instant Provision is not unconstitutional. 

B. Whether the Instant Provision infringes basic rights

(1) The Notices are clear enough to advise complainant of the 
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substance of 'the acts against Election Act'. Further, respondent did not 

violate complainant's basic rights when it did not give complainant the 

chance for response before issuing Notices.

(2) During the opposition party's Presidential Primary, Complainant 

continuously and repeatedly criticized the candidates of the opposition 

party and their policies at public meetings which attracted people's 

attention. These remarks constitute the acts of influence to the result 

of election through abuse of power. We do not believe that 

respondent misinterpreted and misapplied the Instant Provision when 

respondent issued Notices. Therefore, the Notices in the instant case 

do not infringe complainant's basic rights.

4. Dissenting opinion on justiciability (dismissal)

A. Justice Kim Jong-dae

Notices in the instant case are not based on NEC Act, Article 14 

Section 2. Further, they are mere cooperation request without any 

legal effects. For this reason, this constitutional complaint should be 

dismissed.

B. Justice Lee Dong-heub

Because the chilling effects to complainant are caused by Notices' 

practical and political impacts not from legal impact, Notices in the 

instant case do not constitute the exercise of governmental power. It is 

almost impossible to divide President's public and the private area. 

Further, the remarks at issue are not unrelated to the execution of 

President's public duty. Therefore, complainant's legal standing is not 

found and, subsequently, this constitutional complaint should be 

dismissed.

5. Dissenting opinion on the merits (unconstitutional)

A. Justice Cho Dae-hyen
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The elected and appointed high officials like President are allowed 

to conduct campaign work which may substantially influence the result 

of election. The Instant Provision should not be interpreted as a 

special provision of Public Officials Act. It is unreasonable that the 

members of the National Assembly and local assemblies fall into a 

different category of public officials from other elected and appointed 

high officials. Since the elected and appointed high officials like 

President should not be subjected to the Instant Provision, the Notices 

in the instant case should be invalidated as they infringe complainant's 

basic rights. Further, respondent issued Notices by including President 

in "public officials" of the Instant Provision. By doing so, respondent 

misinterpreted the Instant Provision and, therefore, this interpretation 

should be found unconstitutional. 

B. Justice Song Doo-hwan's dissenting opinion

The Instant Provision is a general and declaratory provision which 

cannot be the basis of the restrictive measure. Even if it may be a 

concrete norm, the nominated and elected high officials like President 

should not be subjected to the Instant Provision based on the review 

of: 1) the purpose and limitation of the freedom of political 

expression under the Constitution; 2) President's constitutional status; 

and 3) the relation to the regulation on public officials system. 

Further, the Instant Provision is very unclear about the definition of 

the regulated acts. Therefore, Notices in the instant case infringe 

complainant's freedom of political expression and, therefore, should be 

invalidated in lack of legal basis.  Finally, respondent's statutory 

interpretation is unconstitutional when it subjects President to the 

Instant Provision.

--------------------------------------‐

Parties

Complainant
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 Roh, Moo-hyun 

 Represented by Attorney Ko Young-koo and seven others from "Si 

Min" Law Firm

Respondent
 National Election Commission, Acting Chairman Kim Bum-jin and 1 

other.

 Represented by Attorney Yu Joon-sang and 2 others. 

Holding 

Complainant's constitutional complaint is denied 

Reasoning

1. Introduction of the Case and Subject Matter of Review

A. Introduction of the case

(1) The complainant is the citizen of the Republic of Korea and has 

been serving as the President since February 25, 2003. The respondent 

is the chairman of National Election Commission ("NEC") which 

supervises the fairness of national elections and the administration of 

political parties pursuant to the Article 114 of the Constitution.

(2) Background of "Request for performing duty of impartiality of 

President"

(A) On June 2, 2007, complainant made a speech under the title of 

"where Korea should be headed in the 21st century" in an open 

meeting organized by Evaluation Forum on Participation Government 

("EFPG").  During the speech, complainant stated that "it will be a 

problem if foreign newspapers comment that the Korean leader is the 

daughter of a dictator," "the campaigns for the great canal, train ferry 

are lack of creativity and the investment for great canal cannot 

provide short returns," "when I was the Minister of the Department of 

Land, Transport and Maritime Affairs, I have already concluded that 
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the train ferry project lacked business feasibility," and "it will be 

devastating if Grand National Party wins the election …… the Grand 

National Party is an irresponsible party …… if they win, the 

regionalism will get even more severe." 

The Grand National Party filed a complaint to NEC claiming that 

the complainant's aforementioned remarks violate "the Public Election 

Law Article 9 Section 1."

(B) On June 7, 2007, NEC held a meeting to review complainant's 

speech and found it violates the relevant law. Subsequently, NEC 

delivered the 'Request for performing duty of impartiality of President 

("1st notice")' to complainant and made it known to the public 

through media an exposure. NEC's finding was as follows: "While the 

presidential Election Day is coming, President, who is the highest 

authority of the Executive and a public servant to the people, 

participated in a webcasted mass meeting and criticized a specific 

political party as well as its potential candidate. This speech is found 

to be more than the expression of one's idea as it influences the 

election. Therefore, the speech constitutes the violation of the duty of 

impartiality of a public official to election prescribed by the POEA, 

Article 9." (hereinafter, referred to as "POEA", the "Instant Provision", 

respectively)

(3) Background of the respondent's 'the second Request for performing 

duty of impartiality of President' made on June 18, 2007.

(A) Complainant received an honorary doctoral degree on politics 

from Wonkwang University in Iksan-City on June 8, 2007 and 

delivered a seventy minutes speech on 'the advanced democracy in the 

area of politics, welfare and press."  During the speech, complainant 

made statements as follows: "Lee Myung Bak's proposed tax cut will 

cause 680,000,000,000 Won of government's income deficit. With this 

amount of money, we could reform our education system and improve 

welfare system. Do not be fooled by this proposed tax cut. He says he 

will build the great canal with private investment. But, what private 

investment is he talking about?  Doesn't he already make a political 

judgment? He keeps saying my administration has failed. But, Mr. Lee, 
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you know what? Whatever you can do, I can do better. Do it as well 

as me. I am telling you".

Further, on June 10, 2007, complainant attended the 20th 

anniversary of the June Tenth democracy movement and made the 

following congratulatory remarks: "Those who were in power in the 

past allied with conservative press have objected to reform and 

progress. They showed their true identities as corrupt dictators when 

they accused the legitimately elected current administration of 

pro-North leftists and made a nonsense argument saying that a corrupt 

regime is better than an incompetent regime. 

Furthermore, they claim the incompetency of democratic groups and 

attempt to Gain the power relying on the old glory of the 

development-oriented dictatorship instead of proposing new democratic 

value and policy."  In addition, during the interview with Hankyoreh 

Newspaper at the President's office, complainant said, "if Evaluation 

Forum on Participation Government would follow my direction, then 

wouldn't it be important where I am oriented?  I support Uri Party 

(governing party)'s candidate. It won't change. I support the governing 

party's candidate and if the candidate endorses anybody else, then I 

will support the new candidate."  

(B) After this speech, the Grand National Party filed another 

complaint to NEC for these two comments made at Wonkwang 

University and Hankyoreh Newspaper claiming that they violate 

"POEA, Article 9." 

On June 18, 2007, NEC held a meeting to review the complainant's 

remarks and found they violated the abovementioned law. NEC 

delivered the 'Request for performing duty of impartiality of President 

("the 2nd Notice) to complainant and made it known to the public 

through media. NEC's finding was as follows: "We find President 

defamed the opposition party and its potential presidential candidate 

while he supported the  governing party. Since President is the highest 

authority of Executive and holds a role to supervise fair elections, 

hereby, Mr. President is advised to abstain from making any speech 

which may influence elections. It is our wish that President makes 

more efforts to ensure that this coming 17th Presidential election 

becomes a fair one and a good opportunity for further development of 
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our country and democracy. 

(4) Complainant's Constitutional Complaint

On June 21, 2007, complainant filed a constitutional complaint 

claiming that NEC's 1st and 2nd Notices ("Notices" when referred to 

both 1st and 2nd Notices) infringe upon complainant's freedom of 

expression of political opinions pursuant to the Constitutional Court 

Act, Article 68 Section 1.

B. Subject matter of review

(1) Subject matter of review

Complainant claims that the "Notices" infringe his individual basic 

rights. Further, complainant argues that President is the highest 

government official having the freedom of expression on 

comprehensive political activities and therefore should be able to enjoy 

a certain amount of the freedom of political expression during an 

election. Complainant contends that the Instant Provision is 

unconstitutional because it prohibits this freedom and, consequently, 

NEC's Notices stemming from the Instant Provision are also 

unconstitutional. He further argues that even if the Instant Provision is 

constitutional, Notices are unconstitutional because NEC's interpretation 

of the Instant Provision is unconstitutional and misapplication. 

In other words, complainant's argument is: 1) the Instant Provision 

is unconstitutional and, therefore, Notices are unconstitutional; and 2) 

even if the Instant Provision is constitutional, Notices are 

unconstitutional. Although the subject matter of this case is whether 

"Notices" infringe complainant's basic rights, the Instant Provision is 

the premise to decide whether Notices constitute unreasonable 

governmental power by violating complainant's basic rights and 

therefore should be also reviewed. However, the Instant Provision will 

be reviewed only when the petition satisfies relevant legal 

requirements. The review of the constitutionality of the Instant 

Provision, therefore, will be made after the review on justiciability of 

the petition.
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(2) The Instant Provision

POEA (originally enacted as Code 4739 'Public Officials Election 

and Prevention of Election Corruption Law" of 1994 and revised to 

Code 7681 of 2005), Article 9 ("Duty of Impartiality of Public 

Officials") (1) "Public Officials and others who should keep the duty 

of political impartiality (including organs and bodies) shall not exert 

improper influence to elections and shall not act in a manner which 

may influence the results of elections." 

2. Arguments of Complainant and the Related Bodie

(intentionally omitted)

3. Review on Justiciability of this Constitutional Complaint

A. Whether Notices establish the exercise of governmental power which 

may infringe upon one's basic rights

(1) The Constitutional Court Act, Article 68 Section 1 prescribes; 

"any person who claims that his basic rights guaranteed by the 

Constitution have been violated by the exercise or non-exercise of 

governmental power" may file a constitutional complaint. Here, 

governmental power means 'prerogative action' by any governmental 

body and public entity which exercise judicial, executive and legislative 

power. (13-1 KCCR 676,692, 99Hun-Ma139, March 2, 2001). Also, the 

exercise or non-exercise of the governmental power should have legal 

effects to citizen's basic rights and duty and consequently cause 

damages to complainant in his/her legal relation and status (KCCR 5-2, 

510, 516 KCCR, 92Hun-Ma 293, November 25, 1993; 10-1, KCCR 15, 

28, 97Hun-Ka10, February 27, 1998; 15-2 KCCR 350, 355, 

2003Hun-Ma694, November 27, 2003).

(2) The basis and the nature of Notices

The Notices confirm that complainant's specific remarks violates the 

Instant Provision and consequently make requests that complainant 
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abstain from further violation in the future. Originally, respondent did 

not specify the basis of Notices when they delivered the Notices to 

complainant. However, when respondent filed an answer to the 

complaint, it stated that the basis be NEC Act, Article 14 Section 2. 

Later, at supplementary answers, respondent added the Constitution, 

Article 115, POEA, Article 5, and Article 272-2 Section 5 to the 

basis while it states that Notices are mere "cooperation request" issued 

to President, a public entity. 

The Constitution, Article 115 and "POEA", Article 5 are ordinary 

provisions which empower NEC to make relevant orders and 

cooperation requests to related administrative bodies for necessary 

administrative measures such as voters' list. Therefore, these provisions 

cannot be construed as the basis of Notices. "POEA," Article 272-2 

Section 5  cannot be construed as the basis either because it 

prescribes that NEC officials may stop and prevent the violation of 

the election law on the site and yet is silent on post-violation 

measures and cooperation requests. For this reason, Notices in the 

instant case are based on Article 14 Section 2 of NEC Act and 

should be considered as 'warning' because they found complainant's 

remarks violated POEA and asked for no further violation. (One can 

argue that Article 14 Section 2 of NEC Act can not be a pertinent 

provision of Notices in the instant case because Notices were issued 

through a full-member meeting of NEC while the said provision 

enumerates only the members and staffs of NEC as a subject person 

of measure. However, as long as Notices are issued under the name 

of the Chairperson of NEC, it can be found that the Chairperson of 

NEC issues Notices as the status of a member of NEC.)

Even if respondent has made Notices without any legal basis, 

respondent, as the holder of governmental power, must have exercised 

governmental power when it made notices which restricted 

complainant's basic rights.

(3) Possibility of infringement of basic rights by Notices

(A) Respondent argues that Notices confirm that President's remarks 

violate the duty of impartiality and deliver the requests for future 

cooperation. Notices, in their natures, are recommendations without 
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forcibility and therefore cannot affect complainant's legal relation and 

status.

The Notice under "POEA," Article 14 Section 2 is one of the 

measures to regulate the violations of the law which should be 

followed by the recipients. This law does not have any provision to 

punish violators. Therefore, it is unlikely that the violators will be 

penalized. However, it is possible that a NEC staff may file a 

criminal complaint against a violator when the violator does not 

follow NEC's notice. In this regard, it is unlikely that NEC's notice 

does not affect complainant's legal status.

Having been founded to ensure fair elections, NEC is an 

independent constitutional organ along with the National Assembly, 

administration, supreme courts and constitutional courts (the 

Constitution, Article 114 Section 1). A NEC commissioner' term is 

guaranteed by law (Article 114 Section 3) and they are appointed 

equally by President, The National Assembly and the Chief Justice of 

the Supreme Court (Article 114 Section 2). Meanwhile, President shall 

be responsible of protecting the Constitution (the Constitution, Article 

66 Section 2), respecting other constitutional organs' decisions and 

exercising his or her power within the law. If President violates the 

Constitution and other laws in line of work, President could be subject 

to impeachment (the Constitution, Article 65 Section 1, the 

Constitutional Court Act, Article 48: In fact, President was subject to 

impeachment when NEC found his specific remarks violated the 

instant provision. 16-1, KCCR 609-669, 2004Hun-Na1, May 14, 2004). 

In the instant case, NEC Chairperson delivered the request for 

cooperation to President directly after the meeting of NEC. Under the 

circumstances, it is unlikely that Notices are simple recommendation 

without forcibility and negative effects to complainant's legal relation 

(although the cause of action for impeachment ultimately arises from 

the fact that complainant's act violates the Instant Provision, Notices 

may constitute the cause of action because they may trigger the 

impeachment action after they make a legal decision on complainant's 

violation).

(B) A public official is a public servant to the people and is 

prohibited from political activity (Public Officials Act ("POA"), Article 
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65). Although President is the head of the Executives (the Constitution 

66 Section 4), he or she is allowed to do political activity (POA, 

Article 3 Section 3, 'Regulation on scope of public official under 

POA, Article 3 Section 3', Article 2 Section 1), may become the 

member of a political party (Political Party Act, Article 22 Section 1 

Item 1 Proviso) and enjoys the freedom of political expression unlike 

other public officials. 

Since the Constitution guarantees the freedom of political expression 

for every citizens (the Constitution, Article 21), it is violated if the 

exercise of the governmental power restricts the freedom of expression 

and causes chilling effects even without criminal penalty.

Although it is not possible that complainant will not be penalized 

by not following Notices, it is obvious that Notices will cause 

complainant chilling effects. Further, since it is difficult that 

complainant can seek legal remedy from Courts, Notices of the 

respondent as a constitutional organ is the final and legal finding and 

thus is highly likely to make restrictive effects to complainant's basic 

rights.

(4) Distinguishable factors from 2002Hun-Ma106

The facts of 2002Han-Ma106 is as follows. An internet media named 

"Oh My News" coordinated an 'open interview' with seven candidates 

for Democratic Party 2002 presidential primary. On February 1, 2002, 

NEC Seoul Office Chairperson delivered a notice to stop the said 

event because it violates "POEA" Article 254. The said notice warned 

that NEC would prevent it if it was still to be held. Despite the 

warning, "Oh My News" went ahead and attempted to hold the event 

on February 5, 2002 and, subsequently, NEC blocked the event by 

dispatching fifty NEC staffs. Upon this prevention, "Oh My News" 

filed a constitutional complaint for: 1) the notice made by NEC Seoul 

Office Chairperson; and 2) Prevention of the "Open Interview." 

Constitutional Court, upon dismissal of the petition, said (the second 

issue of the petition is not related to the instant case and therefore not 

quoted) that NEC's notice did not constitute 'the exercise of 

governmental power' because it was delivered in the form of 

'cooperation request' or 'announcement'. (15-1 KCCR 223-240, 
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2002Hun-Ma106, March 27, 2003). Further, the notice simply delivered 

the opinion of an administrative body on the issue of the possible 

violation of "POEA" against the scheduled event and NEC's prevention 

measures in case of the procession of the event. Even if the notice 

contains a warning that respondent may impose an administrative 

sanction against complainant for the violation of the law, it is just an 

opinion of an administrative body and does not affect the legal nature 

of the notice.   

The above mentioned case is distinguishable from the instant case 

because it prevents an event scheduled in the future and deals with 

the NEC's opinion which was made by NEC and delivered to "Oh 

My News" before the violation occurs. In the instant case, however, 

respondent confirmed that complainant's past act violated the law and 

requested for non-violation. In conclusion, the former case does not 

create legal effects because it is a cooperation request as a 

recommendation without forcibility. However, Notices in the instant 

case infringe on complainant's basic rights by making an authoritative 

interpretation and a warning and therefore the former case should be 

distinguishable. 

B. Review on the subject person with basic rights

(1) Since complainant argues that his basic rights as a natural 

person, not as the President was infringed, this Court will review 

whether a government body, concurrently having the status of an 

individual person, may be qualified for filing a constitutional 

complaint. It is the principle that a state, a governmental body, a 

branch of a government and a public person are the holder of public 

authority in order to protect the basic rights of people and may not 

be the parties to file constitutional complaints (6-2 KCCR 477, 480, 

93Hun-Ma120, December 29, 1994; 13-1 KCCR 178, 185, 

2000Hun-Ma149, January 18, 2001). However, it is not always true 

that a natural person holding a governmental office cannot file a 

constitutional complaint at all. Usually, the basic rights of a person 

will not be recognized if the exercise of governmental power and 

relevant law restrict the rights and the scope of work of a person 

performing the public duty at the broad meaning of governmental 
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organization. However, the basic rights of a person will be recognized 

if the same measures restrict the constitutionally guaranteed basic 

rights of a citizen. (7-1 KCCR 463, 95Hun-Ma53, March 23, 1995; 

10-1 KCCR 480, 97Hun-Ma100, April 30, 1998; 11-1 KCCR 675, 

98Hun-Ma214, May 27, 1999; 18-2 KCCR 190, 2003Hun-Ma758, July 

27, 2006; 18-2 KCCR 190, 2003Hun-Ma758, July 27, 2006). In 

conclusion, this issue shall be reviewed in relation to 1) the nature of 

the basic rights at issue; 2) the closeness between public duty and 

restricted basic rights; and 3) distinguishable factors between public 

duty and private act.

Despite some limitations, President is a citizen with basic rights and 

a private person who may work for a political party. Meanwhile, 

President is a constitutional body with the duty to serve all the 

citizens (16-1 KCCR 609, 638, 2004Hun-Na1, May 14, 2004).     

(2) Notices in the instant case apply to President's private critical 

remarks against the opposition party and its possible Presidential 

candidate at several events. Since the said events are deemed to be 

private meetings, however, it is difficult to find that President's 

remarks are in line of his duty. Further, most remarks at issue are 

President's individual political remarks and are not closely related to 

his Presidential rights and duties. Although respondent made it clear 

that Notices are issued to President not a private citizen, the review 

on a person's basic rights should be conducted from the perspective of 

Notices' substance instead of their format. In this regard, complainant's 

remarks are be made not entirely in line of his public duty but in the 

mixture of his public duty and private rights. After all, complainant, 

President enjoys limited capacity of freedom of expression by being a 

natural person because the freedom of expression is constitutionally 

guaranteed powerful rights.

(3) As complainant contends his basic rights, as a natural person is 

violated by Notices, we find that complainant is qualified for a natural 

person under the above mentioned analysis.

C. Other justiciability issues
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(1) Notices in this case are legally related to complainant who 

claims his rights as a natural person are violated. Therefore, 

complainant has a legal standing.

(2) Exhaustion of remedies is required (Constitutional Court Act, 

Article 68 Section 1) except that 1) complainant made a legitimate 

error by not seeking the remedies at ordinary courts; 2) there is 

almost no possibility of recovery at ordinary courts; and 3) there is 

no procedural certainty on a specific complaint at ordinary courts. In 

these cases, exception to subsidiary principle is allowed (7-2 KCCR 

851, 865, 91Hun-Ma80, December 28, 1995). The instant case falls 

into the exception because the Instant Provision prescribes only 

prohibition without penalty and thus cannot be challenged at an 

appellate court level.

(3) Political questions are not legitimate complaints and should be 

avoided because President and The National Assembly's decisions are 

to be respected (16-1 KCCR 601, 2003Hun-Ma814, April 29, 2004). 

However, they are reviewed if related to basic rights of citizens (8-1 

KCCR 111, 93Hun-Ma186, February 29, 1996). The instant case is 

not a political question because it involves respondent's determination 

on whether complainant's act violates the Instant Provision. The 

respondent's determination can be construed neither as the high level 

of political act similar to the act of a state nor something to be 

highly respected under the principle of separation of powers.

D. Sub-conclusion

Therefore, justiciability of this case is thus satisfied. However, 

Justice Lee, Dong-heub wrote a separate dissenting opinion based on 

the analysis that Notices do not fall into the exercise of governmental 

power and complainant does not have a legal standing. Justice Kim 

Jong-dae also dissented based on the absence of the exercise of 

governmental power. Theses opinions are stated in the Section 7&8.

4. Issue of Unconstitutionality of the Instant Provision
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A. General

(1) History of the Instant Provision

(intentionally omitted)

(2) Restricted basic rights

The law in the instant case prevents President from making 

unjustifiable influence to the result of an election. The issues here are: 

1) whether the Instant Provision restricts complainant's freedom of 

political expression; and 2) whether it infringes upon the right to 

equality of President by discriminating him from other political 

masters who do not owe the same duty. The freedom of act for 

political party will not be reviewed because it is not restricted during 

the campaign (POEA, Article 58 Section 1 Item 4) and other acts are 

included in the review the freedom of political expression. The 

freedom of political campaign will not be reviewed because it is 

protected under the Constitution 21. (7-1 KCCR 499, 507, 

92Hun-Ba29, April 20, 1995; See 19-1 KCCR 1, 2004Hun-Ba82, 

January 17, 2007). 

B. Interpretation of the Instant Provision

(1) Interpretation of the Instant Provision

(A) There is no precedent of ordinary courts on the interpretation of 

the Instant Provision. Therefore, in order to review the constitutionality 

of the Instant Provision, this Court has no other options than judging 

the constitutionality based on its own interpretation of the Instant 

Provision within the needed scope.

(B) The person in the Instant Provision is the 'public official and 

others who have to perform the duty of impartiality'. 'Public officials' 

include all the public officials who should protect equal rights for 

political parties during elections. In fact, all the public officials are in 

the status to be able to improperly influence elections and therefore 
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public officials in the Instant Provision are all the public officials of 

central government and local governments including those in political 

offices such as President, Prime Minister, National Council Members, 

Provincial Governors, Chairman of Gu and other heads of local 

governments. Especially, President and the heads of local governments 

have more important duty of impartiality because they, through their 

positions, may more likely to influence on political opinions of people 

and manipulate competitive relations among political parties. (16-1 

KCCR 609, 636, 2004Hun-Na1, May 14, 2004). However, the 

members of The National Assembly and Local Assemblies are exempt 

from this duty because they enjoy the freedom of political activity 

warranted by law (Public Officials Act, Article 3 Section 3 and 

Article 65, Presidential Decree on the Scope of Public Officials 

defined in 'Public Officials Act, Article 3 Section 3', Article 2 Section 

4) and may do political campaign without duty of impartiality (Public 

Officials Act, Article 60 Section 1 Item 4, Political Party Act, Article 

22 Section 1 Item 1 Proviso). (See 16-1 KCCR 609, 636, 2004Hun-Na1, 

May 14, 2004)   

There arises a conflict between the Instant Provision which mandates 

President's duty of impartiality and the Public Officials Act which allows 

President's political activity (Public Officials Act, Article 3 Section 3 and 

Article 65, Presidential Decree on the Scope of Public Officials defined 

in 'Public Officials Act, Article 3 Section 3', Article 2). Public Officials 

Act is to set a principle for personnel administration of public officials 

which prohibits political activities of public officials in principle but 

permits those of President and other political masters due to the nature 

of their positions. Meanwhile, POEA is to set the fairness of election. It 

restricts a certain amount of election-related political activities of political 

masters and prohibits any act to influence elections in an improper manner 

(POEA, Article 137 through 145). Finally, POEA will be applied 

preemptively by being a special law regulating elections, while Public 

Officials Act is a general law.

(C) Act in the Instant Provision is 'act which influences elections'.  

This act should be interpreted to be any act influencing numbers of 

votes in elections by the way that is not in accordance with public 

officials' duty as public servant bestowed political power and weights. 
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(16-1 KCCR 609, 639, 2004Hun-Na1, May 14, 2004).

(2) Whether the Instant Provision is a declaratory recommendation in its 

nature.

Given no penalty provision, respondent argues that the Instant 

Provision is merely a declaratory warning. However, the Instant 

Provision enumerates the acts of violation and further prescribes that 

violators of the Instant Provision can be penalized by disciplinary act 

(Public Officials Act, Article 78 Section 1 Item 2). In case of 

violation, ordinary public officials may be disciplined while President 

may be impeached. Therefore, it is unlikely that the Instant Provision 

is merely a declaratory warning without legal effects. 

C. Whether this Instant Provision violates the rule of clarity

(1) Rule of clarity is the constitutional principle that any law 

restricting basic rights should be clear and distinct. If a law is not 

clear, it will allow government's arbitrary interpretation of law by not 

guaranteeing legal integrity and predictability. Given the general and 

normative nature of legal texts, however, the law is not against the 

rule of clarity if a law can be clearly interpreted by judge's subsidiary 

judgment and its interpretation is not subjective. (10-1 KCCR 341-342, 

95Hun-Ka16, April 30, 1998; See17-2 KCCR 712, 721, 

2004Hun-Ba45, December 22, 2005).

When it comes to the restriction of the freedom of expression, the 

rule of clarity applies in a strict way. If what is restricted is not 

clear, individuals with basic rights are likely to restrict their freedom 

of expression voluntarily as they are not able to verity whether their 

expression is within the restriction. (14-1 KCCR 616, 628, 

99Hun-Ma480, June 27, 2002). Since complainant claims that his right 

to the freedom of expression was violated by the Instant Provision, 

this court will review whether the Instant Provision violated the rule 

of clarity. However, the level of scrutiny will be modified because the 

Instant Provision is without penalty provision and applies only to 

public officials.
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(2) This Instant Provision prescribes that "public officials and others 

with the duty of political impartiality shall neither make improper 

influences to elections nor commit any act which may influence the 

result of elections." Considering the legislative intent and the relations 

with other provisions, public official in the Instant Provision includes 

all the occupational public officials as well as politically elected 

officials such as President and yet excludes other elected officials such 

as the members of The National Assembly and local assemblies.     

Acts in the Instant Provision may be too broad when it refers to 

acts which make improper influences to elections and may influence 

the result of elections. However, the legislative intent implies the 

reasonable interpretation of the provision, that is, any act influencing 

number of votes in elections by the way not in accordance with 

public official's duty as public servant bestowed their political power 

and weights (See 16-1 KCCR 609, 639, 2004Hun-Na1, May 14, 2004. 

This court decided that 'in order to make influences to elections' of 

POEA, Article 93 Section 1 is against the rule of clarity on August 

30, 2001 in 99Hun-Ba92). The Instant Provision applies only to public 

officials who should understand and execute the law. Especially, 

President, as the head of the Executive, is in the position to 

understand and anticipates the contents of the Instant Provision with 

the assistance of supervising administrative departments. For this 

reason, the level of scrutiny for the rule of clarity is lowered in case 

of President (See 19-2 KCCR 12, 2006Hun-Ka9, July 26, 2007). 

Based on this analysis, we find the Instant Provision is not against 

the rule of clarity.

D. Whether the Instant Provision infringes upon the right to the freedom 

of expression

(1) In general

(A) Freedom of political expression

Freedom of expression is the tool to reveal individual values. With 

this freedom, individuals shape their characters by the way of 

inter-communications and achieve self-realization. Meanwhile, it is the 
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tool to materialize social value. With this tool, individuals participate 

in political decision making process and thus actualizes self 

governance (See 11-1 KCCR 768, 775, 97Hun-Ma265, June24, 1999). 

In principle, therefore, the freedom of expression should be warranted 

as far as it is not in violation of fair elections. In case of restriction 

of this freedom, the rule against excessive restriction should still be 

applied pursuant the Constitution, Article 37 Section 2 (6-2 KCCR 15, 

93Hun-Ka4, July 29, 1994; See 15-1 KCCR 7, 17, 2001Hun-Ka4, 

January 30, 2003).

(B) President as a public official

President is the head of the Executive (the Constitution, Article 66 

Section 4) and should comply with the Public Official Act. (Public 

Official Act, Article 2 Section 3 Item 1 Sub-item Ka). A public 

official owes the constitutional duty of political impartiality toward 

elections under the Constitution, Article 47 Section 1, Article 67 

Section 1, Article 116 Section 1 (16-1 KCCR 609, 634-635, 

2004Hun-Na1, May 14, 2004).

(C) President as a politician

Modern democracy has changed from representative democracy to 

party politics democracy. Political party connects a nation with the 

people by directing and consolidating various political opinions of the 

people. Through this process, political party shapes political ideas and 

influences state policies. In details, political party nominates candidates 

for different elections; produce political ideas to influence government's 

major policies through elections and legislative activities; and takes a 

major role in leading mass movement (15-2(B) KCCR 17, 32, 

2002Hun-Ra1, October 30, 2003). Since political party plays a major 

role in election process as well as political process, the Constitution 

guarantees the freedom to establish political party and the multi-party 

system (the Constitution, Article 8 Sections 1 Section 2). Under this 

party politics democracy, a Presidential Candidate is elected as 

President after being nominated by a party and winning an election. 

President, after being elected and taking office, may still remain as 
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the party member and engage in political activities (Public Official 

Act, Article 3 Section 3, Article 65; 'Regulations on the Scope of 

Public Official under Public Official Act Article 3 Section 3, Article 2  

Section 1; Political Parties Act, Article 22 Section 1 Item 1 Proviso). 

Therefore, President, with the status of 'political and constitutional 

institution' or 'politician,' is likely to be closely related to the policy 

and interests of a certain political group.

(D) President's duty of impartiality

There is a possibility that President's freedom of political activity 

conflicts with his or her duty of impartiality toward elections. Under 

the current representative democracy system, election is the essential 

part to materialize the people's democracy because it enables the 

people to decide the composition of governmental organization and 

bestow democratic legitimacy to elected officials. Meanwhile, the duty 

of fair election lies with President, an administering head of state 

affairs because President is a constitutional body who not only 

executes his political party's policy but also owes the duty to promote 

public goods as the head of the Executive. President has the duty to 

serve all the people in addition to his or her supporters and thus 

unify different political groups in a society (16-1 KCCR 609, 637, 

2004Hun-Na1, May 14, 2004). Although NEC, as a separate 

constitutional organ, deals with election administration (the 

Constitution, Article 114 Section 1), the impartiality of President, as 

the head of the Executive, is very important because the actual 

election administration cannot be successful without supports and 

cooperation of public officials in the Executive. Further, President's 

interference with election is highly likely to threat fair elections 

because public officials tend to consider the political orientation of 

President who supervises the personnel management although their 

employments are guaranteed under the law. In conclusion, when 

President's freedom of political activities conflicts with the duty of 

impartiality, the duty prevails. 

(2) Whether the rule against excessive restrictions is violated
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(A) Legitimacy of the legislative purpose 

The duty of impartiality of public officials is essential to warrant 

fair election, free election and equal opportunity. The principle of free 

election guarantees that voters be free from the improper influence of 

the state and make their decisions and political opinions through free 

and open process. Therefore, a governmental body owes 'duty of 

impartiality' which prohibits either supporting or opposing specific 

political parties or candidates. 

Also, the duty of impartiality of public officials in election is 

constitutional commitment in terms of equal opportunity among 

political parties. Political party's equal opportunity is the constitutional 

principal pursuant to the Constitution, Article 8 Section 1 and Article 

11 and is further detailed at the Constitution, Article 116 Section 1 

which prescribes that 'election campaign …… should guarantee equal 

opportunities'. The principle of political party's equal opportunity 

prohibits any act which makes either positive or negative impacts to 

specific political party and candidate (16-1 KCCR 609, 635, 

2004Hun-Na1, May 14, 2004). The purpose of POEA is to contribute 

to the development of democratic politics by making sure that an 

election as prescribed by the Constitution and the Local Autonomy 

Act is held fairly in accordance with the free will of the people and 

democratic procedures and by preventing any malpractice related to the 

election (POEA, Article 1). This Instant Provision is aimed to promote 

people's democracy through fair elections by imposing the political 

duty of impartiality on public officials and therefore has the legitimate 

legislative objective.

(B) Appropriateness of means

There could be an argument that fair election may be promoted by 

President's political opinion which satisfies people's rights to know 

because President may become a member of a political party and 

engage in political activities. 

However, the reason we guarantee fair election is for the goal of 

protecting the principle of free election, in which, voters make their 

political opinions free from the governmental and any other influences. 
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As stated above, the interference of President, as the head of the 

Executive, is highly likely to endanger the principle of free election 

and, for this reason, the Instant Provision is found to be a justifiable 

mean for the legislative objective of 'guaranteeing fair elections'.

(C) Least restrictive means

1) The necessity of the Instant Provision

POEA has several provisions to regulate public officials' campaign 

work.

Article 85 (prohibition of campaign work by using one's status) and 

Article 86(prohibition of acts influencing elections) enumerate what are 

prohibited. Article 255 prescribes penalty and Articles 232, 237, 238, 

247  & 249 regulate aggravated penalty. While we already have above 

mentioned penalty provisions, the enactment of the Instant Provision 

raises the issue of whether it violates the principle of least restrictive 

means. 

Despite the Legislature revised Election Act several times in order 

to regulate fraudulent elections, public officials' interference with 

elections were not eradicated. Under the circumstances, the Legislature 

made the former 'Public Officials Election and Prevention of Election 

Corruption Act of 1994' and enacted the Instant Provision within it. 

Under this legislative history, POEA does not violate the principle of 

minimizing damages when it enacts the Instant Provision in addition 

to Articles 85, 86 & 255 and above cited aggravated penalty provision 

for public officials. 

2) Scope of restrictions

This Instant Provision restricts President's freedom of expression 

when President makes improper influence to the result of election 

during a campaign season. Although President expresses his or her 

own political opinions as a party member, he or she should not 

express political opinions in line of political duty as the head of the 

Executive and therefore President is subject to the law regulating the 

duty of political impartiality (16-1 KCCR 609, 638, 2004Hun-Na1, 
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May14, 2004). The Instant Provision does not regulate President's 

private rights. Given the publicity and the nature of its position, 

however, President lies in an unclear distinction between his/her rights 

as private individual and his/her acts within his job duty (16-1 KCCR 

609, 633, 638, 2004Hun-Na1, May 14, 2004). This unclear distinction 

limits the scope of President's private rights.

Complainant argues that Notices are unreasonable because they take 

away President's opportunity to respond to the opposition party's 

criticism as President is required to keep the duty of impartiality in 

'supervising elections'. We do not agree because President has the duty 

of 'the supervision of fair elections' as well as 'duty of impartiality to 

elections' in order to ensure 'fair elections'. We believe he may 

respond to the opposition party's criticisms through his administration 

and political party.

3) Modification of sanction 

The Instant Provision does not have penalty provision leading for 

criminal prosecution. In case of violation by President, he or she will 

not be subject to other penalties except to be impeached. 

4) The rule of the least restrictive means

The rule of the least restrictive means is not violated because 

President's rights under the Instant Provision are restricted with the 

limited condition of timing, method and areas in a non-excessive level 

of penalty. 

(D) Balance between interests

Public interest sought by the Instant Provision is 'the fairness of 

election' and the damages incurred on public officials are 'the 

restriction of the freedom of political expression'. As we discussed 

above, 'the fairness of election' warranted by President's impartiality is 

greater and more important than a limited amount of 'the restriction of 

the freedom of expression' imposed to President. Therefore, the Instant 

Provision satisfies the balancing test. 
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(E) Sub-conclusion

We find that the Instant Provision does not infringe upon 

complainant's freedom of political expression when it does not violate 

the rule against the excessive restriction.

E. Whether the principle of equality is violated

(1) There is discrimination against President because the members of 

The National Assembly and Local Assemblies are the same elected 

officials as President and yet not subject to the Instant Provision.

(2) The principle of equality under the Constitution, Article 11 

Section 1 does not mean formal equality without any sort of 

discrimination. It rather means non-allowance of discrimination 

stemming from unreasonable contingencies in the application of law 

and law making process, therefore discrimination without reasonable 

basis violates the principle of equality (6-1 KCCR 72, 75 

92Hun-Ba43, February 24, 1994; 10-2 KCCR 484, 504 98Hun-Ka7 et 

al., September 30, 1998; See 13-2 KCCR 714, 726 99Hun-Ma494 

November 29, 2001). The standard of review for the violation of the 

principle of equality varies: 1) strict scrutiny applies to the case where 

the Constitution textually requires equality and where discriminatory 

action seriously restricts the basic rights; and 2) moderate scrutiny 

applies to the other cases (See 11-2 KCCR 770, 787, 98Hun-Ma363, 

December 23, 1999). The Instant Provision applies to the cases where 

the Constitution does not textually require equality. Further, absent 

penalty provision, the Instant Provision is unlikely to infringe upon 

one's basic rights seriously. In the instant case, therefore, the standard 

of review will be the rule against arbitrariness which is a moderate 

scrutiny. 

(3) President has the full responsibility for fair election as the head 

of the Executive. President's interference with election is highly likely 

to affect the fairness of election because public officials are not free 

from the political orientation of President who has the power of 

personnel administration. On the other hand, the members of The 
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National Assembly and Local Assemblies are the part of the 

Legislature with less influence to election because they do not have 

public officials under their supervisions. Further, while being part of 

the National Assembly, the members of the National Assembly may 

become candidates for election as party members and actively 

participate in advertisement campaign for policies under the principle 

of multi-party and free election. In this regard, it is not appropriate to 

impose the duty of impartiality on the members of the National 

Assembly and Local Assemblies.

(4) In conclusion, it is reasonable discrimination and not against the 

principle of equality for the members of the National Assembly and 

Local Assemblies to be immune from the Instant Provision. 

F. Sub-conclusion

We conclude that the Instant Provision is not unconstitutional and 

find no merit to complainant's claim that Notices infringe upon 

complainant's basic rights by being unconstitutional. 

5. Whether Notices are Unconstitutional 

A. Whether the principle of clarity is violated

(1) Under the Constitutional Court Act, Article 68 Section 1, 

anybody whose basic right is violated by the exercise or non-exercise 

of governmental power may file a constitutional complaint. 

Complainant argues that Notices are against the principle of clarity 

because they do not point out what part of complainant's remarks 

violated the Instant Provision. We understand that complainant asserts 

that unclear Notices violate his freedom of political expression. 

(2) The 1st Notice points out President's remarks on June 2, 2007 at 

EFPG meeting on the wrongfulness of the opposition party's gaining 

political power and the criticism against the party's candidate. The 2nd 

Notice deals with President's remarks made at Wonkwang University 

on June 8, at the anniversary of the June 10th Democracy on June 
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10th Movement and during the interview with Hankyoreh Newspaper 

on June 13. The contents of the remarks are same with those on June 

2nd. These Notices are clear enough to advise Complainant of the 

substance of 'the acts against Election Act'.

(3) We conclude that Notices are clear and complainant's assertion is 

without merit.

B. Whether the principle of due process is violated

(1) The Constitution, Article 12 Section 1 prescribes that " …… no 

person shall be punished, placed under preventive restrictions or subject 

to involuntary labor except as provided by Act and through lawful 

procedures." This principle applies not only to criminal procedure but 

all the governmental actions (4 KCCR 853, 876-877, 92Hun-Ka8, 

December 24, 1992; 10-1 KCCR 610, 618, 96Hun-Ba4, May28, 1998; 

19-1 KCCR 482, 2006Hun-Ba10, April 26, 2007). One of important 

procedures under this principle of due process is to give a proper 

notice to a party and grant a chance to submit the party's opinion and 

briefs (6-2 KCCR 1, 11, 93Hun-Ka3, July 29, 1994; 8-1  KCCR 1, 

16-17, 95Hun-Ka5, January 25, 1996; 14-1 KCCR 616, 634, 

99Hun-Ma480, June 27, 2002). It is difficult to say what extent this 

procedural due process should be satisfied to. Therefore, we review 

this issue by considering different factors such as the nature of the 

regulation, private interest of parties, promotion of value, efficiency of 

governmental operation, costs of the procedure, the opportunity for 

appeal and others (15-2(A) KCCR 1, 18, 2001Hun-Ka25, July 28, 

2003; 17-2 KCCR 785, 796, 2005Hun-Ma19, December 22, 2005; 

18-1(B) KCCR 58, 67, 2004Hun-Ba12, May 25, 2006).

(2) An administrative decision passed by NEC is not subject to 

regulation on administrative procedure (Administrative Procedure, 

Article  3 Section 2 Item 4) due to the principle of the separation of 

power and the reasonableness of NEC's voting procedure. Given the 

special nature of campaign work, NEC should make prompt decisions 

on the issues of the violation of election law. Further, absent ultimate 

legal effects, NEC does not necessarily have to provide complainant 
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with the chance for response.

(3) We conclude that NEC did not violate complainant's basic rights 

when it did not give complainant the chance for response before 

issuing Notices.

C. Whether the Instant Provision is misinterpreted

(1) In a strict sense, Constitutional Court does not review the 

misinterpretation and misapplication of law made by administrative 

organs. However, when an administrative organ made decisions against 

an individual after ignoring the effects of the Constitution or the 

regulations on basic rights and thus violates one's basic rights without 

reflection of the constitutional spirit, Constitutional Court reviews the 

issues on the misinterpretation and misapplication of law (See 15-1 

KCCR 223, 237-238, 2002Hun-Ma106, February 27, 2003).

(2) Complainant claims that he is not categorized as a public official 

and, therefore, Notices are issued based on the wrong categorization. 

We disagree because President is a public official as we stated above.

(3) Complainant argues that his speeches do not fall into 'exerting 

improper influence to elections and acting in a manner which may 

influence the results of elections' and, thus, NEC chairperson 

misinterpreted and misapplied this law when he issued Notices. We 

consider the contents of President's remarks, timing, frequency and 

context in order to decide whether President may substantially affect 

the result of elections through speeches not in conformity with his 

status which mandates President to exercises his/her political power 

and influences only for people (16-1 KCCR 609, 639, 2004Hun-Na1, 

May 14, 2004).

(A) Contents of remarks

Appendix 3 (intentionally omitted)

(B) Timing
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President's remarks at EFPG was made on June 2, 2007 (Saturday); 

at Wonkwang University on June 8 (Friday); at the Anniversary of the 

June 10th Democracy on June 10th Movement on June 10 (Sunday); 

and during the interview with Hankyoreh Newspaper on June 13 

(Wednesday) with short intervals. These remarks were made six 

months before the Presidential Election Day (December 19, 2007). 

Although campaign work did not start during this time, Grand 

National Party has begun to receive applications for the party's 

primary. The names of candidates for the primary election with their 

general policies were already known to the public. According to 

"POEA," prospective candidates may register from 240 days before 

Presidential Election day (Article 60-2 Section 1 Item 1) with a 

limited capacity of campaign work allowed (Article 60-3) and a party 

may establish campaign office from 204 days (Article 61-2 Section 1 

Item 1). Given the importance of Presidential Elections, however, 

parties and candidates prepare campaign work far before legally 

permitted campaign season and, consequently, media covers them with 

great importance. Therefore, we find that the timing of complainant's 

remarks is close to the timing of Presidential Election.

(C) The size and nature of the meeting

1) EFPG is a national civil organization established on April 2007 

for the purpose of objective evaluation of Participatory Government 

(President Roh Moo-hyun Administration). Complainant was invited to 

speak at the meeting of EFPG with hundreds of participants held in 

Seoul, Yangje-Dong on June 2, 2007 and his speech was lively 

webcasted by OhMyNews. Complainant also spoke in the presence of 

school officials and faculty members at Wonkwang University on June 

8, 2007 after receiving a honorary doctorate of political science. 

Further, complainant Gave congratulatory remarks at an official 

Anniversary of June Tenth Democracy Movement with the participants 

of three thousand public officials and citizens which was broadcasted 

by Korean Broadcasting Company. The interview with Hankyoreh 

Newspaper was done at the reception room of President's Office in 

the presence of staffs from the newspaper and President's Office on 

June 13, 2007. 
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2) The Anniversary of June Tenth Democracy Movement and the 

interview with Hankyoreh Newspaper were conducted during his 

working hours as President with media exposure and, therefore, they 

were found to be done in line of work.

3) The EFPG meeting and the honorary doctorate ceremony at 

Wonkwang University were conducted with President's participation as 

a private figure. Given President's publicity and the importance, many 

people participated in both events. The EFPG meeting was webcasted 

and the part of his speeches at Wonkwang University was also 

broadcasted later. Through these events, complainant purported to 

impose his political agendas which were the evaluation of his 

administration's establishment and the decentralization of power. 

Therefore, we cannot find those events are not related to complainant's 

job duties as President. After all, those events remain in the area 

where the public figure and the private figure of President collides.

(D) Evaluation of the remarks

As we discussed above, complainant continuously and repeatedly 

criticized the candidates of the opposing party and their policies. 

Further, complainant made remarks that he would support the 

candidate from his party during the interview with Hankyoreh 

Newspaper. These remarks of complainant may possibly give 

substantial influences to the fairness of election as complainant used 

his political power in a manner that is not in accordance with his 

duty to serve all the people.

(E) Short conclusion 

We do not believe that respondent misinterpreted and misapplied the 

Instant Provision because the remarks of complainant has improper 

influence on the number of votes to be obtained in the election 

through inappropriate exercise of his political power. For this reason, 

complainant is without merit when he argues that his basic rights 

were violated by Notices.
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D. Sub-conclusion

We find that Notices are not as wrongful exercise of governmental 

power and do not infringe upon complainant's basic rights. 

6. Conclusion

The Instant Provision is not unconstitutional and Notices in the 

instant case do not infringe upon complainant's basic rights. For these 

reasons, we deny this constitutional complaint.

7. Dissenting Opinion by Justice Kim Jong-dae (Dismissal)

I believe that Notices do not constitute the exercise of governmental 

power which may violate one's basic rights.

A. Definition of exercise of governmental power

To file a constitutional complaint based on the Constitutional Court 

Act, Article 68 Section 1, there should be the possibility of 

infringement of one's basic rights by exercise or non-exercise of 

governmental power. The 'exercise of governmental power,' as the 

subject matter of a constitutional complaint, should make direct legal 

effects to citizen's rights and duties and should be able to change 

complainant's legal status in a negative manner (See 6-2 KCCR 249, 

264 92Hun-Ma174 August 31, 1994). Complainant cannot argue for 

the infringement of basic rights when the exercise of governmental 

power does not create legal effects by not imposing any legal burden 

to them. Therefore, interactions between governmental organs, 

administrative notice and delivery of opinions do not constitute 

governmental power because they lack legally binding power and 

outside effects. 

There is an issue of whether Notices in the instant case are the 

exercise of governmental power.

B. Subject person of Notices
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Notices are issued twice. The outline of Notices is composed of 

request for no further violation such as complainant's remarks made in 

EFPG by confirming the remarks violate Article 9 of POEA, under 

the title of 'request for compliance with the Presidential duty of 

impartiality'. Before issuing Notices, NEC reviewed whether 

complainant's remarks violated "POEA" by holding a full-member 

meeting. After the meeting, NEC delivered the Commission's opinion 

under the name of NEC chairperson. Considering these procedures, we 

find it was NEC who issued Notices even if they were delivered 

under the name of NEC chairperson. Obviously, respondent makes it 

clear that Notices were made from NEC's decision and they were 

NEC's notices.

 

C. Legal basis of Notices

(1) Under the Constitution, Article 37 Section 2, the freedoms and 

rights of citizens may be restricted by Act only when necessary for 

national security, the maintenance of law and order or for public 

welfare. Therefore, we need to find the legal basis of Notices because 

any measures to restrict citizen's basic rights should be either derived 

from or based on the law. Respondent argues that Notices are mainly 

derived from NEC Act, Article 14 Section 2 and, alternatively, even 

without this Act, Notices may be made based on unique power of 

NEC which deals with fair election under the Constitution and NEC 

Act.

(2) We will observe whether NEC Act, Article 14 Section 2 can be 

the basis of Notices. In order to acknowledge the said provision as 

the basis of Notices, NEC should be the subject person of measure 

enumerated in the said provision and the contents of Notices should 

fall into the type prescribed in the said provision. The NEC Act, 

Article 14 Section 2 limits the initiator of NEC's action within 

"commission members' or 'staffs' and classifies different notices into 

'stop', 'warning', 'correction' and 'criminal complaint'. The Legislature 

enacted this law with the knowledge of the different statuses and roles 

between 'commission members'/'staffs' and Commission. It becomes 

clear if we observe that the action can be initiated by Commission 
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instead of 'staff' or 'commission members' when the Legislature 

enacted "POEA," Article 10 Section 3. For this reason, the subject 

who can initiate any action in NEC Act, Article 14 Section 2 should 

be reasonably limited to 'commission members' or 'staffs'.     

Next, in case of violation of NEC Act, Article 14 Section 2, NEC 

may issue various corrective measures such as 'stop' 'warning' 

'correction' followed by prosecutorial measures strictly prescribed by 

law. Since NEC's measures restrict one's basic rights, they should be 

made strictly based on the law.

Even when we observe NEC's customary practice, we clearly find 

that NEC use the substantially similar terms with those of Article 14 

Section 2 such as 'warning', 'stop order', 'compliance order', 'criminal 

prosecution' and 'criminal punishment'. 

In conclusion, Notices in this instant case do not fall into the 

measure prescribed in NEC Act, Article 14 Section 2 and therefore 

cannot refer to the Instant Provision as a legal basis.

(3) Next, we will review whether NEC may issue Notices based on 

its unique power. NEC is a constitutional organ established by the 

Constitution. This status is the result of our nation's constitutional 

determination with the recognition of the importance of fair election 

for the development of democracy. Under this tradition, NEC Act and 

Public Election Act enacted numerous legal bases for NEC's corrective 

measures to ensure fair election management. Absent those legal bases, 

however, NEC may issue such measures requesting cooperation and 

compliance to any organizations and individuals in anticipation of 

possible violation. This power is based on the constitutionally granted 

status of the manager of fair election which is the essential value of 

democracy. 

(4) For these reasons, it is reasonably concluded that Notices in the 

instant case were not based on NEC Act, Article 14 Section 2 but 

rather based on NEC's inherent status and power granted by the 

Constitution, NEC Act and Public Official Election Act for the 

purpose of managing fair election.

D. Legal nature of Notices in the instant case
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(1) Notices in the instant case is best characterized as a mere 

opinion or a request for cooperation of an administrative body because 

NEC simply delivered a request for compliance with complainant's 

duty of impartiality and re-delivered the same request after NEC 

decided complainant's actions violated "POEA". Therefore, Notices in 

the instant case bear no relevance with the violation of complainant's 

basic rights because the Article 9 of POEA, regarded as pertinent 

provision of Notices in the instant case by respondent, prescribes no 

legal sanction against violation.

(2) Therefore, as stated in the NEC Act, Article 14 Section 2, NEC 

may not impose any other restrictive measure including criminal 

prosecution even if complainant does not comply with the Notices. 

Due to the nature of Notices, therefore, respondent is required to 

neither hear complainant's response before they issue Notices nor state 

the legal basis for Notices. Although complainant's basic rights might 

have shrunk, it resulted not from legal effects but from actual effects 

or political action.

E. Conclusion

Notices are measure made by NEC to request reservation of 

unnecessary remarks to ensure fair election. Notices neither imposes 

any duty on complainant nor creates any legal effects. Instead, they 

are corrective measures in anticipation of cooperation on complainant's 

side and thus not constitute the exercise of governmental power which 

may possibly violate complainant's basic rights. For this reason, this 

constitutional complaint should be dismissed.

8. Justice Lee Dong-heub's Dissenting Opinion (Dismissal)

I dissent to the majority opinion because I find neither the exercise 

of governmental power in the instant Notices nor the justiciability on 

complainant's legal standing.

A. Whether Notices constitute the exercise of governmental power
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(1) In general

According to the Constitutional Court Act, Article 68 Section 1, 'the 

exercise of the governmental power should have legal effects to 

citizen's basic rights and duty and consequently cause damages to 

complainant in his/her legal relation and status (6-2 KCCR 249, 264, 

92Hun-Ma174, August 31, 1994). The followings lack legal effects 

and therefore do not constitute the exercise governmental power: 

cooperation request by administration, opinion, recommendation, action 

without forcibility, notice of the interpretation of law, notice of 

induced standard, confirmation notice without violation of basic rights, 

reply to legal question, and interaction between governmental entities 

(Constitutional Court Official Gazette, 40, 940, 941, 99 Hun-Ma625, 

November 30, 1999; 13-1 KCCR 752, 757-8, 2000Hun-Ma37, March 

21, 2001; 15-1 KCCR 223, 226, 2002Hun-Ma106, February 27, 2003). 

(2) The nature and legal character of Notices

(A) To determine whether a government action constitutes the 

exercise of governmental power, we need to review the format and 

the contents of the government action and relevant law. (13-2 KCCR 

353, 359, 2000Hun-Ma159, September 27, 2001). Notices in the 

instant case use such non-forcible and opinion stating terms as 

'request' and 'demand' 'regret' 'attention' 'restrain' 'consideration' in its 

title and contents. In a consistent manner, the contents of Notices are 

composed of the notice of legal value-judgment on the current 

situation and cooperation request to prevent further dispute. After all, 

Notices are NEC's cooperation request for fair election from NEC's 

typical business practice and this is claimed by respondent as well.

Under the customary practice, NEC branch offices issue 'cooperation 

request' (See, 'Handbook of investigation for crimes on election and 

politics funding' edited by NEC and Respondent's Brief [attached 

5][attached 6][attached 7]), which is distinct from 'warning' set forth in 

article 14-2 of NEC Act and less forcible than the 'warning'. These 

practice do not use the 'warning' 'correction order' articulated in the 

NEC Act, but use the term 'cooperation request' or 'compliance 

request' as those in Notices in the instant case. Further, they do not 
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mention the forcible or disciplinary action which NEC may take but 

rather ask for compliance to the law.

NEC branch offices have the status and responsibility for managing 

and guiding fair election pursuant to the Constitution, Article 114 

(NEC), NEC Act, Article 1 (Objective), Article 3 (NEC Responsibility) 

and Article 114 (Election System). Absent specific legal provisions, 

NEC issues its opinions and cooperation requests for compliance with 

election law to individuals and government entities. Notices in the 

instant case are those of cooperation and compliance request made by 

NEC. Considering the format, contents, relevant law and respondent's 

business practice, we find Notices in the instant case to be NEC's 

cooperation request or compliance request for fair election. With 

respect to this, majority opinion found Notices in the instant case was 

based on the Article 14-2 of NEC Act by constituting 'warning' 

among the above mentioned categories, I disagree. There was no 

mention about the pertinent provision when Notices in the instant case 

were issued. Further, respondent asserts that Notices in the instant case 

do not fall into the 'warning' set forth in Article 14-2 of NEC Act. 

The subject  person to issue the 'warning' set forth in Article 14-2 of 

NEC Act should be members or officials of NEC. The subject person 

of Notices in the instant case is found to be NEC. It is found that 

Chairperson of NEC simply notified complainant, when I consider the 

format, contents and process of Notices in the instant case.

(B) Despite their interpretation of election law and the specific legal 

situation, Notices in the instant case does not make any legal effects 

to complainant. Further, Notices are without legal provisions to base 

legal effects and without any sign to imply the exercise of 

governmental power. It cannot be said that Notices in the instant case 

implies direct and concrete legal disadvantage because it does not 

change affirmatively the present legal relationship of the recipient or 

impose special burden or duty on the recipient. In addition, it cannot 

be seen that Notices in the instant case give rise to the insecurity of 

legal status or factual change because it does not have the nature of 

de-facto exercise of power which asks immediate correction or 

termination of the violation. There is no law stipulates legal effect and 

any evidence to prove the establishing of exercise of governmental 
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power.

One can argue that Notices are the exercise of governmental power 

because complainant may be impeached in case of non-compliance. 

The cause of action for impeachment is 'the violation of the 

Constitution and the law during the work' and 'the violation is gross' 

as prescribed in the Constitution, Article 65 (16-1 KCCR 654-8, 

2004Hun-Na1, May 14, 2004). In case of complainant's non-compliance 

and subsequent possible impeachment action, we need to review the 

issue of 'the violation of the Instant Provision' instead of 'the technical 

non-compliance of Notices'.  For this reason, the violation of "POEA" 

Article 9 Section 1 was the issue instead of non-compliance with 

NEC's notice in 2004Hun-Na1 ("the President's Impeachment case"). 

With respect to this issue, the majority opinion decides that Notices in 

the instant case may trigger the cause of action for impeachment by 

legally confirming complainant's violation and thus may cause negative 

effects to complainant's legal status. However, the 'legal confirmation' 

referred above by the majority opinion has the connotation of political 

and practical weigh not legal basis. Although people can regard an 

administrative agency's interpretation of statute as an authoritative 

interpretation, this interpretation cannot be the agency's statement with 

legal connotation. Further, the possibility of impeachment does not 

depend on the existence of Notices in the instant case. The causes of 

action for impeachment are various without any fixed formality. Since 

the impeachment action is politically motivated in some cases, I 

cannot find an action to be the exercise of governmental power only 

because it triggered the impeachment. 

(C) The majority opinion decides that Notices constitute the exercise 

of governmental power because they are warnings pursuant to NEC 

Act, Article 14 Section 2 and may become the basis for a criminal 

investigation and a prosecution. However, Notices in the instant case 

are not based on NEC Act, Article 14 Section 2. They are compliance 

requests or opinions without forcibility based on NEC's inherent 

power. Absent penalty provision, I cannot accept the hypothetical 

presumption of criminal investigation or prosecution resulting from the 

violation of Notices. Violators of Notices will be penalized pursuant to 

the provision of election law not pursuant to NEC Act, Article 14 
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Section 2. In case of criminal prosecution, authorities should Gather 

the facts and apply the law without reliance to NEC's measures. 

Further, respondent should file a criminal complaint for the violation 

of election law not for non-compliance with notices. Therefore, the 

fact that respondent may file a criminal complaint does not yield to 

the assertion that Notices in the instant case constitutes the exercise of 

governmental power. 

(D) Now I consider the fact that Notices are issued to 'the 

President' 'Head Secretary of the President' under the title of 'request', 

're-request', with the contents that President's remarks violate the duty 

of impartiality to election under POEA and the future cooperation is 

requested. I further consider the purpose and process of Notices in the 

instant case. Upon this consideration, I find, Notices in the instant 

case are issued to the institution of the Presidency, not an ordinary 

citizen. In principle, any action toward governmental entities and 

administrative organs do not bear direct relations to the basic rights of 

citizens and, for this reason, they are unlikely to be the exercise of 

governmental power (5-2 KCCR 510, 517-8, 92Hun-Ma293, November 

25, 1993; 6-1 KCCR 409, 413, 91Hun-Ma55, April 28, 1994; 6-2 

KCCR 249, 265, 92Hun-Ma174, August 31, 1994). 

As the majority opinion found, the chilling effects afflicted to 

complainant result from Notices' practical and political effects not from 

legal effects. Every Governmental body has a duty to observe law and 

President has the same duty. Legal effect from the exercise of 

governmental power is the concept presupposed by a certain amount 

of limitation in individual's private life. It does not consider possible 

political effect which is created by the fact that the individual is 

President. The fact that the recipient of Notices in the instant case is 

President rather weakens the characteristic of governmental power.

(E) I disagree with the majority opinion when they find that Notices 

in the instant case are NEC's decision on President's violation of law 

which cannot be challenged in a court and therefore they are final 

legal findings with the restriction of basic rights. First of all, NEC is 

a constitutional organ in charge of fair management of elections and 

national referenda and deals with administrative affairs concerning 
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political parties (Article 114 Section 1 of the Constitution). The term 

of its members shall be guaranteed (Article 114 Section 3 of the 

Constitution) equally appointed by the President, National Assembly, 

and Supreme Court (Article 114 Section 2 of the Constitution). 

However, NEC is not the Judiciary or quasi-Judiciary which imposes 

sanction and restriction on violation of election law. Although NEC's 

power is an independent constitutional organ with broad and important 

power in supervising election and party administration, it is not able 

to render 'authoritative' interpretation of law when it issues notices and 

decision. Further, an administrative action cannot be found to be a 

final decision only because it creates practical and psychological 

restriction while it cannot be challenged in a court because it is 

without the provision on legal effects. Current systems of constitutional 

adjudication or public law strictly distinguish legal effect from factual, 

indirect or political effect.

(F) The alleged damages incurred on complainant are not caused by 

Notices but by the Instant Provision. Notices simply interpreted the 

Instant Provision and requested compliance with the provision. For this 

reason, if we review this petition on merits, we need to review the 

constitutionality of the Instant Provision, not Notices; this proves that 

Notices in the instant case is without legal effects.

Considering the majority opinion about the review on merits, it 

becomes clearer. Majority opinion examined whether the rule of clarity 

was violated, due process doctrine was violated and NEC member's 

interpretation was appropriate during the review on the possible 

violation of the Constitution by Instant Provision and the Notices. 

With respect to the rule of clarity, I have a doubt if the principle 

applies to administrative measures. Rule of clarity, as one of symbols 

of the principles of constitutional State, should be observed for all 

legislation restricting basic rights, because if the governed could not 

know what is prohibited from the languages of regulations, then legal 

stability or predictability would not be secured by causing the arbitrary 

exercise of executive power (10-1 KCCR 327, 95Hun-Ka16, April 30, 

1998). The issue of clarity on administrative measures is not 

something to be discussed from the perspective of the rule of clarity 

in the Constitution. Rather, it is the issue related to administrative law 
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in deciding whether administrative measures can be annulled. 

With respect to the issue of due process derived from the 

unavailability of complainant's response, there is no substantial 

constitutional point in the phase of Notices where the disadvantage of 

complainant was not materialized. I believe this issue is related to the 

issue of the unconstitutional interpretation and the misapplication of 

the Instant Provision. Since majority opinion mainly examined whether 

NEC failed to interpret the Instant Provision, I will explain it as 

below. 

Even if administrative agency misinterpreted a law which resulted in 

the violation of citizen's basic rights, those administrative actions are 

not always subject to constitutional review. If misinterpretation of 

administrative agency should be subject of constitutional complaint, the 

Constitutional Court would review the rationality about every 

interpretation and application of law because nowadays lots of statutes 

are restrictive and the misinterpretation of restrictive legislation 

necessarily would entail the infringement of complainant's basic rights. 

Fact finding, interpretation of law and application of law lie within 

the jurisdiction of ordinary courts not the Constitutional Court. 

Administrative agency should consider the normative principle of basic 

rights and constitutional decisions when it implements the law through 

the interpretation of legal provisions, unfixed legal concepts and its 

own discretionary power. When administrative agency does not 

consider the constitutional spirit and consequently infringes upon 

citizen's basic rights by ignoring the constitutional effects to the law, 

the interpretation and application of the law becomes a subject matter 

under review by the Constitutional Court. When the issue of 

misinterpretation and misapplication of law is decided under the 

misapplied law, however, the very issue will be decided under the 

jurisdiction of ordinary courts, not the Constitutional Court (15-1 

KCCR 223, 237-8, 2002Hun-Ma106, February 27, 2003).

Contrary to my analysis, complainant's argument as well as the 

majority opinion is directed to the issue whether complainant violated 

the Instant Provision considering various factors such as the contents 

of remarks, timing, and the size and the nature of the event. 

However, the issue here is whether respondent's misinterpretation 

violated the law not the Constitution because the respondent's alleged 
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misinterpretation should be decided with the very law not the 

Constitution (15-1 KCCR 223, 238, 2002Hun-Ma106, February 27, 

2003). In 2002Hun-Ma106, this Court decided that Constitutional Court 

cannot review the issues regarding 'the concept of periodicals' and 'the 

power' of NEC Seoul District Chief because this Court found that 

those issues deal with the issue of the interpretation and application of 

law (15-1 DCCR 223, 238, 2002Hun-Ma106, February 27, 2003). It 

hardly happens that the subject matter is different from the subject of 

substantial recourse like the majority opinion, except when the specific 

administrative measure could be found unconstitutional due to 

unconstitutionality of pertinent laws pursuant to Article 75 Section 5 

of the Constitutional Court Act. In general, this could happen when 

the administrative action, with lack of legal effect independent of the 

interpretation of pertinent regulations of it or substantial relatedness to 

basic rights guaranteed by the Constitution, was taken to be subject of 

review on merits. The Constitutional Court seemed to avoid these 

results through not taking interpretation of law or statement, in 

principle, as the subject matter. 

In this regard, the majority opinion mistakenly adopted the Instant 

Provision as a subject matter after finding Notices constitutional 

although Notices are without legal effects.    

(G) In conclusion, Notices in the instant case do not constitute the 

exercise of governmental power without legal effects to complainant.

(3) 2002Hun-Ma106 ("OhMyNews Case") as precedent and its meaning

(A) In OhMyNews case, this Court decided that NEC Seoul District 

Chief's notice to prohibit the internet media company (OhMyNews 

Company)'s scheduled discussion among Presidential Candidates is not 

the exercise of governmental power (15-1 KCCR 223, 235-6, 

2002Hun-Ma106, February 27, 2003). Notices in this instant case and 

the notice in the cited precedent are same in their natures. 

(B) Considering various natures such as format, purpose and 

previous NEC business practice, I find Notices in the instant case are 

cooperation request and compliance request. Comparatively, the notice 
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in the precedent is found to create more subjective and psychological 

effects because it was issued based on an election which has a 

penalty provision.

(C) I disagree with the majority opinion when they say that the 

precedent is distinguishable from the instant case because Notices in 

the instant case practically restricts complainant's basic rights by 

issuing legal decision and warning. The notice in the precedent 

delivers NEC's decision that 'open interview violates "POEA" Article 

254" and 'future violation will be strictly dealt with."  

The majority opinion distinguishes the instant case from the 

precedent because this instant case is a sort of warning of NEC Act, 

Article 14 Section 2 by dealing with the past act while the precedent 

is a simple cooperation request by dealing with a possible future 

violation. I disagree. First of all, the 'warning' of NEC Act, Article 14 

Section 2 is not a decision of the Judiciary or quasi-Judiciary to 

punish the past violation. NEC Act, Article 14 Section 2 is to 

increase the effectiveness of election management by allowing NEC 

staff to implement the provision with some discretion. It is enacted 

because this effective management of election cannot be achieved only 

by retroactive punishment. Accordingly, whether a measure falls into 

the warning of NEC Act, Article 14 Section 2 does not depend on 

whether it includes legal assessment on the past violation. 

Comparing one circumstance where there is not-recurrence request 

for those who are likely to violate law with past violation, the other 

circumstance where there is a restrain request for speaking of future 

violation expressively, the former neither causes more disadvantage for 

the recipient, nor has stronger exercise than the latter even though the 

former included the assessment of the past violation. These 

Circumstances are basically the issue of context of cases not the issue 

of legal effect on the recipient. If Notices in the instant case 

established exercise of governmental power, it should not be based on 

retrospective punishment for past violation, but based of the 

complainant's future disadvantage of not pursuing the same action as 

the already assessed as violation. The precedent case implied such a 

disadvantage too. The instant case and the precedent are 

distinguishable in their cause of actions not legal effects. Therefore, 
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Notices in the instant case and the notice in the precedent are the 

same compliance request with the same format and connotation.

(D) Therefore, OhMyNews case should not be distinguishable from 

the instant case, and has the value as a precedent applied to the 

instant case and there is no change of circumstances to decide 

otherwise. 

(E) Sub-conclusion

The nature of Notices is the non-enforceable compliance request or 

the opinion on legal interpretation. Further, given the precedent 

2002Hun-Ma106 which denied the exercise of governmental power, I 

do not find Notices in the instant case are the exercise of 

governmental power.

B. Justiciability issue on complainant's legal standing

(1) State, government entity, branch of government, and public 

figure are, in principle, the leading roles of basic rights not holders. 

Indeed, they are in the position to protect and materialize citizen's 

basic rights. Therefore, government entity in this position cannot be 

the holder of basic rights without right to file constitutional complaint 

(6-2 KCCR 477, 480, 93Hun-Ma120, December 29, 1994). With 

respect to this, there is no difference between the state organ 

composed of several natural persons and the organ  composed of only 

one person. 

(2) There arises an issue whether the constitutional complaint of an 

individual holding an Office should be identified as that of an 

individual or government entity. In the instant case, complainant filed 

this constitutional complaint as a natural person, Roh Moo-hyun, to 

seek the relief for the infringement of his basic right as one of 

people, detaching the status of state organ, the institution of 

Presidency.

Clearly, the Constitutional Court must not decide this issue 

depending upon the name of party and the arguments of the 
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complainant written in the Request for the constitutional complaint. 

Justiciability on legal standing will not be satisfied if Notices in the 

instant case restrict the rights and the scope of work of a person 

performing the public duty at the broad meaning of governmental 

organization. However, it will be satisfied if the same measures 

restrict the constitutionally guaranteed basic rights of a private figure. 

Accordingly, it will be necessary to identify the nature of complainant 

by determining the subject and the connotation of regulation as the 

subject matter of a petition. In general, it would be sufficient to 

identify the connotation of the contested provisions. However, since 

the subject matter of the instant case has the characteristic of specific 

measure of state organ, it will be necessary to determine objectively 

the connotation of the regulation and the nature of complainant by 

considering the whole situation including the purpose, intention, 

format, contents and effect of Notices in the instant case.

(3) Notices in the instant case finds complainant's violation of 'the 

duty of impartiality toward elections as President' and requests future 

cooperation to avoid possible violation of election law as they also 

remind complainant of his duty to manage fair elections as the head 

of the Executive. Indeed, they are related to President Roh Moo-hyun's 

duty in his public life not the exercise of basic right in the private 

area of natural person, Roh, Moo-hyun.

(4) There is no problem in allowing President to file a constitutional 

petition if a government action restricts President's basic rights in his 

private life. However, we should note the significance of President's 

position and status which include the constitutional status as President, 

President's power and privilege and duty. While enjoying the status of 

the head of a state, the head of the Executive, exerciser of 

sovereignty and the protector of a state, President has the broad and 

comprehensive power in the entire state affairs including 

Administration, Legislature and Judiciary by being situated at the 

highest level of governmental power. In this regard, President's 

remarks, other than purely private and personal matters, purport to 

implement state policy in its nature by being the general tool for the 

operation of state affairs. They are closely related to President's 
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exercise of power and duty. Therefore, Constitutional Court has 

rendered an opinion that President's acts in line of duty include not 

only "those prescribed by law" but also "any act done in relation to 

the operation of state affairs as President "such as visitation to various 

events and industry sites, completion ceremony, attendance to formal 

reception and other events and special media address and interview to 

explain government policy (16-1 KCCR 609, 633, 2004Hun-Na1, May 

14, 2004).

It is difficult to divide President's public area and private area. 

President's everyday life is presupposed by his status as a 

constitutional organ attached with broad power and privilege. Of 

course, these power and privilege and accompanied by heavy 

responsibility and duty. In this regard, it is impossible for the 

President, Roh Moo-hyun to transform suddenly from himself as the 

President to natural person, Roh Moo-hyun. Despite complainant's 

assertion that the speeches at EFPG and Wonkwang University were 

directed to participants of the events, those events were scheduled in 

the middle of President's official schedule and his remarks were 

supposed to be known to the public through broadcasting. Further, 

complainant's remarks include his criticism against specific party, its 

candidates and their policies. These remarks were made by 

complainant as President as closely related to the execution of his 

public duty. In some cases, they could be understood as the means to 

realize President's political agenda.

With respect to this issue, the majority opinion states that 

complainant's act is from the mixture of his public and private area 

and President's private area still enables him to file a constitutional 

petition. Even if the public and the private area of a government 

entity are mixed, an individual with the status of government entity 

should not have a legal standing for constitutional petition because a 

measure targeted to state organ necessarily has an influence on the 

individual or member of the state organ. If we allow this, there is a 

great danger of abuse of constitutional adjudication system by 

government entities. Despite mixture of public and private areas of 

complainant, complainant does not have a legal standing on this 

constitutional complaint if Notices are more likely to restrict 

complainant's privilege and scope of work in public area. The instant 
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case falls into this category.

(5) Given the complicated nature of President's public and private 

area, we should consider possible disorder caused by numerous 

constitutional petitions filed by President whenever President faces any 

governmental actions which restricts his work. It is not plain question 

of infringement individual's basic right and the remedy as long as 

complainant maintains the status of the President as a summit of State 

power. It is needed to consider the realistic side effect derived from 

the manipulation of logic, and this is entailed from the fact that the 

constitutional complaint is essentially a control against governmental 

power as a means of remedy for infringement of basic right by the 

state power. Further, Notices in the instant case are meaningful action 

made in the midst of check and balance embedded in the principle of 

separation of powers. They are not the typical type of the exercise of 

governmental power toward ordinary citizens. As discussed before, 

Notices are mere compliance request without direct legal effects. If the 

Instant Provision reveals a problem, President may attempt to amend it 

with legitimate legal and political power. If the amendment is 

practically impossible, then it lies in political arena.

(6) Sub-conclusion

In conclusion, complainant is a government entity as President and 

not qualified to file a constitutional petition.

C. Conclusion

Notices in the instant case do not constitute the exercise of 

governmental power and complainant lacks a legal standing because he 

is President as a government entity. For this reason, I disagree with 

the majority opinion and dismiss this constitutional complaint.

9. Justice Cho Dae-hyen's Dissenting Opinion

A. Notices in the instant case are the exercise of governmental power
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I agree with the majority opinion when they decide that Notices in 

the instant case are the exercise of governmental power pursuant to 

Constitutional Court Act, Article 68 Section 1 because respondent 

issued a non-violation request to complainant after finding 

complainant's remarks violated the Instant Provision pursuant to NEC 

Act, Article 14 Section 2. Furthermore, I believe that NEC's legal 

finding of the violation on complainant's remarks alone may constitute 

the exercise of governmental power. Likewise, respondent's request for 

non-violation constitutes the exercise of governmental power. 

B. Notices in the instant case infringes complainant's freedom of 

expression

Complainant should respect and follow respondent's legal finding and 

its compliance request as an individual as well as President. In result, 

complainant should abstain from making further unlawful remarks. If 

complainant's remarks which is restricted by Notices in the instant 

case is related the freedom of expression, then Notices in fact restrict 

complainant's freedom of expression. 

President is the holder of basic rights as one of citizens in a 

personal level while he or she is a governmental entity to protect 

citizens' basic rights by exercising governmental power. A person 

holding President's Office has the dignity and value of human entitled 

to the freedom of the pursuit of individual happiness and individual 

activities. Further, the person enjoys the right to vote and the freedom 

of press.

President may engage in political activity as President as well as an 

individual. As President, he or she designs the future of a state and 

promotes the public awareness on government policies. As an 

individual, he or she becomes a member of a political party and 

engages in political activities. When a person engages in political 

activity as President, concurrently, he or she should bear the 

responsibility as a public servant to people pursuant to the 

Constitution, Article 7 Section 1. However, when a person engages in 

political activity as an ordinary citizen, her or her basic rights should 

be warranted and, in case of infringement of basic rights, a remedy 

may be sought at constitutional court pursuant to Constitutional Court 
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Act, Article 68 Section 1. 

The remarks at issue are political expression. The remarks about 

government's policy and achievements are deemed to be made by 

complainant as President. However, the remarks about Grand National 

Party and its candidate are deemed to be individual political 

expression from a different political stance. These are more likely to 

be the individual's freedom of press protected by the Constitution, 

Article 12 Section 1. Despite the mixed nature of the remarks made 

by President and by an individual, the remarks made by an individual 

should be protected. 

For this reason, respondent infringed complainant's freedom of 

political expression when it found that complainant's individual 

political expression violated POEA, Article 9 and made a request for 

no further violation.

C. President is not subjected to the Instant Provision

(1) Respondent's Notices assume that President has the duty to 

comply with the Instant Provision.

(2) The Instant Provision prescribes that "public officials and others 

who should keep the political impartiality (including organs and 

bodies) shall not exert improper influence to elections and shall not 

act in a manner which may influence the results of elections." 

Those who should comply with the Instant Provision are 'public 

officials and others'.  Here, 'public officials' are the example of 'those 

who should keep the duty of impartiality'.  The scope of 'public 

officials who should keep the duty of impartiality' should be 

interpreted in light of the Constitution and laws regulating public 

official's status and position. We should not interpret the law in such 

a way that all those who may exert improper influence to elections 

are 'public officials who should keep political impartiality'. This 

interpretation is nothing but saying that all those who may possibly 

violate the Instant Provision are public officials who should keep the 

Instant Provision.

(3) The Constitution, Article 7 Section 2 prescribes that "the status 
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and political impartiality of public officials shall be guaranteed as 

prescribed by Act."  It implies the status of public officials is 

guaranteed even in the middle of regime changes and yet does not 

impose the duty of political impartiality on all public officials. There 

is hardly any legislation which requires elected public officials to keep 

the duty of impartiality on politics and political campaign. 

Further, Public Officials Act, Article 65 prohibits the political 

activity of public officials. However, the Act, Article 3 Section 33 

prescribes that "Article 65 does not apply to public officials designated 

by Presidential Decree."  The President Decree  lists President, Prime 

Minister, Members of National Council, Members of The National 

Assembly and Vice Minister of the Executive to be those to whom 

Public Officials Act, Article 65 does not apply. 

Public Officials Act, Article 3 Section 3, Article 65 Section 2 

allows elected or appointed high officials including President to engage 

in acts to support or oppose a specific political party and candidates 

and yet does not limit the timing of those acts. 'The acts to support 

or oppose a specific political party and politicians' are allowed in 

connection with a specific election. 

Under the Public Officials Act, Article 65 Section 2, President and 

Members of National Council are immune to the duty of political 

impartiality and further allowed to engage in campaign work. 

For this reason, I do not find that President is 'a public official 

who should keep political impartiality' under the Instant Provision. 

(4) There is no reason to interpret the Instant Provision to be a special 

provision of POEA, Article 65 Section 2.

(A) There is no need to require President to comply with the 

Instant Provision for fair management of election because President is 

neither in charge of election management nor in the position to 

interfere with election management with substantial influence. Even if 

local public officials and public education officials assist the election 

management work, it is difficult to determine that President's political 

activity improperly influences their election management work. 

(B) President is allowed to engage in party activity and political 
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activity under POEA, Article 65 Section 2. Therefore, I cannot find 

that such activities of President violate the principle of equal 

opportunity for political party and deteriorate voters' free decision 

making process. 

(C) President is prohibited from certain campaign work, campaign 

work with the abuse of Presidential power and specific activities 

which may influence election under POEA, Article 60 Section 1, 

Article 85 Section 1 and Article 86 Section 1. They clearly state that 

President is one of leading roles for these provisions. President is 

prohibited from engage in any act which may improperly influence the 

result of election by Article 60 Section 1, Article 85 Section 1 and 

Article 86 Section 1. 

Therefore, there is no reason to interpret the Instant Provision to be 

a special provision of POEA, Article 65 Section 2.

(D) It is not reasonable to find that Members of the National 

Assembly and local assemblies do not fall into the category of public 

officials in the Instant Provision while other elected and appointed 

high officials do. Although President may influence election by 

abusing his or her supervising power of public officials, President 

should not be subject to the Instant Provision because POEA, Article 

85 Section 1 regulates this issue of potential abuse of Presidential 

power. Contrarily, Public Officials Act, Article 65 Section 2 does not 

separate President from the members of The National Assembly and 

local assemblies in allowing political activities. 

(E) Therefore, I conclude that such elected and appointed high 

officials like President should not be subject to the Instant Provision 

when I review the legislative intents and make the interpretation from 

the perspective of normative consolidation of the following Acts: 1) 

Public Officials Act, Article 65 Section 2 which allows the political 

activities for the elected and appointed high officials; 2) the Instant 

Provision and 3) POEA, Article 60 Section 1, Article 86 Section 1. 

If these provisions are interpreted such that the elected and 

appointed high officials including President should comply with the 

Instant Provision, this interpretation will result in infringing upon their 
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individual freedom of political activities. 

D. Conclusion

I conclude that respondent misinterpreted and misapplied the Instant 

Provision when it issued Notices in the instant case based on the 

finding that President is subject to the Instant Provision. Notices in 

the instant case cannot be justified by the Instant Provision in lack of 

legal basis.

Notices in the instant case request should be invalidated because 

they violate the Constitution, Article 21 Section 1 and Article 37 

Section 2. In addition, respondent issued Notices in the instant case 

by including President in "public officials" in the Instant Provision 

which is the misinterpretation of the Instant Provision. 

The reason Notices infringe on complainant's basic right is the 

NEC's misinterpretation and misapplication that the public officials in 

the Instant Provision include the President, this misinterpretation leads 

to the infringement of the individual freedom of political activities for 

the elected and appointed high officials including President and 

therefore the Instant Provision should be found to be unconstitutional 

pursuant to the Constitutional Court Act, Article 75 Section 5, as long 

as "Interpreting the Instant Provision to include the President in the 

'public officials' in the Instant Provision".

10. Justice Song Doo-hwan's Dissenting Opinion

I have different interpretation of meaning legal nature scope of 

application and infringement of basic rights of the Instant Provision. 

The issue in the instant case is whether respondent Notices about 

complainant's remarks are unconstitutional. The legal issue in the 

instant case raises a constitutional question whether President may be 

permitted to make personal political expression to what extent. This 

issue will be raised again as long as the current Presidential system 

and election system last. 

A. The Instant Provision's legal nature (declaratory regulation)
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(1) I believe the Instant Provision declares the principle of public 

officials' duty of impartiality toward election in a general and an 

abstract way when I review the position of the Instant Provision and 

its abstract nature without any penalty provision. 

First, the Instant Provision is placed in Chapter 1, "General Rules".  

Second, the provision about detailed prohibition and regulations are 

described in Chapter 7, Article 60 (prohibition of campaign work), 

Article 85 (prohibition of campaign work by abusing one's status) and 

Article 86 (prohibition of acts influencing election). Third, Instant 

Provision prescribes " …… shall not exert improper influence to 

elections and shall not act in a manner which may influence the results 

of elections" which is a comprehensive and an abstract regulation. 

Fourth, unlike provisions in the Article of Chapter 7, the Instant 

Provision does not have penalty provision for criminal prosecution. 

Fifth, the Instant Provision's legal structure bears the same declaratory 

and abstract nature as Article 6 Section 3 ("voters shall exercise due 

diligence to vote"), Article 7 (political parties and their candidates shall 

comply with the Instant Provision and perform fair competition"), 

Article 8 (media shall maintain fairness when broadcasting news 

coverage, comment, interview and debate").

(2) The Instant Provision is a general and declaratory provision 

regarding the principle of public officials' impartiality toward election. 

It is detailed by POEA, Article 60, 85, and 86 which prescribes 

separate and detailed regulations. Therefore, the Instant Provision 

cannot be the basis for independent and concrete regulation.

(3) Respondent misunderstands the Instant Provision when it issues 

Notices based on the declaratory and abstract law and thus exercise 

the governmental power which may result in infringement of basic 

rights. Therefore, Notices infringes complainant's constitutionally 

guaranteed freedom of political expression without legal basis and 

subsequently should be invalidated.

B. Applicability of the Instant Provision (whether President is subject to 

the law)

(1) Meaning of "public officials and others who should keep political 
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impartiality"

The Instant Provision prescribes "public officials and others who 

should keep the duty of political impartiality shall not exert improper 

influence to elections and shall not act in a manner which may 

influence the results of elections."  Here, public officials and others 

who should keep political impartiality are subject to the Instant 

Provision. Then, we should find whether President is one of 'public 

officials and others who should keep political impartiality'. To 

determine this issue, we need to review the purpose and limitation of 

the freedom of political expression under the Constitution, President's 

constitutional status, relation to political party system and constitutional 

regulation on public officials system.

(A) Purpose and limitation of the freedom of political expression 

under the Constitution

The exchange of information and the free expression are essential 

for successful exercise of voting rights granted by the Constitution, 

Article 1 Section 2 and Article 24. These are important factors to 

guarantee an individual's basic rights as well as people's successful 

exercise of basic rights (See 8-1 KCCR 289, 305, 96Hun-Ma9, March 

28, 1996). 

A certain degree of limitation on the freedom of political expression 

is unavoidable in order to achieve the fairness of election. 

In the process of limitation, however, the rule against excessive 

restriction should be observed under the Constitution, Article 37 

Section 2 (11-1 KCCR 675, 713, 98Hun-Ma214, May 27, 1999). 

Among limitations, the restriction on the 'method' of expression is 

regulated with wide discretion for reasonable public benefit while 

restriction on the 'content' and 'subject' of expression is regulated with 

a strict standard only for important public benefits (7-1 KCCR 499, 

92Hun-Ba29, April 20, 1995; See 14-2 KCCR 856, 869, 

2000Hun-Ma764, December 18, 2002). 

The Instant Provision deals with the 'content' and 'subject' of 

expression.
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(B) Status of President as a political public official and his or her 

freedom of political expression

The general rule for the freedom of political expression and its 

limitation applies to an individual holding a Presidential Office in the 

same manner. It is because President is a 'private figure who can 

exercise his or her basic rights and engage in his or her political 

party' as well as 'a constitutional organ who owes the duty to serve 

people and realize public benefits' (See 16-1 KCCR 609, 638, 

2004Hun-Na1, May 14, 2004). To review the instant case, we need to 

focus on President's role as a political leader among many overlapping 

roles and statues.

1) Under the current presidential system in our country, President 

acquires legitimacy for direct governance through the political process 

of election. This role of President is performed through political 

parties. President collects people's political opinions and reflects them 

to the administration through political party's organization and the 

engagement in parties' activities. 

In this regard, President is permitted to join political party under the 

Political Party Act, Article 22 Section 1; to be nominated by political 

parties under Public Officials Election Act, Article 47 Section 1, 

Article 49 Section 2; and to be engaged in a certain amount of 

political activities under Public Officials Act, Article 65 Section 2 

Item 1, Article 3 Section 3). They clearly show the Constitution 

recognizes President's status as a political leader.

2) Under the current political system, President is the same political 

being as the members of The National Assembly in its nature because 

President is elected through election. Therefore, it is natural and 

necessary for President to express his or her political opinion 

regarding national affairs including election.

3) It is questionable whether President's status and role may be 

affected be retaining the membership to a certain party. Since 

President may always join a party and work in the coalition with a 

certain political group in the National Assembly, President's 
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membership of a party at a certain time does not make a difference.

Although some people propose the prohibition of President's political 

expression which may influence election under the Constitution, Article 

70 ("President's shall not be reelected"), I disagree.

Whether it is President Election or the National Assembly Election, 

they are the forms of evaluation on a governing party's work as well 

as opposing party's ability for alternative policy. This evaluation 

process determines whether the governing party may still Gain the 

power. For this reason, President should be able to express political 

opinion because his or her political policies will be evaluated by 

election. Even if President may not be reelected, his party will be 

judged by election based on the evaluation of his or her political 

policies.

(C) Systematic interpretation in accordance with other relevant 

provisions including Public Officials Act.

1) Public Officials Act, Article 65 Section 1 prescribes 'public 

official shall not be engaged in establishing political party and 

organization'. Public Officials Act, Article 65 Section 2 prescribes 

'(public official) shall not act in support or against a specific political 

party and a candidate in election'. However, the same Public Officials 

Act exempts such political public officials as President from this duty. 

In other words, it allows President to engage in those acts involving 

election. 

2) Public Officials Act, Article 65 Section 2 regulates public 

officials' expression on election and yet is a little different in details 

from the Instant Provision, Article 60 Section 1, Article 8 Section 5 

and Article 86. Upon this review, I find that Public Officials Act, 

Article 65 Section 2, although placed in Public Officials Act, should 

be interpreted as one of important election laws in a practical sense. 

Therefore, we have to interpret the Instant Provision in accordance 

with the purpose and contents of Public Officials Act, Article 65 

Section 2.

3) Some people argue that the Instant Provision is a special 
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provision of Public Officials Act and therefore Public Officials Act, 

Article 65 Section 2 should be ignored. I disagree. The argument 

lacks the legal basis and thus ignores the legislative intent of Public 

Officials Act, which, in addition to POEA, is intended to regulate 

election in details. 

4) In addition to the Instant Provision, I review the following 

provisions: 1) POEA, Article 85 Section 1 ("campaign work by abusing 

public official's status to be prohibited with the penalty of maximum 5 

years of jail time" (Article 255 Section 3); 2) POEA, Article 60 Section  

1 ("campaign work by public officials including President but excluding 

member of the National Assembly to be prohibited with the penalty of 

maximum 3 years of jail time or maximum 6 million Won of fine" 

(Article 255 Section 1); 3) Public Officials Act, Article 65 Section 2 

Item 1 ("acts of public officials excluding President and member of the 

National Assembly in support and against specific parties and candidates 

during election to be prohibited with the penalty of maximum 1 year of 

jail time or maximum 3 million Won of fine. Upon comparative analysis 

of these provisions, I find that they define the subjected person 

according to the nature of violation and the level of punishment of each 

law.

If President is subject to the Instant Provision, it creates an 

inconsistency of legal system because President shall be subjected to a 

less restrictive and comprehensive provision of the Instant Provision 

while not subject to a more restrictive Public Officials Act, Article 65 

Section 2. 

(D) Sub-conclusion

Upon review of the laws stated above, I conclude that political 

public officials like President are not subject to the Instant Provision.

(2) Freedom of political expression and fair election

With respect to the freedom of political expression of President 

other political public officials, one may argue that President should be 

subject to the Instant Provision to prevent President's possible abuse of 
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power as well as the improper influence to election. 

(A) The fairness of election is an important virtue beside the 

freedom of political expression. Generally speaking, it is true that the 

fairness of election may be promoted by the restriction of political 

expression in some cases. However, it is also true that the restriction 

of the freedom of expression may deteriorate the true sense of fair 

election. Depending on how election system and its process are 

organized and executed, representative democracy becomes either a 

true measure to guarantee citizens rights or a nominal format.

(B) One can propose that election law should be reformed with the 

more weight on regulation. If then, however, voters will have 

difficulty to evaluate different policies and capabilities of parties and 

candidates. Voters make their decisions freely and fairly when the 

freely expressed opinions of parties, candidates and political leaders 

are readily available. 

(C) Under the circumstance, I raise a serious doubt on the 

proposition that political public officials including President should be 

subject to the Instant Provision in order to achieve 'the fairness of 

election'. For example, it is questionable that fair election will be 

accomplished by restricting President's responses to the criticisms made 

by opposition party during the campaign season while it is almost 

always true that all the opposition parties will raise the criticisms 

against President and governing party.

(D) There is a fear that President's political or partisan opinion will 

hurt fair election by misleading public opinion. This fear, however, is 

based on the historical experience under authoritative Presidential 

system. Despite limitations, the current political party democracy and 

election system can warrant a fair election supported by media watch 

and people's mature democratic citizenship. Therefore, this kind of fear 

cannot be justified to be a basis to restrict President's freedom of 

political expression.

(E) This fear could be erased with strict separate provision of 
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POEA such as POEA, Article 60 (prohibition of campaign work), 

Article 85 (prohibition of campaign work with the abuse of power) 

and Article 86 (prohibition of acts which influences election).

(3) Sub-conclusion

I conclude that President is not subject to the Instant Provision. If 

President is interpreted to be one of 'public officials' under the Instant 

Provision, this interpretation is unconstitutional. Respondent's Notices in 

the instant case, therefore, should be invalidated because they are 

based on the unconstitutional interpretation of the Instant Provision 

which defined President as the subjected person to the Instant 

Provision.

C. Additional issues (rule of clarity)

(1) In enacting the laws regulating the freedom of expression, the 

rule of clarity is of significant importance. If a law is not clear, an 

individual with basic rights, not sure of what is restricted, will 

voluntarily withdraw from any actions in anticipation of possible 

violation (chilling effects). Therefore, it is the constitutional principle 

that any law restricting basic rights should be clear and distinct. (10-1 

KCCR 327, 342, 95Hun-Ka16, April 30, 1998; 14-1 KCCR 616, 628, 

99Hun-Ma480, June 27, 2002; See 15-1 KCCR 7, 19, 2001Hun-Ka4, 

January 30, 2003).

(2) The Instant Provision prohibits 'improper influence to elections and 

any acts which may influence the results of elections'. Upon careful study 

of this provision, I find that 'any acts which may influence the results of 

election' is the core concept and the 'improper influence' is its example. 

It is difficult to determine which act is restricted from the language, 'any 

act which may influence the result of election' as it yields to different 

interpretations of the provision depending on perspectives. Unless this 

provision was enacted to prohibit all the acts based on different 

interpretation, this provision alone does not make it possible to anticipate 

what is prohibited to what extent. For this reason, I have the serious 

suspicion on the constitutionality of the Instant Provision because the 
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Instant Provision yields to the subjective interpretation of law.

(3) Of course, the problem with rule of clarity can be cured by 

supplementary interpretation of law. In this regard, the majority 

opinion interpreted the act to be "any act influencing numbers of 

votes in elections by the way not in accordance with public officials' 

duty as public servant given political power and weights" 

(2004Hun-Na1, May 14, 2004). Despite this interpretation, I have a 

great doubt whether this interpretation is within the boundary of 

constitutional interpretation because of its ambiguity. 

(4) It is true that this Court previously rendered an opinion on 

POEA, Article 93 Section 1 that the language of 'purpose of 

influencing election' is not against the rule of clarity' and therefore it 

is constitutional (See 13-2 KCCR 174, 202, 99Hun-Ba92, August 30, 

2001). 'Purpose of influencing election' is about the intent of an action 

as a subjective factor while acts 'which may influence the result of 

election' in the instant case is about act itself as an objective factor. 

They are of two different natures and therefore should be 

distinguishable.

(5) This Instant Provision is not clear about the definition of the act 

and makes it difficult for NEC to set a principle in determining the 

issue of violation on such remarks as those in the instant case. 

Further, it leaves the possibility of endless political disputes in the 

future involving President's political expression and political activities 

absent ambiguous determination on whether President is subjected to 

the Instant Provision. This will likely to deepen the politicization of 

the Judiciary. 

(6) Upon the review of inherent ambiguity of the Instant Provision, 

I decide that the Instant Provision is a general and declaratory 

regulation. If it is applied as a practical regulation, then, President and 

other political public officials are not subject to it.

D. Conclusion
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Respondent misinterpreted and misapplied the Instant Provision by 

misunderstanding its legal nature and its scope of application when 

respondent issued Notices of violation to complainant about 

complainant's expression of personal political opinion. 

Therefore, Notices in the instant case infringes complainant's freedom 

of political expression and therefore should be invalidate in lack of 

legal basis pursuant to the Constitution, Article 21 Section 1 and Article 

37 Section 2. 

Further, respondent's infringes complainant's basic rights because of 

misinterpretation that 'public official' in the instant case includes 

President. Therefore, under the Constitutional Court Act, Article 75 

Section 5, this Instant Provision should be found unconstitutional insofar 

as "the Instant Provision interprets that 'public official' includes 

President".   

Justices Lee Kang-kook (Presiding Justice), Lee Kong-hyun, Cho 

Dae-hyen, Kim Hee-ok, Kim Jong-dae, Min Hyung-ki, Lee Dong-heub, 

Mok Young-joon, Song Doo-hwan (Assigned Justice).
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2. Testament by Holographic Will without Seal
   [20-1(A) KCCR 355, 2006Hun-Ba82, March 27, 2008]

In this case, the Constitutional Court declared constitutional the part 

of 'seal' in Article 1066 Section 1 of the Civil Act that requires the 

seal in addition to handwritten full text and name as formality of a 

holographic will, on the ground that as affixing seals in documents 

has been still widely used as a means to secure the finality of intent 

and the completeness of a document, the requirement of a seal under 

the above provision reflects such juristic practice or convention of 

Korea and thus does not infringe upon the petitioner's property right 

and general right to freedom of action. 

Background of the Case

Article 1066 Section 1 of the Civil Act provides that "in order to 

make a will by holograph document, a testator must write his own 

handwriting the whole text, the date, the domicile and his full name, 

and must affix his seal thereto". Also, as prescribed in Article 1060 

of the Civil Act providing that "no will shall take effect unless it is 

in conformity with the formality stipulated by this Act", a will is 

valid only when executed pursuant to the formality. 

The testator (hereinafter, the "decedent") in this case who had 

engaged in social welfare service left a holographic will in which he 

directed that "upon the testator's death, the entire estate of the testator 

including real estate, money trust and bank deposits shall be donated 

to the Educational Foundation of ○○ University in the name of Fund 

for Development of Social Work in Korea". The deed was entirely 

written in the decedent's handwriting, containing full date, address, 

name and full text. But no seal was provided. 

The heirs of the decedent filed a suit for return of bank deposit 

against the bank where 12.3 billion Won were deposited in the name 

of the decedent, claiming that the decedent's estate should be divided 

into shares based on the agreement of property distribution and 

distributed respectively to the heirs, because the holographic will in 

this case was invalid as it was defectively executed due to omission 

of the testator's seal. The heirs also argued that since there was no 
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evidence of mutual exchange of intentions required for a gift causa 

mortis (gift taking effect upon death) between the decedent and ○○ 

University, the decedent's estate could not be deemed as being be 

quested or donated to Yonsei University.

In return, ○○ University (hereinafter, the "petitioner") sought to 

intervene as a third party by filing an application for intervention, 

asking the court to confirm that it had the right to request to return 

the money deposited in the bank saving account and the right to 

request to withdraw the deposit regarding the bank saving account. 

The application for intervention, however, was refused. Upon the 

court's refusal, the petitioner appealed to the Seoul High Court, but 

the appeal was also denied. The petitioner, then, appealed to the 

Supreme Court and while the case was pending, filed a motion to 

request for constitutional review of statute in relation to the part of 

"seal" provided as one of the requirements of due execution of a 

holographic will in Article 1066 of the Civil Act (hereinafter, the 

"Instant Provision") to the same court (2006KaGi129). The Supreme 

Court, however, decided to deny both the appeal and the motion. The 

petitioner after being notified this Supreme Court's decision filed a 

constitutional complaint to the Constitutional Court on October 2, 

2006. 

Summary of Decision

1. Majority Opinion

The legislative purposes of the Instant Provision are to clarify a 

testator's real testamentary intent after his/her death and to secure legal 

stability or certainty by preventing a will contest or confusion between 

the interested parties regarding disposition of the testator's estate, all of 

which are legitimate. The legislators necessitated rigid formality 

requirements in drawing up a will in order to attain the 

aforementioned legislative purposes. And especially in case of a 

holographic will, the simplest way to draw up a will with relatively 

higher danger of forgery or alteration due to no requirement of a 

witness or third party involvement, it is safe to say that strictly 

requiring formality itself is an appropriate means to achieve the 
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legislative purposes.

Also, given the long history of juristic practice or convention of 

affixing seals in legal documents in some Asian countries like Korea, 

that requiring both handwritten name and a seal simultaneously does 

not seem redundant because such formality in the Instant Provision 

was provided after due consideration of the fact that handwritten 

names only may not be enough to fulfill the legislative purposes to 

prove the testator's ultimate intent regarding disposition of his/her 

estate and to guarantee legal stability in the process of execution of 

will.

Moreover, a testator may easily and conveniently replace the seal 

requirement by affixing a thumbprint instead. The Civil Act also 

provides various types of will to be freely chosen by a testator. Also, 

a person may achieve what he/she wishes for disposition of property 

by entering into an agreement of gift causa mortis with the intended 

donee, which falls into a kind of contract that can be formed by only 

exchanging mutual assent, without requiring specific formality. 

Therefore, the seal requirement does not violate the principle against 

excessive restriction and strikes a balance between legal interests. For 

the foregoing reasons, the limitations stipulated in the Instant Provision 

on the testator's property right and right to freedom of general action 

do not amount to the violation of Article 37 Section 2 of the 

Constitution. 

2. Dissenting Opinion of Justice Kim Jong-dae

Today, it is highly probable that one's seal can be unexpectedly 

used or forged by other people unknown to the owner of the seal, 

which can make the seal requirement inappropriate for confirmation of 

the testator's final intent. As a result, in many legal transactions, the 

seal requirement has been abolished and replaced by a signature. As 

the purposes of seal requirement are easily attained by the handwritten 

full text and name, requiring a seal is unnecessary, redundant 

formality, violating the rule of least restrictive means in limiting the 

testator's freedom of general action guaranteed by Article 10 of the 

Constitution and also violating the principle of balance between legal 
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interests. For the foregoing reasons, the Instant Provision should be 

decided unconstitutional to solve its innate problem. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Party

Petitioner
 Educational Foundation of ○○ University

 Representative: Yoon Yang Kim Shin & You (Whawoo) 

 Attorney in Charge: Yang Sam-seung and one other

Underlying case
 Supreme Court, 2006Da25103 (the original suit) Return of bank 

deposit, 2006Da25110 (application for intervention) Bank deposit 

Holding

The part of "seal" of Article 1066 Section 1 (Act. No. 471, enacted 

on February 22, 1958) of the Civil Act is not in violation of the 

Constitution. 

Reasoning 

1. Introduction of the Case and Subject Matter of Review

A. Introduction of the case

(1) Testator Kim ○-cho (hereinafter, the "decedent") who had 

engaged in social welfare service died on November 5, 2005. Since 

the decedent did not leave any lineal ascendants or descendants, 

decedent's seven nieces including Kim ○-chul became the heirs of the 

decedent's estate. The decedent's estate included bank deposits such as 

a savings account in ○○ bank which would be mature soon 

(hereinafter, the "○○ bank saving account") and a savings account in 
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△△ bank which could not be closed before maturity (hereinafter, the 

"△△ bank savings account"), where 12,228,294,463 Won were 

deposited together in total. It is proved that the decedent had been 

furnished with data which explained types of wills and a way to draft 

a valid holographic will in detail by an employee of △△ bank. 

Kim ○-chul, the decedent's niece, found an envelope marked the 

decedent's name kept in a safe-deposit box at ○○ branch, △△ bank 

and a will [See attachment] in it. The document was entirely written 

in the testator's handwriting, containing full date, address, name and 

full text of direction that 'upon the testator's death, the entire estate of 

the testator including real estate, money trust and bank deposits shall 

be donated to the Educational Foundation of ○○ University 

(hereinafter, the "petitioner") in the name of Fund for Development of 

Social Work in Korea'. But, no seal was provided by the testator in 

the will. 

(2) On November 24, 2003, the heirs of the decedent filed a suit 

for return of bank deposit to the Seoul Central District Court (2003 

KaHap 86119) against △△ bank Co., claiming that the decedent's 

estate should be divided into shares based on the agreement of 

property distribution and distributed respectively to the heirs, because 

the holographic will in this case was invalid as it was defectively 

executed due to omission of the testator's seal. The heirs also argued 

that since there was no evidence of mutual exchange of intentions 

required for a gift causa mortis (gift taking effect upon death) 

between the decedent and the petitioner, the decedent's estate could 

not be deemed as being bequested or donated to the petitioner. In 

return, the petitioner sought to intervene as a third party by filing an 

application for intervention to the same court (2003KaHap89828), 

asking the court to confirm that the complainant had the right to 

request to return the money deposited in the △△ bank saving account 

and the right to request to withdraw the court deposit regarding the 

△△ bank saving account. In the application, the complainant claimed 

that the decedent's entire estate was 1) bequested to the petitioner on 

the grounds that the holographic will was valid as the decedent's 

intention could be verified by the signature provided at the end of the 

will or 2) donated to the petitioner on the grounds that there was a 
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contract of gift causa mortis between the petitioner and the decedent 

at the time of making the document. The application for third party 

intervention, however, was refused by the Seoul District Court on July 

5, 2005. 

(3) Upon the court's refusal, the complainant appealed to the Seoul 

High Court, but the appeal was also denied (Seoul High Court 

Decision 2005Na63162, 63179 decided on March 7, 2006). The 

petitioner, then, appealed to the Supreme Court and while the case 

was pending, filed a motion to request for a constitutional review of 

statute in relation to the part of "seal" provided as one of the 

requirements of due execution of a holographic will in Article 1066 of 

the Civil Act to the same court (2006KaGi129). The Supreme Court, 

however, decided to deny both the appeal and the motion on 

September 8, 2006. The petitioner was notified of the decision of 

denying on September 13, 2006 and subsequently filed this 

constitutional complaint to the Constitutional Court on October 2, 

2006. 

B. Subject matter of review 

The subject matter of this case is constitutionality of the part of 

"seal" in Article 1066 Section 1 of the Civil Act (hereinafter, the 

"Instant Provision"). The text of the Instant Provision and the related 

provision is as follows: 

Article 1066 (Will by Holograph Document) (1) In order to make a 

will by holograph document, the testator shall write with his own 

handwriting the whole text, the date, the domicile and his full name, 

and must affix his seal thereto.

2. Reason for Supreme Court's Denying Motion to Request and 

Arguments of Petitioner and Related Bodies

(intentionally omitted)

3. Review on Justiciability 
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A. The Instant Provision's relevance of precondition for the judgment of 

the underlying case

In case of a constitutional complaint under Article 68 Section 2 of 

the Constitutional Court Act, relevance of precondition of the provision 

at issue in the underlying case pending at the ordinary court is 

required. Relevance of precondition refers to the requirement that the 

constitutionality of the challenged statute be a precondition for the 

disposition of the underlying case. And the decision to be rendered by 

the Constitutional Court concerning whether the statute in question is 

constitutional or not may alter the judgment of the underlying case or 

change the subject matter or the legal effect of the underlying case. 

(7-2 KCCR 48, 58, 93Hun-Ba46, July 21, 1995)

If the Instant Provision is decided to be unconstitutional and 

consequently becomes ineffective, the will in this case may be deemed 

to be valid as satisfying the formality requirements, and the rest of 

the decedent's estate excluding the portion to be compulsorily inherited 

to the heirs by law may possibly be donated to the petitioner, 

resulting in partial upholding of the constitutional complaint. Since the 

decision regarding constitutionality of the statue may alter the holding 

of the underlying case, the constitutional complaint passes the 

requirement that the Instant Provision be a precondition for the 

disposition of the underlying case.

B. Review on merits

(1) Formality of will

A will is validly executed only when all the requisite formalities are 

observed. A will takes effect only upon the death of the testator and 

is executed unilaterally without the consent of the beneficiaries 

designated in the will. Matters that can be provided in a will are 

limited by laws: 1) regarding family relations, there are denial of 

paternity by will (Article 850 of the Civil Act), affiliation of child by 

will (Article 859 of the Civil Act), designation of a guardian by will 

(Article 931 of the Civil Act) and designation of family council 

members by will (Article 962 of the Civil Act); 2) regarding 
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disposition of estate, there are bequests (Article 1074 and Article 1090 

of the Civil Act), property contribution for establishment of a 

foundation by will (Article 47 of the Civil Act) and creation of trust 

by will (Article 2 of Trust Act); and3) regarding inheritance, there are 

determination of method of division of inherited property, entrustment 

of such division, or forbidding division by will (Article 1012 of the 

Civil Act) and designation of an executor by will (Article 1093 of the 

Civil Act). 

As prescribed in Article 1060 of the Civil Act providing that "no 

will shall take effect unless it is in conformity with the formality 

stipulated by this Act", a will is valid only when executed pursuant to 

the formality. Such formal requisites for execution of will not only 

were recognized by traditional legal systems such as Roman law and 

German law, but also have been generally accepted as statutory 

requirements in many countries in modern jurisprudence. 

Turning to our attention to the local practice, Korean legal history 

shows that in the Joseon Dynasty, most of wills were executed 

following certain formalities in the form of a written deed called 

"Yu-seo" which required a seal or a signature by the testator to be 

valid. During the period of the Japanese forced occupation of Korea, 

however, the formality requirements were abolished. According to the 

Decree on Civil Affairs of Joseon (hereinafter, the "Decree") enacted 

during the aforementioned period, as family law was a product mostly 

formed on the basis of unique tradition and social convention of a 

country, Japanese Civil Act pertaining to family relation and 

inheritance could not be applied in Joseon, resulting in execution of 

wills being the matter regulated by Korean customary law (see Article 

11 of the Decree). The Decree observed that customary practice of 

will execution in Joseon required no particular formality, permitting 

both written and nuncupative forms of deed. But, the current Korean 

Civil Act discarded the practice set by the Decree and came up with 

formality for being valid wills and provided for five different forms of 

valid wills such as a holographic will, sound recording, notarial and 

secrete documents and instrument of dictation (Article 1065 of the 

Civil Act). 

The Supreme Court's precedents have coherently demonstrated that 

the legislative purposes of formality of wills are to clarity the 
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testator's intention and to prevent legal disputes and confusion 

therefrom (Supreme Court Decision 98Da17800 Decided on September 

3, 1999; Supreme Court Decision 2005Da57899 Decided on March 9, 

2006). Also, we understand that making the testator execute a will 

more cautiously and accurately after carefully considering all the 

situations is another legislative purpose for the strict formality 

requirements under the Civil Act. 

As seen above, a will deviating from the legally required formality 

becomes invalid pursuant to Article 1060 of the Civil Act. The 

Supreme Court precedents also indicate that a will which does not 

conform to the formality should be regarded as ineffective although 

the invalid will truly reflects the testator's real intention (Supreme 

Court Decision 2004Da35533 decided on November 11, 2004; 

Supreme Court Decision 2005Da57899 decided on March 9, 2006; 

Supreme Court Decision 2006Da25103, 25110 decided on September 

8, 2006).

(2) Formality of holographic will

According to Article 1066 Section 1 of the Civil Act, "in order to 

make a will by holograph document, the testator must write with his 

own handwriting the whole text, the date, the domicile and his full 

name, and must affix his seal thereto". Handwritten wills have merits 

in terms of its convenience in drawing up and the superb capacity to 

keep contents of wills in secret. But there are still demerits that those 

who are illiterate cannot execute a will by this method and that high 

possibility of forgery or alteration may bring about difficulty in 

proving existence of an original will or the testator's real intention. 

Particularly, since a seal in a handwritten will implies that the will 

is not a draft but a conclusive deed, a handwritten will without seal 

cannot be deeded as valid. The Supreme Court precedent also shows 

that a handwritten will without the testator's seal has no effect as a 

valid holographic will as prescribed in Article 1066 Section 1 of the 

Civil Act (Supreme Court Decision 2006Da25103, 25110 decided on 

September 8, 2006). 

(A) Handwriting of full text
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Since a person's handwriting can represent the writer's distinctive 

traits, a testator should draw up a will in his/her own handwriting in 

order to prevent forgery or alteration of the will. Also, the 

handwritten text by the testator can prove that the testator is the very 

person who draws up the will of his/her own volition. The testator 

may also be able to organize his/her own ultimate intention regarding 

distribution of property throughout the process of writing a will in 

person. 

(B) Handwriting of full date

It is required for a testator to handwrite the full date of execution 

of his/her will including the day, month and year because whenever 

there is a will contest, the time of will execution is critical to decide 

validness of a will: it must be proved that testamentary capacity of 

the testator had existed at the time of the will execution (Article 1061 

of the Civil Act), and when there are multiple documents, "if a prior 

will is inconsistent with a subsequent will or if an act inter vivos, 

after a will has been made, is inconsistent with such will, the prior 

will shall be deemed to have been withdrawn with respect to the parts 

in which they are inconsistent" (Article 1109 of the Civil Act).

(C) Handwriting of address

This is required to clarify the testator's identity.

(D) Signature 

This requirement is to prove that the one who draws up the will 

and the one who is marked as the testator in the will are identical, 

which may show that the testator's intention is truly and integrally 

reflected in the will.

(E) Seal

This requirement is to prove that the will is drawn up by the 

testator himself/herself on the basis of his/her true volition. Moreover, 
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the seal requirement also confirms finality of the testator's intention, 

meaning that the will is not a mere draft but a conclusive deed for 

disposition of the testator's property. A precedent shows that not only 

a personal seal stamp but also a thumbprint can fulfill the seal 

requirement (see Supreme Court Decision 97Da38510 Decided on June 

12, 1998). 

(F) Obliteration and alteration

When there is obliteration, insertion or alteration to the handwritten 

document, it should be done by the testator's handwriting and a seal 

should be affixed thereto. 

(3) Legislation in other countries

A holographic will had not been legislated in the modern civil law 

system until the nineteenth century. France and Austria were the first 

two countries that adopted a holographic will in their respective Civil 

Code, followed by Germany and Swiss. There is another example of 

Civil Code that requires a seal in addition to signature for a valid 

holographic will, such as that of Japan.

(A) Japan

Article 968 of the Civil Code of Japan stipulates that "to make a 

will by holograph document, the testator must write the entire text, 

the date, and his/her name in his/her own hand and affix his/her seal", 

which is basically the same as that required by the Korean Civil Act, 

except for absence of handwritten address requirement. As there has 

been legal practice in the country that in drawing up important 

documents, affixing a seal as well as a signature may complete the 

execution of such documents, the formal requisite of a seal affixed to 

a holographic will was provided to confirm the identity of the testator, 

finality of the testator's intention and conclusiveness of the document.

(B) Taiwan
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Article 1890 of the Civil Code of Taiwan provides that to be a 

valid holographic will, the testator shall handwrite the entire text and 

full date, and provide a signature written by himself/herself. In case of 

obliteration, insertion or alteration, the testator shall indicate the place 

where such changes take place, write the numbers of characters that 

have been changed or deleted and provide his/her own signature there. 

(C) People's Republic of China

Article 17 of the Inheritance Law stipulates that a holographic will 

shall be written by the testator in his/her own handwriting, providing 

full date and signature as well. 

(D) Germany

Article 2247 Section 1 of the German Civil Code requires a main 

text and a signature in handwriting. Article 2247 Section 2 requires 

providing the day, month, year and the place of execution in 

handwriting. But, if there is a will contest regarding defects in the 

parts of date and place, this country may grant relief if the defects 

can be cured by other ways.

(E) Swiss, Austria

Article 505 Section 1 of the Civil Code of Swiss requires the 

testator to write a main text, the year, month and day of execution in 

his/her own handwriting and to sign on the document. Article 578 of 

the Civil Code of Austria only requires a main text and a signature 

be handwritten by the testator. But it also mentions that although the 

full date and the place of execution are not required, they would be 

useful in preventing future disputes. 

(F) United Kingdom

Article 9 of the UK Wills Act provides that "no will shall be valid 

unless (a) it is in writing, and signed by the testator, or by some 

other person in his presence and by his direction; and (b) it appears 
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that the testator intended by his signature to give effect to the will; 

and (c) the signature is made or acknowledged by the testator in the 

presence of two or more witnesses present at the same time". 

(G) France

According to Article 970 of the French Civil Code, no handwritten 

will shall be valid unless it is written, dated and signed by the 

testator. 

(H) United States 

Holographic wills have been mainly accepted by the common law 

system. In the United States, state statutes are patterned after either 

the Louisiana statute which follows the continental law system or the 

Virginia statute. The so-called Louisianatype states create and define a 

holographic will as a distinct kind of will, whereas the so-called 

Virginiatype states do not consider a holographic will as a new 

category of will; rather, they set forth the general requirements for 

wills, and then dispenses with the requirements of attestation if the 

instrument is entirely handwritten by the testator. The Uniform Probate 

Code adopted the Louisiana type definition of a holographic will and 

currently about 25 states adopt the Louisiana type. 

(4) Constitutionality of the Instant Provision

(A) Restriction on basic rights 

1) As disposition of private property and its inheritance are under 

the realm of protection of the property right guaranteed in the 

Constitution, the freedom of disposition by will, or the legal 

permission to the testator to freely dispose of his/her property during 

his/her lifetime, as well as the disposition of properties by gift is also 

constitutionally protected (see 1 KCCR 357, 368, 88Hun-Ka13, 

December 22, 1989; 9-2 KCCR 762, 774, 96Hun-Ka19, December 24, 

1997).

A holographic will that fails to comply with all the required 
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formality will not be acknowledged as valid even though the testator's 

true testamentary intent regarding the way to dispose of his/her 

property is exactly same as described in the holographic will. 

However, since the testator's true intent may not be honored and the 

testator's discretion to freely dispose of his/her property is limited due 

to these rigid formality requirements, it can be said that the testator's 

property right guaranteed in Article 23 Section 1 of the Constitution 

may possibly be infringed. 

2) Besides jus disponendi of one's own property, the freedom of 

disposition by will also means realization of self autonomy. Therefore, 

the decisions on whether to make a will, how to make a will and 

what to be included in the will basically are at individual's own 

intention. In this regard, the Instant Provision which provides rigid 

formality in drawing up a holographic will may limit the testator's 

right to freedom of general action derived from the right to pursue 

happiness stipulated in Article 10 of the Constitution. 

(B) Principle against excessive restriction 

1) Since the right of inheritance is a kind of property rights, the 

inheritance method and its contents should be decided by the 

legislature. But in deciding the method and contents, if the legislature 

goes beyond the boundary of its entitled discretionary power to limit 

the basic rights guaranteed in Article 37 Section 2 of the Constitution, 

such laws or regulations are in violation of the Constitution. Article 

37 Section 2 prescribes for basic principles to be observed by the 

State when enacting a law which may limit the people's basic rights: 

the freedoms and rights of citizens may be restricted by the statute 

only when necessary for national security, maintenance of law and 

order or public welfare. Even when such restrictions are imposed, no 

essential aspect of the citizen's freedoms or rights shall be infringed. 

Therefore, when a law limiting the basic rights is enacted, such a law 

should be furnished with legitimate legislative purposes, appropriate 

means to achieve the purposes, the least restrictive means, and balance 

between the public interest to be protected and the basic rights to be 

infringed by the law. Act or provisions of act that do not comply 
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with the requirements are deemed to violate the Constitution as going 

beyond the boundary of the legislative discretion (See 10-2 KCCR 

339, 356-357, 96Hun-Ka22, et al., August 27, 1998; 16-2(B) KCCR 

16-2(B), 76, 81, 2003Hun-Ka13, October 28, 2004).

As reviewed above, the Instant Provision placed limitation on the 

testator's property right and the general freedom of action. Therefore, 

we need to assess whether the Instant Provision has done so within 

the constitutionally approved boundary or not. 

2) The legislative purposes of the Instant Provision are to clarify the 

real testamentary intent of the testator after his/her death and to secure 

legal stability or certainty by preventing a will contest or confusion 

between the interested parties regarding disposition of the testator's 

estate, all of which are legitimate. 

The legislators found it necessary to provide rigid formality 

requirements in drawing up a will in order to attain the 

aforementioned legislative purposes. And especially in case of a 

holographic will, which is the simplest way to draw up a will but has 

relatively higher danger of forgery or alteration due to no requirement 

of a witness or third party involvement, it is safe to say that strictly 

requiring formality itself is an appropriate means to achieve the 

legislative purposes. 

3) However, there can be a problem relating to the requirement of 

a seal in addition to handwritten full text and name because a defect 

in the seal requirement may render the entire will void pursuant to 

Article 1060 of the Civil Act, which may excessively limit the 

testator's freedom to disposition by will, violating the principle against 

excessive restriction. 

In some Asian countries like Korea, there has long been a juristic 

practice or convention of affixing seals in legal documents. In a 

private document, affixing a seal customarily functions as evidence of 

the document being drawn up by the writer himself/herself and as 

confirmation of the true intent of the writer, especially the finality of 

the testamentary intent and completion of the document. 

Reflecting this practice, Article 358 of the Civil Procedure Act 

stipulates that "a private document shall be presumed to be authentic 
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when it bears the signature, seal or thumbprint of the principal or his 

representative". Also the Personal Seal Impression Act introduced the 

system of certificate of personal seal impression or Ingam based on 

the long customary practice of affixing a seal to prove the identities 

of the contracting parties. Recently, due to the rapid development of 

computer technology, there have been discussions to reform the system 

which frequently yields public discontent for its inconvenience. But it 

has yet to be abolished for lack of any proper substitute. On the other 

hand, a handwritten name or signature has been mostly used in 

western countries in order to prove identity of the writer of 

documents. In those countries where the practice of affixing a seal 

does not exist, a system to verify the identity of the writer of 

document is adopted. In the system, once individuals register their 

handwritten signatures at the national institutions, those signatures are 

electronically scanned and an engraved embosser seal is stamped to 

the document to be authenticated.

Although it is true that a signature in handwriting has widely gained 

ground on proving identity in legal transactions in our country, the 

petitioner's argument that the practice of affixing a seal is completely 

replaced by the practice of using a signature did not seem to have 

sufficient evidence. Nor, given the conventional practice in business 

transaction, has a signature been used to prove the writer's ultimate 

intent or conclusiveness of the document.

We think that requiring both a handwritten name and a seal 

simultaneously does not seem redundant because such formality in the 

Instant Provision was provided after due consideration of the fact that 

handwritten names only may not be enough to fulfill the legislative 

purposes to prove the testator's ultimate intent regarding disposition of 

his/her estate and to guarantee legal stability in the process of 

execution of will.

Moreover, besides holographic wills, there are also cases of private 

documents written by private citizens requiring both a signature and a 

seal as the documents are to be submitted to the government offices, 

for which the authenticity of documents is strongly required. For 

example, a list of factory foundation to be submitted for the 

registration for preservation of ownership on a factory foundation 

under Article 39 Section 2 of the Factory Mortgage Act and the 
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application form for registering the right to manage the toll road 

required to be submitted under the Article 13 Section 2 of the Toll 

Road Act and Article 27 of the Enforcement Decree on Registration 

of the Management Right are all considered as private documents 

written by private citizens who want to register their ownership or file 

an application. But signing and sealing are still required for those 

documents by law, too.

Also, the seal requirement prescribed in the Instant Provision cannot 

be deem to be too difficult or burdensome for the testator to carry 

out because the Supreme Court precedent articulates that a seal in a 

holographic will includes not only a personal seal stamp but also a 

thumbprint (See Supreme Court Decision 97Da38510 decided on June 

12, 1998). Therefore, the testator may easily and conveniently replace 

the seal requirement by affixing a thumbprint instead.

The testator may freely choose any type of will as he/she wants: 

besides a holographic will, the Civil Act also provides for other types 

of valid wills such as sound recording, notarial and secret documents 

and instrument of dictation.

Even when the testator is under certain circumstances where he/she 

cannot comply with any of the formal requirements, he/she still can 

carry through his/her testamentary intent regarding disposition of estate 

by making a gift causa mortis (gift taking effect on death) pursuant to 

Article 562 of the Civil Act. Although Article 562 of the Civil Act 

prescribes that the provisions relating to a testamentary gifts shall 

apply mutatis mutandis to a contract of gift effective upon the death, 

formalities for a valid testamentary gift under Article 1065 and Article 

1072 of the Civil Act do not apply to the gift causa mortis because 

the former presupposes unilateral action while the latter is bilateral 

contract (See Supreme Court Decision 94Da37714, 37721, Decided on 

April 12, 1996; Supreme Court Decision 2000Da66430, Decided on 

September 14, 2001). Therefore, a person may achieve what he/she 

wishes for disposition of property by entering into an agreement of 

gift causa mortis with the intended donee, which falls into a kind of 

contract that is formed only by exchanging mutual assent, without 

requiring specific formality. 

In case of a foreign testator who is trying to execute a will in 

Korea, the foreign testator is allowed to provide his/her signature only, 
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instead of both a signature and a seal as prescribed in the Instant 

Provision because the Foreigners' Signature and Seal Act modified the 

formality by permitting a foreigner, who is a national of a country 

where the system requiring both a signature and a seal in execution 

of will does not exist, to use only his/her signature in place of them. 

The petitioner tries to convince us of the alleged unconstitutionality 

of the Instant Provision by suggesting that some other statutory 

provisions allow replacement of a seal with a signature. But we 

consider this argument inappropriate here in this case because those 

statutory provisions with which the petitioner compared the Instant 

Provision have different legislative purposes. For example, regarding an 

issuance of a bill or endorsement, the related Articles allow that 

anyone dealing with activities pertaining to bills may provide either a 

seal or a signature (Article 1 Section 8, Article 13 and Article 75 

Section 7) of the Bills of Exchange and Promissory Notes Act). But 

this is based on a different legislative purpose: bills are mainly used 

in business transaction for which simple and speedy procedures are 

specifically required, which is quite remote from the purpose of 

formality in the execution of will to secure the legal stability. Also, as 

another example suggested by the complainant, allowing credit card 

users to sign their credit card receipts dispensing with the use of seals 

has totally different legislative purpose from the execution of will that 

requires a seal to prove the testator's final intent and the conclusiveness 

of the document: as Article 19 Section 2 of the Specialized Credit 

Financial Business Act prescribes that "for each credit card transaction, 

the credit card merchant shall verify whether the credit card is being 

properly used by the principal", the purpose of requiring a signature 

in credit card transaction is to verify the identity of a credit card 

holder and to make sure whether the credit card is correctly used by 

the card holder himself/herself. And a comparison between the 

signature in the back of the credit card and the signature in their 

credit card receipt is required by the contract agreement with each 

credit card company for verifying identity. 

In sum, the seal requirement should not be considered violating the 

principle against excessive restriction because a handwritten full text 

and a signature only are not enough to fulfill the legislative purposes 

of the Instant Provision. Therefore, it is legitimate to call for the seal 
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requirement. 

4) The purpose of the rigid formality for execution of a holographic 

will prescribed in the Instant Provision is to achieve public interests 

of keeping the inheritance system intact on which the private property 

system is based and of preventing possible legal conflicts or confusion 

that could be ensued by demise of the testator. Comparing with the 

private interest restricted by the formal requirements of the Instant 

Provision, the public interests to be realized by the formality are 

bigger. Therefore, the formality strikes a balance between legal 

interests. 

For the foregoing reasons, the limitations stipulated in the Instant 

Provision on the testator's property right guaranteed by Article 23 of 

the Constitution and the testator's general right to freedom of action 

guaranteed by Article 10 of the Constitution do not amount to the 

violation of Article 37 Section 2 of the Constitution. 

4. Conclusion

Therefore, the Instant Provision does not violate the Constitution, 

thus  we issue the opinion prescribed in the Holding by a unanimous 

vote except Justice Kim Jong-dae who provides a dissenting opinion.

5. Dissenting Opinion by Justice Kim Jong-dae

I think the Instant Provision is unconstitutional for the following 

reasons:

It seems proper in itself to require rigid formality as a method to 

prevent will contests or confusion between the interested parties 

because such formality seems relevant to achieve the legislative 

purposes of proving the testator's real intent regarding distribution of 

his/her estate and securing legal stability in the process of inheritance. 

However, considering the facts that a will is the final expression about 

the testator's testamentary intent before his/her death and rigid formal 

requirements for execution of will put limitation on the testator's 

general right to freedom of action, the legislators should not require 

formality more than necessary to verify the testator's real intent 
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regarding disposition of his/her estate. If such formality goes beyond 

this boundary, such redundancy would amount to violate the principle 

against excessive restriction on the basic rights. According to the 

majority opinion, the formal requirements in this case satisfy the 

appropriateness of means to achieve the legislative purposes and the 

least restrictive means. However, the role of a seal, as opposed to 

handwriting, has been drastically losing its significance in terms of 

certifying the testator's intent. Moreover, it is highly probable that 

one's seal can be unexpectedly used or forged by other people 

unknown to the owner of the seal, and if it is the case, fulfillment of 

the seal requirement cannot properly confirm the testator's final intent. 

As a result, in many legal transactions, the seal requirement has been 

abolished and replaced by a signature. Currently, it is generally 

recognized that not only a seal itself has forfeited its primacy over 

signature, but also requiring both a seal and a signature has become a 

redundant formality for proving the testator's final intent. 

Also, given the fact that there is no requirement in the Instant 

Provision that a testator's seal be at the end of the will (Article 1066 

Section 1) and that the testator may at any time revoke the will by a 

subsequent will or by an act during one's life and may not waive the 

right to revoke his/her will, it is clear that the testator, even after 

executing a valid will satisfying all requirements of Article 1066 of 

the Act, may revoke or modify his/her intent, meaning that a seal 

itself should neither secure the testator's ultimate intent nor finalize the 

document. Rather, a seal is only an additional and supplementary 

requirement to confirm the testator's intent already shown by the 

handwritten full text and signature. 

After all, the purposes of a seal requirement are to verify whether 

the will has been actually written by the one whose name appears on 

the will as the testator and to prove the testator's real intent regarding 

disposition of his/her estate. And those purposes are easily attained by 

the handwritten full text and name. Therefore, requiring a seal is 

unnecessary, redundant formality, violating the principle against 

excessive restriction as limiting the testator's general freedom of action 

guaranteed by Article 10 of the Constitution. 

While the public interests to prevent possible will contests and 

confusion after the death of the testator and to protect the inheritance 
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system as a basis for the private property system can be sufficiently 

accomplished by the requirements of handwritten full text and 

signature, the seal requirement infringes the testator's right by 

invalidating a will if not observed, leaving the testator's true intent 

absolutely impossible to be fulfilled, thereby causing a serious 

imbalance between the public interest to be protected and the private 

right to be infringed. This is a violation of the principle of balance 

between legal interests. 

 As reviewed above, the Instant Provision violates the principle 

against excessive restriction presented in Article 37 Section 2 of the 

Constitution. Since the Instant Provision itself is unconstitutional, and 

such unconstitutionality cannot be cured simply by allowing the seal 

requirement to be replaced by a thumbprint as shown in the majority 

opinion with the reference to the case precedent of the Supreme 

Court. For the foregoing reasons, the Instant Provision should be 

decided unconstitutional to solve its innate problem.    

Justices Lee Kang-kook (Presiding Justice), Lee Kong-hyun, Cho 

Dae-hyen, Kim Hee-ok, Kim Jong-dae, Min Hyeong-ki, Lee Dong-heub, 

Mok Young-joon, Song Doo-hwan 

[Attachment] omitted
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3. Competence Dispute between Assemblyperson and Assembly 
Speaker on Private School Act 

   [20-1(A) KCCR 438, 2006Hun-Ra2, April 24, 2008]

In this case, the Constitutional Court decided that the right to 

deliberation and vote of the National Assembly members, herein the 

plaintiffs, was not infringed by the National Assembly Speaker at the 

16th plenary of the 256th session, where the Speaker, amid disrupted 

proceedings due to disturbance and without members' questions, 

declared the passage of the revised Private School Act after 

proceeding with the voting procedures without undergoing proposer's 

briefing for agenda items, questions and debate. 

Background of the Case

The National Assembly Speaker, herein the respondent, opened the 

16th plenary of the 256th session on December 9, 2005. The revision 

(original bill) of the Private School Act was presented and briefed on 

at the session, and a revised bill was again submitted to and shortly 

briefed on. As no suggestions for debate was made, the revised bill 

was immediately put up for vote and passed with the following 

announcement: "The original bill will not be put to a vote as the 

revised bill was passed. It is declared that the revised bill of the 

Private School Act is passed as revised in the portion concerned, and 

the remainder of non-revised portion passed in its original form". In 

response, the claiming Grand National Party (GNP) members filed a 

complaint on competence dispute seeking nullification of the above 

declaration of passage of bill on grounds that it infringed their right 

to deliberation and voting of bills guaranteed under the Constitution 

and the National Assembly Act.

Summary of Decision

In a decision of 7 to 2, the Constitutional Court declared the 

complaint on competence dispute denied on the following reasons:

1. Majority Opinion of Seven Justices
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A. The "consultation" defined under the National Assembly Act may 

be conducted in diverse ways given the nature of the procedure to 

exchange and sound out opinions, and the relevant judgment and 

decision is ultimately vested in the Speaker of the National Assembly. 

The Speaker, herein the respondent, decided that the agenda item 

number five, the revision of the Private School Act, should be first 

presented for deliberation for efficient progress of proceedings while 

smooth proceeding under the National Assembly Act was difficult to 

be expected due to disturbance. Additionally, consultation with the 

GNP representative objecting to the presentation of bill itself was in 

fact meaningless, and a change in the order of agenda items itself 

should not have affected the deliberation and voting considering the 

minute which specifies the attendance of 274 members including those 

of the GNP. Therefore, the respondent's act of changing the order of 

business without direct consultation with the GNP representative can 

hardly be seen as a violation of Article 77 of the National Assembly 

Act.

B. Article 93 of the National Assembly Act requires "the proposer 

of an agenda item not having been deliberated by the Committee to 

brief the item", but there are no limitations on the measure of such a 

briefing which can be conducted in writing, computer usage, etc. 

without oral explanation at the podium. Therefore, the respondent's act 

of allowing the proposer's brief substituted with computer amid 

disturbing circumstances where microphones are unusable has not 

violated Article 93 of the National Assembly Act. Also, the 

respondent's act of announcing "to proceed immediately as no 

suggestions for discussion has been made" without mentioning "if 

there are any questions" when the proceeding such as bill presentation  

or proposal brief was disrupted due to filibustering with no questions 

being made by any member cannot be viewed as an infringement of 

the claiming members' right to deliberation and voting in violation of 

Article 93 of the National Assembly Act.

2. Dissenting Opinions of Two Justices

In light of the structure of legislative deliberation process under the 
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National Assembly Act in which substantial deliberation of bills are 

conducted by the Committee, the respondent's act of expediting the 

proceedings by directly entering into voting without taking any 

measures to secure the plaintiffs' opportunities for questions and 

debates such as mentioning the order of "questions" or confirming 

"suggestions for a debate" undermines the fundamental values of 

parliamentary democracy and legislative procedures based on questions 

and debates and oversteps the Speakers authority of progressing the 

proceedings. As the respondent's act of declaring the passage of bill in 

this case has evidently infringed upon the claimants' right to 

deliberation and voting of bills guaranteed under the Constitution in 

violation of Article 93 of the National Assembly Act, the complaint 

thereof has grounds to be set out.

--------------------------------------

Parties

Plaintiffs 

 105 Members of the National Assembly

 Attorney Sohn, Beum-kyu and et al.

Respondent

 National Assembly Speaker

 Legal representative Yoon & Yoo Law Firm (Zahayun)

 Attorney Lim, Chae-kyun and et al.

Holding

Plaintiffs' this complaint of competence dispute is denied. 

 

Reasoning

1. Introduction of Case and Subject Matter of Review

A. Introduction of Case
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On declaring open the 16th plenary meeting of the 256th session of 

the National Assembly on December 19, 2005 at approximately 2:46 

P.M. the respondent presented, as the fifth item of the agenda, the 

revised draft to the Private School Act (hereinafter "Draft Revision I") 

proposed by member Bok, Ki Wang and 150 other members and 

briefed on the bill proposal. Thereafter, he submitted the revision to 

Draft Revision I (hereinafter "Draft Revision II") proposed by Chung, 

Sye Kyun and 143 members followed by a summary brief substituting 

full explanatory statement, and with no request for debate, immediately 

put Draft Revision II to vote and declared the bill passed based on 

the consent of 140 members out of the attending 154 members. In 

declaring passage of the bill, the respondent stated, "Draft Revision I 

will not be put to vote as Revision II has been passed. I thereby 

declare that the revision to the Private School Act passed with the 

revised portions in the form of Draft Revision II and the non-revised 

parts in their existing forms of Draft Revision I".

In response, the plaintiffs filed adjudication on competence dispute 

seeking nullification of the bill passage, arguing that the act of 

declaring the passage of Draft Revision II infringed on the right to 

deliberate and vote on legislation guaranteed under the Constitution 

and National Assembly Act.

B. Subject matter of review

The subject matter of review in this case is whether the act of 

opening the 16th plenary of the 256th session of the National 

Assembly on December 9, 2005 and presenting and declaring the 

passage of the Draft Revision II infringes on the right to deliberate 

and vote on legislation. Relevant regulations are as the following.

National Assembly Act ("NAA")

Article 20-2 (Prohibition of Retaining Party Register by Speaker) 

(1) When an assemblyperson is elected to the Speaker, he shall not 

retain any party registry from the date next to that on which he is 

elected as such and while he remains in this post: Provided, That in 

the general election for members of the National Assembly, if one 

intends to obtain a recommendation to a candidate recommended by 
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the political party under the Act on the Election of Public Officials 

and the Prevention of Election Malpractices, he may hold a party 

registry from 90 days prior to the expiration of the assemblyman's 

term of office. 

(2) When the Speaker who has left a party registry under the main 

sentence of Section 1 has completed his term of office, he shall return 

to the political party whereto he had belonged at the time of leaving 

such party registry. 

Article 77 (Change in Agenda) 

When the plenary session adopts a resolution by a motion made by 

a joint signature of twenty or more assemblypersons, or the Speaker 

deems it necessary after consultation with a representative 

assemblypersons of each negotiating party, the Speaker may change a 

part of the agenda for whole session or add the cases of the agenda 

for the relevant day and change the order. In this case, the motion of 

an assemblyman shall be accompanied by a written reason and put to 

a vote without debate. <revised by Act No. 7614, July 28, 2005> 

Article 78 (Uncompleted Bills on Agenda) 

If no meeting is held or a meeting is not completed with respect to 

bills included in the agenda, the Speaker shall determine the agenda 

again. 

Article 85 (Period of Examination) 

(1) The Speaker may designate the examination period on the cases 

to be referred or to have been referred to the committee. In such 

cases, he shall consult with a representative assemblyperson of each 

negotiating party. <revised by Act No. 7614, July 28, 2005> 

(2) In the case as referred to in Section 1, if the committee fails to 

complete the examination within the fixed period without any 

justifiable reason, the Speaker may refer it to another committee or 

directly to the plenary session after hearing an interim report. 

Article 93 (Deliberation of Bill) 

In deliberating a bill, the plenary session shall hear the report on 

the examination from the chairperson of the committee who examined 
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the bill, and put the bill to a vote through an interpellation and 

debate: Provided, That with respect to a bill which has not been 

examined by a committee, the proposer of the bill shall explain the 

point of proposition, and with respect to a bill which has been 

examined by a committee, the interpellation and debate or one of 

them may be omitted by resolution. 

Article 95 (Motion for Revision) 

(1) A motion for revision to a bill shall be submitted by preparing 

its matter and attaching its reason in advance to the Speaker with 

joint signatures by thirty or more supporting assemblypersons: 

Provided, That a motion for revision to a budget bill shall require the 

concurrence of fifty or more assemblyperson. 

(2) An revision bill which has been examined and reported by the 

competent committee shall become an item on the agenda without the 

need for any concurrence. 

(3) No committee shall submit any revision to a bill which is 

beyond its jurisdiction. 

(4) An alternative to a bill shall be submitted while the original bill 

is being examined by a committee, and the Speaker shall refer the 

alternative to the committee. 

Article 96 (Order of Voting on Revision Bill) 

(1) When several revision bills have been submitted for the same 

agenda, the Speaker shall determine the order of voting according to 

the following Items: 

1. Voting shall be held first on the revision bill which has been 

submitted last; 

2. Voting on an revision bill submitted by an assemblyperson shall 

be held in preference to that submitted by a committee; and  

3. When several revision bills are submitted by assemblypersons, 

voting shall be held first on the bill which has many differences from 

the original one. 

(2) When all of the revision bills are rejected, voting shall be taken 

on the original bill. 

2. Arguments of Plaintiffs and Response of the Respondent
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(intentionally omitted)

3. Review on Merits

   

A. Claim that the Speaker violated the duty of political Impartiality

The plaintiffs argue that the respondent blocked the entrance of the 

assemblypersons of the Grand National Party (GNP) to the plenary 

meeting and let Uri Party lawmakers to first take over the Speaker's 

seat and podium, thereby violating the duty of political impartiality 

defined in Article 20-2 of NAA, which prohibits Speaker's retention of 

any party registry while remaining in the post.

Article 64 of the Constitution stipulates that the National Assembly 

may establish the rules of its proceedings and internal regulations, 

provided that they are not in conflict with Acts, as well as make 

autonomous decisions on qualification, disciplinary actions and 

expulsion of members. As a result, the National Assembly has 

extensive autonomy over management of the National Assembly, the 

legislative body that represents the people, including proceedings and 

internal decisions. In that regard, the autonomy should be respected in 

consideration of the principle of separation of powers and the status 

and function of the National Assembly insofar no evident violation of 

the Constitution or regulations takes place in the proceedings or 

legislative processes of the National Assembly (9-2 KCCR 154, 

96Hun-Ra2, July 16, 1997). In particular, Article 10 of NAA provides 

that the Speaker represent the National Assembly, regulate its 

proceedings, maintain order, and supervise its affairs, while several 

regulations of Chapter 6 of NAA give extensive authority to the 

Speaker over overall meeting procedures such as opening of meetings, 

preparation of agenda, submission of agenda to standing committees or 

the plenary session regarding bill proposals, which in principle means 

the authority and responsibility over proceedings of the National 

Assembly is vested with the Speaker. Therefore, the Speaker's act of 

conducting proceedings amidst controversial matter of facts should be 

respected by other State agencies unless the act is judged to be in 

clear violation of law or the Constitution (10-2 KCCR 74, 98Hun-Ra3, 

July 14, 1998).
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As such, for the Constitutional Court that has to respect autonomy of 

the National Assembly, fact-finding related to the act of declaring the 

passage of bill in this case can only rely on records of the plenary 

session minutes (12-1 KCCR 115, 99Hun-Ra1, February 24, 2000). As 

the minute attached to the record of this case does not suggest that the 

respondent allowed Uri Party assemblypersons to preoccupy the podium, 

and because no circumstances specifically indicate that the respondent 

violated the duty of political impartiality, the claim of plaintiffs has no 

merits.

B. Claim that the Speaker ignored the interim report procedure

The plaintiffs argue that the respondent ignored the interim report 

procedure specified in Article 85 Section 2 of the NAA and referred 

Draft Revision I to the plenary session, thereby violating the said 

provision. 

The objective of hearing interim report before direct submission to 

the plenary session is to identify the status and prospect of review by 

committees, and the report can also take the form of an oral statement 

besides the written form. In accordance with the materials of the 

record of this case, it is found that the respondent submitted the 

revised draft to the Private School Act to the Education Committee on 

June 30, 2005 with the deadline for examination period set on 

September 16 the same year, but the Committee neither met the 

deadline nor submitted a written interim report. Then, having 

continuously updated himself on the deliberation status through oral 

reports such as through phone calls with Chairperson of the Education 

Committee and believing that the situation could no longer be delayed, 

the respondent directly submitted Draft Revision II ex officio. Given 

such circumstances, it is difficult to view that the respondent violated 

Article 85 Section 2 of NAA.

C. Claim that the Speaker unilaterally changed the agenda without 

consultation

The plaintiffs argue that the act of changing the order of agenda, 

that is, having moved up the deliberation of the revision bill to the 
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Private School Act to the first item from its original fifth, is a 

violation of Article 77 of NAA, which requires consultation with a 

representative assemblyperson in case of change in the order of 

agenda. 

In fact, the concept of "consultation" defined in NAA as the 

procedure for exchange and collection of opinions can be realized in 

various ways, and the decision and judgment thereof is ultimately 

vested with the Speaker. In the instant case, the respondent judged 

that it was necessary to foremostly submit and deliberate the revision 

to the Private School Act, which was originally the fifth item on the 

list of agenda, for efficient conduct of proceedings since normal 

proceeding defined in the National Assembly Act was hardly expected 

due to disorder. Additionally, it was in fact meaningless to consult 

with the representative of the GNP that was against the submission of 

the amendment bill itself. It is also hard to find difficulty in 

deliberation and voting among assemblypersons just because of some 

changes, if any, in the order of agenda, as 274 assemblymen including 

the GNP members were present at the plenary session according to 

the minute. In that sense, changing the order of agenda without 

consultation with the representative of the GNP in itself does neither 

constitute an evident violation of Article 77 of the National Assembly 

Act nor consequently violate the petitioners' right to deliberate and 

vote on legislation.

D. Claim that the Speaker violated deliberation procedures under Article 

93 of the National Assembly Act

The plaintiffs argue that the act of the respondent who omitted the 

procedures of explanatory statement, interpellation and debate as 

regards Draft Revision II that did not undergo examination by the 

committee violated Article 93 of the National Assembly Act. 

It is found that, according to the attached minute of the plenary 

session in this case, representative Jee, Byung Moon was supposed to 

deliver an explanatory statement on Draft Revision II proposed by 

representative Chung, Sye Kyun, but, as disorder continued, the 

respondent said, "Since it is impossible to have the bill proposal 

explained in this situation, please refer to the summary of explanation 
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displayed on the computer screen at each seat". As disturbance of 

proceedings continued, the respondent is found to have initiated the 

voting procedures without any mentioning of interpellation after stating, 

"With no request for debate in place, we will directly proceed to put 

this agenda item to vote". 

Article 93 of NAA requires that "with respect to a bill which has 

not been examined by a committee, the proposer of the bill shall 

explain the point of proposition", but there being no limitation to the 

method of explanation (16-1 KCCR 609, 2004Hun-Na1, May 14, 

2004), the explanatory statement can be substituted by written forms 

or computer screen display, etc. Therefore, having replaced the 

explanatory statement with display on computer screen, in a situation 

where commotion was too disturbing to use the microphone at the 

podium, cannot be a violation of Article 93 of NAA.

In principle, the Speaker, herein the respondent, in presiding over 

interpellation and debate procedures, would have to first confirm if 

there are interjections and, if none, enter into debate, as well as 

ensure that there is no request for debate before putting the agenda 

item to vote. Yet, when there is no request for interpellation in actual 

proceedings, it would not be problematic to omit interpellation and 

move on to the next procedure (18-1 KCCR 82, 2005Hun-Ra6, 

February 23, 2006). Yet, an assemblyperson shall notify the Speaker 

in advance and obtain his permission when he/she desires to take the 

floor (Article 99 Section 1 of NAA), and the minute seems to 

indicate that no assemblyman made a request for interpellation 

although there was yelling such as "nonsense!", "invalid!", and 

"agree!" In such a case where internal disturbance makes it unable to 

normally proceed with submission of agenda, explanatory statement, 

etc. and no assemblyperson requests for interpellation, it is difficult to 

view that the respondent's act of not mentioning interpellation process 

and immediately initiating the voting process while telling no request 

for debate has been made is so intrusive as to infringe on the 

plaintiffs' right to deliberation and vote and thus violated Article 93 of 

NAA. 

E. Claim for contradiction to the Draft Revision defined by the NAA
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The plaintiffs claim that Article 8-2 (Report on Property Transfer) 

and Article 23 (Prohibition of Concurrently Holding Office) of Draft 

Revision II are totally new to Draft Revision I, and Draft Revision II 

is not the kind of revised draft defined in NAA that involves the 

same agenda. They say that this means the respondent should have 

referred provisions of Draft Revision II to the competent standing 

committee for deliberation but that the respondent failed. They also 

argue that since no revision had been made to the six texts of 

provisions including Article 10-2 (Entry of Contributors in Articles of 

Association) in Draft Revision II, the revision bill should have been 

put to vote separately in the form of Draft Revision I instead, but 

that it was not observed accordingly.

In review, no specific regulation limits the scope of revised drafts 

under NAA, and the definition of "revision" under the Act 

encompasses insertion of other agenda to the first draft through 

addition, deletion or changes. Therefore, the revision shall be 

considered as one defined in the Act unless it is revised to the extent 

that it loses the original purpose and meaning (18-1(A) KCCR 82, 

2005Hun-Ra6, February 23, 2006).

However, considering that Draft Revision II also concerns the 

establishment and management of private schools and contains 18 

revisions of texts to Draft Revision I out of 28 revisions, it cannot be 

seen that Draft Revision II has been revised to the extent of losing 

the original purpose and meaning of Draft Revision I. In that sense, 

the first portion of the plaintiffs' claim which presupposes that Draft 

Revision II exceeded the defined scope of revisions under NAA is 

groundless.

Meanwhile, Article 96 Section 2 of NAA provides that voting shall 

be taken on the original bill only when all of the revision bills are 

vetoed and that voting on the original draft is unnecessary in case the 

revised draft is passed, so voting on the revision bill as defined in 

NAA should also include one on the contents of the original draft as 

well (18-1(A) KCCR 82, 2005 Hun-Ra 6, February 23, 2006). In this 

context, voting on Draft Revision II is considered to also imply voting 

on the unrevised six texts of provisions, such as Article 10-2 (Entry 

of Contributors in Articles of Association). Therefore, the second part 

of the petitioners' claim is groundless as well.
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F. Claim of delegated voting

The plaintiffs raise suspicion about delegated voting. However, this 

claim is no more than a conjecture and by no means founded, and 

therefore is not accepted.

 

G. Sub-Conclusion

In conclusion, the act of declaring passage of bill or all of the 

accompanied acts leading up to the passage have hardly violated NAA 

and thus infringed upon the right of petitioners to deliberate and vote 

on legislation. Therefore, the complaint for adjudication in this case 

seeking nullification of bill passage is groundless.

4. Conclusion

The complaints' complaint for adjudication in this case is without 

merits and is therefore decided to be denied as in the Holding. This 

decision is based on the consensus of all Justices aside from Justices 

Kim Jong-dae and Lee Dong-heub, whose dissenting opinions are 

listed in the following 5.

5. Dissenting Opinions of Justice Kim Jong-dae and Justice Lee 

Dong-heub

The act of declaring passage of bill in this case is considered to 

have violated NAA and thus infringed upon the plaintiffs' right to 

deliberate and vote on legislation. Therefore, we state our opinions as 

follows:

Assemblyperson's rights to deliberate and vote on bills is not written 

into law in the Constitution but are constitutional rights naturally 

derived from principles of parliamentary democracy, Article 40 of the 

Constitution that vests the legislative power in the National Assembly, 

Article 41 Section 1 of the Constitution that requires the National 

Assembly to be composed of assemblypersons elected by the people. 

In this regard, such right of deliberation and voting on legislation 

given to assemblypersons is rightfully guaranteed to minority 
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assemblypersons and individual lawmakers if no certain circumstances 

say otherwise as well as to majority group assemblymen at the 

National Assembly (9-2 KCCR 154, 96Hun-Ra2, July 16, 1997). 

Therefore, it is undoubted that the plaintiffs, herein the 

assemblypersons of the GNP, are entitled to the right of deliberation 

and voting on bills in this case. 

Yet, Article 93 of NAA provides that, "In deliberating a bill, the 

plenary session shall hear the report on the examination from the 

chairperson of the committee which examined the bill, and put the bill 

to a vote through an interpellation and debate: Provided, that with 

respect to a bill which has not been examined by a committee, the 

proposer of the bill shall explain the point of proposition, and with 

respect to a bill which has been examined by a committee, the 

interpellation and debate or one of them may be omitted by 

resolution". This implies that, for bills which have not been reviewed 

by the committee, interpellation and debate cannot be omitted except 

when there is none who request it. This appears to underlie the 

purpose of preventing the bypass of substantial review by the National 

Assembly, which may not be take place if interpellation and debate is 

omitted even for bills that skipped committee examination and was 

submitted directly to the plenary session, given our legislative review 

system as prescribed by NAA where substantial review of legislation 

is executed through the committee. 

Meanwhile, the process and procedure for drawing consensus 

through free participation, interpellation and debate, etc. by 

assemblypersons as members of the National Assembly - a place 

where important issues regarding people's rights and obligations are 

decided upon - takes on foremost significance in terms of principles 

of parliamentary democracy. Then, if the respondent, who presides 

over the plenary session, does not even provide the assemblypersons 

with proper opportunity for interpellation and debate on bills for 

reasons such as disorder, this would not only lead to the same 

consequence of omitting the procedure of interpellation and debate but 

also might infringe on the assemblyperson's constitutional rights to 

deliberate and vote on bills by undermining the principles of 

parliamentary democracy that involves interpellation and debate. In 

particular, because bills that do not undergo committee review and are 
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submitted directly to the plenary session would, unlike those that have 

been reviewed and gone through interpellation and debate, be put to 

vote without any deliberation process through interpellation and debate, 

etc., there will be no deliberation process in any kind before voting in 

the plenary session if no opportunity is given even for such processes 

as interpellation and debate. This provided, actually giving the 

opportunity for interpellation and debate would constitute the essence 

of the right to deliberate and vote on bills, which is, as seen earlier, 

derived from sources such as the principles of parliamentary 

democracy. 

Therefore, it is to be considered whether the respondent, the presider 

of the plenary session, properly provided the petitioners with the 

opportunity for interpellation and debate in the case of Draft Revision 

II, which did not undergo committee review. 

According to all the records and materials presented in arguments in 

this case, it is found that the respondent, or the Speaker, unilaterally 

changed the agenda without consultation with then ruling GNP 

immediately after the opening of the plenary session and submitted 

Draft Revision I as the first item on the agenda instead of the 

originally decided fifth. Further, amid continued disorder in the plenary 

session from the point of explaining Draft Revision I, he was found 

to have replaced the explanatory statement with computer screen 

display for reasons such as disorder while submitting Draft Revision II 

proposed by representative Chung, Sye Kyun and put the agenda to 

vote, having no request for debate foregoing interpellation procedures. 

The Court also found, according to the minute, that the time of 

opening of the plenary session and its adjournment after passage of 

bill concerned was 2:46 p. m. and 3:02 p. m., respectively. 

By all accounts, including minutes and other circumstances such as 

the background of proposal submission and time intervals regarding 

Draft Revision II, it appears de facto impossible for the respondent 

and assemblymen opposing to Draft Revision II to have requested for 

interpellation and debate according to the procedure designated by 

NAA. In this context, it is justly viewed that the respondent, the 

presider of the meeting, foreclosed on the opportunity for interpellation 

and debate on Draft Revision II by omitting interpellation and 

initiating voting procedures while citing no request for debate, without 
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taking any measures to guarantee the said opportunity for the 

petitioners. 

The majority opinion stands that, on the assumption that it is not 

problematic to omit interpellation in case of no request thereof, it is 

hard to view that the act of declaring the passage of bill in this case 

was so intrusive as to violate the rights of assemblypersons to 

deliberate and vote on legislation, given that the proceeding was not 

normally conducted due to disorder and no member requested for 

interpellation. 

Yet, the sole reason that normal proceeding was difficult as such in 

the process of addressing Draft Revision II cannot justify the 

respondent's illegal act of undermining the constitutional rights of 

assemblypersons (9-2 KCCR 154, 96Hun-Ra2, July 16, 1997). Taking 

into account the legislative review system defined in NAA that 

requires substantial review of legislation to be carried out via the 

committee, in the case of bills submitted to the plenary session 

without committee review, it is unacceptable to simply assume there 

would be no request for debate without confirmation thereof and omit 

interpellation by not mentioning interpellation procedure and 

immediately entering into voting (Majority opinion cites 

"2005Hun-Ra6, February 23, 2006, Decisions No. 18-1-1, 82, 92" 

while stating that "It is not problematic to omit interpellation in case 

of no request thereof and move on to the next procedure", but the 

cited case appears to differ in that it actually involved substantial 

review of agenda and debate). In case such conducting of proceedings 

allowed foreclosure of opportunities for interpellation and debate on 

bills referred to at the plenary session as in Draft Revision II, this 

may lead to rushed legislation without substantial review and 

destabilize the foundation for decision making process at the National 

Assembly, thereby jeopardizing the constitutional principles of 

representative democracy. 

All the said circumstances considered, the act of declaring the 

passage of bill in this case that bypassed the opportunity for free 

interpellation and debate among assemblypersons in deliberation and 

voting on Draft Revision II undermines the essence of parliamentary 

democracy based on interpellation and debate as well as the legislative 

procedures. This exceeds the boundary of the Speaker's autonomy over 
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conduct of proceedings and is thus unjustifiable. 

As the respondent's act of bill passage declaration in this case 

evidently infringes on the plaintiffs' rights to deliberate and vote on 

bills as guaranteed by Article 93 of the Constitution, the complaint for 

adjudication seeking the relevant unconstitutionality is grounded and 

thus should be granted.

Justices Lee Kang-kook (Presiding Justice), Lee Kong-hyun, Cho 

Dae-hyen, Kim Hee-ok, Kim Jong-dae, Min Hyeong-ki, Lee Dong-heub, 

Mok Young-joon, Song Doo-hwan
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4. Priority of Payment of Accrued Late Payment Penalty Claim 
in Bankruptcy Case

   [20-1(B) KCCR 1, 2006Hun-Ka6·11·17 (consolidated), May 29, 2008]

In this case the Constitutional Court held that the provisions under 

the former Bankruptcy Act, which stated that when late payment 

penalty is due after bankruptcy for the tax imposed before filing such, 

the said penalty shall be paid in prior to other debts, is not 

unconstitutional. 

Background of the Case

The main text of the Article 38 Section 2 of the former Bankruptcy 

Act (before abolished by Act No. 7428 on March 31, 2005), 

prescribing on the right to claim collection of late payment penalty 

accrued after filing of bankruptcy for tax imposed before the filing in 

accordance with the 'National Tax Act' and 'Local Tax Act', states that 

the accrued late payment penalty after the filing, in addition to the tax 

imposed before the bankruptcy, shall be paid in prior to other debts 

(the "Instant Provision"). Seoul Central District Court in a suit filed 

by the trustee of the bankrupt corporation claiming that 'the late 

payment penalty accrued after the bankruptcy has been filed should be 

paid in subordinate since such late payment penalty falls into damage 

for nonperformance', granted the motion of the requesting petitioner to 

request for a constitutional review and requested this constitutional 

review of the Instant Provision to the Constitutional Court. Changwon 

District Court also requested this Constitutional review based on other 

requesting petitioner's motion. Other appellate court requested, sua 

sponte, for a constitutional review of the Instant Provision, and 

therefore consolidated.

Summary of Decision

The Constitutional Court, in a vote 4 to 5 decision, held that the 

Instant Provision is not unconstitutional. The summary of its reasoning 

is as follows. The unconstitutionality being the majority opinion, 

nevertheless falls behind the quorum of six Justices needed for the 
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holding of unconstitutionality. 

 

1. Opinion of Constitutionality of Four Justices

In order to secure tax efficiently, Article 35 Section of the National 

Tax Act, and Article 31 of the Local Tax Act, provide for the 

priority in tax collection. Such priority need not be distinguished 

between the tax and accrued late payment penalties or aggravated late 

payment penalties. The Instant Provision reflects this priority in tax 

collection in the bankruptcy proceedings, and thus has its legitimate 

purpose. Including accrued late payment penalties in the debts that 

need to be paid in prior, is an appropriate means to achieve its ends. 

The bankruptcy procedure does not intend to pay out all the debts 

equally in the same fashion. The claims which had a priority under 

the substance law before bankruptcy, also is recognized of its priority 

in the bankruptcy proceeding. Therefore, it is not deemed unreasonable 

to apply tax priority in bankruptcy which is also applied in tax 

default proceedings and in general execution proceedings. In addition, 

as imposing accrued  late payment penalties and aggravated late 

payment penalties, is to enforce tax payment and to enhance efficiency 

in tax collection, we cannot say that the necessity of priority in 

collecting tax and its accrued late payment penalty is vanished just 

because the tax default is made after the bankruptcy filing. Thus, the 

Instant Provision which includes late payment penalties accrued after 

the filing of the bankruptcy in the debts that need to be paid in prior, 

is an appropriate means to secure tax effectively by reflecting priority 

of tax collection in the bankruptcy proceeding, and therefore satisfies 

'the principle of the least restrictive means'. 

Furthermore, even if other creditors' share of payment is diminished 

in the bankruptcy procedure pursuant to the Instant Provision, the 

rights of the creditors are not deemed as greater than the public 

interest under the Instant Provision to secure efficiency in tax 

collection. Thus, the Instant Provision also satisfies 'the principle of 

balance between the benefit of laws. 

Therefore, the Instant Provision does not infringe upon other 

creditors' property rights against 'the principle of the least restrictive 

means' In addition, the Instant Provision does not unreasonably 
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discriminate between the credit of the defaulted tax and that of other 

general defaulted debts. 

2. Opinion of Unconstitutionality of Five Justices 

First, when considering the legitimacy of its purpose and the 

pertinence of its means, the Instant provision finds its legitimacy since 

the policy and public interest demand for the efficiency in tax 

collection which is a financial root to sustain central and local 

government. It also finds its pertinence in means since the law enables 

tax to be paid in prior to other debts, paid not by the bankruptcy 

proceeding but on occasions. 

However, the Instant Provision does not satisfy 'the principle of 

minimum infringement' and 'the principle of balance between the 

benefit of laws' because of the following reasons. 

The purpose of having bankruptcy proceeding is to bring fair and 

balanced satisfaction between the creditors where full payment of the 

debt is impossible due to financial difficulties of the debtor, by 

prohibiting individual pursuit of claims and by delegating supervisory 

authority of the bankrupt property to the bankruptcy administrator who 

would fairly, though not in full, distribute payment. Thus, ① It is 

against the general principle that the priority should be in same quality, 

where accrued tax late payment penalty that falls into the default 

interests in private law are paid in prior while interests accrued by 

default payment of general debt are paid late in order. ② There is a 

risk that bankruptcy proceeding actually becomes a tax collection 

proceeding in practice and not a proceeding that is for the creditors. ③ 

It is hard to find public interest and policy needs to include accrued tax 

late payment penalties after the filing of bankruptcy. Hence, considering 

totality of these circumstances, the provision in this case is against 'the 

principle of minimum infringement'.

Furthermore, since accrued tax late payment penalties are paid in prior 

to other debts on occasions, the other creditors' lost in property are not 

deemed any less than the public interest needed to secure tax late 

payment penalty collection after filing of bankruptcy. Thus, the Instant 

Provision does not satisfy the principle of balance between the benefit of 

laws'.
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Related Decisions

Prior to making this decision, the Constitutional Court has held 

Article 38 Section 2 of the former Bankruptcy Act which included 

late payment penalty accrued after filing of bankruptcy charged 

pursuant to the Industrial Accident Compensation Insurance Act, the 

Wage Secure Act, and the Employment Insurance Act as among those 

listed rights which may be claimed in accordance with tax collection, 

as unconstitutional. 

--------------------------------------

Parties

Requesting Courts
 1. Changwon District Court

 2. Seoul High Court

 3. Seoul Central District Court

Requesting Petitioners 
 1. Trustee Kim ○-han of Bankrupt ○○ Housing L.P.C. 

(2006Hun-Ka6)

 2. Trustee Kim ○-han of Bankrupt ○○ General Construction Co., 

Ltd. (2006Hun-Ka17)

Underlying Cases
 1. Changwon District Court, 2004Ka-Dan31848, Confirmation of 

Posterior Bankruptcy Claim Case (2006Hun-Ka6)

 2. Seoul High Court, 2005Na102227, Confirmation of Posterior 

Bankruptcy Claim Case (2006Hun-Ka11)

 3. Seoul Central District Court, 2006Ka-Hab38043, Confirmation of 

Posterior Bankruptcy Claim Case (2006Hun-Ka17)

Holding

The main text of Article 38 Item 2 of the former Bankruptcy Act 
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Details

Default in Payment at the time of 
Bankruptcy Commencement Aggravated  

Penalty after 
Bankruptcy

Total
Increment per 

MonthPrincipal 
Tax

Late
payment
penalty

Aggravated
Penalty 

Aggregate 

Land Tax

(1998)

86,919,700 4,345,980 57,337,550 5,212,420 153,815,650 0

Aggregate 

Land Tax

(1999)

102,054,930 5,102,740 52,659,490 13,471,050 173,288,210 1,224,640

Aggregate 

Land Tax

(2000)

99,391,910 4,969,590 36,950,730 13,111,560 154,423,790 1,191,960

Aggregate 

Land Tax

(1998)

127,938,150 6,396,900 90,226,010 1,530,670 226,091,730 0

(before abolished by Act No. 7428 on March 31, 2005), which 

prescribed the 'late payment penalty and aggravated late payment 

penalty claim after the declaration of bankruptcy accrued to the 

national tax and local tax levied before the declaration of bankruptcy' 

with regard to 'claims collectable pursuant to the National Tax 

Collection Act', does not violate the Constitution.

 

Reasoning

1. Introduction of the Case and Subject Matter of Review

A. Introduction of the case

(1) 2006Hun-Ka6

○○ Housing L.P.C. (hereinafter, "○○ Housing") was declared to be 

bankrupt on June 12, 2003, following the dishonor on July 15, 1998. 

The amount of tax in arrears of ○○ Housing at the time of May 31, 

2004 is as below table, including the aggravated late payment penalty 

of 3,425,750 Won per month.
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Details

Default in Payment at the time of 
Bankruptcy Commencement Aggravated  

Penalty after 
Bankruptcy

Total
Increment per 

MonthPrincipal 
Tax

Late
payment
penalty

Aggravated
Penalty 

Aggregate 

Land Tax

(1999)

33,918,720 1,695,930 12,061,830 4,447,870 52,124,350 404,190

Aggregate 

Land Tax

(2000)

50,818,130 2,540,900 21,172,110 13,111,560 81,187,080 604,960

Total 501,041,540 25,052,040 270,407,720 44,429,510 840,930,810 3,425,750

The trustee of ○○ Housing brought a litigation against Changwon 

City for declaratory judgment that aggravated late payment penalties 

should be regarded as junior bankruptcy claims as a case of 

2004Ka-Dan31848 at Changwon District Court. According to the 

requesting petitioner 1, aggravated late payment penalties incurred after 

the declaration of bankruptcy allegedly amount to the "compensation 

for damages and any penalty for a nonperformance after the 

declaration of bankruptcy" of Article 37 Item 2 of the former 

Bankruptcy Act.

On February 16, 2006, Changwon District Court requested an 

adjudication on the constitutionality of the above Act based on motion 

by requesting petitioner 1, regarding 'the part of aggravated late 

payment penalty claims after the declaration of bankruptcy accrued to 

the claims incurred before the declaration of bankruptcy, which is a 

right of claim collectable according to Article 82 of the former Local 

Tax Act (before revised by Act No. 7332 on January 5, 2005)' with 

regard to "the claims collectable pursuant to the National Tax 

Collection Act" prescribed in the main text of Article 38 Item 2 of 

the former Bankruptcy Act.

(2) 2006Hun-Ka11

○○ Co., Inc. (hereinafter, ○○) was declared as bankrupt on May 

20, 2003 and imposed of late payment penalties and aggravated late 
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Order Tax Office Tax Item Principal Tax Due Date

Late 

payment 

penalty

Aggravated, 
penalty at the time 
of May 4, 2004

1
Jungbu District 

Tax Office

Value-added 

Tax
280,155,550 2003.6.30. 14,007,770 33,618,600

2
Gimcheon District 

Tax Office

Value-added 

Tax
1,011,305,630 2003.7.15. 50,565,280 109,220,940

3
Gimcheon District 

Tax Office

Value-added 

Tax
50,678,690 2003.7.15. 2,533,930 5,473,260

4
Gimcheon District 

Tax Office

Value-added 

Tax
153,141,140 2003.9.30. 7,657,050 12,863,830

Sum 1,495,281,010 - 74,764,030 161,176,630

late payment penalty and Aggravated penalty in Total: 235,940,660 Won (=74,764,030 Won 

+ 161,176,630 Won)

payment penalties due to the default of value-added tax.

In the case of 2004Ka-Hab45573 filed at Seoul Central District 

Court, the trustee of ○○ brought a litigation against Republic of 

Korea for declaratory judgment whether the above late payment 

penalties and aggravated late payment penalties are junior bankruptcy 

claims, alleging that above late payment penalty and aggravated late 

payment penalties amount to the "compensation for damages and any 

penalty for a nonperformance after the declaration of bankruptcy" of 

Article 37 Item 2 of the former Bankruptcy Act. Upon the defeat in 

the litigation, the trustee appealed the case as 2005Na102227 at Seoul 

High Court.

The appellate court requested sua sponte this constitutional reviw of 

'late payment penalty and aggravated late payment penalty claims after 

the declaration of bankruptcy accrued to the claims incurred before the 

declaration of bankruptcy' with regard to "claims collectable pursuant 

to the National Tax Collection Act" of the main sentence of Article 

38 Item 2 of the former Bankruptcy Act.

(3) 2006Hun-Ka17

○○ General Housing Construction (hereinafter, "○○ Construction") 
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Details
Date of 

Disposition

The Amount of Taxation Disposition

Total
Increment per 

MonthPrincipal Tax
Late 

payment 
penalty

Aggravated 
penalty

Corporate 

Tax

2004.10.25. 42,827,560 1,284,820 6,681,090 50,793,470 513,930

2005.10.10.

11,062,160 331,860 398,220 11,792,240 132,740

14,019,140 420,570 504,660 14,944,370 168,220

2,100,710 63,020 75,600 2,239,330 25,200

Value-

Added Tax
2005.10.10.

179,186,190 0 20,959,510 200,145,700 2,150,230

1,307,380 39,220 47,040 1,393,640 15,680

3,883,390 116,500 139,800 4,139,690 46,600

853,480 25,600 30,720 909,800 10,240

543,840 16,310 19,560 579,710 6,520

Total 255,783,850 2,297,900 28,856,200 286,937,950 3,069,360

was declared as bankrupt on May 23, 2005. At the time of February 

8, 2006, ○○Construction has defaulted national taxes and has been 

charged of the aggravated late payment penalty of 3,069,360 Won per 

month.

The trustee of ○○ Construction brought a suit against Republic of 

Korea for declaratory judgment that aggravated late payment penalties 

should be regarded as junior bankruptcy claims, alleging that above 

late payment penalty and aggravated late payment penalties after the 

declaration of bankruptcy amount to the "compensation for damages 

and any penalty for a nonperformance after the declaration of 

bankruptcy" of Article 37 Section 2 of the former Bankruptcy Act as 

a case of 2006 Ka-Hab38043.

On October 9, 2006, Seoul Central District Court requested an 

adjudication on the constitutionality of 'the portion of late payment 

penalty and aggravated late payment penalty claim after the declaration 

of bankruptcy accrued to the claims incurred before the declaration of 

bankruptcy' with regard to "claims collectable pursuant to the National 

Tax Collection Act" of the main sentence of Article 38 Item 2 of the 

former Bankruptcy Act on a motion by the requesting petitioner 2.
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B. Subject matter of review

In this case, subject mater of review is constitutionality of main text 

of Article 38 Item 2 of the former Bankruptcy Act (prior to 

abolishment by Act No. 7428 on March 31, 2005, hereinafter, "the 

Act"), which prescribed the 'late payment penalty and aggravated late 

payment penalty claim after the declaration of bankruptcy accrued to 

the national tax and local tax levied before the declaration of 

bankruptcy' with regard to 'claims collectable pursuant to the National 

Tax Collection Act' is under the review. (hereinafter, "Instant 

Provision")

[Instant Provision]

Former Bankruptcy Act

Article 38 (Scope of Bankruptcy Estate Claim) The following claims 

shall be regarded as bankruptcy estate claims:

2. Claims collectable pursuant to the National Tax Collection Act or 

the examples of collection of the national taxes: Provided, that any 

claim created for any cause after the declaration of bankruptcy shall 

be limited to those as to the bankruptcy estate

2. Reasons for Requesting of the Seoul Central District Courts et al. 

and Arguments of Relevant Agencies

(intentionally omitted)

3. Collection Priority of Tax in Bankruptcy and Issues of this Case

A. Priority of payment in a bankruptcy proceeding

A bankruptcy proceeding is commenced by the declaration of 

bankruptcy of courts if a debtor is in default of payment, meaning the 

sum of debts exceeds the sum of debtor's properties. Because such 

debtors cannot meet their obligation with their properties, the law and 

courts administer the proceeding of payment for its fairness by 

prohibiting debtors' arbitrary reimbursement and creditors' individual 

recovery of claims. All properties of a debtor shall constitute a 
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bankruptcy estate (Article 6 of the Act) and the right to the 

administration and disposal of the bankruptcy estate shall belong to 

the bankruptcy trustee, as a result of debtor's loss of the jus 

disponendi of his or her properties (Article 7 of the Act). On the 

other hand, creditors shall receive the proportional allotment in 

principle, instead of individual exercising of their claims against the 

bankrupt (Article 15 of the Act).

However, the law admits exceptions of the prohibition of individual 

exercise of claims, allowing security right holders and certain creditors 

to exercise their rights prior to a bankruptcy proceeding. A person 

holding a lien on the property belonging to the bankruptcy estate shall 

have a right to foreclose outside bankruptcy on such property (Article 

84 of the Act) and exercise the right as bankruptcy creditor for the 

amount of the claim that is not to be repaid by the exercise of the 

right to foreclose outside bankruptcy (Article 87 of the Act).

Besides, general bankruptcy estate claims listed on the law (Article 

38 of the Act) and special bankruptcy estate claims (Article 39, 

Article 51 Section 2, Article 70 Section 1, Article 60 Section 2 and 

Article 63 Section 2 of the Act) shall be satisfied at anytime without 

going through bankruptcy proceedings (Article 40 or 42 of the Act). 

Theses claims shall have priority even to general priority bankruptcy 

claims stated in Civil Act or Commercial Act (Article 32 of the Act) 

as well as general claims governed by the principle of equality among 

creditors of Civil Act. Even if the bankruptcy estate is insufficient for 

the total estate claims, the estate claims which have not been 

reimbursed shall be satisfied according to the priority of Article 42 of 

the Act, without affecting the previously reimbursed bankruptcy estate 

claims. 

On the other hand, Article 37 of the Act described junior claims in 

a bankruptcy proceeding, including "compensation for damages and 

any penalty for a nonperformance after the declaration of bankruptcy" 

(Article 37 Item 2 of the Act).

As a result, the priority of reimbursement in a bankruptcy 

proceeding shall be secured debts, estate claims, general priority 

bankruptcy claims, general bankruptcy claims and junior bankruptcy 

claims in order. The junior claims shall be reimbursed only after the 

complete satisfaction of senior claims. Any claim to be satisfied in the 
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same order shall be satisfied in proportion to the amount of the claim 

(Article 31 of the Act).

B. Priority of tax claims in a bankruptcy proceeding

The priority in collection of national taxes, local taxes, fines, and 

aggravated late payment penalties is described in Article 35 Section 1 

of the Framework Act on National Taxes and Article 31 of Local Tax 

Act. According to them, national taxes, local taxes, late payment 

penalties, aggravated late payment penalties and expenses for 

disposition on default shall be collected in prior to other public 

charges and claims in any compulsory execution proceeding against a 

property of a taxpayer. Provided, the priority in collection of tax 

claims may be limited in certain ways with regard to small deposit 

claims and wage claims and the priority of tax claims may be 

determined by the order of statutory deadline for tax claims and the 

day of security establishment with regard to real security rights.

If taxes are not completely paid until the time limit for payment, 

the late payment penalty shall be collected at the rate of 3% of the 

defaulted amount (main text of Article 21 of National Tax Collection 

Act, main text of Article 27 Section 1 of Local Tax Act) and 

aggravated late payment penalty shall be collected at the rate of 1.2% 

of the defaulted amount per month after the time limit (Article 22 

Section 1 of National Tax Collection Act, Article 27 Section 2 of 

Local Tax Act). The priority of such late payment penalty claims, 

aggravated late payment penalty claims, and secured debts shall be 

determined by their statutory deadlines (Article 35 Section 1 Item 3 of 

the Framework Act on National Taxes and Article 31 Section 2 Item 

3 of Local Tax Act). 

Such priority in collection of taxes is applicable to not only a 

proceeding of disposition on tax default and a general auction 

proceeding, but also a bankruptcy proceeding. Accordingly, the 'claims 

collectable pursuant to the National Tax Collection Act' of main text 

of Article 38 Item 2 of the Act is defined as one of estate claims; 

Provided, the tax claims incurred after the declaration of bankruptcy 

would be limited to what is related to a bankruptcy estate.
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C. Issues of the case

Since the main text of Article 38 Section 2 of the Act defined 

'claims collectable pursuant to the National Tax Collection Act' as a 

bankruptcy estate claim, late payment penalties and aggravated late 

payment penalties accrued to the default of taxes, as well as national 

taxes and local taxes, would be preferentially collected even outside a 

bankruptcy proceeding at anytime as a bankruptcy estate claim. Such 

late payment penalties and aggravated late payment penalties would be 

collected in prior, regardless whether they occurred before or after the 

declaration of bankruptcy. 

On the other hand, the compensation for damages and any penalty 

for a nonperformance after the declaration of bankruptcy are defined 

as junior bankruptcy claims in the Article 37 Item 2 of the Act.

These laws lead questions: whether it is fair that late payment 

penalties and aggravated late payment penalties are preferentially 

reimbursed as a bankruptcy state claims from a bankruptcy estate if 

those late payment penalties are accrued to the default of taxes after 

the declaration of bankruptcy and whether it is equitable such fines 

after the declaration of bankruptcy have priority while the 

compensation for damages and any penalty due to the default is 

defined as a junior bankruptcy claim.

In most cases of a real bankruptcy proceeding, there are little or no 

proportional allotments for general bankruptcy claims and there are 

few cases of payment of junior bankruptcy claims. Therefore, it would 

give a significant effect on the collection of late payment penalties 

and aggravated late payment penalties and the proportional allotment 

of general bankruptcy claims whether the late payment penalties and 

aggravated late payment penalties of default of taxes are regarded as 

bankruptcy estate claims or junior bankruptcy claims. If late payment 

penalties and aggravated late payment penalties are included into 

bankruptcy estate claims, tax claims, including late payment penalties 

and aggravated late payment penalties, would be satisfied in most 

cases while the general bankruptcy claims would be paid little because 

a long bankruptcy proceeding would raise the amount of late payment 

penalties and aggravated late payment penalties. On the other hand, if 

late payment penalties and aggravated late payment penalties accrued 
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to default of taxes are collected as junior bankruptcy claims, the tax 

claims would be hardly satisfied due to the little chance to be 

reimbursed.

From this perspective, it should be examined whether the Instant 

Provision, which stipulates the priority of payment of late payment 

penalties and aggravated fines accrued to default of tax after the 

declaration of bankruptcy as a bankruptcy estate, unreasonably 

discriminates general bankruptcy claim holders and infringes the 

property rights by reducing the proportional allotment. The opinions of 

Justices split as below with regard to this issue.

The Constitutional Court has declared that 'claims of arrearages after 

the declaration of bankruptcy, accrued to certain claims such as 

workers' compensation insurance premium which is collectable by 

Industrial Accident Compensation Insurance Act, Wage Claim 

Protection Act, and Employment Insurance Act with regard to 'claims 

collectable pursuant to the National Tax Collection Act' of the main 

text of Article 38 Item 2 of the Act are unconstitutional in the 

decision of 2003Hun-Ka8 on December 22, 2005. Besides, by Act No. 

7428 on March 31, 2005, the former Bankruptcy Act containing the 

Instant Provision has been abolished and the Debtor Rehabilitation and 

Bankruptcy Act (hereinafter, the "Unified Insolvency Act") has been 

enacted and enforced since April 1, 2006 through the integration of 

Bankruptcy Act, Composition Act, and Corporation Reorganization Act. 

With regard to the claims arising out of the transaction before the 

declaration of bankruptcy, Article 473 of the Unified Insolvency Act 

(i) classifies tax claims of principal tax, late payment penalties and 

aggravated charges into bankruptcy estate claims and (ii) limitedly 

defines the claims, which are given priority by individual acts among 

the claims collectable pursuant to a national tax collection proceeding, 

as bankruptcy estate claims and even excludes the preferential claims 

which are listed as junior bankruptcy claims of Article 446 from 

bankruptcy estate claims.

4. Opinions of Justice Lee Kang-kook, Justice Lee Kong-hyun, Justice 

Lee Dong-heub, Justice Mok Young-joon, Justice Song Doo-hwan 

(Unconstitutional)
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A. Restriction of the property right

The Instant Provision this case restricts the property rights of other 

creditors by including late payment penalty claims incurred after the 

declaration of bankruptcy as well as the principal tax claims incurred 

before the declaration of bankruptcy into bankruptcy estate claims. It 

should be examined whether such restriction is allowable under the 

principle of proportionality of the Constitution.

B. Legitimacy of purpose and appropriateness of means

A bankruptcy proceeding which reimburses late payment penalty 

claims prior to other bankruptcy claims as a bankruptcy estate claim 

satisfies the legitimacy of purpose since it corresponds with the 

necessity of policy and the public to secure efficiently tax which is a 

financial foundation of the Nation or Local Governments. It is also an 

appropriate means to achieve the above legislative purpose that late 

payment penalty claims, as a bankruptcy estate claim, are reimbursed 

prior to other bankruptcy claims and on demand outside bankruptcy.

C. Principle of the least restrictiveness 

(1) The system of bankruptcy prohibits the individual exercise of the 

claim and exclusively entrusts jus disponendi of the debtor's properties 

to a trustee if the financial difficulty of the debtor makes the 

satisfaction of all claims impossible. By doing so, bankruptcy intends 

the appropriate and fair satisfaction of the insufficient bankruptcy 

estate to creditors through the just distribution and conversion. Since a 

debtor in default, who is left alone, would cause the confusion and 

unfairness among creditors and further lead the disorder of society in 

a series, implying a big loss of the Socio Economy, bankruptcy 

procedure proposes to prevent such confusion and loss and contribute 

to the stability and development of the National Economy for the 

public policy.

(2) The system of bankruptcy presumes the fair and equal 

resignation of creditors as above; therefore, it should have the 
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constitutional standard in setting the priority of payment for the 

creditors. 

First of all, it needs to reflect the legal relation of the rights, which 

are provided by Civil Act, Commercial Act, and other individual Acts 

(hereinafter, "substantive law") before the commencement of 

bankruptcy. Because the Bankruptcy Act is basically a procedural law 

to accomplish the fair distribution to creditors, it may modify 

substantive legal transactions within the necessary scope for its 

purpose; but it may not be allowed to create or abolish substantive 

rights by itself. It would correspond with not only the purpose of 

legislation through substantive laws but also the expectation of interest 

parties who have created legal relation under the reliance on such 

expectation. Reflecting the substantive legal relation, the Bankruptcy 

Act of this country also stipulated that a property not belonging to a 

bankrupt may be repossessed from the bankruptcy estate (Article 79); 

a person holding a lien, pledge, mortgage or the right to lease on a 

deposit basis has a right to foreclose outside bankruptcy (Article 84); 

a bankruptcy estate claim having a general priority has a preference to 

other claims (Article 32); and a claim of the same order shall be 

satisfied in proportion to the amount of the claim (Article 31).

It should be noted that Bankruptcy Act stipulates junior claims 

(Article 37) and bankruptcy estate claims (Article 38) because it needs 

to modify the priority of substantive legal relation for the efficiency 

and fairness of a bankruptcy proceeding, within the reasonable scope 

according to the nature of an individual claim. Nevertheless, a 

bankruptcy system should observe the fundamental principles that the 

priority of claims needs to be homogeneous at the time of the 

declaration of bankruptcy as a procedure to prohibit individual exercise 

of one's claim at the declaration of bankruptcy (Article 15) and to 

adjust the interests of creditors.

(3) It should be examined whether the priority of payment over 

other bankruptcy claims, which is provided by the Instant Provision 

that includes the late payment penalty claims of tax claims incurred 

before the declaration of bankruptcy into bankruptcy estate claims, 

corresponds with the above standard.

It has already discussed that bankruptcy estate claims may be 
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severally exercised and has priority in payment over other bankruptcy 

claims, except the right to foreclose outside bankruptcy procedure, 

since they deserve the priority in payment over other claims, from the 

perspective of their nature, for the principle of fairness of bankruptcy 

procedure or the purpose of public interests and political measures of 

substantive laws. Accordingly, bankruptcy estate claims include the 

claims which benefit the common interests of bankruptcy creditors, 

such as the expenses of a bankruptcy proceeding, or which need to be 

protected for the policy and public interests, such as salaries, 

retirement benefits, and disaster compensation of the bankrupt's 

employee. 

Tax claims deserve the priority in payment on both substantive laws 

and bankruptcy procedure due to their public purpose to secure taxes, 

the financial foundation of the Nation and Local Governments. 

However, it should not be allowable to permit the priority to late 

payment penalty claims incurred after the declaration of bankruptcy as 

below reasons while it would allow the priority for the tax claims of 

principal tax incurred before the declaration of bankruptcy.

(A) The nature of late payment penalty claims after the declaration 

of bankruptcy corresponds to the compensation for delayed damages or 

interests for arrears, which are accrued to the delay of payment of 

private monetary liabilities. Provided that the interests for arrears of 

general claims are regarded as junior claims of bankruptcy (Article 37 

Section 2), it would be against the fundamental principle to uniformize 

the priority at the time of the declaration of bankruptcy to include 

late payment penalties incurred after the declaration of bankruptcy into 

bankruptcy estate claims.

(B) Late payment penalties shall be collected at the rate of 3% of 

the defaulted amount (main text of Article 21 of National Tax 

Collection Act); and aggravated fines shall be collected at the rate of 

1.2% of the defaulted amount per month after the time limit (Article 

22 Section 1 of National Tax Collection Act). The real situation, 

where late payment penalty claims occupy a high proportion of estate 

claims, implies that the priority in payment of late payment penalties 

may make bankruptcy procedure degenerate to a collection proceeding 
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of tax claims, not a proceeding for bankruptcy creditors, by leading 

the abolition of bankruptcy through the deterioration of the shortage of 

the bankruptcy estate properties in practice.

(C) There are few public and political interests in the classification 

of late payment penalty claims incurred after the declaration of 

bankruptcy into bankruptcy estate claims because bankruptcy procedure 

confirms the claims at the time of declaration of bankruptcy and 

modifies the interests of creditors in a fair manner.

Therefore, the classification of late payment penalty claims after the 

declaration of bankruptcy into bankruptcy estate claims does not 

satisfy the principle of the least restrictiveness, which indicates the 

restriction against the property rights should be required and minimum.

D. Balance of interests

The private interests that are the loss of properties resigned by 

general bankruptcy creditors due to the reimbursement of the huge 

amount of late payment penalties at anytime, and in prior to other 

bankruptcy creditors would not be less than the public interests that 

secures the late payment penalty claims incurred after the declaration 

of bankruptcy. Therefore, the Instant Provision does not satisfy the 

principle of balance of interests.

E. Sub-conclusion

Therefore, it infringes on the right to property, being against the 

principle of prohibition of excessive restriction and violates the 

Constitution to grant the priority in bankruptcy proceedings to late 

payment penalty claims, which are incurred after the declaration of 

bankruptcy with regard to the tax claims before the declaration of 

bankruptcy, over other creditors by defining such late payment penalty 

claims as bankruptcy estate claims in the Instant Provision.

5. Opinions of Justice Cho Dae-hyen, Justice Kim Hee-ok, Justice Kim 

Jong-dae, Justice Min Hyeong-ki (Constitutional)
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A. Legitimacy of purpose and appropriateness of means

Article 35 Section 1 of the Framework Act on National Taxes and 

Article 31 of the Local Tax Act stipulate the priority in collection of 

nation taxes, local taxes and their late payment penalties and 

aggravated late payment penalties in order to secure efficiently tax that 

is the financial foundation of the Nation and Local Governments. The 

collection of late payment penalties and aggravated late payment 

penalties accrued to the default of tax is designed for the enforcement 

of payment of late payment penalties, which is one of the fundamental 

duties on the Constitution, and the efficiency of collection of taxes. 

Therefore, there are no reasons to distinguish taxes from late payment 

penalties or aggravated late payment penalties from the perspective of 

the priority of tax.

The Constitutional Court has held that the provision stipulating the 

priority of tax does not violate the Constitution by the decision of 

93Hun-Ma83, entered on April 24, 1997.

The legitimacy of purpose of Instant Provision is recognizable 

because it reflects the priority in collection of taxes on bankruptcy 

procedure; and the inclusion of late payment penalty claims into 

bankruptcy estate claims would be an appropriate means to accomplish 

such purpose of the legislation.

B. Principle of the least restrictiveness

Bankruptcy procedure purposes to reimburse debts in a fair manner 

where debts exceed properties of a debtor however, it recognizes the 

priority in payment of the claims whose priority in payment had been 

recognized by substantive laws before the declaration of bankruptcy, 

instead of standardized and equitable payment of every debt.

Tax laws grant the priority in collection to tax claims before the 

commencement of bankruptcy; and such priority of taxes applies to all 

properties of a debtor - if there are no applicable special regulation, 

procedure of disposition on default of tax and general enforcement 

procedure. Therefore, it would be not unreasonable to apply priority of 

tax to bankruptcy procedure.

Because the collection of late payment penalties and aggravated late 
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payment penalties accrued to the default of taxes purposes to enforce 

the duty of tax payment and increase the efficiency of tax collection, 

it would be desirable to collect late payment penalties and aggravated 

late payment penalties in prior even if a debtor defaulted taxes after 

the declaration of bankruptcy. Even if a bankruptcy proceeding is 

commenced, there would be no reason to deny the priority in 

collection of late payment penalties and aggravated late payment 

penalties which would be collected in prior if a bankruptcy proceeding 

were not commenced.

Bankruptcy Estate claims are not limited into the claims to maintain 

the bankruptcy claims or the claims to promote the interests of all 

bankruptcy creditors; thus, it would be not reasonable to exclude the 

late payment penalties and aggravated late payment penalties incurred 

after the declaration of bankruptcy from the bankruptcy estate claims 

because such fines are not the claims for the interests of creditors in 

bankruptcy proceedings. 

Besides, Article 38 Item 2 of the Act recognizes the tax claims which 

were incurred after the declaration of bankruptcy and are related to the 

bankruptcy estates as bankruptcy estate claims; and late payment 

penalties are limited to the 3% of the defaulted amount per month and 

aggravated late payment penalties are limited to the 1.2% of the 

defaulted amount per month. Under theses circumstances, it would be 

hard to say tax claims are preferred beyond the expectation of other 

bankruptcy creditors.

Accordingly, the Instant Provision, classifying the late payment 

penalties and aggravated late payment penalties incurred after the 

declaration of bankruptcy into bankruptcy estate claims, satisfies the 

principle of the least restrictiveness because it is an appropriate means 

to reflect the priority in collection of tax into bankruptcy proceedings 

for the efficient security of tax collection.

C. Principle of balance of interests

Although the allotments of other bankruptcy creditors may be 

decreased by the Instant Provision, the dividend per general 

bankruptcy creditor with the decreased bankruptcy estates would be 

insignificant from the perspective of practices of bankruptcy. In 
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addition, such disadvantage is resulted not from the Instant Provision, 

but from the provision stipulating the priority of tax.

On the other hand, the Instant Provision that includes the late 

payment penalties and aggravated late payment penalties incurred after 

the declaration of bankruptcy into bankruptcy estate claims benefits the 

public interests by enforcing the duty of tax payment, one of the 

fundamental duties on the Constitution, and securing the efficacy of 

tax collection. Therefore, the public interests would be more significant 

than the disadvantages of bankruptcy creditors by this Instant 

Provision.

The Instant Provision would satisfy the principle of balance of 

interest.

D. Sub-conclusion

The Instant Provision does not infringe the right to property of 

other bankruptcy creditors and nor violate the principle against 

excessive restriction. It does not unfairly discriminate the late payment 

penalty and aggravated late payment penalty claims accrued to the 

default of tax from the compensation claims accrued to the default of 

general bankruptcy claims, either.

6. Conclusion

With regard to the constitutionality of the Instant Provision, five 

Justices render the opinion of unconstitutionality and four Justices 

rendered the opinion of constitutionality. Despite the opinion of 

unconstitutionality is a majority, it fails to meet the quorum approval 

of more than 6 Justices for the decision of unconstitutionality. 

Therefore, we decide the Instant Provision does not violate the 

Constitution.

Justices Lee Kang-kook (Presiding Justice), Lee Kong-hyun, Cho 

Dae-hyen, Kim Hee-ok, Kim Jong-dae, Min Hyung-ki, Lee Dong-heub, 

Mok Young-joon, Song Doo-hwan 

[Annexed] Relative Provisions 

(intentionally omitted)
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5. Age Restriction Case in the Open-Competitive Civil Service 
Entrance Examination for Rank 5 Position

   [20-1(B) KCCR 329, 2007Hun-Ma1105, May 29, 2008]

Background of the Case

The Decree on Civil Service Entrance Examination places restriction 

on applicants' eligibility for taking civil service entrance examinations 

by establishing an age limit for every rank of civil service. The 

complainant has been preparing for the 2008 open-competitive civil 

service examination for rank 5 position (hereinafter, the 

"open-competitive exam for rank 5"). According to Article 16 of the 

Decree on Civil Service Entrance Examination (hereinafter, the "Instant 

Provision of the Decree")[Attached Table 4], the age limit for 

applicants who take the open-competitive exam for rank 5 is the age 

of 32, which stripped the complainant, who became over 32 years old 

when applying for the exam, of an opportunity to take the 

examination. Hereupon, the complainant brought a constitutional 

complaint to the Constitutional Court. 

Summary of Decision

Concerning whether the Instant Provision of the Decree infringed 

upon the complainant's right to hold public office, five Justices issued 

an opinion of incompatibility with the Constitution which are dissented 

by three Justices issued an opinion of unconstitutionality, and one 

Justice issued an opinion of constitutionality. An opinion of 

unconstitutionality basically shares the same idea with an opinion of 

incompatibility with the Constitution and the latter, which is inclusive 

of the former, merely gives some extension for invalidation of the 

unconstitutional provision until when the legislature revises it by a 

deadline. Therefore, the Constitutional Court, as a final conclusion, 

issued a decision of eight Justices that the Instant Provision of the 

Decree is not compatible with the Constitution. The summary of the 

reasons are as follows:

1. Opinion of Five Justices (incompatible with the Constitution)
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The Instant Provision of the Decree was enacted to promote "public 

welfare", which can be served as a ground for restriction on the basic 

rights, pursuant to Article 37 Section 2 of the Constitution. Moreover, 

placing an age requirement in an open-competitive civil service 

entrance examination, as provided in the Instant Provision of the 

Decree, cannot be regarded as an inappropriate means to achieve the 

aforementioned legislative purpose. 

Nevertheless, it is unreasonable to say that applicants up to the age 

of 32 pass the threshold of minimum qualifications necessary for 

carrying out official duties of rank 5 position while those who are 

over the age of 32 automatically lose such qualifications. Accordingly, 

the Instant Provision of the Decree restricting the maximum age for 

rank 5 position by 32 years old cannot be deemed conformable to 

Article 37 Section 2 of the Constitution which demands any restriction 

on the basic rights be the least restrictive one. 

However, as putting an age limit on applicants for the 

open-competitive examination for rank 5 should not be prohibited in 

full scale, and as some restrictions at minimum level on the age of 

examinees who are expected to be public officials within the 

framework of the retirement system may be necessary to increase 

efficiency in recruiting process and performance of official duties, such 

limits should be decided by the legislature with consideration of 

various legislative policies including the retirement system for public 

officials, personal management policies and balance between manpower 

supply and demand. In this regard, the Court decided that the Instant 

Provision of the Decree is not compatible with the Constitution and 

urged legislative revision. 

2. Opinion of Three Justices (Unconstitutional)

The Instant Provision of the Decree seems to assume that a person 

would lose efficiency in performing the official duties of rank 5 

position as soon as he/she becomes more than 32 years old of age. 

And, it directly restricts the right to hold public office of a person 

over 32 years old. Although the purposes of the Instant Provision of 

the Decree are to train and educate career public officials and to 

firmly settle down the career civil service system, it is still 
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questionable whether there is no other way to achieve the goals 

except directly putting limits on the right to hold public office for 

those who are over 32 years old. 

The Instant Provision of the Decree also purports that the age 

limitation would lead many talented people not to immerge themselves 

in preparing for the time consuming civil service examinations for too 

long time, thereby effectively assigning a right person in a right place 

in various fields of the society. Such a purpose, however, may not be 

persuasive enough to validate the unreasonable restriction on the right 

to hold public office for rank 5 position. Rather, the purpose should 

have been accomplished by providing social infrastructure that makes 

it more attractive for the applicants to work in other sectors of the 

society than to hold a position as a rank 5 public official. 

Further, it is uncertain whether the Instant Provision of the Decree can 

clearly present positive effects on the training and education of career 

public officials and on the settlement of the career civil service system. 

In contrast, however, the restriction by the Instant Provision of the 

Decree on the right to hold public office of the people over age of 32 

is direct and obvious. 

In addition, age discrimination is something that discriminates people 

based on a condition for which they cannot be responsible or control. 

In this modern society where people's life expectancy has drastically 

improved, restricting people's basic rights based on age is losing its 

ground. It seems more reasonable to let people freely enjoy an 

opportunity to work as long as they are not over the retirement age, 

or in other words, a maximum age to work for a certain position. 

Therefore, the Instant Provision of the Decree violates Article 37 

Section 2 of the Constitution and directly infringes upon the right to 

hold public office of the people over 32 years old. 

3. Dissenting Opinion of One Justice (Constitutional)

Although the Instant Provision of the Decree admittedly limits the 

maximum age of applicants by 32 years old, such restriction seems 

neither markedly unreasonable nor unfair. Besides, it does not go 

beyond the scope of discretionary power given to the legislature. 

Therefore, it should be declared to be constitutional. 
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Significance of the Case

The decision in this case is the first decision rendered by the 

Constitutional Court to declare unconstitutional an age restriction 

regarding the right to hold public office. The Ministry of Public 

Administration and Security plans to revise the Decree on Civil 

Service Entrance Examination, pursuant to the Constitutional Court's 

decision of incompatibility with the Constitution. 

--------------------------------------

Party 

Complainant
 Kim ○-mahn

 State-Appointed Counsel: Shim Bong-seok

Holding

1. The constitutional complaint pertaining to the part of 'age' in 

Article 36 of the State Public Officials Act (partially revised by Act 

No. 7189, March 11, 2004, but before partially revised by Act 

No.8996, March 28, 2008) is dismissed. 

2. The part of 'age 32' in Annex 4 to Article 16 of the Decree on 

Civil Service Entrance Examination (fully revised by the Presidential 

Decree No. 18424, June 11, 2004), which is the maximum age limit 

for application to take the open-competitive civil service entrance 

examination for rank 5 position, is not compatible with the 

Constitution. 

The above mentioned part shall remain effective until it is revised 

by December 31, 2008. 

Reasoning

1. Introduction of the Case and Subject Matter of Review
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A. Introduction of the Case

Complainant, born on February 8, 1971, has been preparing for the 

2008 open-competitive civil service entrance examination for rank 5 

position (hereinafter, the "open-competitive examination for rank 5"). 

The complainant filed this constitutional complaint on the grounds that 

Article 36 of the State Public Officials Act and Annex 4 to Article 

16 of the Decree on Civil Service Entrance Examination, which 

establish a maximum-age requirement for taking the open competitive 

examination for rank 5 to be 32 years of age, infringe on the 

complainant's right to hold public office and right to equality. 

B. Subject matter of review

The subject matter of this case is constitutionality of 1) the part of 

"age" in Article 36 of the State Public Officials Act (partially revised 

by Act No. 7189, March 11, 2004, but before revised by Act 

No.8996, March 28, 2008, hereinafter the "Instant Provision of the 

Act") and 2) the part of 'maximum age limit of 32 years of 

age'(hereinafter, the "Instant Provision of the Decree") stipulated in 

Annex 4 to Article 16 [attached table 4] of the Decree on Civil 

Service Entrance Examination (fully revised by Presidential Decree No. 

18424, June 11, 2004). The text of the Instant Provision of the Act 

and the instant Provision of the Decree and the related provisions are 

as follows: 

The State Public Officials Act (revised by Act No. 7189 on March 

11, 2004, but before revised by Act No.8996 on March 28, 2008) 

Article 36 (Eligibility for Examination) 

Minimum scholastic ability, career, age, or other qualification 

requirements for various examinations, etc., required for carrying out 

duties to be assumed shall be determined by the National Assembly 

Regulations, the Supreme Court Regulations, the Constitutional Court 

Regulations, the National Election Commission Regulations or the 

Presidential Decree.

The State Public Officials Act (revised by Act No. 8996 on March 
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Rank Open-Competitive Exam Non competitive Examination

Rank 5 From age 20 to age 32 From age 20

Ranks 6 through 7 From age 20 to age 35 From age 20

Ranks 8 through 9 From age 18 (in the From 18 (in the occupational 

28, 2008) 

Article 36 (Eligibility for Examination)

Minimum qualification requirements for various examinations for 

carrying out duties to be assumed shall be determined by the National 

Assembly Regulations, the Supreme Court Regulations, the 

Constitutional Court Regulations, the National Election Commission 

Regulations or the Presidential Decree.

Addenda 

Article 1 (Enforcement Date) 

This Act shall enter into force on the date of its promulgation: 

Provided, that the enforcement date of the revised provisions of 

Article 36 shall enter into force on January 1, 2009 and the 

provisions of Article 43 Section 2 shall enter into force three months 

after the date of its promulgation. 

The Decree on Civil Service Entrance Examination (fully revised by 

the Presidential Decree No.18424 on June 11, 2004) 

Article 16 (Age Requirement)

Any applicant for civil service entrance examinations shall meet the 

minimum and maximum limits of age at the year when the expected 

date of final examination falls: Provided, an applicant who was born 

in January 1 and exceeds one year from the maximum limit of age 

[attached table 4] can apply for the examination. 

[Table 4] Age Requirement for Application for Civil Service 

Entrance Examination <revised on February 22, 2008> The attached 

table was partially revised by the Presidential Decree No. 19808 and 

the Presidential Decree No. 20650, respectively. But the portion of the 

provisions in this case was not revised.
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occupational series of correction 

and protection, from age 20) to 

age 32 

series of correction and 

protection, from age 20) 

Technical service Rank 

7 and higher
From age 18 to age 40 From age 18

Technical service Rank 

8 and lower
From age 18 to age 35 From age 18 

2. Arguments of Complainant and Related Bodies

(intentionally omitted)

3. Review of the Instant Provision of the Act 

Although the Instant Provision of the Act allows setting minimum 

requirements regarding 'age' in civil service entrance examinations, 

details of such limits are subject to the Presidential Decree. As a 

result, the Instant Provision of the Act does not directly infringe upon 

the complaint's basic rights because detailed contents of such limits 

are supposed to be determined and enforced by subordinate regulations 

to which the authority to decide details is delegated by the Instant 

Provision of the Act. Consequently, we should determine whether the 

complainant's basic rights are infringed or not, based on the detailed 

contents set by subordinate regulations, not by the Instant Provision 

itself. (2001Hun-Ma93 et al., September 25, 2003)

Therefore, the constitutional complaint regarding the Instant Provision 

of the Act is not justiciable because the complainant's basic right 

cannot be regarded as being directly infringed by the Instant Provision 

of the Act. 

4. Review of the Instant Provision of the Decree

A. Legislative history and  purpose of the Instant Provision of the 

Decree

The legislative purpose of the Instant Provision of the Decree is to 
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cultivate career civil servants who can contribute to promoting  

administrative stability and efficiency, by employing young, talented 

people as rank 5 public officers who are expected to make a life-long 

commitment to the civil service and promoting them to high ranking 

public office holders through providing continuous training and 

education programs to increase job efficiency and performance and to 

manage their career in the public service.

Also, since competition between applicants for open-competitive civil 

service entrance examination is fierce, those applicants must devote 

substantial amount of time and effort to enter their would-be positions 

within the public sector. Therefore, in order to address this situation, 

the Instant Provision of the Decree was enacted with the purpose to 

effectively distribute quality human resources to various parts of the 

society by way of putting maximum limits on the age of applicants, 

thereby inducing many talented applicants to unfold their abilities in 

different sectors of the society other than the civil service. 

The statutory grounds for the age limitations imposed on civil 

service entrance examinations have been supplied since the enactment 

of the State Public Officials Act on April 17, 1963: Article 36 of the 

first State Public Officials Act provided that "minimum scholastic 

ability, career, age, or other qualification requirements for various 

examinations, etc., required for carrying out duties to be assumed shall 

be determined by regulations for human resource administration". After 

going through several revisions, the Act had been revised by Act No. 

7181, March 11, 2004 and by the Presidential Decree No. 18424, June 

11, 2004 which respectively contain the provisions at issue in this 

case.

Recently, the Instant Provision of the Act was revised once again 

by Act No. 8996, March 28, 2008, providing that "minimum 

qualification requirements for various examinations for carrying out 

duties to be assumed shall be determined by the National Assembly 

Regulations, the Supreme Court Regulations, the Constitutional Court 

Regulations, the National Election Commission Regulations or the 

Presidential Decree". Here, the part of "age" in the previous provision 

was eliminated. The revised Act is to be effective from January 1, 

2009. The Instant Provision of the Decree, however, has not yet lifted 

the age limit. 
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B. Restriction of basic right by the instant provision of the decree

The maximum limit of age requirement for applicants who are 

expected to take the open-competitive examination for rank 5 position 

is age of 32, while that for applicants to take the open competitive 

examinations for rank 6 and 7 is age of 35. The difference, however, 

does not bring about any problem of infringing on the basic rights 

from the outset, because qualifications required for rank 5 position and 

those required for rank 6 and 7 positions cannot be compared. With 

these observations, we cannot conclude that the Instant Provision of 

the Decree is in violation of the principle of equal treatment. 

On the other hand, the Instant Provision of the Decree, by placing 

the maximum age requirement of age 32 on applicants for the 

open-competitive examination for rank 5 position, directly restricts the 

right to hold public office for those who are over 32 years old. To 

make this restriction legitimate, the Instant Provision of the Decree 

should conform to the principle against excessive restriction demanded 

by Article 37 Section 2 of the Constitution.  

Concerning whether the Instant Provision of the Decree meets the 

constitutional requirement under Article 37 Section 2, the opinions of 

Justices are divided as follows: 

C. Opinion of incompatibility with the Constitution by Justice Lee 

Kang-kook, Justice Kim Hee-ok, Justice Min Hyeong-ki, Justice Lee 

Dong-heub and Justice Song Doo-hwan 

Ones of the purposes of the Instant Provision of the Decree is to 

effectively distribute quality human resources to various parts of the 

society pertinent to their individual abilities, by dissuading talented 

applicants from spending too much time and effort on preparing for 

civil service examinations, as well as to establish the career civil 

service system by training and educating career public officials. Hiring 

people who are approaching to retirement age seems to be an 

inappropriate way to promote efficiency in the civil service system, 

which may vindicate establishment of certain levels of age limit for 

applicants who want to take civil service entrance examinations in 

some sense. As the Instant Provision of the Decree is enacted to 
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promote public welfare, such a legislative purpose can be served as a 

ground for restriction on the basic rights. 

Moreover, establishment of age requirement for an open-competitive 

civil service entrance examination, as provided in the Instant Provision 

of the Decree, cannot be regarded as an inappropriate means to 

achieve the above-mentioned legislative purpose. 

Nevertheless, it is unreasonable to say that applicants up to the age 

of 32 pass the threshold of minimum qualifications necessary for 

carrying out the official duties of rank 5 position while those who are 

over the age of 32 automatically lose such qualifications. This 

consideration is clearly reflected in the non-competitive civil service 

entrance examination for rank 5, which places no age limits on 

applicants for the examination. Also, it is still unreasonable that the 

maximum age limit for the open-competitive examinations for rank 6 

and 7 positions is the age of 35 whereas that of the open-competitive 

examination for rank 5 position is the age of 32. Rather, it seems 

more logical to provide a higher age limit to applicants for rank 5 

position than to applicants for rank 6 or 7 positions because it may 

be sometimes preferable for higher position holders like rank 5 public 

officials to be older than those under their supervision in the 

hierarchical civil service system for smoother administrative practice.  

Accordingly, the Instant Provision of the Decree restricting the 

maximum age of applicants for rank 5 position by age 32 cannot be 

regarded as conformable to Article 37 Section 2 of the Constitution 

which requires the restriction on the basic rights to be the least 

restrictive one. 

However, considering that putting an age limit on applicants for the 

open-competitive examination for rank 5 should not be prohibited in 

full scale, and considering that minimum restrictions on age 

requirement for applicants expected to be public officials within the 

framework of retirement system may be necessary to increase 

efficiency in recruiting process and performance of official duties, such 

limits should be decided by the legislature in consideration of various 

legislative policies including the retirement system for public officials, 

personal management policies and balance between manpower supply 

and demand. 

In this regard, we declare that the Instant Provision of the Decree is 
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not compatible with the Constitution and urges legislative revision.

D. Opinion of unconstitutionality by Justice Cho Dae-hyen, Justice Kim 

Jong-dae and Justice Mok Young-joon

What the Instant Provision of the Act has delegated to the 

Enforcement Decree to settle the details is about "minimum scholastic 

ability, career, age, or other qualification requirements for various 

examinations, etc., necessary for carrying out duties to be assumed". 

And the Enforcement Decree provided that "age 32" is the minimum 

qualification requirement for carrying out the official duties of rank 5 

position. 

However, as the opinion of incompatibility with the Constitution 

suggests, the age of 32 cannot be regarded as the Maginot line 

beyond which people would immediately lose their ability to carry out 

the official duties. Therefore, the maximum age of "32" laid down in 

the Instant Provision of the Decree as a minimum requirement for 

performing the official duties seems to be unreasonable and 

excessively arbitrary, going beyond the scope of the authority 

delegated by Instant Provision of the Act. 

Although the Instant Provision of the Decree contributes to foster 

career public officials and settle down the career civil service system, 

it is still questionable whether there is no other way to achieve the 

goals except directly putting limits on the right to hold public office 

for those who are over 32 years old. 

The majority said that one of the purposes of the Instant Provision 

of the Decree is to dissuade many talented applicants from spending 

too much time and effort on preparing for the time consuming 

examinations, so that they can exert their respective abilities in the 

right place of the society. Having said that, such a purpose may not 

be persuasive enough to validate the unreasonable restriction on the 

right to hold public office for rank 5 position. Rather, the purpose 

should be accomplished by providing social infrastructure that makes it 

more attractive for the applicants to work in other sectors of the 

society than to hold a position as a rank 5 public official. 

Also, it is uncertain whether the Instant Provision of the Decree can 

clearly present positive effects on the training and education of career 
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public officials or the settlement of the career civil service system. In 

contrast, however, the negative effect of the Instant Provision of the 

Decree that confines the right to hold public office of the people over 

age of 32 is direct and obvious. In this case, the public interests 

expected to be realized by the Instant Provision of the Decree do not 

clearly outweigh the disadvantages caused by the restriction on the 

right to hold public office of the people over 32 years old. 

Moreover, age discrimination is something that discriminates people 

based on a condition for which they cannot be responsible. In this 

modern society where people's life expectancy has drastically 

improved, restricting people's basic rights based on age is losing its 

ground. It seems more reasonable to have people freely enjoy an 

opportunity to work as long as the people's age does not exceed a 

retirement age, or in other words, a maximum age to work for a 

certain position. 

For the foregoing reasons, the Instant Provision of the Decree 

directly infringes the right to hold public office of the people over the 

age of 32. 

E. Opinion of constitutionality by Justice Lee Kong-hyun

Age restriction in a civil service entrance examination should be 

carefully imposed within the purview of the constitutional recognition 

as it is closely related to restriction on people's right to hold public 

office. In making a decision regarding age restriction in a civil service 

examination, the legislature usually compels to take various situations 

including the supply and demand of manpower into consideration and 

such legislative discretion should be honored unless it goes far beyond 

reasonable grounds. The decision on the age restriction in relation to 

the right to hold public office is a matter of choice by the legislature 

in order to effectively achieve the legislative purpose. Unless a means 

to achieve the purpose is clearly irrational or unfair, the decision 

should be left to legislative discretion. (9-1 KCCR 674, 683, 

96Hun-Ma89, June 26, 1997; 18-1(B) KCCR 134, 143, 

2005Hun-Ma11, May 25, 2005)   

Contemplating whether the maximum age limit of 32 prescribed in 

the Instant Provision of the Decree is a clearly irrational or unfair to 
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achieve the above mentioned legislative purpose, I found that it cannot 

be concluded as going beyond the scope of legislative discretion, 

given the fact that the age limit has been determined based on 

reasonable consideration of various facts such as the length of time to 

achieve professional experience necessary for those who are in charge 

of 'planning and managing public policy' the length of time to serve 

the people as public officials until retirement; the time and expense 

required to train and educate newly appointed high ranking public 

officers; and the length of time for promotion. Moreover, as the 

Instant Provision of the Decree seems to provide applicants with 

sufficient time and opportunities to prepare for the examination, for 

example, amounting to eight to ten years upon the average applicants' 

graduation of college, it cannot be said that the Instant Provision of 

the Decree offers too little opportunity to take the examination. 

Therefore, the constitutional complaint should be denied, because the 

Instant Provision of the Decree does not infringe on the complainant's 

right to hold public office.

F. Sub-conclusion  

As reviewed above, concerning whether the Instant Provision of the 

Decree infringes on the complainant's right to hold public office, five 

Justices issued an opinion of constitutional incompatibility, three 

Justices issues an opinion of unconstitutionality, while one Justice 

issues an opinion of constitutionality. Although the number of Justices 

who issued an opinion of constitutional incompatibility falls short of 

the quorum requirement (six or more Justices' votes are required) to 

hold the infringement of complainant's basic rights, given the fact that 

an opinion of unconstitutionality shares the same basic idea with an 

opinion of incompatibility, it can be said that eight Justices including 

three Justices with an opinion of unconstitutionality agree that the 

Instant Provision of the Decree is not compatible with the 

Constitution.      

5. Conclusion

Regarding the Instant Provision of the Act, since the Provision is 
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not justiciable as previously reviewed, the Court decides to dismiss the 

constitutional complaint by the unanimous decision.

Regarding the Instant Provision of the Decree, the Court declares a 

decision of incompatibility with the Constitution, with a unanimous 

opinion of all Justices except Justice Lee Kong-hyun, allowing the 

Provision to remain effective pending its revision by the legislature, to 

be completed by December 31, 2008. 

Justices Lee Kang-kook (Presiding Justice), Lee Kong-hyun, Cho 

Dae-hyen, Kim Hee-ok, Kim Jong-dae, Min Hyeong-ki, Lee Dong-heub, 

Mok Young-joon, Song Doo-hwan
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6. Prior Review of Broadcast Advertisements Case
   [20-1(B) KCCR 397, 2005Hun-Ma506, June 26, 2008]

In this case, the Constitutional Court held that subjecting broadcast 

advertisements to prior review by the Korea Advertising Review 

Board, to which the Korea Broadcasting Commission has entrusted 

prior review, is prior censorship prohibited by the Constitution, and 

therefore violates the Constitution. 

Background of the Case

Complainant is a proprietor of ○○ Dried Fish in ○○ city. On 

March 25, 2005, the complainant applied for a broadcast advertisement 

to the ○○ broadcasting company for a commercial of ○○ Dried 

Fish, and was refused on the basis that it had not passed the prior 

review as specified in Article 32 of the Broadcasting Act and Article 

21-1 of the Enforcement Decree of the Broadcasting Act (hereinafter, 

the "Enforcement Decree"). The complainant filed a constitutional 

complaint on May 23, 2005, claiming that his basic rights were 

infringed by Article 32 Section 2 and Article 32 Section 3 of the 

Broadcasting Act, and Article 21-1 of the Enforcement Decree. In the 

meantime, the said Act had been revised on February 29, 2008 as Act 

No. 8867, which transferred the authority of prior review from the 

Korea Broadcasting Commission to Korea Communications Standards 

Commission.

Summary of Decision

The Constitutional Court, by a votes of 7 (unconstitutional) to 1 

(unconstitutional but with different reason) to 1 (incompatible), ruled 

prior review of broadcast advertisements to be a form of censorship 

banned by the Constitution, and therefore violates the Constitution, for 

the following reasons.

1. Majority Opinion of Seven Justices

Article 21 Section 1 of the Constitution provides that all citizens 
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shall enjoy freedom of speech and the press, thereby guaranteeing 

freedom of expression. As general advertisements also propagate ideas, 

knowledge, information, etc. to unspecified masses, they are also 

subject to protection of the freedom of speech and the press. In this 

regard, broadcast advertisements are also included in this protection. 

Article 21 Section 2 of the Constitution stipulates that licensing or 

censorship shall not be recognized. Here, the definition of censorship 

is screening and selecting opinions or ideas before the publication as a 

preventive measure, with initiatives of the administrative power. Such 

prior censorship is strictly prohibited, even if based on statute.

According to the provisions at issue, however, those who wish to 

air a broadcast advertisement must undergo prior review by the Korea 

Broadcasting Commission. The Korea Broadcasting Commission composed 

of nine committee members appointed by the President, and their 

duties include reviewing and deciding on issues such as ① basic 

planning for broadcasting, ② operation and programming of broadcast 

programs and advertisements, ③ recommendation, approval, registration 

and cancellation of permits and re-issuing of permits for broadcasting 

business operators, CATV relay broadcasting business operators, CATV 

music broadcasting operators and electric signboard broadcasting 

business operators, ④mediation of joint business or conflicts between 

broadcasting business operators, CATV relay broadcasting business 

operators, CATV music broadcasting operators and electric signboard 

broadcasting business operators, ⑤ matters pertaining to fair transaction 

and establishment of order in circulation of broadcast programs. In 

certain circumstances, the Commission must consult the Minister of 

Culture and Tourism, or hear the opinions of the Minister of 

Information and Communication, and the Chairman of the Fair Trade 

Commission. Considering the formation, duties, and arrangement of 

affairs of the Korea Broadcasting Commission, it qualifies as an 

administrative authority. 

On the other hand, Article 103 Section 2 of the former Broadcasting 

Act states that the Korea Broadcasting Commission must entrust a 

private organization with prior review of broadcast advertisements. 

According to this, the Korea Broadcasting Commission has entrusted 

prior review of broadcast advertisements to Korea Advertising Review 

Board (hereinafter, the 'Review Board'). The Review Board is a 
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private organization, and has been in charge of prior review of 

broadcast advertisements since August 1, 2000.

However, prior review performed by the said Review Board is a 

form of governmental censorship prohibited by the Constitution on the 

following grounds: the administration intervenes in the formation of the 

Review Board and the Review Board, as a private entity entrusted with 

the  administrative functions established in administrative law, is under 

government's command and supervision on the entrusted matters; the 

Korea Broadcasting Commission has the right to enact and revise 

Regulations for review, which become the standard against which 

television advertisements are inspected; and the said Review Board's 

operational expenses, office expenses, and personnel expenses are paid 

by the Korea Broadcasting Commission. For these reasons, it can be 

said that prior review performed by the Review Board is an extension 

of functions of the Korea Broadcasting Commission, carried out in the 

form of entrustment.

Meanwhile, Article 32 of the former Broadcasting Act was revised 

on February 29, 2008 as Act No. 8867. The new Act gave the 

authority of prior review to the Korea Communications Standards 

Commission. However, the formation, function and arrangement of 

affairs of the Korea Communications Standards Commission are largely 

identical to those of the Korea Broadcasting Commission. Therefore, 

allowing the revised Act to stand, despite the similarity, would result 

in maintaining prior review which constitutes governmental censorship, 

being negligent of an unconstitutional state. 

Therefore, for legal consistency and judicial economy, the revised 

Act would also need to be declared unconstitutional. Thus, the Court 

hereby declares Article 32 Section 2 and Article 32 Section 3 of the 

revised Broadcasting Act unconstitutional, as well as the former 

Broadcasting Act.

2. Concurring Opinion of Justice Cho Dae-hyen

The reason Article 21 Section 1 of the Constitution guarantees the  

freedom of speech and the press is that speech and the press is 

means of revealing and promoting the human dignity and worth as a 

vehicle for expressing opinion and ideas. Furthermore, the reason for 
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the prohibition of prior censorship specified in Article 21 Section 2 of 

the Constitution is that the media and press contribute to realization of 

a genuine and truthful democratic society through discussion and 

formation of public opinion by assuring the media and press to freely 

express diverse opinions including criticisms against governmental 

power. However, speech and the press under Article 21 Section 1 of 

the Constitution, under which licensing and censorship are prohibited, 

do not stand for all actions and means that express and propagate 

human mental activities. Rather, it should be limitedly interpreted as 

"action or means that aims to announce or propagate diverse opinions 

and ideas in a democratic society to many or unspecified people, in 

the form of speech or writing, seeking to contribute to discussion of 

ideas or formation of public opinion".

Television advertisements are forms of expression consisting of 

speech, writing, and image, targeting the public; occasionally, these 

advertisements may contain the opinion or ideology of the advertiser. 

If such advertisements are to be announced and delivered to the 

unspecified individuals or masses as one of the varied opinions in a 

democratic society, they would be qualified as speech and the press 

outlined in Article 21 Section 2 and therefore prior censorship against 

them would be prohibited. However, commercial advertisements are 

primarily profit-seeking activity seeking publicity and sales promotion 

of its business or product, which generally comes under the freedom 

to engage in commercial activities. Thus, such commercial activities 

are subject to restriction under Article 37 Section 2 of the 

Constitution.

The provisions at issue violate Article 21 Section 2 of the 

Constitution to the extent that they regulate those broadcast 

advertisements that fall into the category of "speech and the press" 

stipulated in Article 21 Section 1 of the Constitution in the subject 

matters of prior review. And regarding those broadcast advertisements 

that do not fall into this category of "speech and the press", the 

provisions also violate Article 37 Section 2 of the Constitution to the 

extent that they fail to provide the  reasons for public interests that 

require prior review or the minimum level of such prior review. 

In conclusion, the provisions at issue violate Article 21 Section 2 or 

Article 37 Section 2 of the Constitution. 
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3. Dissenting Opinion of  Justice Mok Young-joon (Incompatibility 

with the Constitution)

Article 21 Section 2 of the Constitution stipulates that "licensing or 

censorship of speech and the press …… shall not be permitted". The 

Constitutional Court regards the Article as an unconditional prohibition 

against prior censorship, declaring as unacceptable any limitation on 

the freedom of speech and the press through an act of prior 

censorship, even if based on statute. The reason for such absolute and 

strict principle of prohibition of prior censorship is based on the 

argument that were prior censorship allowed, it would be detrimental 

to the mental life of the citizens, as it disturbs the originality and 

creativity for their artistic endeavors. In addition, the prohibition of 

prior censorship is also intended to prevent abuse of power by an 

administrative authority, such as suppressing expressions unfavorable to 

the ruling government and encouraging only those favorable to itself.

However, owing to the changes in times and scientific developments, 

the means of conveying thoughts is becoming more diverse and 

varied, beyond the scope of our imagination and assumption based on 

the pre-existing idea of the "speech and the press". Therefore, in order 

to preclude unreasonable results due to inflexible application of the 

principle of absolute prohibition of prior censorship, it is necessary to 

not only set the bounds of the act of "prior censorship" itself by 

providing its constituent elements as shown in our precedents, but also 

place some limitations on application of the principle to the means 

and activities to express opinions and ideology that can be subject to 

the prior censorship, in a way that serves the purpose of protecting 

the freedom of speech and the press, in consideration of the diversity 

of such means and activities. However, commercial speech is basically 

profit motivated, and therefore not as susceptible to chilling effect as 

other types of speech; therefore, broadcast advertisements should not 

be subject to the same principle of absolute prohibition against prior 

censorship.

As the public qualities of the above mentioned Review Board in 

charge of the prior review of broadcast advertisements are apparent, 

and taking into account of the current situation of Korean broadcasting 

industry operators or advertising agencies, it would not be difficult to 
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achieve the legislative purpose of the provisions at issue by 

establishing a non-governmental, purely private advertising review 

board. On this point, the intervention of governmental power in the 

formation and operation of the said Review Board cannot be said to 

employ an appropriate means to achieve the purpose. The provisions 

at issue uniformly subject all television advertisements to prior review, 

exceeding the scope to achieve the legislative purpose, thereby limiting 

the freedom of expression. And some of the provisions at issue are 

clearly in violation of the rule against excessive restriction under the 

Constitution. At the same time, however, others also contain 

constitutional elements. Therefore, it is reasonable that a decision of 

incompatibility with the Constitution should be declared, thereby 

allowing succeeding legislations to eliminate unconstitutional elements 

in the reviewed provisions.

Aftermath of the Case

When the decision was declared, the media reported the acceptance 

from advertisers such as the Korea Advertisers Association, which had 

continuously asked for abolishment of prior review of broadcast 

advertisements. They also remarked that this decision of 

unconstitutionality of prior review of broadcast advertisements which 

came after the decision of unconstitutionality regarding prior review of 

movies and records finally put a period to all prior censorship on 

major forms of expression.

The Korea Advertisers Association also welcomed the decision, 

stating that it eliminated the governmental prior review, which has 

been named as the biggest existing problem of the advertising market 

for a long time, and finally established a civilian self-review system. 

The existing conductor of prior review, Korea Communications 

Standards Commission, has announced plans to establish a post-review 

system of broadcast advertisements as soon as possible, in order to 

minimize confusion of the market and prevent customer 

inconveniences. (Yonhap News Agency, June 26, 2008; Chosun Ilbo, 

Hankook Ilbo, Kyunghyang Shinmun, The Hankyoreh, Segye Ilbo, etc. 

June 27, 2008)
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--------------------------------------

Party 

Complainant
 Kim ○-hee 

 Attorney in Charge: Kim Yeon Ho

Holding

1. Provisions at issue: Article 32 Sections 2 and 3 of the former 

Broadcasting Act (revised by Act No. 7213, March 22, 2004, but 

before revised by Act No. 8867, February 29, 2008); the part of 'TV 

commercials'in the main text of Article 21-2 of the Enforcement 

Decree of the Broadcasting Act (revised by Presidential Decree No. 

18548, September 17, 2004); and Article 59 of the 'Regulation for 

Broadcast Advertisement Review' (enacted as the Korea Broadcasting 

Commission Regulation No. 22, August 28, 2000) are in violation of 

the Constitution.  

2. Article 32 Sections 2 and 3 of the Broadcasting Act (revised by 

Act No.8867, February 29, 2008) are in violation of the Constitution. 

Reasoning

1. Introduction of the Case and Subject Matter of Review

A. Introduction of the Case

Complainant is a proprietor of ○○ Dried Fish in ○○ city. On 

March 25, 2005, the complainant applied for a broadcast advertisement 

to the ○○ broadcasting company for a commercial of ○○ Dried 

Fish, and was refused on the ground that the commercial had not 

gone through the prior review as specified in Article 32 of the former 

Broadcasting Act and Article 21-1 of the Enforcement Decree of the 

Broadcasting Act (hereinafter, the "Enforcement Decree"). Thus, the 

complainant filed a constitutional complaint on May 23, 2005, 
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claiming that his basic rights were infringed by Article 32 Sections 2 

and 3 of the said Act and Article 21-1 of the Enforcement Decree. 

Subsequently, on May 24, 2005, a day after filing the constitutional 

complaint, the complainant also files a motion to amend the complaint 

to include Article 59 of the 'Regulation for Broadcasting Review' and 

the whole provisions of the 'Regulation for Broadcast Advertisement 

Review' as subject matters of review   

In the meantime, the said Act had been revised on February 29, 

2008 by Act No. 8867, which gave the authority of prior review to 

Korea Communications Standards Commission.

B. Subject Matter of Review

(1) The subject matter of this case is whether (A) Article 32 

Sections 2 and 3 of the Broadcasting Act (revised by Act No. 7213, 

March 22, 2004, but before revised by Act No. 8867, February 29, 

2008, hereinafter the "Former Act"); (B) the part of "TV commercials" 

in the main text of Article 21-2 of the Enforcement Decree (although 

the complainant claimed the whole Article 21-2 be included in the 

subject matter of review, the scope of review is limited to the part of 

'TV Commercial' in the Article 21-2 as it is specifically related to the 

complainant); and (C) Article 59 of the Regulation for Broadcast 

Review (enacted as Korea Broadcasting Commission Regulation No. 

22, August 28, 2000 hereinafter, the "Regulation") are in violation of 

the Constitution (hereinafter, all the aforementioned provisions are 

referred as the "Instant Provisions"). Although the complainant, in its 

complaint, tried to include the whole 'Regulation for Broadcast 

Advertisement Review' (enacted as Korea Broadcasting Commission 

Regulation No. 23, August 28, 2000) as the subject matter of review, 

we decide to exclude it because (A) the complainant just vaguely 

argues that the provisions of the 'Regulation for Broadcast 

Advertisement Review' infringed his basic rights, without specifying 

either Which provisions or how those provisions, if any, infringe his 

basic rights, and (B) it is illegitimate to review this case simply on 

the basis of such a unspecified argument of the complainant.

(2) As previously seen, Article 32 of the Former Act had been 
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revised on February 29, 2008 as Act No. 8867, which gave the 

authority of prior review to the Korea Communications Standards 

Commission. If the Constitutional Court's judicial review is limited to 

the provisions of the Former Act and the decision of unconstitutionality 

is rendered only to those provisions, the effect of unconstitutionality 

decision will not reach to the current Broadcasting Act. In the same 

vein, even if the prior review by the Korea Communications Standards 

Commission also amounts to prior censorship, the unconstitutional status 

regarding the prior review of broadcast advertisement will continue to 

exist. Therefore, considering legal consistency and judicial economy, the 

provisions of the revised Act should be included for review, together 

with the provisions of the Former Act. 

The text of the Instant Provisions and Related Provisions are as 

follows:

[Instant Provisions]

Broadcasting Act (revised by Act No. 8867, February 29, 2008) 

Article 32 (Deliberation on Impartiality and Public Nature of 

Broadcast) 

(1) omitted

(2) Notwithstanding the provisions of (1), the Commission may 

deliberate on the contents of a commercial broadcast prescribed by the 

Presidential Decree before it is broadcast and deliberate on and pass a 

resolution as to whether it may be broadcast. 

(3) A broadcasting business operator shall not broadcast differently 

from the contents of the deliberation and resolution of the Commission 

with respect to the commercial broadcast under (2), or broadcast a 

commercial broadcast which has not undergone a deliberation and 

resolution. 

(4) omitted  

Enforcement Decree of the Broadcasting Act

Article 21-2 (Commercials subject to prior review) 

Commercials prescribed by the Presidential Decree in Article 32 

Section 2 of the Act are TV commercials, radio commercials and data 

broadcasting commercials (limited to commercials that carry images 

and voices) that are aired by broadcasting business operators with the 
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exception of commercials falling into any of the following Items:

1.-4. omitted 

The Regulations for Broadcast 

Article 59 (Prohibition of broadcasting advertisements not passed a 

resolution for broadcasting) 

A broadcasting business operator shall not broadcast an 

advertisement which fails to pass a resolution as to whether it may be 

broadcasted pursuant to the Regulations for Broadcast Advertisement 

Review: an advertisement which is differently from the contents of the 

deliberation and review; and an advertisement whose resolution for 

broadcasting has passed the expiration date designated in the same 

provision.   

[Related Provisions] 

(intentionally omitted) 

2. The Arguments of the Complainant and the Related Bodies

(intentionally omitted)

3. Review on Justiciability 

A. Directness

The requirement of "direct infringement by law" means that the 

complainant's rights and freedoms are directly infringed by the law 

itself of which he/she complains, not by any specific executive action 

taken to implement it. Therefore, ordinarily, no constitutional complaint 

filed against law whose impact on the complainant depends upon 

further administrative action is considered justiciable, due to its failure 

to satisfy directness. But, although a law is expected to be 

implemented by further administrative action, if the law by itself has 

directly changed people's legal rights and duties or already determined 

people's legal status before any specific act has taken place to 

implement it, thereby irrefutably concluding people's legal rights and 

duties to the extent that such rights and duties cannot be changed by 
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any further administrative action, the requirement of directness is 

regarded to be fulfilled (3 KCCR 91, 98, 91 Hun-Ma21, March 11, 

1991; 9-2 KCCR 94, 104, 97Hun-Ma38, July 16, 1997; 15-2(B) 

KCCR 581, 593, 2001Hun-Ma543, December 18, 2003).

Article 32 Section 2 of the Former Act states that "notwithstanding 

the provisions of Section 1, the Commission may deliberate on the 

contents of a commercial broadcast prescribed by the Presidential 

Decree before it is broadcasted, and deliberate on and pass a 

resolution as to whether it may be broadcasted", which seems that 

infringement on basic rights by the Instant Provisions can be occurred 

only through administrative action such as deliberation and passing a 

resolution by the Commission. But, Article 32 Section 3 of the 

Former Act makes it mandatory for anyone who wants to air a 

broadcast advertisement to pass prior review by the Commission, 

stipulating that "a broadcasting business operator shall not broadcast 

differently from the contents of the deliberation and resolution of the 

Commission with respect to the commercial broadcast under Section 2, 

or broadcast a commercial broadcast which has not undergone a 

deliberation and resolution", which is also confirmed by Article 59 of 

the Regulation. Article 21-1 of the Enforcement Decree also specifies 

the subject of prior review, by enumerating types of broadcast 

advertisements that should come under prior review. As such, the 

Instant Provisions by themselves, inseparably combined with each 

other, impose a duty of prior review regarding TV commercials, and 

therefore, determine people's legal rights and duty before any specific 

act taken place to implement them. For this reason, the requirement of 

directness is satisfied. 

B. Self-Relatedness

According to Article 68 Section 1 of the Constitutional Court Act, a 

constitutional complaint should be filed by the one whose 

constitutional rights may be infringed by an exercise or non-exercise 

of governmental power. Here, the aggrieved party is the one whose 

fundamental rights are "actually" and "directly or personally" infringed 

by exercise or non-exercise of governmental power, as opposed to a 

third party who has only indirect, de facto stakes regarding the issues 
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in a constitutional complaint (5-1 KCCR 104, 111, 91Hun-Ma233, 

March 11, 1993; 6-1 KCCR 680, 684, 92Hun-Ma61, June 30, 1994; 

11-1 KCCR 521, 527, 97 Hun-Ma382, April 29, 1999). But, if the 

exercise or non-exercise of governmental power directly and de jure 

infringes basic rights of a third party, such third party can be 

regarded to meet the Self-'Relatedness' requirement for filing a 

constitutional complaint (5-1 KCCR 104, 111, 91 Hun-Ma233, March 

11, 1993; 5-2 KCCR 127, 134, 89Hun-Ma123, July 29, 1993; 6-1 

KCCR 680, 684, 92Hun-Ma61, June 30, 1994). The Instant Provisions 

specifically designate the Korea Broadcasting Commission (hereinafter, 

the 'Commission') as the sole body in charge of prior review and 

designate a broadcasting business operator as the sole subject that can 

air broadcast advertisements which pass prior review, thereby excluding 

an advertiser, like the complainant in this case, from the party that 

must abide by the Instant Provisions. Due to the formalities specified 

in the Instant Provisions, there may be an issue as to whether the 

complainant is personally injured by the Instant Provisions. However, 

as the Instant Provisions stipulate that those who try to air their 

commercials must go through prior review, and if not, they cannot 

broadcast their commercials the way they want to be, fundamental 

rights of an advertiser like the complainant must also be regarded as 

being infringed by the Instant Provisions.    

C. Sub-conclusion

The constitutional complaint is justiciable as it meets the 

requirements of directness and Self-Relatedness. 

4. Review on Merits

A. Prior Review of Broadcast Advertisements in Korea

The Broadcasting Act, enacted on November 28, 1987 as Act No. 

3978, allowed the Commission to conduct prior review of broadcast 

advertisements, on the basis of Article 17 Section 2 and Article 20 

Section 1. The Act was repealed and newly enacted on January 12, 

2000 by Act No. 6139 in which the provisions on prior review were 
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moved to Article 32 Sections 1 and 2 and a new provision allowing a 

private body to conduct prior review was inserted, stipulating that "the 

Korean Broadcasting Commission shall entrust its duties related to the 

prior deliberation on the commercial broadcast items under Article 32 

Section 2 to private institutes or organizations, under the conditions as 

prescribed by the Presidential Decree". Article 32 Section 2 of the 

Broadcasting Act was revised once again on March 22, 2004 by Act 

No. 7213, in which specific types of commercial broadcast items 

subject to prior review shall be decided by the Presidential Decree. In 

relation to this provision, Article 21-2 of the Enforcement Decree 

stipulates that "commercials prescribed by the Presidential Decree in 

Article 32 Section 2 of the Broadcasting Act are TV commercials, 

radio commercials and data broadcasting commercials (limited to 

commercials that carry images and voices)". The Broadcasting Act was 

recently revised again on February 29, 2008 by Act No.8867, giving 

the authority of prior review to the Korea Communications Standards 

Commission. 

Meanwhile, according to Article 103 Section 2 of the Former Act 

and Article 68 Section 3 of the Enforcement Decree, the Commission 

has entrusted prior review of broadcast advertisements to a private 

organization since 2000 through the Public Notice of the Commission 

on entrusting a private organization with prior review of broadcast 

advertisements: for example, in July 2000, the Public Notice of the 

Commission (Public Notice of the Commission No. 2000-3) 

commissioned prior review of broadcast advertisements to the Korea 

Advertising Review Board (hereinafter, the 'Review Board'). The 

Review Board, as a private organization, has been conducting prior 

review of broadcast advertisements since August 1, 2000.  

B. Whether the Prior Review by the Review Board Amounts to Prior 

Censorship 

(1) Broadcast Advertisements and Freedom of Expression

Article 21 Section 1 of the Constitution stipulates that all citizens 

shall enjoy freedom of speech and the press. Also, the freedom of 

expression falls into the category of the freedom of speech and the 
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press. Therefore, a medium of expression, as a means of expressing 

one's thoughts and ideas, also comes under the protection of the 

freedom of speech and the press stipulated in Article 21 Section 1 of 

the Constitution. Regarding the freedom to express and propagate one's 

thoughts and ideas, any form of media for such expression or 

propagation can be adopted without limitation (5-1 KCCR 257, 284, 

91Hun-Ba17, May 13, 1993). Advertisements are also under the 

protection of the freedom of speech and the press as they are used 

for disseminating ideas, knowledge and information to many and 

unspecified people (10-1 KCCR 118, 124-125, 96Hun-Ba2, February 

27, 1998; 14-2 KCCR 856, 867-868, 2000 Hun-Ma764, December 18, 

2002; 17-2 KCCR 189, 198, 2003Hun-Ka3, October 27, 2005). 

Accordingly, the broadcast advertisement in this case should also be 

the subject matter to be protected by the constitutionally guaranteed 

freedom of speech and the press, or in other words, the freedom of 

expression.

(2) Meaning and Elements of "Censorship" under Article 21 Section 2 

of the Constitution

Article 21 Section 2 of our Constitution stipulates that licensing or 

censorship of speech and the press shall not be permitted. The 

censorship here means a type of prior restraint, selecting and screening 

contents of opinions and ideas before the publication as a preventive 

measure, with initiatives of the administrative power. Such prior 

censorship is squarely prohibited, even if based in statutes. Allowing 

prior censorship for speech and the press would be detrimental to the 

mental life of the citizens, as it disturbs the originality and creativity 

for their artistic endeavors. In addition, such censorship would allow 

administrative authorities to suppress expressions unfavorable to the 

ruling government and encourage only those favorable to itself. 

Therefore, prior censorship is unconditionally prohibited in any case. 

On the other hand, the principle of prohibition of prior censorship 

does not necessarily mean that every single type of prior restraints is 

absolutely prohibited, but is limited to those cases where publication 

of thoughts and ideas are solely dependant on the permission of 

administrative authorities. Prior censorship, generally speaking, is 
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prohibited only when some elements are met, such as a duty to 

submit expressive materials containing expression of thoughts and 

opinions for approval; prior review proceedings mainly directed by an 

administrative agency; prohibition of expressing opinions and thoughts 

that fail to obtain approval; and coercive measures to compulsorily 

execute prior review proceedings (8-2 KCCR 212, 223, 93Hun-Ka13, 

et al., October 4, 1996; 8-2 KCCR 395, 402-403, 94Hun-Ka6, October 

31, 1996; 13-2 KCCR 134, 147-149, 2000Hun-Ka9, August 30, 2001; 

17-1 KCCR 51, 59, 2004Hun-Ka8, February 3, 2005). 

(3) Whether Prior Review of Broadcast Advertisement Amount to Prior 

Censorship 

(A) As reviewed earlier, the Constitutional Court has presented the 

followings as the constituent elements of prior censorship prohibited 

by the Constitution: first, there should be a duty to submit expressive 

materials for approval; second, there should be prior review 

proceedings mainly directed by an administrative agency; third, there 

should be proceedings for banning unapproved expressive materials to 

be published; and fourth, there should exist coercive measures to 

compulsorily execute the process of prior review (8-2 KCCR 212, 

223, 93Hun-Ka13, et al., October 4, 1996; 8-2 KCCR 395, 402-403, 

94Hun-Ka6, October 31, 1996; 13-2 KCCR 134, 147-149, 

2000Hun-Ka9, August 30, 2001). 

First of all, Article 32 of the Former Act makes it mandatory for 

those who want to air their TV commercial to go through prior 

review by the Commission before filing an application for broadcasting 

to any broadcasting company. And, Article 44 Section 1 of the 

'Regulation for Broadcast Advertisement Review' requires people who 

want to have their broadcast advertisement reviewed to submit two 

copies of application form for review, the broadcast advertisement to 

be reviewed and related documents to the Commission. Those 

requirements are regarded as imposing a duty to submit expressive 

materials for approval.

Secondly, Article 32 Section 3 of the Former Act provides that "a 

broadcasting business operator shall not broadcast differently from the 

contents of the deliberation and resolution of the Commission … or 
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broadcast a commercial broadcast which has not undergone a 

deliberation and resolution", which pertains to the banning of 

unapproved expressive materials to be published.

Thirdly, Article 108 Section 2 Item 2-2 of the Former Act 

practically mandates prior review by stipulating "a broadcasting 

business operator shall be subject to a fine for negligence not 

exceeding 30,000,000 Won if it broadcasts a commercial that does not 

undergo prior review or broadcast differently from the materials that 

have been reviewed and resolved by the Commission", thereby making 

broadcasting business operators to refuse applications for broadcast 

advertisements which have yet to receive prior review. This amounts 

to coercive measures to compulsorily execute the process of prior 

review. 

Lastly, in the following paragraph, we will examine whether the 

prior review proceedings in this case are directed by administrative 

authorities:

(B) The Instant Provisions in this case provides that the Commission 

shall be in charge of prior review of broadcast advertisements. The 

Commission consists of nine committee members appointed by the 

President among professionals and representatives from various sectors 

of society (Article 21 Section 1 of the Former Act). In appointing the 

members of the Commission, the President shall appoint three persons 

who are recommended by the Speaker of the National Assembly after 

consulting with the assemblymen representing each negotiating party of 

the National Assembly, and three persons who are recommended by 

the Speaker of the National Assembly upon request for 

recommendation by the Culture and Tourism Committee of the 

National Assembly in consideration of their specialty related to 

broadcasting and typicality as representatives of the viewers (Article 

21 Section 2 of the Former Act). Their duties include reviewing and 

deciding on issues such as 1. basic planning for broadcasting, 2. 

operation and programming of broadcast programs and advertisements, 

3. recommendation, approval, registration and cancellation of permits 

and re-issuing of permits for broadcasting business operators, CATV 

relay broadcasting business operators, CATV music broadcasting 

operators, electric signboard broadcasting business operators, 4. 
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formulation, amendment and repeal of the Commission's regulations, 5. 

matters concerning the research, survey and support for broadcasting, 

6. arbitration of a joint business or disputes among broadcasting 

business operators, CATV relay broadcasting business operators, CATV 

music broadcasting operators, electric signboard broadcasting business 

operators, 7. matters pertaining to fair transaction and establishment of 

order in circulation of broadcast programs, 8. basic plan for 

promotion, management and operation of the Broadcast Development 

Fund, 9. compilation and execution of a budget bill of the 

Commission. In case where it deliberates on and resolves the matters 

regarding the above-mentioned Item 1, the Commission shall consult 

the Minister of Culture and Tourism on matters related to the 

broadcast image policies, and hear the opinion of the Minister of 

Information and Communication on matters related to broadcast 

technologies and facilities. In case where it deliberates on and resolves 

the matters regarding the aforementioned Item 7, it shall hear the 

opinion of the Chairman of the Fair Trade Commission (Article 27 of 

the Former Act). Considering the formation, duties, and arrangement 

of affairs of the Commission, it qualifies as an administrative 

authorities.

(C) Article 103 Section 2 of the Former Act states that the 

Commission entrusts a private organization with its duty of prior 

review of broadcast advertisements, under the conditions as prescribed 

by the Presidential Decree, thereby allowing a private organization to 

conduct prior review in case of broadcast advertisements. Pursuant to 

this provision, the Commission has entrusted prior review of broadcast 

advertisements to the Review Board. 

The Review Board was established on March 27, 1991 in coalition 

of eight member organizations engaged in advertising business. On 

November 10, 1993, it received permission from then Office of Public 

Information to become an incorporated association with twelve member 

organizations engaged in advertising business. Currently, about twenty 

member organizations are participating in the Review Board. 

The Review Board as a private organization has been in charge of 

prior review of broadcast advertisements since August 1, 2000. It has 

three Broadcast Advertisement Review Committees and one Broadcast 
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Advertisement Review Standard Committee: the first Broadcast 

Advertisement Review Committee holds a conference for review of 

broadcast advertisements aired on land-based TV and radio twice a 

week; the second Broadcast Advertisement Review Committee holds a 

conference for review of broadcast advertisements appearing on cable 

TV and electric sign board once a week; and the third Broadcast 

Advertisement Review Committee holds a conference for review of 

broadcast advertisements appearing on printed materials once a week. 

The TV commercial in this case was supposed to be reviewed by the 

first committee. The Broadcast Advertisement Review Standard 

Committee is the highest deliberative organ in charge of reviewing 

and making a resolution for viewers' discontent or petitions for 

re-review; and formulating, amending and repealing regulations for 

advertisement review standard and detailed rules for review. 

As reviewed so far, the prior review of broadcast advertisement in 

this case is to be conducted not by the Commission but by the 

Review Board. Regarding this, we will examine whether such prior 

review of broadcast advertisement amounts to prior censorship with 

initiatives of administrative power in the following paragraphs: 

(D) The Broadcast Advertisement Review Committee in charge of 

the prior review of the TV commercial in this case consists of 

members not exceeding nine, including one chairman and two vice 

chairmen (Article 28 Section 1 of the Bylaw of the Korea Advertising 

Review Board, hereinafter the "Bylaw"), appointed by the president of 

the Review Board for a one year term of office upon approval of the 

board of directors (Article 29 of the Bylaw, Article 6 Section 1 of 

the Managerial Regulations for the Korea Advertising Review Board). 

The president and the board members are elected at a general meeting 

among those who meet certain requirements (Article 13 Section 1 

Items 1 and 2 of the Bylaw) and the elected members take their 

offices upon approval of the Minister of the Culture and Tourism 

(Article 13 Section 1 Item (c) of the Articles of Incorporation). As 

such, requiring approval by the Minister of the Culture and Tourism 

for electing and appointing the president and the board members who 

are engaged in appointing the members of the Broadcast 

Advertisement Review Committee clearly shows that the appointment 
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of the Broadcast Advertisement Review Committee members is not 

free from governmental involvement and therefore, administrative 

power intervenes in the composition of the Review Board. 

The Review Board is a private party entrusted with the execution of 

specific administrative function under the administrative law as it 

exercises public function of prior review entrusted by the Commission 

that is an administrative organ. Although a private party entrusted 

public functions, works on its own behalf with its own responsibility 

for the result of exercising its rights and duties, the State still has 

authority to command and supervise the private party entrusted public 

function regarding the designated work. The Entrustment Contract 

between the Review Board and the Commission also states that the 

Commission may command and supervise the entrustee and, if 

necessary, may request or take steps for things needed to execute the 

entrusted work. It can also cancel or suspend the proceedings taken by 

the entrustee while conducting the entrusted work if illegal or 

illegitimate. In this case, the administrative agent who is in charge of 

prior review is not a private party, but the State or the public 

institution itself which entrusts the public function to the private party. 

Also, the legal effect of the public function executed by the private 

party is the same as that by the State. Article 53 Section 1 of the 

'Regulation for Broadcast Advertisement Review' also stipulates that 

"the Commission entrusts a private entity  (hereinafter, "Entrustee") 

with matters related to prior review of broadcast advertisement 

pursuant to Article 103 Section 2 of the Broadcasting Act and Article 

68 Section 3 of the Enforcement Decree. In relation with applicants, 

the Commission is regarded to be the Entrustee stipulated in this 

Regulation". As long as the Review Board is supervised and 

controlled by the Commission, the Review Board and the Commission 

should be regarded same. 

Furthermore, under the Former Act, the Commission has authority to 

enact and revise the Regulation for Broadcast Advertisement Review, 

which becomes the standard against which broadcast advertisements are 

reviewed (Article 33 of the Former Act). Therefore, the Commission 

can indirectly but freely control the broadcast advertisement reviews 

done by the Review Board whenever possible by invoking this 

authority. If so, the State can control contents of broadcast 
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advertisements by arbitrarily making or revising provisions of the 

Regulation for Broadcast Advertisement Review, so that only those 

palatable to the government can be aired, resulting in the State's 

injecting its opinion into broadcast advertisements under the cause of 

protecting customers or viewers. Therefore, although prior review of 

broadcast advertisements are done not by the Commission but by the 

Review Board as it seems, we may understand that, technically 

speaking, such reviews are actually done by the Commission as 

reviewed before. 

Finally, Article 8 of the Entrustment Contract between the Review 

Board and the Commission stipulates that the Commission may 

provide all or part of expenses to help the Review Board conduct its 

job in gear during the Entrustment Contract period. And as a matter 

of fact, the Review Board's operational expenses, office expenses and 

personal expenses are paid by the Commission. As such, the prior 

review done by the Review Board cannot be regarded as independent, 

autonomous or completely free from the influence of the Commission. 

As reviewed so far, it can be said that prior review performed by 

the Review Board is merely an extension of functions of the 

Commission, carried out in the form of entrustment. Consequently, the 

prior review in this case infringes on the complainant's freedom of 

expression, amounting to the prior censorship strictly prohibited by the 

Constitution. 

(E) Meanwhile, on February 29, 2008, Article 32 of the Former Act 

was revised by Act No.8867, by which the Korea Communications 

Standards Commission was endowed with the authority of prior 

review. The Korea Communications Standards Commission is 

composed of nine committee members and three members including 

one Chairperson and one Vice-chairperson are standing members. The 

committee members are appointed by the President, three of them are 

selected and recommended by the National Assembly Speaker after 

consulting with representing members of all negotiation bodies of the 

National Assembly and three of them are selected and recommended 

by the Standing Committee of the National Assembly (Article 18 

Section 2 and 3 of the Establishment and Operation of Broadcasting 

and Communications Commission Act). Under the aforementioned Act, 
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the Korea Communications Standards Commission is in charge of 

deliberation on the contents of a commercial broadcast advertisement 

(Article 32 Section 2) and has authority to formulate the rules 

concerning deliberation on broadcasts (Article 33). It also has authority 

to entrust its duties regarding prior review of the commercial 

broadcast advertisement under Article 32 Section 2 to private institutes 

or organizations (Article 103 Section 2). As such, the composition, 

appointment of members and business of the Korea Communications 

Standards Commission are not so much different from those of the 

Commission, and specifically, regarding the prior review of broadcast 

advertisements, the Korea Communications Standards Commission does 

the same job as the Commission had done before. Then, the prior 

review conducted as a form of entrustment from the Korea 

Communications Standards Commission to a private body can also be 

considered as prior censorship done by the administrative body. 

Therefore, allowing the current revised Broadcasting Act to stand, 

despite the similarity, would result in maintaining prior review which 

constitutes government censorship, being negligent of an 

unconstitutional state. Therefore, it is necessary to declare 

unconstitutional the revised Broadcasting Act for legal consistency and 

judicial economy. Thus, the Court hereby declares Article 32 Sections 

1, 2 and 3 of the revised Broadcasting Act unconstitutional, as well 

as the Former Act.

 

5. Conclusion

The Court holds that the part of 'TV commercials' in Article 32 

Sections 2 and 3 of the Former Act and the main text of Article 21 

Section 2 of the Enforcement Decree and the prior review stipulated 

in Article 32 Sections 2 and 3 of the Broadcasting Act are prior 

censorship prohibited by the Constitution and therefore, in violation of 

the Constitution. 

6. Concurring Opinion of Justice Cho Dae-hyen

I agree with the majority opinion in that the Instant Provisions are 

in violation of the Constitution, but with different reasons. 
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A. Existing Interpretation of "Speech and the Press" under Article 21 of 

the Constitution

Article 21 Section 1 of the Constitution stipulates that "all citizens 

shall enjoy freedom of speech and the press, and the freedom of 

assembly and association". Also, Article 21 Section 2 of the 

Constitution rules that "licensing or censorship of speech and the press 

…… shall not be permitted".

The Constitutional Court has interpreted "speech and the press" in 

Article 21 of the Constitution as including all activities of expressing 

one's thought and ideas and all means and vehicles for such 

expression. It has also held that licensing and censorship required 

before expressing one's thought and ideas by any administrative 

authority are flatly and strictly prohibited, even if based on statute. 

Such interpretation, however, unwarrantedly expands the scope of 

speech and the press too wide, not only being inconsistent with the 

system of our Constitution which stipulates freedom of mental 

activities as basic rights independent from the freedom of speech and 

the press, but also resulting in ignoring the public need to regulate 

various types of expressive activities other than speech and the press.

B. Systemic Interpretation of "Speech and the Press" under Article 21 of 

the Constitution

The reason Article 21 Section 1 of the Constitution guarantees the 

freedom of speech and the press is that speech and the press is 

means of revealing and promoting the human dignity and worth as a 

vehicle for expressing one's thought and ideas. Different from Article 

5 of the Basic Law of Federal Republic of Germany or Article 21 of 

the Constitution of Japan, however, Article 21 of the our Constitution 

does not protect all kinds of expression but specifically guarantees the 

freedom of speech and the press. Other than the freedom of speech 

and the press, the Constitution guarantees privacy of correspondence 

(Article 18), freedom of conscience (Article 19), freedom of religion 

(Article 20) and freedom of learning and the arts (Article 22) as 

independent basic rights. Also, Article 10 and Article 32 Section 1 of 

the Constitution guarantee general forms of expression (verbal and 
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written expression, body gesture, dance, song, etc.). Therefore, the 

interpretation regarding expressive activities other than speech and the 

press do not need to be confined within Article 21 Section 2 of the 

Constitution. 

Furthermore, the reason for prohibition of prior censorship specified 

in Article 21 Section 2 of the Constitution is because speech and the 

press contributes to realization of a genuine and truthful democratic 

society through discussion and formation of public opinion on the 

basis of the constitutional assurance of the freedom to express diverse 

opinions including criticisms against governmental power. Since the 

aforementioned function of speech and the press is indispensable to 

realize free democracy, the Constitution prescribes licensing and 

censorship of speech and the press shall not be permitted. 

Therefore, speech and the press under Article 21 Section 1 of the 

Constitution, under which licensing and censorship are prohibited, do 

not stand for all actions and means that express and propagate human 

mental activities. Rather, it should be limitedly interpreted as "action 

or means that aims to announce or propagate diverse opinions and 

ideas in a democratic society to many or unspecified people, in the 

form of speech or writing, seeking to contribute to discussion of ideas 

or formation of public opinion".

Expressive activities conveyed by other forms of expression than 

writing or speech, expression of feeling or emotion as opposed to 

opinion or thought or any expression even in speech or writing not 

seeking to contribute to the discussion or formation of public opinion 

or not to be announced and delivered to many or unspecified people 

are not under the protection of Article 21 which guarantees the 

freedom of speech and the press. Rather, depending on their purposes, 

methods or contents, such expressions are respectively under the 

constitutional protection of the privacy of correspondence (Article 18), 

freedom of conscience (Article 19), freedom of religion (Article 20), 

freedom of learning and the arts (Article 22), general freedom of 

expression (Article 10, Article 32 Section 1), or under the realm of 

protection of basic rights to which they are related. 

Regarding the freedom of speech and the press, licensing and 

censorship are prohibited by Article 21 Section 2 of the Constitution. 

But regarding other expressive activities not falling into the category 
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of speech and the press, licensing and censorship are prohibited not 

by Article 21 Section 2, but by Article 37 Section 2 of the 

Constitution. 

But we should keep in mind that just because other expressive 

activities not falling into the category of speech and the press may be 

protected pursuant to Article 37 Section 2, it does not necessarily 

mean that the freedom of such expressive activities are less important. 

Those activities which also express and propagate mental activities of 

human being, should also be protected and cherished because they 

equally contribute to realization and enhancement the human dignity 

and worth. Therefore, restriction on this important freedom may be 

allowed only when it is inevitable to realize more important public 

interests, and such restriction, if any, should be as minimum as 

possible. 

C. In Case of Television Advertisement  

Television advertisement is a form of expression consisting of 

speech, writing, and image, targeting the public, not necessarily 

intended to convey opinion or ideology of the advertisers but to show 

what the advertisers try to suggest to the public. Most TV 

advertisements are commercial advertisements made to promote the 

targeted product and increase its sales. But their contents and purposes 

can be various, including propagation of the advertiser's opinion or 

ideas. 

If such advertisements are to be announced and delivered to the 

unspecified masses as one of the varied opinions in a democratic 

society in the form of speech or writing, seeking to contribute to 

discussion of ideas or formation of public opinion, they would be 

qualified as speech and the press outlined in Article 21 Section 2 and 

therefore, prior censorship against them should be prohibited. 

However, commercial broadcast advertisements are mostly made to 

give information of the advertised business or products and urge 

viewers to purchase the products. Depending on the contents, some 

TV commercials could be seen as expression of mental activities of 

the advertisers or the producers in some sense, but mostly, they are 

closely related to profit-seeking activities in pursuit of increasing 
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publicity and sales promotion of its business or product, not in pursuit 

of contributing to the discussion or formation of public opinion, 

thereby coming under the freedom to engage in commercial activities 

in general. Thus, such commercial activities are subject to restriction 

under Article 37 Section 2, not under Article 21 Section 2 of the 

Constitution. 

In addition, commercial broadcast advertisements, which are 

profit-seeking activities mainly aiming to promote sales and seek 

publicity of a certain product, may have tendency to exaggerate the 

value of the product. They also tend to be repeated for several times 

for the same product or business and conducted through various 

methods and contents. Even when restricted for the purpose of 

protecting public interest, they can achieve their purposes via providing 

different contents and methods because they are basically profit 

seeking activities. Therefore, regarding commercial advertisements, there 

is little need to protect them by Article 21 Section 2 of the 

Constitution. 

D. Unconstitutionality of the Instant Provisions 

The Instant Provisions state that the Commission may deliberate on 

the contents of a broadcast advertisement before it airs, and deliberate 

on and pass a resolution as to whether it may be broadcasted; a 

broadcasting business operator shall not broadcast a commercial 

broadcast advertisement which has not undergone a deliberation and 

resolution; and if violation occurs, a fine may be imposed. While the 

evaluation as to whether a general broadcast, as opposed to a 

commercial advertisement, successfully maintains publicness and 

fairness or carry its public responsibility is done after it is 

broadcasted, the content of a commercial broadcast advertisement is 

subject to prior review and resolution.  

The Instant Provisions are in violation of Article 21, Section 2 of 

the Constitution to the extent that they subject those broadcast 

advertisements falling into the category of "speech and the press" 

stipulated in Article 21 Section 2 of the Constitution to prior review. 

Regarding the broadcast advertisements that do not fall into the 

category of "speech and the press"under the Article 21 Section 2 of 
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the Constitution, it is allowed to conduct prior review of the content 

of a broadcast advertisement as minimum as possible to be necessary 

to achieve public interest if such prior review is inevitable for national 

security, maintenance of law and order or for public welfare as 

stipulated in Article 37 Section 2 of the Constitution. Even when such 

prior review may be conducted, however, the necessity and limit of 

the prior review should be prescribed by law. The Instant Provisions 

failed to provide for the public interests reasons for the prior review 

and the minimum necessary level of such prior review. Therefore, the 

Instant Provisions have ignored the demand of Article 37 Section 2 of 

the Constitution. 

When a television advertisement is a commercial advertisement, it 

seems reasonable to require prior review of the content because such 

a commercial advertisement is prone to exaggerate the value of the 

advertised product or use a tempting method due to its profit seeking 

character; the influence of commercial advertisements is extensive; and 

the damage possibly caused by broadcasting untruthful, exaggerated 

and provocative TV commercials which are not supposed to be shown 

to the public may be irreversible once they are broadcasted. Even in 

such cases, however, blanket application of prior review to all 

commercial broadcast advertisements is not acceptable. Rather, it is 

enough to provide a procedure to review certain types of commercial 

broadcast advertisements which do not seem appropriate to be publicly 

aired for reasons such as their untruthfulness, exaggeration or 

provocative character. As those special circumstances can be taken into 

consideration in the process of the legislature's amendment of the 

Instant Provisions, the aforementioned reasons cannot be raised to 

deny the decision of unconstitutionality of the Instant Provisions. 

In conclusion, the Instant Provisions are in violation of Article 21 

Section 2 or Article 37 Section 2 of the Constitution. 

7. Dissenting Opinion of Justice Mok Young-joon (Incompatible with 

the Constitution)

I think the principle of prohibition against prior censorship of 

speech and the press does not apply to commercial advertisements. 

But, as some parts of the Instant Provisions restrict the freedom of 
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expression, in violation of the rule against excessive restriction, I 

suggest the opinion of incompatibility with the Constitution for the 

following reasons: 

A. Subject Matter of Prior Review under the Instant Provisions

The scope of broadcast advertisements that can be subject to prior 

review is limited pursuant to the proviso to Article 21-2 of the former 

Enforcement Decree: ① non-business public interest advertisements 

provided for in Article 73 Section 4 of the Former Act ("A 

broadcasting business operator and an electric sign board broadcasting 

business operator shall program the non-commercial public interest 

advertisements which are produced for the purpose of promoting the 

public interests in excess of a specified ratio as prescribed by the 

Presidential Decree."); ② broadcast advertisements that fall into the 

provisions of Article 59 Section 4 Items 1 and 2 of the Enforcement 

Decree [commercials prescribed by Presidential Decree in the proviso 

to Article 73 Section 5 of the Act (commercials can be aired by a 

terrestrial broadcasting business operator although not included in the 

commercial broadcast items entrusted by the Korea Broadcasting 

Advertising Corporation or a commercial broadcast advertising agency 

prescribed by the Presidential Decree) include (1) broadcast 

advertisement items of the State or local government and (2) broadcast 

advertisement items introducing a terrestrial broadcasting business 

operator's own events, or its business operations]; ③ broadcast 

advertisements for election campaign pursuant to Article 71 Section 1 

of the Public Official Election and Prevention of Electoral Malpractice 

Act and; ④ other broadcast advertisements for the public interest, 

which are published by the Commission are excluded from the prior 

review.   

Although the proviso to Article 21-2 of the Enforcement Decree 

does not exclude all the broadcast advertisements other than 

commercial advertisements from prior review, considering the purpose 

of Item 4 of the same Article which excludes "other broadcast 

advertisements for the public interest, which are published by the 

Commission", the broadcast advertisements subject to prior review 

under the Instant Provisions seem to be limited to the televisions 
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commercial advertisements which are purely profit seeking (if the 

Instant Provisions were designed to include other broadcast 

advertisements than the commercial advertisements in the subject 

matter of prior review, that would be in violation of the rule against 

excessive restriction as described below.). 

B. The Principle of Prohibition of Prior Censorship and Commercial 

Advertisement

(1) The principle of prohibition of prior censorship regarding speech and 

the press

Article 21 Section 1 of the Constitution guarantees the freedom of 

speech and the press and the freedom of expression, stipulating that 

"all citizens shall enjoy freedom of speech and the press". The 

freedom of speech and the press is a way to freely express one's 

personality, form a rational and constructive opinion and discover the 

truth. It is also inevitable to create and develop a democratic nation 

(10-1 KCCR 327, 338, 93Hun-Ka16, April 30, 1998). 

Meanwhile, Section 2 of the same Article stipulates that "licensing 

or censorship of speech and the press … shall not be permitted. "Our 

Constitutional Court regards this provision as representing the principle 

of absolute prohibition against prior censorship, and declares that 

restriction on the freedom of speech and the press by prior censorship 

is not allowed even if based on statute (See, 8-2 KCCR 212, 222, 

93Hun-Ka 13, October 4, 1996). Such absolute prohibition completely 

precludes any possibility of applying not only the principle of general 

statutory restriction of basic rights under Article 37 Section 2 of the 

Constitution which provides that restriction on the freedom and rights 

of citizens by law may be possible "only when necessary for national 

security, maintenance of law and order or for public welfare", but also 

the limitations on the freedom of speech and the press set by Article 

21 Section 4 of the Constitution which states that "neither speech nor 

the press shall infringe the honor or rights of other persons nor 

undermine public morals or social ethics". 

The reason for imposing such strict and absolute prohibition on 

prior censorship is based on the argument that were prior censorship 
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allowed, it would be detrimental to the mental life of the citizens as 

it disturbs the originality and creativity for their artistic endeavors. In 

addition, the prohibition of prior censorship is also intended to prevent 

an administrative organ from abusing their authority and power to 

manipulate public opinion, such as suppressing expressions unfavorable 

to the ruling government and encouraging only those favorable to 

itself. 

Our Constitutional Court, however, has limited the scope of the 

'prior censorship' that is absolutely prohibited by the Constitution, in 

order to prevent side effects possibly resulting from the inflexible 

nature of the legal effect of the rigid prohibition. The four elements 

that comprise of a prior censorship are as follows: ① there should be 

a duty to submit expressive materials for approval; ② there should be 

prior review procedure mainly directed by an administrative agency; 

③ there should be proceedings for banning unapproved expressive 

materials from being published; and ④ there should be coercive 

measures to compulsorily execute the process of prior review (8-2 

KCCR 212, 223, 93Hun-Ka13, etc.). From this, we can understand 

that the Constitutional Court tries to strike a balance between the 

application of the principle of absolute prohibition against prior 

censorship and other legal interests, by placing limitation on the scope 

of the 'prior censorship'.  

Meanwhile, owing to the changes in times and scientific 

developments, the means of conveying thoughts is becoming more 

diverse and varied, beyond the scope of our imagination and 

assumption based on the preexisting idea of the "speech and the 

press". Beyond the classical media including newspaper, broadcast, 

movie and art, a variety of new, innovative means of expression have 

been pouring in, spreading very quickly with unimaginable effect and 

destructive power, such as the Internet, leaflets, immobile or mobile 

electric billboards, school broadcasting in elementary, middle and high 

schools, advertisements appearing on the containers or packages of 

products. 

Therefore, in order to preclude unreasonable results due to inflexible 

application of the principle of absolute prohibition against prior 

censorship, it is necessary to not only set the bounds of the act of 

"prior censorship" itself by considering its constituent elements as 
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shown in our precedents, but also place some limitations on 

application of the principle to the means and activities to express 

opinions and ideas that can be subject to the prior censorship, in a 

way that serves the purpose of protecting the freedom of speech and 

the press, in consideration of the diversity of such means and 

activities.

(2) Characteristics of Commercial Advertisements 

Advertisements, as a means to deliver ideas, knowledge and 

information to unspecified mass, are entitled to the protection under 

the freedom of expression (10-1 KCCR 118, 124-125, 96Hun-Ba2, 

February 27, 1998). But one thing we should keep in mind is that 

although commercial advertisements are protected under the freedom of 

expression, that does not necessarily means they should be protected 

as much as speech and the press is. 

One of the effective ways to limit the freedom of expression is to 

generate so called 'chilling effect,' making people restrain themselves 

from doing expressive activities when the governmental power gives 

people the impression of legal uncertainty and fear, thereby shrinking 

the freedom of expression. But, commercial broadcasting, especially the 

commercial advertisements of products and service, does not tend to 

be susceptible to the chilling effect because it is mainly profit 

motivated: the commercial advertisements may be resilient even after 

being temporarily chilled out by control of governmental power due to 

its profit-motivated character, so that they can find another place or 

method to freely show themselves to the public and make full use of 

them. 

Our Constitutional Court, in its precedent, also clearly pointed out 

the need to differentiate the level of protection for commercial 

advertisements from general expressive activities, stating that:

Although belonging to the realm of protection of the freedom of 

expression, commercial advertisements are different from political or 

civil expression of ideas or knowledge. Also, although being under the 

protection of the freedom of occupation, commercial advertisements do 

not significantly contribute to manifestation and development of 

personality. Therefore, it is reasonable that the principle of "the least 
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restrictive means" under the proportionality test should be modified 

when evaluating restrictions on commercial advertisements: reviewing 

not as to whether the less restrictive measure does not exist in order 

to accomplish the legislative purpose, but as to whether the restriction 

is 'within the boundary reasonably necessary to accomplish the 

legislative purpose'. (17-2 KCCR 189, 198, 2003Hun-Ka3, October 27, 

2005) 

(3) Commercial Advertisements and the principle of prohibition of prior 

censorship

The majority opinion shows that as commercial advertisements fall 

into  the protection of the freedom of speech and the press, and prior 

censorship against speech and the press is strictly prohibited, the 

Instant Provisions providing for prior censorship on commercial 

advertisements are unconstitutional.    

As reviewed before, however, all the expressive activities subject to 

the constitutional protection of the freedom of speech and the press do 

not necessarily require the same level of protection. This is also what 

our Court's case precedents show. If this is not the case, a very 

dangerous conclusion of prohibiting any prior review, if containing 

even the slightest public nature, will be ensued even in such cases as 

broadcasting activities with purely educational purpose like school 

broadcasting in an elementary school or distributing obscene materials 

through the Internet, which is highly defamatory, lascivious, violent 

and prone to do harm to the good public order and customs once 

expressed or circulated. Also, regarding the act of conducting prior 

censorship itself, our Court, in its case precedents, has applied the 

principle of prohibition of prior censorship to some limited situation 

where such prohibition is necessary to achieve the purpose of Article 

21 of the Constitution. Therefore, in terms of not only the act of 

conducting prior censorship itself but also the activities to which the 

principle of prohibition of prior censorship applies, the scope of 

application of the aforementioned principle should be limited to the 

extent necessary to carry out the constitutional purpose of protection 

of the freedom of speech and the press. 

Also, the reasoning of the majority opinion does not seem consistent  
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with our Court's stance on commercial advertisements. According to the 

majority opinion, prior review of commercial advertisement itself is 

unconstitutional regardless of whether it conforms to the principle of 

proportionality under Article 37 Section 2. However, our Court's  

precedents clearly show that the level of protection is different between 

a commercial advertisement and speech in general, and provides a 

modified  standard of the principle of proportionality regarding the 

review of commercial advertisement in relation to the examination of 

restriction on the freedom of expression due to its commercial 

characteristics. Of course, there is difference between prior restraints 

and post restraints, but the majority opinion of this case regarding the 

restriction on commercial advertisement is clearly irreconcilable with the 

Court's precedents. 

Therefore, the scope of expressive activities and means subject to 

the absolute prohibition of prior censorship should be limited to the 

extent necessary to conform to the purpose of Article 21 of the 

Constitution, and as a commercial advertisement, considering its 

characteristics, does not relate with the aforementioned constitutional 

purpose, the principle of absolute prohibition against prior censorship 

should not be applicable to it. 

C. Whether there is Violation of the Principle against Excessive 

Restriction

As a commercial advertisement also falls into the protection of the 

freedom of expression, any restriction on it should be by statute only 

when necessary for national security, maintenance of law and order or 

public welfare as prescribed in Article 37 Section 2 of the 

Constitution (the intrinsic limitation on the freedom of expression 

under Article 21 Section 4 of the Constitution, stipulating "neither 

speech nor the press shall infringe the honor or rights of persons nor 

undermine public morals or social ethics", should be regarded as being 

included in the aforementioned concept of "national security, 

maintenance of law and order or public welfare"). 

But, the Court's precedents show that when reviewing any restriction 

imposed on commercial advertisements on the basis of the principle of 

proportionality, the standard of review should be modified to the 
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extent of examining whether the means is within the scope necessary 

to achieve legislative purpose, rather than examining whether there is 

any other less restrictive means or the restriction is the minimum level 

necessary to achieve the legislative purpose. Therefore, I will examine 

whether the Instant Provisions run afoul of the principle against 

excessive restriction based on the aforementioned modified standard. 

(1) Legitimacy of Purpose

Neither speech nor the press shall infringe the honor or rights of 

other persons nor undermine public morals or social ethics (Article 21 

Section 4 of the Constitution). If the contents of TV commercials are 

exaggerated or mendacious, thereby causing defamation or undermining 

public morals or social ethics, they have direct and extensive effect on 

the society and the damage caused by such falsification is irreparable. 

For example, in case of advertisements of food or medicine, if the 

properties or effects of the advertised products are too much 

exaggerated or false, such advertisements may pose great health risk to 

the consumers and even further, endanger their life. Most importantly, 

for the children or adolescents who are not mature enough to discern 

truth from falsity of advertisements and vulnerable to the bad effect or 

possible damage caused by the false advertisements, those exaggerated 

or false advertisements may seriously damage their mental health or 

make them adhere to wrong information. Therefore, the legislative 

purpose of the Instant Provisions to preclude damage possibly caused 

by TV commercials thought conducting the prior review by the 

Review Board is legitimate.     

(2) Appropriateness of Means

The prior review of advertisements to prevent harmful, false or 

exaggerated advertisements from being broadcasted in advance is 

appropriate means to guarantee consumers' rights and protect fairness 

and publicness of broadcasting. 

But it is still questionable whether the governmental authority's 

meddling in such prior review is proper or not. Article 32 Section 2 

of the Former Act gave the authority of prior review to the 
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Commission (which became the Korean Communication Standards 

Commission on February 29, 2008) and Article 103 Section 2 of the 

Broadcasting Act and Article 68 Section 3 of the Enforcement Decree 

stated the Commission must entrust a private organization with prior 

review of broadcast advertisements. According to this, the Commission 

has entrusted the prior review to the Review Board, which has been 

in charge of prior review of commercial advertisements until now, 

following the 'Public Notice of entrustment of prior review of 

broadcast advertisements to a private organization' (Public Notice No. 

2000-3). The Review Board is composed of three Broadcast 

Advertisement Review Committees and one Broadcast Advertisement 

Review Standard Committee and the review of the TV commercial in 

this case is subject to the first Broadcast Advertisement Review 

Committee. As the majority opinion states supra, the Review Board 

cannot be regarded as completely free from the influence of 

government, given the facts that the administrative power intervenes in 

the composition of the Review Board; the Review Board is a private 

party entrusted with administrative function under the administrative 

law; and the Review Board's operational, personal and office expenses 

are paid by the Commission. 

Considering the current level and ability of advertisers or advertising 

companies in our country, it seems that a purely private review board 

with no interference of administrative power can fulfill the legislative 

purpose without any difficulty. Therefore, the Instant Provisions are 

not appropriate means to achieve the legislative purpose due to the 

intervention of governmental power in the formation and management 

of the Review Board. 

(3) Whether the Means is within the Scope Necessary to Achieve the 

Legislative Purpose

TV commercials contain inherent danger of being harmful, 

exaggerated or false advertisements, given its characteristics. Therefore, 

if no measures are taken to prevent such dangerous advertisements 

from being broadcasted beforehand, the negative influence on the 

consumers/viewers is irreparable once broadcasted due to their ripple 

effect in the whole society. Prior review as to whether an 
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advertisement is pernicious, exaggerated or false is an effective way to 

prevent such danger. And prior review of commercial advertisements 

has been conducted in almost all countries in the world. 

As prior review of commercial advertisements limits the freedom of 

expression guaranteed by the Constitution, however, it should be 

limited to the extent necessary to achieve the legislative purpose. 

Therefore, the scope of prior review should be tailored, considering, 

for example, whether the airing time of an advertisement is mostly 

watched by children or adolescents; whether the advertisement is 

broadcasted in cable or public broadcasting channels; and whether the 

characteristics of the broadcasting channels require prior review 

(currently, pursuant to Article 73 Section 3 of the Broadcasting Act, 

the broadcasting for the presentation and marketing of the relevant 

products (so called, home shopping channels) shall not be considered 

a commercial broadcast advertisement). The Instant Provisions 

uniformly subject all television advertisements to prior review, 

exceeding the scope to achieve the legislative purpose, thereby limiting 

the freedom of expression. 

(4) Balance between Legal Interests

In light of the damage to the viewers, especially for children and 

adolescents, caused by a TV commercial which does not undergo 

necessary prior review, the need to conduct prior review may be 

reasonable. But the disadvantage caused by the over broad and vague 

application of prior review, namely the restriction against the freedom 

of expression imposed on the advertisers, is also not dwarfed by the 

aforementioned public interest. Therefore, the Instant Provisions are 

unconstitutional in some part, failing to strike balance between legal 

interests. 

(5) Sub-conclusion 

As reviewed supra, the absolute, uniform application of the Instant 

Provisions to all types of commercial advertisements does not conform 

to the rule of appropriateness of means and the rule of balance 

between legal interests. Further, the extent of limitation imposed on 
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the commercial advertisements exceeds the scope necessary to achieve 

the legislative purpose. Therefore, certain parts of the Instant 

Provisions infringe upon the complainant's freedom of expression, in 

violation of the principle against excessive restriction.    

D. Conclusion 

  

According to the Constitution, the absolute prohibition against prior 

censorship does not apply to TV commercial advertisements. And, as  

reviewed, some of the Instant Provisions are clearly in violation of the 

rule against excessive restriction under the Constitution. At the same 

time, however, others contain constitutional elements, too. Therefore, it 

is reasonable that a decision of incompatibility with the Constitution 

should be declared, thereby allowing succeeding legislations to 

eliminate unconstitutional elements in the Instant Provisions.

Justices Lee Kang-kook (Presiding Justice), Lee Kong-hyun, Cho 

Dae-hyen, Kim Hee-ok, Kim Jong-dae, Min Hyeong-ki, Lee Dong-heub,  

Mok Young-joon, Song Doo-hwan
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7. Stillborn Fetuses' Right to Claim for Damages Case
   [20-2(A) KCCR 91, 2004Hun-Ba81, July 31, 2008]

As regards Article 762 of the Civil Act, which stipulates that "an 

embryo or fetus shall, in respect of the claim for damages, be deemed 

to have been already born", the ordinary court, based on its 

consideration of Article 3 of the Civil Act that states "all persons 

shall be subjects of rights and duties throughout their lives", interprets 

that a fetus shall have the claim for damages provided that it is born 

alive. In the same vein, the ordinary court denies the fetuses that die 

before birth the claim for damages against violation of their right to 

life. The issue of this case was whether the aforementioned provisions 

causing the said consequences violated the State's obligation to 

safeguard people's basic rights due to insufficient protection of fetuses' 

right to life. The Constitutional Court, in this regard, decided that the 

provisions at issue were constitutional. 

Background of the Case

The petitioners of this case are parents of a baby stillborn from 

medical malpractice who filed for damages against the doctor in 

charge, arguing that if the fetuses have the right to claim for damages 

as they enjoy the capacity to rights and that if the fetuses are 

stillborn the claim is inherited to their parents who should have been 

the persons with parental authority had the fetuses been born. The 

petitioners, during their trial on appeal, filed a motion to request for a 

constitutional review of Article 3 and 762 of the Civil Act and, 

following the denying of the motion, filed a complaint with the 

Constitutional Court saying that the abovementioned provisions were 

unconstitutional. 

Summary of Decision

In an opinion of 6 to 2, the Constitutional Court issued a decision 

that the provisions at issue are not in contradiction to the Constitution 

for the following reasons:

1. Majority Opinion
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A. All human beings are subjects of the right to life safeguarded by 

the Constitution, and the fetuses as evolving lives should also be 

entitled to the same right to life. Fetuses, therefore, are also the 

subjects of right to life specified in the Constitution, and the State is 

obligated to protect the life of a fetus in accordance with Article 10 

of the Constitution.

B. In case the State restricts the basic rights in exercising its power 

for passive defense, the restriction, in accordance with Article 37 

Section 2 of the Constitution, is limited to cases necessary for the 

guarantee of national security, maintenance of law and order or public 

welfare. In addition, the restrictions cannot infringe the essence of 

freedom and rights, should take the form of laws, and the scope of 

violation should be confined to the minimum. However, when the 

State affirmatively assumes the responsibility of taking overall 

measures to guarantee people's basic rights, it is difficult to see that 

the state of protection falling short of people's ideal standard is always 

unconstitutional. This is because the State's fulfillment of the 

obligation to protect basic rights is only materialized through 

legislation, and how and to what extent the State must implement the 

obligation of protection falls under the scope of legislative discretion 

of the legislators in considering overall circumstances and judging the 

legislative policies accordingly. 

Admittedly, it is ideal for the legislators to maximize the realization 

of fulfilling its obligation to protect basic rights, but such ideal standard 

cannot serve as the standard of review for the Constitutional Court 

based on which to judge the constitutionality. The Constitutional Court, 

from the perspective of separation of powers, reviews the observance of 

the "the principle of prohibition of insufficient protection", that is, 

whether the State took the appropriate and efficient minimum protective 

measures for the sake of protecting people's basic rights. Therefore, 

infringement on basic rights through or incomplete legislation can be 

acknowledged only in cases where there exists an evident violation of 

the legislators' obligation to protect basic rights. In other words, the 

Constitutional Court can find the State's violation of its duty of 

protecting basic rights provided that the State did not take any 

protective measures to protect the legal interest of the people or that 
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the State measures are apparently inadequate or insufficient (see 9-1 

KCCR 90, 90Hun-Ma110, January 16, 1997). 

C. The State has the responsibility to devise various protective 

measures for fetuses as they have lives as human beings. However, 

such obligation of the State to protect basic rights does not lead to 

constitutional commitment that fetuses should also enjoy the capacity 

to rights as required by the Civil Act, whether they are prenatal or 

postnatal. The quest for legal stability stemming from a constitutional 

State requires that a clear time point be determined to the possible 

extent as to when the capacity to rights begins. In that sense, the 

formation of life of human beings may be recognized as starting from 

a certain point before birth, but it cannot be said that it is 

unconstitutional to view that life starts from birth. 

Legislators are fully executing preventive norms against risks of 

direct infringement of fetuses' lives through relevant regulations such 

as the Criminal Act and the Mother and Child Health Act. In that 

sense, the fact alone that the provisions at issue do not admit the 

stillborn fetuses' right to damage claims against illegal violation of 

right to life cannot be criticized that the legislators did not take the 

least protective measure required of the State in protecting the life of 

fetuses. 

Being an identical life throughout the successive evolving stages of 

life itself does not necessarily require the same legal effect. The legal 

order classifies life evolution into certain stages although the life 

remains identical, and it is not impossible to apply different legal 

effects to each development stage. For instance, the Criminal Act 

generally treats fetuses as objects of abortion crimes, whereas fetuses, 

from the point of mothers' labor, are deemed as human beings, turning 

into objects of murder and subject to different degree of punishment 

for violation of life according to each stage of life. Furthermore, 

fetuses turn into objects of abortion crimes starting from the point of 

fertilized eggs' implantation in uterus. As implantation takes place 

around 14 days from fertilization, no form of protection before 

implantation is executed under the Criminal Act. As such, the legal 

order does not always grants the same legal protection or effect 

throughout the entire stages of life. 
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The provisions at issue also deny the right to claim for damages of 

fetuses that failed to be born unlike postnatal fetuses, thereby bringing 

disadvantageous consequences to unborn fetuses. However, such 

outcome results from the need to ensure legal stability as demanded 

by private law, which derives from the principle of the State of rule 

of law, and thus are constitutionally justified. Therefore, the existence 

of such discriminative legal measures itself cannot be viewed as a 

result of not fully taking the least legislative measures needed for the 

State's protection of basic rights and causing unconstitutional lack of 

or incomplete legislation. 

If so, although the provisions at issue acknowledge the claim for 

damages under the condition that rights to capacity will be granted 

according to the time of birth and that fetuses will live to birth, such 

attitude about legislation is hard to be seen as having crossed the 

boundary of power to formulate legislation. Therefore, the provisions 

at issue are not to be seen as having violated the State's obligation of 

protecting the right to life. 

2. Dissenting Opinions of Two Justices

A. Opinion of Justice Cho Dae-hyen (Limitedly unconstitutional)

Article 762 of the Civil Act recognizes the right to capacity of 

attaining the damage claims even during the prenatal period, which is 

a special regulation that specifies an exception to Article 3 of the Act 

that states general principles of the applicable period of capacity 

rights. In case Article 762 of the Civil Act, the special regulation, is 

applied, the general regulation Article 3 of the Civil Act will not be 

enforced. 

In applying Article 762 of the Civil Act, the Supreme Court 

interprets that fetuses have the claim for damages against torts 

provided that they live to be born. This interpretation of law only 

protects postnatal fetuses, so only those who live until birth are 

retroactively protected against torts occurred during the fetal stage, and 

prenatal fetuses themselves do not enjoy the protection. In addition, 

the damage claim is admitted in case a fetus is injured or parents die 

due to others' illegal acts but is denied when the fetus dies from an 
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illegal act. Such interpretation of law reduces the idea of Article 762 

of the Civil Act designed to protect dignity and value of fetuses and 

thus violates the dignity and value of fetuses guaranteed under Article 

10 of the Constitution. 

In conclusion, it should be declared that interpreting that Article 762 

of the Civil Act is applied only to fetuses that live to birth is 

incompatible with Article 10 of the Constitution.

B. Opinion of Justice Kim Jong-dae (Limitedly unconstitutional)

If Article 762 of the Civil Act that stipulates "an embryo or fetus 

shall, in respect of the claim for damages, be deemed to have been 

already born" is not regarded as a special regulation of Article 3 of 

the Act and, solely based on general interpretation of Article 3, view 

that "only postnatal fetuses attain the claim for damages except that 

the effect of the claim takes place retroactively to the fetal stage", the 

fetus whose right to life is violated is unable to gain the damage 

claim as its birth is evidently impossible, and the one that has 

violated the life of fetus is not held accountable in judicial terms. 

This results from disrespect for fetal life by not recognizing for its 

substantial value but as fictitious and conditional being and the State 

failing to fulfill its duty to protect dignity and value as human beings 

and individual life. 

Therefore, to interpret that Article 762 of the Civil Act allows 

claims for damages only to post-natal fetuses is in violation of Article 

10, Sentence 2 of the Constitution that defines the duty to protect 

basic rights, which is unconstitutional. 

--------------------------------------

Parties

Petitioners 
 1. Shin ○-ho

 2. Jung ○-mi
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 3. Shin ○-jae

 4. Shin ○-chang 

 Shin ○-ho and Jung ○-mi are legal representatives with parental 

authority (father and mother, respectively) of the underage 

complainants 3 and 4.

 petitioners' attorneys are Shin Chang-eon and two others

Underlying case
 Supreme Court, 2004Da29170, Damages (Eui)

Holding

1. Article 3 and 762 of the Civil Act do not violate the 

Constitution. 

2. The constitutional complaints of the petitioners Jung ○-mi, Shin 

○-jae, Shin ○-chang are dismissed.

Reasoning

1. Introduction of the Case and Subject Matter of Review

A. Introduction of  the Case 

(1) Petitioners Shin ○-ho and Jung ○-mi are a married couple, and 

Shin ○-jae and Shin ○-chang are their children. Since May 8, 2002 

after the conception of her third child, the Petitioner Jung ○-mi had 

started receiving regular checkups at Shinsegae Women's Hospital, 

where the defendant Kim ○-soo works. 

(2) Petitioner Jung ○-mi underwent a triple marker test at Shinsegae 

Women's Hospital for prenatal defect detection on July, 22, 2002 (16 

weeks, 2 days pregnant) and was found to have an increased risk for 

Edwards Syndrome at 1 in 100. Kim ○-soo recommended an amniotic 

fluid test in order to precisely determine whether the fetus is 

deformed and, with the consent of Petitioner Jun ○-mi, conducted an 

amniocentesis on July 25, 2002.
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(3) However, Kim ○-soo did not inform complainant Jung ○-mi in 

detail of the complications and risks of miscarriage that can occur 

from the stated test and therefore failed to fulfill his obligation for 

explanation as a doctor, and neither did he take appropriate measures 

when Petitioner Jung ○-mi revisited the said hospital and complained 

of fever and stomachache as she had developed symptoms of infection 

and premature rupture of membranes-complications of the 

amniocentesis. Petitioner Jung ○-mi underwent an ultrasound test at 

○ hospital on August 3, 2002, the result of which found that she 

barely had amniotic fluid due to amnion rupture. The fetus then died 

prenatally the next day (19 weeks pregnant). 

(4) Petitioners filed a lawsuit seeking compensation for damages 

against defendant Kim ○-soo with the Incheon District Court, arguing 

that fetuses also have the right to claim damages and that the said 

right of a stillborn child is inherited to their parents―those who would 

have the parental authority had they been born normally. However, the 

request (the subject matter of the underlying case that presupposes the 

inheritance of the fetus's right to claim damages) was denied in the 

appeal as well as the first instance. In response, the Petitioners 

appealed to the Supreme Court on May 27, 2004 and, during their 

trial on appeal, filed a motion to request for a constitutional review of 

Article 3 and 762 of the Civil Act (2004KaGi87). The Supreme Court 

notwithstanding dismissed the appeal and the denied motion on 

September 3, 2004, which was notified to the Petitioners on September 

10, 2004. 

(5) Petitioner Shin ○-ho appealed for a court-appointed counsel with 

the Constitutional Court on September 15, 2004 but had been refused 

on October 12, 2004, whereafter he had his attorney as his legal 

representative and filed a constitutional complaint in this case on 

October 28, 2004 arguing that abovementioned provisions infringe the 

basic rights of the fetus. 

B. Subject matter of review

The subject matter of review in the instant constitutional complaint 
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is whether Article 3 and 762 (hereinafter, combined as "Provisions") 

of the Civil Act (Enacted as Act No.471 on February 22, 1958) are 

unconstitutional, and the text of the Provisions subject to review are 

as follows:

Article 3 (Duration of Enjoyment of Rights and Duties) 

All persons shall be subjects of rights and duties throughout their 

lives. 

Article 762 (Status of Unborn Child in respect of Claims for 

Damage)

An embryo or fetus shall, in respect of the claim for damages, be 

deemed to have been already born. 

2. Arguments of Petitioners and Related Bodies  

(intentionally omitted)

3. Review on Justiciability 

A. Constitutional complaint filing period

(1) Regarding of petitioner Shin ○-ho 

Petitioner Shin was notified on september 10, 2004 that his motion 

to request for a constitutional review of statute was denied.

Five day after, 0n september 15, 2004, Petitioner Shin applied to 

the Constitutional Court for appointment of court-appointed counsel. 

This application was refused on October 12, 2004, which was notified 

to the petitioner on October 18, 2004. In accordance with Article 70 

Section 4 of the Constitutional Court Act, in case the application for 

court-appointed counsel is refused, the period from the application date 

to notification date shall not be included in calculating the complaint 

filing period as prescribed in Article 69. 

Then at least the period from September 15 to October 18, 2004 is 

not included in the filing period specified in the above-mentioned 

Article 69. Thus, the Petitioner's filing period starting October 28, 

2004 does not exceed the period designated in Article 69 Section 2 of 

the Constitutional Court Act. 
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(2) Regarding filing of Petitioners Jung ○-mi, Shin ○-jae and Shin ○

-chang

Constitutional complaint under Article 68 Section 2 of the 

Constitutional Court Act should be requested within 30 days from 

when the motion to request for a constitutional review of statutes is 

denied (Article 69 Section 2 of the Constitutional Court Act), but the 

above petitioners filed the complaint in this case on October 28, 2004, 

which is 49 days past the date when the denying of motion to 

requesting for constitutional review of statutes was notified on 

September 10, 2004. Therefore, the filing of  this petitioners exceeded 

the designated filing period and is thus nonjusticiable.

B. Precondition for the underlying case

(1) Article 3 of the Civil Act

Article 3 of the Civil Act defines the start and end point of persons 

entitled to rights under the Act, and the current prevailing theory and 

case law interprets this article that human life begins with childbirth. 

According to this interpretation, the right of a fetus is, in principle, 

not recognized by the provision. Since the right to claim damages of 

a stillborn fetus due to torts is at issue in the underlying case, it is to 

be determined whether Article 3 of the Civil Act, which denies the 

enjoyment of rights by of fetuses in general, is applicable in this case. 

Article 762 of the Civil Act provides that "an embryo or fetus 

shall, in respect of the claim for damages, be deemed to have been 

already born", and it is possible to recognize the right to damage 

claim of a stillborn fetus if the provision is interpreted on the face. 

Nevertheless, the reason why stillborn babies are denied their right to 

damage claim is that the ordinary court jointly applies Article 3 of 

the Civil Act, which defines that all person shall be subjects of rights 

and duties throughout their lives. In other words, it is Article 3, not 

interpretation of Article 762, that denies the stillborn fetuses right to 

claim damages. Since Article 3 of the Civil Act should be considered 

as being applied to the underling case, it is rendered relevant as 

precondition to the disposition of the underlying case. 
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(2) Article 762 of the Civil Act

The holding or conclusion of the underlying case may be affected 

or legal meaning about the contents or effectiveness of the underlying 

case may be affected, according to whether the Article 762 above, 

which has been interpreted in consideration of Article 3 by ordinary 

courts, is constitutional.

C. Whether filing of petitioner Shin ○-ho is nonjusticiable as 

challenging statutory interpretation  

The Minister of Justice argues that the petitioner in this case does 

not challenge the constitutionality of a statutory provision itself but 

challenges the constitutionality of statutory interpretation and therefore 

does not constitute a constitutional complaint. Although denial of a 

stillborn baby's holding of legal rights is based on interpretation of the 

Provisions,  ordinary courts has been to interpret Article 762, which 

deems fetuses to have already been born, in consideration of Article 

3. Such interpretation by courts, as seen below, is an established 

precedent and has a certain group of cases that has been accumulated 

over a considerable period so as to judge that there is the "issue of 

constitutionality of provisions subject to review materialized by court 

interpretation". Therefore, the complaint in this case can be considered 

a case challenging the constitutionality of the statutory provision itself 

and is thus justiciable.

 

D. Sub-conclusion

This constitutional complaint of petitioner Shin ○-ho is justiciable, 

but that of other petitioners have exceeded the time limit for filing 

and is thus nonjusticiable. 

4. Review on Merits

A. Relevant basic rights

The Provisions, unlike regulation of abortion as prescribed in the 
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Criminal Act aimed at direct protection of the right to life, concern 

damage claim after the act of violating life, but the constitutionality of 

the Provisions directly relate to the right to life - a basic right under 

the Constitution - since the right to claim damages for violation of 

life is one that seeks compensation for the that of life violation. 

Therefore, as seen below, judgment on the constitutionality of the 

Provisions requires review of whether the State violated its duty to 

protect basic rights, herein the right to life. 

On the other hand, denying the right to claim damages of fetuses 

that died before birth despite the infringement on life during the fetal 

stage on grounds that they did not live to birth, while recognizing the 

right to claim for bodily damage of fetuses that were born alive 

results in discrimination of the two different cases solely based on the 

criteria of birth. However, insofar as the Provisions are deemed not to 

be in violation of the State's duty to protect the basic right to life, 

such discrimination is reasonable and difficult to be viewed as 

contradicting the right to equality. Therefore, as long as the subject 

matter of review is whether the Provisions violate the State's duty to 

protect people's basic rights concerning the right to life, there is no 

need for a separate review of whether equality rights guaranteed under 

the Constitution has been infringe. 

Then, judgment on the constitutionality of the Provisions could be 

fully substituted by reviewing whether the State fulfilled its duty to 

protect basic rights, specifically the directly relevant right to life 

guaranteed under the Constitution, so no more review will be carried 

out regarding the infringement on equality rights. 

B. Whether fetuses are entitled to right to life

The life of a human being is valuable and indispensable source of 

dignified human existence. Such right concerning life, or the right to 

life, is a priori and natural right based on human's survival instinct 

and raison d'être although it is not written into the Constitution. As 

such, it is the most basic right that acts as the premise of all basic 

rights protected under the Constitution (see 8-2 KCCR 537, 

95Hun-Ba1, November 28, 1996). All human beings are entitled to the 

right to life as prescribed by the Constitution, and fetuses in the 
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formation of life should have their right to life recognized as well. 

Therefore, fetuses are also entitled to the right to life under the 

Constitution, and the State has the obligation to protect the life of 

fetuses in accordance with Article 10 of the Constitution. 

C. Significance of Provisions and issues of the case

Article 3 of the Civil Act provides that "all persons shall be 

subjects of rights and duties throughout their lives". Thus a person 

can be a holder  of rights provided in the Act from his/her birth. As 

regards exactly when birth takes place, case law and theories adhere 

to the theory that human life begins with childbirth. Thus, a fetus in 

the stage preceding birth is in principle is denied to be a holder of 

legal rights under the Act. Yet, the Civil Act protects fetuses through 

provisions which protect unborn fetuses in case they need to be 

protected for their rights in relation to torts. For this reason, an 

unborn fetus, though exceptionally, can be protected under the Civil 

Act, and Article 762 of the Act, which stipulates that "an embryo or 

fetus shall, in respect of the claim for damages, be deemed to have 

been already born", is also one of such exceptional protective 

provisions. Yet, the court, in interpreting individual protective 

provisions concerning fetuses, considers the purpose of Article 3 of 

the Act and views that fetuses are also given the capacity of 

enjoyment of rights retroactively provided that they are born alive 

(known as theory that enjoyment of rights is granted to fetuses on the 

condition that the fetus is born alive, refer to Supreme Court Decision 

76Da1365, decided on September 14, 1976). Therefore, as in this case 

where the fetus fails to be born and faces death, there is no room for 

the fetus to enjoy of legal rights or right to claim damages 

recognized. 

After all, the issue in this case is the constitutionality of an 

incomplete legislation or a legislative omission in which the State fails 

to take legislative actions to recognize the fetus's right to claim 

damages for violation of life by individuals. Yet, even though the 

State takes a legislative action to recognize the right of fetuses to 

claim damages for violation of life, such right to claim is realized 

only after the violation takes place. In that sense, it is difficult to 
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view that fetuses' right to damage claim for life violation is readily 

derived from, or, in itself, serving as the right to life. If fetuses'right 

to claim damages is nevertheless recognized, it is fully predictable that 

the resulting deterrence effect will reinforce general prevention of 

violating fetal life. From this perspective, a review is required as to if 

the current legal system which does not allow fetuses' right to claim 

damages serve to fulfill the State's duty of protecting basic rights to 

protect fetal life.  

Meanwhile, the Criminal Act incriminates the act of violating the 

right to life of fetuses, and the Mother and Child Health Act protects 

fetal life by restricting abortion. The Civil Act also provides for 

measures to protect the interests of fetuses that live to birth via 

Article 762 or other individual protective provisions. In other words, 

the minimum legislative actions aimed at protecting life or other 

interests of fetuses do exist in the current legal system. Therefore, the 

key to this case is whether the State should be deemed to have 

fulfilled its obligation of protecting basic rights, herein the right to life 

of fetuses, only when the right to claim damage for fetal life violation 

is definitely recognized in addition to the existing protective measures. 

D. Whether the Provisions neglect the protection of fetuses' right to life 

and violate the State's duty to protect basic rights

(1) The second sentence in Article 10 of the Constitution provides 

that "it shall be the duty of the State to confirm and guarantee the 

fundamental and inviolable human rights of individuals" and thereby 

proclaiming the State's duty to actively protect basic rights. Such 

proclamation reiterates that the State has the duty not only to make 

efforts toward protecting people's basic rights in its relationship with 

the people but also to respect and protect basic rights under the 

Constitution even in establishing judicial order that governs the 

relations between citizens. 

Still, since the State's duty to actively protect people's basic rights 

can ultimately be realized through legislative acts by legislators, the 

duty is fundamentally different from the basic right in its passive 

sense of protection from governmental interference in that such passive 

aspect of basic rights merits extensive protection under the 
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Constitution solely through simple existence of basic rights without 

being activated by legislative actions. 

In case the State restricts the basic right in its passive sense of 

protection from governmental interference, the restriction thereof shall 

be limited, pursuant to Article 37 Section 2 of the Constitution, to 

only when it is required to achieve national security, law and order or 

public welfare. The essence of freedom and rights cannot be infringed 

upon, and the form of restriction must be by statute with minimum 

necessary degree of invasiveness. Yet, when the State takes charge of 

the duty to take all possible measures to guarantee people's basic 

rights, it is not necessarily against the Constitution just because the 

level of protection falls short of people's ideal expectations. This is 

because the fulfillment of the State's duty to protect basic rights is 

only materialized through legislative actions by the legislators and also 

because to what extent the State has to fulfill its duty of protection is 

a matter of legislative discretion which the legislator should decide 

based on legislative policies with overall circumstances taken into 

account. 

Indeed, it would be most ideal for the legislators to fulfill their 

duty of protecting basic rights to the maximum extent, but such an 

ideal standard cannot serve as the standard the Constitutional Court's 

review of constitutionality. Rather, the Constitutional Court reviews 

under the rule of prohibition of insufficient protection, which means 

the review is based on whether the State at least took the adequate, 

efficient and minimum protective measures in order to protect people's 

basic rights. Thus, the statement for infringement on basic rights by 

legislative omission or incomplete legislation can be validated only 

when the legislators evidently violate their duty to protect basic rights. 

In other words, the Constitutional Court can find the State to be 

responsible for violating its duty of protection limited to cases where 

either the State did not take any protective measures for people's 

interests or the adopted measures were clearly inadequate or 

insufficient (see 9-1 KCCR 90, 90Hun-Ma110, January 16, 1997). 

(2) It is also advised to review the Provisions focusing on whether 

the legislators are equipped with the adequate, efficient and minimum 

protective measures in implementing their duty of protecting basic 
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rights. As the State takes legislative measures to protect the right to 

life, it is not impossible to differentiate the level or means of 

protection depending on the developmental stage of human life. For 

instance, the Criminal Act differentiates the means of protection in 

penalizing the act of infringement on right to life by categorizing into 

homicide, infant homicide and abortion according to life stages, and 

the Provisions also differentiate protection by distinguishing before 

from after birth. However, whether such differentiation or distinction 

can be justified should be discussed from the perspective of 

"implementation of the duty to protect basic rights" instead of the rule 

against excessive restriction. This is because the rule against excessive 

restriction is applied when the State restricts basic rights in the sense 

of passive protection, not, as in this case, when deciding the proper 

means to protecting life in each developmental stage as at issue is the 

infringement on basic interests between citizens, not basic rights 

involving the relationship between individuals and the State. 

(3) Pursuant to the Provisions, stillborn fetuses are not entitled to 

the right to claim damages for unjustified violation of life. Yet, 

whether their right to claim damages will be acknowledged by law is 

a matter of ex post facto permission of damage compensation for torts 

of life violation instead of a direct means to protect fetal life, and 

thus whether to recognize such damage compensation falls into the 

area of legislative discretion. 

Admittedly, a fetus is a human life in formation, and the State has 

the duty to provide for various protective measures for the fetus. 

However, this does not mean that the Constitution demands such duty 

of basic rights protection be extended to recognizing the fetus's 

general enjoyment of rights under the Civil Act irrespective of 

whether or not the fetus is born alive. The need to ensure legal 

stability which derives from the principle of the State of rule of law 

requires that the clearest-possible time point be determined regarding 

when the acquisition of enjoyment of rights begins. Therefore, even 

though human life is recognized from a certain time point before 

birth, it cannot be said that it is against the Constitution to legally 

view the beginning of human life as childbirth. It would not 

necessarily be impossible to set the period of holding of rights as a 
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certain point before childbirth, but even if possible, many obstacles are 

amply predictable in determining and attesting to the existence of 

enjoyment of rights in specific legal relationships. 

(4) Meanwhile, the Criminal Act, with the purpose of protecting 

fetal life, provides that those who procure her own miscarriage 

through artificial means before the expected delivery period or taking 

life of a fetus whilst in mother's body shall be punished for abortion 

crimes (Articles 269, 270 of the Criminal Act). At the same time, 

Article 14 of the Mother and Child Health Act allows for exceptions 

for induced abortion operation limited to five justifiable reasons, while 

Article 15 of the Enforcement Decree of the Act regulates abortion 

operation by permitting such operation only within 28 weeks of 

pregnancy. 

As such, the legislators fully prevent the risk of direct violation of 

fetal life through relevant provisions such as the Criminal Act and 

Mother and Child Health Act, so denying fetuses the right to claim 

damages for torts of life violation limited to cases in which they are 

stillborn alone cannot be the ground for condemning the legislator for 

not having taken the minimum protective measure for fetal life 

required of the State. Also, as the damage claim for torts committed 

during fetal stage in case the fetus is born alive can be effectively 

exercised under Article 762 of the Civil Act, fetuses are fully 

protected from bodily and health damage as long as they are born 

alive. 

(5) The legal effect should not always be the same for every life 

throughout the stages of continuous development. Even if life is all 

the same, it is not impossible for legal order to divide the course of 

life development into stages and impose different legal effects on each 

stage. For instance, in the Criminal Act fetuses are generally 

considered objects of abortion crimes but from mothers' labor turn into 

objects of murder crimes, which means the level of punishment varies 

by life stages. Furthermore, fetuses become objects of abortion crimes 

from conception of fertilized eggs in the womb, and life before 

conception is by no means protected under the Criminal Act as 

conception takes places approximately 14 days after fertilization. As 
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such, it is not the case that legal order always gives the same legal 

protection throughout stages of life. The Provisions also deny the right 

to claim damages in case fetuses fail to be born alive unlike those 

born alive, thereby disadvantaging the former. Still, such outcome 

results from the need to ensure legal stability as demanded in private 

law relations, which derives from the principle of the State of rule of 

law, and thus are constitutionally justified. Furthermore, the existence 

of such discriminatory legislative measure alone cannot be the reason 

to judge that the State did not take minimum legislative actions 

needed to protect basic rights and this resulted in unconstitutional 

deficiency in legislation or incomplete legislation.

 

(6) In the Civil Act, all individuals are entitled to enjoy legal rights, 

or the abstract and general qualification for the entitlement to the right 

and duty in private law relations. Yet, as aforementioned, the time 

period as to when such entitlement to rights, which serves as the 

cornerstone for judicial relationships, can be acquired has to be clear 

above all, and it is advised in that regard to go hand in hand with 

other countries that pursue same legal ideologies. From the perspective 

of comparative law, Germany or Switzerland have written into law 

that enjoyment of rights of human beings begins with "completion of 

birth", and the law of Switzerland, in particular, specifies that 

enjoyment of rights fetuses are recognized on the condition that they 

are born alive. It is also difficult to find examples of legislation or 

practice that recognize the right to claim damages of stillborn fetuses.

 

(7) Even though the Provisions determine whether or not to grant 

enjoyment of rights based on birth and recognize the fetal right to 

claim damages provided that they are born alive, it is difficult to view 

that such legislative attitude clearly crossed the boundary of legislative 

power to formulate legislation. Therefore, the Provisions cannot be 

considered a contradiction to the State duty of protecting people's right 

to life.

 

5. Conclusion

For the stated reasons, this constitutional complaints of the 
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petitioners Jung ○-mi, Shin ○-jae and Shin ○-chang are 

nonjusticiable, and Article 3 and 762 of the Civil Act do not violate 

the Constitution and are thus decided as the Holding herein. This 

decision is based on the consensus of all Justices involved, except the 

opinions of limited unconstitutionality by Justice Cho Dae-hyen and 

that by Justice Kim Jong-dae. 

6. Opinion of Limited Unconstitutionality by Justice Cho Dae-hyen

Neither Article 3 nor 762 of the Civil Act is difficult to be seen 

unconstitutional, but interpreting that Article 762 is applied only when 

the fetus is born alive is considered to be in violation of Article 10 

of the Constitution.

All citizens shall be assured of human worth and dignity, and it 

shall be the duty of the State to confirm and guarantee such values 

(Article 10 of the Constitution). Human worth and dignity are the 

foremost values respected by the Constitution, and all of the State 

actions involving the legislature, executive and judiciary should be 

taken in a way that most guarantees human worth and dignity. 

Fetuses are human beings in formation. Fetuses grow with the 

supply of nutrition and oxygen in the womb of their mothers' bodies 

but later form separate bodies with different blood, independent brain 

cells and neural tissues. As such, fetuses are lives growing into 

independent human beings, so it is to be viewed that they, as human 

beings in formation, enjoy human dignity and value deserving due 

protection even before birth. It should be considered that the dignity 

and value of fetuses should also be respected and protected as 

prescribed by Article 10 of the Constitution. 

Article 3 of the Civil Act provides that "all persons shall be 

subjects of rights and duties throughout their lives", and fetuses "shall 

be considered as born" in case they require special protection: in case 

of damage from torts (Article 762 of the Civil Act); a father's 

affiliation of unborn child (Article 858 of the Civil Act); and unborn 

child's inheritance or bequest (Article 1000 Section 3, Article 1064 of 

the Civil Act). Therefore, it is interpreted that general enjoyment of 

rights by human beings is only recognized for those who are born, 

and unborn fetuses are not entitled to legal rights in principle with 
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special exceptions as prescribed by law. Enjoyment of rights is an 

entitlement to rights and duties. Unborn fetuses, while growing into 

human beings depending on the mother's body in the womb, generally 

do not form legal relations or relationship of rights and duties except 

for special cases, so it is fair to say that there is no need to 

recognize general enjoyment of rights by fetuses. Therefore, 

recognizing fetal holding of rights only when there is the necessity 

(damage claim for torts, affiliation, inheritance, bequest, etc.) while 

basically not granting it to unborn fetuses, as a whole, is hardly a 

disregard for fetal dignity and value or a violation of the Constitution. 

The reason why it is difficult to consider that Article 3 of the Civil 

Act disregards fetal dignity and value or violates the Constitution is 

because there are exceptional regulations that recognize fetal holding 

of rights in case there is the need (damage claim for torts, affiliation, 

inheritance, bequest, etc.). However, not allowing such exceptions 

despite the need or unjustifiably reducing purpose or the scope of 

application of such exceptional regulations and thereby disregarding 

fetuses' dignity and value should be considered a violation of Article 

10 of the Constitution.

Article 762 of the Civil Act provides that even unborn fetuses are 

entitled to the right to claim damages for torts with the purpose of 

protecting fetuses. The provision applies not only to cases where life 

of fetuses are violated but also to when, as referable to Article 752 of 

the Act, there is damage to the body or lineal ascendants and the 

spouse. It is therefore appropriate to see that Article 762 is a 

provision that aims at protecting the dignity and value as well as the 

right to life of fetuses. 

As Article 762 of the Civil Act grants unborn fetuses the right to 

claim damages, this serves as a priority regulation that provides for an 

exception to Article 3 that sets forth a general principle for duration 

of holding of rights. It is to be viewed that Article 3, a general 

regulation, does not apply when Article 762 as a priority regulation is 

applied. For this reason, a fetus is entitled to obtain, maintain and 

exercise the right to claim damages even before birth, and, even when 

the fetus dies, the already recognized enjoyment of rights does not 

disappear retroactively but is maintained until and lapses at the time 

of death. Even when the fetus fails to be born alive, its right to 
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claim damages that had already been obtained does not become 

invalid from the first place or is extinguished retroactively, but is to 

be viewed that the fetus holds the right until death and inherits the 

right from death. This interpretation is a way to protect the dignity 

and value of fetuses in consideration of the purpose of enacting 

priority regulations such as Article 762 and the demand of Article 10 

of the Constitution. 

The interpretation of the Supreme Court is integrated into law and, 

with its normative power, serves as the standard for adjudication. 

Thus, if the Supreme Court's law interpretation is unconstitutional, the 

adjudication carried out accordingly will also involve 

unconstitutionality. For this reason, in case the Supreme Court's law 

interpretation is unconstitutional, the Constitutional Court will have to 

identify whether such interpretation of law leading to integration into 

law violates the Constitution, thereby removing such legal 

interpretation or the law itself and securing the constitutionality of 

legal contents. That is the cause of adjudication on constitutionality of 

statutes and the way to securing the highest normative power of the 

Constitution. 

Ultimately, interpreting that application of Article 762 of the Civil 

Act is limited to when the fetus is born alive must be declared to be 

in violation of Article 10 of the Constitution. 

7. Opinion of Limited Unconstitutionality by Justice Kim Jong-dae

A. Fetus's entitlement to basic rights 

The judgment as to whether fetuses are entitled to basic rights is an 

issue of whether fetuses should be considered as human beings. As all 

human beings are entitled to basic rights, fetuses' entitlement to basic 

rights cannot be denied as long as they are considered as human 

beings. Whether to recognize their basic rights is a matter of 

normative value judgment, but in the end it is a matter inevitably 

determined by biological perception since the entitlement to basic 

rights is granted not limited to those that qualify as human beings 

deserving basic rights but to all biological human beings. 

Some believe that human life begins at the point of conception, but 
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it is generally viewed in the biological or medical circle that 

individual human life takes place two weeks from fertilization, beyond 

the embryonic stage. In the oriental culture, fetuses become one year 

olds from birth and are considered to require education as shown in 

the term "prenatal education", which also seems to presuppose that 

fetuses are human beings. 

As such, fetuses should be deemed human beings and therefore 

justly entitled to basic rights.

B. Human dignity and value and right to life of fetuses

As fetuses are living organisms that should be considered human 

beings, they have human dignity and value and are entitled to basic 

rights. However, they still are incomplete human beings, connected to 

mothers' bodies on which their subsistence and growth entirely depend. 

In reality, there inevitably are limitations on basic rights to be 

guaranteed for fetuses although fetuses are ideally entitled to all basic 

rights (In fact, most of the basic rights such as personal liberty, 

freedom of residence and movement, freedom of occupation, freedom 

of religion and freedom of the press and publication are insignificant 

to fetuses.).

The right to life, of all basic rights, however, is a "proto-right" that 

guarantees the life of people that serves as a prerequisite to all basic 

rights which should be granted to fetuses before birth as well as after 

birth. This is evidently specified in Article 10 of the Constitution that 

defines human dignity and value. Therefore, it is appropriate to 

understand that recognition of fetuses' entitlement to basic rights based 

on their biological features implies the need to recognize their human 

dignity and value and thus guarantee the right to life. In that case, 

the right to life of fetuses involves recognizing that fetuses are 

substantially entitled to human dignity and value and protecting their 

life from direct and indirect violation. 

C. Constitutionality of the Provisions

(1) Article 3 of the Civil Act specifies that, "All persons shall be 

subjects of rights and duties throughout their lives", and the phrase 
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"throughout their lives" herein is interpreted from birth to death. 

Meanwhile, Article 762 of the Act provides that "An embryo or fetus 

shall, in respect of the claim damages, be deemed to have been 

already born", which sets forth a priority regulation to Article 3 of 

the Act regarding the damage claim of fetuses. Given that Article 3 

mainly covers property rights while Article 762 serves as a priority 

regulation, a proper contextual interpretation of Article 762 would 

make it unnecessary to debate the issue of constitutionality of the 

abovementioned provisions.

Still, if Article 762 is not viewed as a priority regulation of Article 

3 and is interpreted customarily that, "Fetuses obtain claim for 

damages only when they are born alive, except that the right to claim 

damages becomes effective retroactive to the fetal stage", this is, for 

the following reasons, inevitably seen as a violation of fetuses' human 

dignity and value as well as their right to life. 

(2) The second sentence of Article 10 of the Constitution provides 

that the State has the duty to confirm and guarantee the fundamental 

and inviolable rights. Therefore, the State is obligated to protect life 

of individuals in order to realize human dignity and, along with this 

obligation, to offer legal and institutional mechanism to protect life of 

people from intrusion by individuals. 

By holding judicially responsible those who have violated others' life 

through criminal punishment for homicide and entitlement to the right 

to claim damages, the State has placed the minimum legal and 

institutional measure to protect the life of people. 

Fetuses are no different from born-alive human beings in that they 

should also enjoy the dignity and value and the right to life. That is 

why those who violate life of fetuses are also held criminally 

responsible for abortion crimes and violation of the Mother and Child 

Health Act.

Yet, if Article 762 of the Civil Act, which provides that, "An 

embryo or fetus shall, in respect of the claim for damages, be deemed 

to have been already born" is interpreted that "Fetuses obtain claim 

for damages only when they are born alive, except that the right to 

claim damages becomes effective retroactively to the fetal stage", the 

fetus that has its life violated is evidently unable to be born alive and 
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thus becomes incapable of obtaining the right to claim damages, which 

means the person who violated life of the fetus does not hold any 

judicial responsibility. This amounts to the neglect of fetal life by 

perceiving it as fictional and conditional instead of on that holds 

existential value, and this is a result of the State's failure to fulfill its 

duty of protecting human dignity and value as well as individual life. 

(3) The State's neglect of its duty to protect basic rights by granting 

the right to claim damages limited to fetuses that are born alive in 

accordance with Article 762 would become more evident if we 

compare fetuses that die from torts of violation and those that are 

born alive just being injured. In case fetuses that have their rights 

violated by torts are born alive with injury, they are able to obtain 

the right to claim damages, whereas it is unable for fetuses to obtain 

the rights if they die from torts of violation. This implies that those 

who impair the body of fetuses are held judicially responsible whereas 

those who violate the life of fetuses are by no means held 

accountable, which is an evident violation of the duty to protect basic 

rights of fetuses imposed by the Constitution. 

D. Conclusion

 
Therefore, interpreting that Article 762 of the Civil Act grants the 

right to claim damages only to the fetuses that are born alive is 

inconsistent with the second sentence of Article 10 of the Constitution, 

which specifies the duty of basic rights protection. This infringes on 

the right to life as well as human dignity and value and ultimately 

violates the Constitution. 

Justices Lee Kang-kook (Presiding Justice), Lee Kong-hyun, Cho 

Dae-hyen, Kim Hee-ok, Kim Jong-dae, Min Hyeong-ki, Lee Dong-heub, 

Mok Young-joon, Song Doo-hwan
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8. Ban on Fetus Sex Identification Case
   [20-2(A) KCCR 236, 2004Hun-Ma1010, 2005Hun-Ba90 (consolidated), 

July 31, 2008]

In this case, the Constitutional Court ruled that provisions of the 

Medical Service Act which ban disclosure of the sex of a fetus are 

incompatible with the Constitution on the ground that such provisions 

not only infringe the physician's freedom of occupation, but also the 

parents' right to gain access to the information of the sex of their 

fetus without interference.

Background of the Case

1. 2004Hun-Ma1010 Case

The complainant married Lee ○-yeon on March 23, 2003 and 

registered the marriage around April 2003. The abovementioned Lee 

○-yeon became pregnant around May 2004, and upon conducting an 

ultrasound examination on December 23, 2004, she requested the 

physician to tell the sex of the fetus. The physician, however, refused 

on grounds of Article 19-2 Section 2 of the Medical Service Act 

which states that "no medical person shall divulge the sex of the fetus 

which he/she had discovered through a diagnosis or examination of a 

fetus or a pregnant woman, to the pregnant woman herself, her family 

or any other persons". At this, the complainant filed a constitutional 

complaint on December 28, 2004, about one month before the 

scheduled delivery date, claiming that such a provision infringed his 

basic rights. 

2. 2005Hun-Ba90 Case

The petitioner, a physician board certified in obstetrics and 

gynecology, has operated a maternity hospital in Dongjak-Gu, Seoul 

since 1999. The Minister for Health, Welfare, and Family Affairs 

ordered a 6 month suspension of the petitioner's physician's license on 

May 4, 2005, on the ground that the petitioner had confirmed the sex 

of a fetus to Ms. Choi ○-kyung, a mother of the fetus, three times 
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since July, 2001, thereby violating Article 19-2 Section 2 of the 

Medical Service Act.

Regarding the order of suspension, the petitioner filed a suit in the 

Seoul Administrative Court against the Minister, requesting cancellation 

of the license suspension (2005Gu-Hap16857). While this litigation was 

pending, the petitioner also filed a motion to request for a constitutional 

review of Article 19-2 Section 2 of the Medical Service Act. The court, 

however, denied both the request of cancellation of license suspension 

and the motion to request for a constitutional review of the Act on 

October 5, 2005. 

At this, the petitioner subsequently filed a constitutional complaint 

on November 4, 2005, claiming that the Article 19-2 Section 2 of the 

Medical Service Act infringed the petitioner's freedom of occupation. 

Regarding the underlying case, the petitioner has also appealed to 

the Seoul High Court (2005Nu24386) on October 18, 2005 and the 

case is still in the process of litigation.

Summary of Decision

Eight Justices of the Constitutional Court ruled that the Article 19-2 

Section 2 and Article 20 Section 2 of the Medical Service Act, which 

ban disclosure of the sex of a fetus, is incompatible with the 

Constitution (incompatible: five Justices, unconstitutional: three 

Justices), dissented by one Justice who rendered an opinion of 

constitutionality. The Court decided that such provisions not only 

infringe the physician's freedom of occupation, but also the parents' 

right to gain access to the information of the sex of their fetus 

without interference. The summary of the reasons is as follows.

1. Opinion of Five Justices (Incompatible with the Constitution) 

A. Banning physicians from disclosing fetal sex is intended to 

prevent abortions, especially sex selective ones carried out for reasons 

related to the sex of fetuses, thereby reducing sex ratio disparity 

among new born babies and protecting fetuses' right to life. Given the 

normal duration of pregnancy to be 40 weeks, there are certain stages 

of pregnancy during which an abortion can be relatively easily done. 
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After the early prenatal periods lapse, however, the practice becomes 

virtually impossible due to serious health concerns for the mother. 

Nevertheless, the Act, on the basis of a speculative assumption that 

sex selective abortions would be performed regardless of the stages of 

pregnancy, bans disclosure of the sex of a fetus to the parents even 

in the late prenatal period, thereby violating the principle of the least 

restrictive means. Moreover, the provision at issue of the Act fails to 

maintain the balance between legal interests as it places too much 

restrictions on the parents' right to gain access to the information of 

the sex of their fetus and on the physician's occupational freedom by 

banning physicians from providing such information even during the 

late stage of pregnancy in which carrying out an abortion is so 

unfeasible that there is little concern over the violation of the rights 

of the fetus. Therefore, the provision at issue is in violation of the 

Constitution.

B. Although the National Assembly revised all parts of the Medical 

Service Act on April 11, 2007, as Act No. 8366, in which Article 

19-2 Section 2 was replaced by Article 20 Section 2, the two 

provisions have virtually the same meaning. Therefore, the revised 

provision also violates the Constitution on grounds that it infringes on 

the physician's occupational freedom and the parents' right to gain 

access to the information on the sex of their fetuses. 

However, should the Court decide on the provision at issue as 

unconstitutional, a legal vacuum will be created due to the lack of 

basis for regulating the practice of disclosing fetal sex. Therefore, the 

Court decides to make a incompatibility decision in order to prevent 

the ensuing confusion. Article 20-2 of the current Medical Service Act 

will remain temporarily in effect until new provisions are legislated by 

December 31, 2009. Although Article 19-2 Section 2 of the former 

Medical Service Act is neither effective nor applicable anymore since 

it had been fully revised by the current Medical Practice Act, it is 

still regarded as effective and applicable to the case of 2005Hun-Ba90. 

Therefore, we also declare that the former Article 19-2 Section 2 

should cease to be and applicable to the case from now and a new 

provision will apply to the case when the National Assembly 

completes the revision on the Medical Service Act. 
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2. Opinion of Three Justices (Simply Unconstitutional) 

The provisions at issue not only infringe on the occupational 

freedom of physicians and the parents' rights to gain access to the 

information on the sex of their fetuses derived from the general right 

of personality, but also limits the parents' right to protect and raise 

their fetuses. 

The legislative purpose of the provisions in this case is to prevent 

abortions based on reasons of the sex of fetuses, thereby reducing sex 

ratio disparity among newborns and protecting the life of fetuses. 

However, the Korean Criminal Act has already regarded abortions as a 

crime in its Article 269 and Article 270, and stipulated related 

punishments thereof. Therefore, the legislative purpose of protecting 

fetuses' life can be sufficiently accomplished by the abovementioned 

provisions in the Criminal Act. In this regard, the aforementioned 

legislative purpose of the provisions at issue cannot be justified 

because the provisions assume that informing parents of the sex of 

their fetus itself deprives of the fetus' life and therefore, illegitimately 

presume that protection of the fetal life and prevention of physician's 

disclosure of fetal sex are correlated with each other. For these 

reasons, the provisions at issue are unconstitutional, as the purpose of 

legislation cannot be considered legitimate and the policy of banning 

disclosure of fetus sex is a system that cannot justify itself. Therefore, 

a decision of unconstitutionality must be made, so that the law will 

lose effect immediately. 

3. Dissenting opinion of One Justice (Constitutional) 

A fetus's sex is decided naturally, with no regard to the parents or 

physician's will. Therefore, in 2004Hun-Ma1010 case, the benefit of 

having the right to know the fetus's sex prior to birth is practically 

limited to merely satisfying the instinctual curiosity of human beings 

to know the sex of their future family member and preparing for the 

life after the baby is born pursuant to the child's sex. Therefore, there 

is no possibility for infringement on the complainant's fundamental 

rights guaranteed in the Constitution as a father of a fetus. 

Consequently, this constitutional complainant is not justiciable. 
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On the other hand, regarding 2005Hun-Ba90 case, the possibility of 

abortion related to reasons of fetus's sex still exists even in the later 

part of pregnancy, which may cause serious health problem to the 

mother. For this reason, it is inevitable to prevent physicians from 

informing parents of the sex of their fetus throughout the entire 

duration of pregnancy in order to achieve the legislative purposes of 

protecting the life of fetus and reducing sex ratio disparity of 

newborns. In addition, the public benefit to be reaped by the provision 

at issue such as protection of the life of fetus is far greater than the 

infringement on occupational freedom to be caused by the provision at 

issue. Therefore, the Provision is not in violation of the principle 

against excessive restriction. 

--------------------------------------

Parties

Complainant
 Chung ○-wong (2004Hun-Ma1010)

  Representative: Yoon Yang Kim Shin & You (Whawoo) 

  Attorney in Charge: Son Tae-ho et al. 

Petitioner

 Roh ○-sook (2005Hun-Ba90)

  Attorney in Charge: Park Bo-moo et al. 

Underlying Case
 Seoul Administrative Court, 2005Gu-Hap16857, Cancellation of the 

License Suspension (2005Hun-Ba90)

Holding

1. Article 19-2 Section 2 of the Medical Practice Act (partially 

revised by Act No. 3948 on November 28, 1987 but before fully 

revised by Act No.8366 on April 11, 2007) is incompatible with the 

Constitution. The courts and all central and local governmental 
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institutions shall suspend applying the Provision immediately.

2. Article 20 Section 2 of the Medical Practice Act (fully revised 

by Act No.8366 on April 11, 2007) is incompatible with the 

Constitution, and temporarily applied until the legislator revises it by 

December 31, 2009.

Reasoning

I. Introduction of the Case 

A. Introduction of case 

(1) 2004Hun-Ma1010 Case 

The complainant married Lee ○-yeon on March 23, 2003 and 

registered the marriage around April 2003. The abovementioned Lee 

○-yeon became pregnant around May 2004, and upon conducting an 

ultrasound examination on December 23, 2004, she requested the 

physician to tell the sex of the fetus. However, the physician refused 

on the grounds of Article 19-2 Section 2 of the Medical Service Act, 

which states, "no medical person shall divulge the sex of the fetus 

which he/she had discovered through a diagnosis or examination of a 

fetus or a pregnant woman, to the pregnant woman herself, her family 

or any other persons". At this, the complainant claimed that such a 

provision infringed his basic rights, and filed a constitutional complaint 

on December 28, 2004, about one month before the scheduled delivery 

date. 

(2) 2005Hun-Ba90 case

The petitioner, a physician board certified in obstetrics and 

gynecology, has operated a maternity hospital in Dongjak-Gu, Seoul 

since 1999. The Minister for Health, Welfare, and Family Affairs 

(hereinafter the "Minister") ordered a 6 month suspension of the 

petitions physician's license on May 4, 2005, on the grounds that the 

petitioner had confirmed the sex of a fetus to Ms. Choi ○-kyung, the 

mother of the fetus, three times from July, 2001, thereby violating 
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Article 19-2 Section 2 of the Medical Service Act.

Regarding the order of suspension, the petitioner filed a suit in the 

Seoul Administrative Court against the Minister, requesting cancellation 

of the license suspension (2005Gu-Hap16857). While this litigation 

was pending, the petitioner also filed a motion to request for 

constitutional review of Article 19-2 (Section 2) of the Medical 

Practice Act. The court, however, denied both the request of 

cancellation of license suspension and the motion to request for 

constitutional review of the Act on October 5, 2005. 

At this, the petitioner subsequently filed a constitutional complaint 

on November 4, 2005, claiming the Article 19-2 Section 2 of the 

Medical Practice Act violated petitioner's freedom of occupation. 

Regarding the underlying case, the petitioner has also appealed to 

the Seoul High Court (2005Nu24386) on October 18, 2005 and the 

case is still in the process of litigation.

B. Subject matter of review

(1) The subject matter of this case is constitutionality of Article 19-2 

Section 2 (hereinafter, the "Instant Provision") of the Former Medical 

Practice Act (partially revised by Act No. 3948 on November 28, 1987 

but before fully revised by Act No.8366 on April 11, 2007, and 

hereinafter, the "Former Act"). (Other than the Instant Provision, the 

petitioner also asked Article 19-2 Section 1, Article 52 Section 1 and 

Article 53-3 of the Medical Practice Act to be reviewed. However, 

since the petitioner did not claim unconstitutionality of these provisions, 

we exclude those provisions from the subject matters of constitutional 

review.) 

(2) Although the National Assembly revised all parts of the Medical 

Practice Acts on April 11, 2007, as Act No. 8366, in which Article 

19-2 Section 2 was replaced by Article 20 Section 2, the two 

provisions have virtually the same meaning. Consequently, they will 

also share the same result regarding our conclusion about 

constitutionality of the provisions. Therefore, we decided to review 

Article 20 Section 2 of the current Medical Practice Act which was 

fully revised on April 11, 2007 as well. 
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[Instant Provision]

Former Medical Practice Act (partially revised by Act No. 3948 on 

November 28, 1987 but before fully revised by Act No.8366 on April 

11, 2007) 

Article 19-2 (Prohibition on Fetus Sex Distinction, etc.)

(2) No medical person shall divulge the sex of a fetus which he/she 

has discovered through a diagnosis or examination of a fetus or a 

pregnant woman, to the pregnant woman herself or her family or 

other person. 

Medical Practice Act (fully revised by Act No.8366 on April 11, 

2007)

Article 20 (Prohibition on Diagnosis of fetal sex, etc.)

(2) No medical person shall divulge the sex of a fetus which he/she 

has discovered through a diagnosis or examination of a fetus or a 

pregnant woman, to the pregnant woman herself or her family or 

other person.

2. Reason for Denying Motion to Request of Seoul Administrative 

Court, and Arguments of Complainant, Petitioner, and Related 

Bodies

(intentionally omitted)

3. Review on Justiciability

A. 2004Hun-Ma1010 case

(1) Whether directness is found 

The rule of "direct infringement by law" means that restrictions of 

freedom, imposition on duty, or removal of rights or legal status are 

directly entailed by law itself without any specific action taken to 

implement it. Therefore, constitutional complaint filed against a law 

whose effect of infringement on basic right depends upon further 

administrative action is lack of directness (9-2 KCCR 94 ,104, 

97Hun-Ma38, July 16, 1997; 15-2(B) KCCR 581, 593, 2001Hun-Ma543, 

December 18, 2003).
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Since the Instant Provision is intended to regulate physicians, the 

parents of fetuses may not be the ones whose basic rights are directly 

infringed by the Instant Provision. But it is the mother and the family 

members who are not allowed to be informed of the sex of the fetus 

by the Instant Provision's preventing physicians from disclosing the sex 

of their fetus to the parents. Were it not for the Instant Provision, it 

would become an ordinary practice for physicians to tell the mother 

or family members about the sex of their fetus whenever they wanted 

to be informed. Due to the Instant Provision, however, the mother and 

family members are deprived of the chance to know the sex of their 

fetus. Therefore, the Instant Provision directly infringes the mother's or 

family members' rights to access to know the sex of their fetus. 

(2) whether self-relatedness is acknowledged 

According to Article 68 Section 1 of the Constitutional Court Act, a 

constitutional complaint should be filed by the one whose 

constitutional rights are infringed by an exercise or non-exercise of 

governmental power. Here, the aggrieved party is the one whose own 

basic rights are directly and presently infringed by the exercise or 

non-exercise of governmental power, as opposed to a third party who 

has only indirect, factual or economic stakes regarding the issues in a 

constitutional complaint (5-1 KCCR 104, 111, 91Hun-Ma233, March 

11, 1993; 11-1 KCCR 521,527, 97Hun-Ma382, April 29, 1999). 

In this case, the complainant is the father of the fetus, although not 

the mother herself, who has the same parental right as the mother to 

raise the fetus after its birth, thereby having direct interests regarding 

the sex of the fetus. The Instant Provision bans disclosure of fetal sex 

not only to the mother but also to the family members, by which the 

father is prevented from having access to the information about the 

sex of their fetus. Since this is an direct infringement on the father's 

basic rights,  complainant's self-relatedness to the Instant Provision is 

acknowledged. 

(3) Whether justiciable interest and necessity of constitutional 

clarification is acknowledged
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The purpose of constitutional complaint system is to provide relief 

against infringement of people's constitutional rights. Therefore, a 

constitutional complaint may be filed only when there are justiciable 

interests. Also, these justiciable interests should exist not only at the 

time of filing a constitutional complaint but also at the time of 

announcing a decision. In this case, the complainant filed this 

constitutional complaint on December 28, 2004, one month ahead of 

his wife's expected date of delivery and his wife gave birth to their 

son on February 4, 2005 from which the complainant became aware 

of the sex of his baby. Therefore, although complainant's filing this 

constitutional complaint would be held,  "subjective" legal relief to the 

complainant could not be possible. In this Regard, no justiciable 

interests exist anymore.

But the Constitutional Court, recognizing the "objective" function of 

constitutional complaints of protecting the constitutional order, has 

identified that it may exceptionally find justiciable interest in cases 

where, though the subjective justiciable interest disappeared due to the 

change of circumstances happened during the review, specifically in 

case of on the merits involves issues critical to the defense and 

maintenance of the constitutional order such that their clarification is of 

constitutional significance, or cases where violations are likely to recur 

in the future (7-1 KCCR 687, 693-694, 91Hun-Ma44, May 25, 1995). 

Since the constitutionality issue of the Instant Provision has not been 

clarified, many similar constitutional questions can be raised by 

pregnant women or their family members. Therefore, review on merits 

regarding constitutionality of the Instant Provision is so critical to the 

defense and maintenance of the constitutional order in terms of 

precluding any possible infringement on the basic rights by 

unconstitutional provisions that the significance of constitutional 

clarification of the Instant Provision is acknowledged.

For the foregoing reasons, the constitutional complaint against the 

Instant Provision meets justiciable interest. 

(4) Sub-conclusion

Therefore, this constitutional complaint against the Instant Provision 

satisfies directness, self-relatedness, thus is justiciable. 
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B. 2005Hun-Ba90 case

Constitutional complaints filed pursuant to Article 68 Section 2 of 

the Constitutional Court Act must meet the requirement of relevance 

of precondition of the challenged statute for the underlying case (7-2 

KCCR 48, 58, 93Hun-Ba46, July 21, 1995). The relevance of 

precondition here means the requirement that constitutionality of a 

challenged statute be a precondition for disposition of the underlying 

case and therefore, the decision to be rendered by the Constitutional 

Court concerning whether the provision at issue is constitutional or not 

may alter the conclusion on the holding of the underlying case or 

change the legal significance with respect to the contents and effect of 

the underlying case (10-2 KCCR 116, 141, 96Hun-Ba33, et al. July 

16, 1998). The petitioner, as a physician, informed the mother of the 

sex of her fetus despite the banning of such announcement by the 

Instant Provision, resulting in a six month suspension of his license. 

In this regard, if the Instant Provision is declared unconstitutional, the 

result of the underlying case, in which cancellation of the six month 

suspension of physician's license has been requested, will be different. 

Therefore, the relevance of precondition requirement is met in this 

case. 

Also, the petitioner did not violate the time limit for filing a 

constitutional complaint as he filed the constitutional complaint on 

November 4, 2000, one month after the Seoul Administrative Court's 

decision to deny the complainant's motion to request for a 

constitutional review of the Instant Provision on October 5, 2005.

For the foregoing reasons, the petitioner's constitutional complaint is 

justiciable. 

4. Exploring of Legislative Purpose and Social Background of the 

Instant Provision  

A. Legislative purposes and history of the instant provision

Owing to advancement in medical technologies, the practice of 

prenatal identification of fetal sex was introduced in order to diagnose 

possible genetic diseases or congenial deformity of fetuses. In the 
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1980s, however, when our country had been achieving rapid growth of 

economy, the tendency to have less children and the development in 

medical technologies, combined with the Confucian tradition of so 

called "son preference" which had taken deep root in the society for a 

long time in history, led to increasing practice of sex selective 

abortion of female fetuses, resulting in serious imbalance in the sex 

ratio at birth. In other words, different from the original purpose, the 

practice of prenatal identification of fetal sex unexpectedly precipitated 

female feticide, resulting in a serious insult to the dignity and honor 

of human beings and the overall sex-ratio imbalance. Being aware of 

the problems, the legislature finally came to ban "the disclosure of the 

sex of fetus discovered through a diagnosis or examination of a fetus 

or a pregnant woman" in order to eradicate the practice of sex 

selective abortion, with an assumption that identification and 

notification of fetal sex itself implied the possibility of sex selective 

abortion: in order to protect the life of fetuses and health of pregnant 

women in a social situation where son preference was prevalent and 

female feticide had been openly carried out despite its obvious 

criminal character, the revised the Medical Practice Act by Act No. 

3948 was promulgated on November 28, 1987 which prevented 

physicians from telling fetal sex.

When the Instant Provision was initially enacted, there was no 

separate criminal punishment imposed on physicians for violating the 

provision. But later, it was widely acknowledged that suspension or 

revocation of physician's license might not be enough to fulfill the 

legislative purposes. As a result, a new provision imposing criminal 

punishment on physicians who disclosed fetal sex was inserted as 

Article 67 when the Medical Practice Act was revised by Act No. 

4732 on January 7, 1994, thereby any physician who violates this 

provision will be sentenced to up to three years in prison or receive 

fine up to 10 million Won. 

B. Changes in tendency of son preference 

The Korea Institute for Health and Social Affairs (KIHSA) asked 

married women ranging from 20-44 years old about "the number of 

child(ren) they currently have and the future plan for having (an) 
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additional child(ren)" and published the survey result on December 

2005. According to the survey, among the women who have no child 

at present, 10.1% say that they have no plan to have any childin the 

future. Also, 66.7% have plan to have one child regardless of sex; 

3.0% want to have one daughter; 1.3% want to have one son; 14.3% 

want one daughter and one son;0.4% want to have two sons; 0.8% 

want to have two daughters; and 3.4% want to have three or more 

children.

Among the women who have one son, 60.3% answer that they have 

no plan for an additional child. Also, 28.5% of those women say that 

they want to have one more child regardless of sex; 0.5% want to 

have one more son; 8.3% want to have one more daughter; 1.1% 

want to have one more son and one more daughter; 1.1% want to 

have two more daughters; and 0.3% want to have two more sons. 

Among those who have one daughter, 50% answer no plan for an 

additional child. Also 32.2% of those women want to have one more 

child regardless of sex; 13.7% want to have one more son; 0.3% want 

to have one more daughter; 2.1% want to have one more son and 

one more daughter; 0.7% want to have two more sons; 1.0% want to 

have three or more daughters; and none of them want to have two 

more daughters. 

Among those who have two sons and no daughter, 97.1% say that 

they have no plan for an additional child. 1.0% want to have one 

more child regardless of sex; and 1.9% want to have one more 

daughter. None of them want to have one more son and one more 

daughter, nor two more sons or two more daughters. Among those 

who have two daughters and no son, 89.9% answer that they have no 

plan for an additional child. 1.3% say that they want have one more 

child regardless of sex; 8.6% want to have one more son; and 0.3% 

want to have two more sons. None of them answer that they want to 

have one, two or three more daughters. 

Among those who have one son and one daughter, 97% answer that 

they have no plan for an additional child. 2.1% want to have one 

more child regardless of sex; 0.7% want to have one more son; and 

0.2% want to have one more daughter. Among those who have three 

or more children, 98.5% answer that they have no plan for an 

additional child; 0.3% want to have one more child regardless of sex; 
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and 1.3% want to have one more son. 

The survey result indicates that there seems no conspicuous trend 

showing specific preference for sons in recent years. Clearly, it seems 

that son preference tends to be far weaker than before and may soon 

disappear in the society. But we cannot say that such preference 

absolutely vanish into the history, given the different answers between 

those who have one son and those who have one daughter, which 

somewhat shows the remaining vestige of son preference in Korea.    

C. Changes in sex ratios 

According to the result of the "2006 Birth Statistics" published by 

the Korea National Statistical Office on August 2007, the overall sex 

ratio at birth (the average ratio of male newborns to 100 female 

newborns) in Korea was 117.5 in 1986 around which the Instant 

Provision had been enacted, whereas the sex ratio in 2006 decreased 

to 107.4, approaching to the natural sex ratio of 106:100, meaning 

that 106 boys are born for 100 girls in natural stage without 

intervention. The sex ratio for the third child was 138.5 in 1986, 

202.1 in 1993, 202.2 in 1994, and subsequently subdued by 121.8 in 

2006. Although the abovementioned ratio has been continuously 

decreased since 1994, it still seems that relatively more boys are born 

than girls in case of a third child, which may suggest the lingering 

use of sex-selective abortion. 

Moreover, considering that the sex ratios at birth had continuously 

increased for 10 years since the enactment of the Instant Provision in 

1987 (overall sex ratio at birth was 108.8) and particularly that the 

sex ratios for the third child had sharply increased from 134.7 in 

1987 to 202.2 in 1994 when the criminal punishment started to be 

imposed on physicians violating the Instant Provision, it is doubtful 

whether the ban on announcement of fetal sex by the Instant 

Provision has been really effective to address the problem of 

sex-selective abortion. From 1994 (overall sex ratio at birth of 115.2 

and sex ratio at birth for the third child of 202.2) to 1995-1996, the 

sex ratios at birth showed a declining trend (overall sex ratios at birth 

from 113.2 to 108.2; sex ratios for the third child from 177.2 to 

133.5) and after then, had maintained the status quo (1998-2002: 
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overall sex ratio at birth 110.1110.0; sex ratio for the third child 

144.7 140.0) until 2004-2006 when a declining trend was observed 

once again (overall sex ratios 108.2 107.7107.4; sex ratios for the 

third child 132.0 127.2 121.8)   

Based on the statistics, we found that there is little correlation 

between the ban and the legislative purpose of alleviating the skewed 

sex ratios by preventing sex-selective abortions. Also, the recent figure 

close to the natural ratio of 106:100 are more likely due to the 

changes in the traditional legacy of son preference than the ban on 

notifying parents of fetal sex.

5. Review on Merits

A. Opinion of Incompatibility with the Constitution by Justice Lee 

Kang-kook, Justice Min Hyeong-ki, Justice Mok Young-joon and 

Justice Song Doo-hwan 

(1) Basic rights at issue 

The Instant Provision prohibits any medical personnel from notifying 

a pregnant woman herself, her family members or any other persons 

of the sex of fetuses of which they become aware during a diagnosis 

or examination of a fetus or a pregnant woman. As fetal sex is a 

piece of information acquired in the course of legitimate medical 

procedures for protecting maternal and fetal health, notifying such 

information to a pregnant woman or her family naturally falls within 

the ordinary course of medical practice by physicians. Therefore, 

banning physicians from providing such information infringes on 

physicians' occupational rights. 

Meanwhile, given the fact that the general right of personality 

derived from Article 10 of the Constitution (2 KCCR 306, 310, 

89Hun-Ma82, September 10, 1990; 15-1 KCCR 624, 642 

2002Hun-Ka14, June 26, 2003) encompasses the realm of privacy as 

an attribute of personality, the parental right against the governmental 

infringement on gaining access to information of the sex of their fetus 

who will soon become one of the family members is also protected 

by the general right of personality. In this regard, the Instant 

Provision places restriction on the parental right to gain access to 
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information about the sex of their fetus without state intervention, 

which is derive from the general right of personality. 

On the other hand, the physicians' occupational right and the 

parents' right not to be hindered from getting access to information on 

the sex of their fetus can be restricted to the extent necessary for 

protecting national security, maintaining law and order or for public 

welfare, within the scope of not violating essential aspects of the 

rights (10-1 KCCR 118, 124-125, 96Hun-Ba2, February 27, 1998; 

14-1 KCCR 118, 124, 99Hun-Ba117, February 28, 2002). Therefore, 

we need to review whether the Instant Provision infringes on the 

abovementioned basic rights beyond the acceptable exceptions. 

(2) Constitutionality of the Instant Provision 

(A) Legitimacy of legislative purposes and appropriateness of a 

means

As already reviewed, the Instant Provision banning physicians from 

revealing fetal sex was enacted on the basis of legitimate purposes to 

address the skewed sex ratios by prohibiting abortions, especially 

sex-selective abortions, and to protect the fetus's right to life. 

On the other hand, given the current situation where the deep 

rooted attitude of son preference has yet to be completely eradicated, 

thwarting sex-selective abortions by banning notification of the sex of 

fetus by physicians seems plausible, too. Therefore, as the Instant 

Provision is expected to contribute to achieve and promote the 

legislative purposes to some degree, the means to achieve the purposes 

is also appropriate. 

(B) The least restrictive means 

As the Instant Provision imposes limitation on both the occupational 

freedom of the physicians and the parents' right to access information 

on the sex of their fetus, we need to consider whether the legislature 

properly introduced the least restrictive means to achieve the purposes.

1) There is no doubt about the fact that the practice of diagnosing 
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a pregnant woman and notifying the pregnant woman or her family of 

the result naturally falls within the course of action intended to be 

conducted by physicians and all parents do have the fundamental and 

inherent right to access every information regarding their fetus 

including its sex without interference. Accordingly, even in cases 

where some restrictions on the fundamental rights are inevitable, such 

restrictions should be as minimum as possible and if not, any 

provision failing to impose the least restrictive limitation must be in 

violation of the Constitution. 

Considering our long, deep-seated tradition of a strong preference 

for sons over daughters and the background of enacting the Instant 

Provision, although an outright adherence to the attitude of son 

preference has almost disappeared, there is no guarantee that the 

practice of sex selective abortion in Korea is completely eradicated. If 

there is even the slightest chance that notification of the sex of fetus 

may cause sex selective abortions, prohibiting such notification is 

reasonable. 

But, given the normal duration of pregnancy to be approximately 40 

weeks, there is a certain stage of pregnancy during which an abortion 

can be relatively easily done. After the early prenatal period lapses, 

however, abortion becomes virtually impossible due to serious health 

concerns for the mother, as well as the fetus. For example, Article 14 

of the Mother and Child Health Act exceptionally allows an induced 

abortion for people with rare diseases such as eugenic or genetic 

mental handicap or physical disease. But even this exception is not 

acceptable anymore after 28 weeks of pregnancy under Article 15 

Section 1 of the Enforcement Decree of the Mother and Child Health 

Act. Usually in the late prenatal period, abortion is strictly prohibited 

because it entails serious health risk to the mother and the fetus. 

Therefore, even if notification of fetal sex is exceptionally allowed, 

there would be almost no chance for a sex-selective abortion to be 

carried out during the later stage of pregnancy when an abortion is 

virtually impossible due to the health risks. 

Therefore, if a law allows notification of fetal sex only during the 

later stage of pregnancy, that will protect both the physician's 

occupational freedom and the parents' right to gain access to 

information about their fetus without endangering fetal life by induced 
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abortion. By allowing giving notification of fetal sex during the period 

when an abortion is practically impossible, the legislative purposes of 

the Instant Provision would also be accomplished without difficulties. 

Nevertheless, the Instant Provision, on the basis of speculative 

assumption that sex selective abortions would be performed regardless 

of the stages of pregnancy, bans the disclosure of the sex of the fetus 

to the parents even in the late prenatal period, violating the principle 

of the least restrictive means in terms of excessively limiting the 

fundamental rights of the parents and the physicians. 

2) The Korean Criminal Act provides a penal punishment for all 

kinds of abortion including sex-selective abortion. Under the law, all 

abortions excluding the exceptional cases prescribed in the Mother and 

Child Health Act are criminally punished in order to protect the life 

of fetus. In addition to this, the Instant Provision specifically prohibits 

the notification of fetal sex in order to root out the practice of 

"sex-selective" abortion. It seems that the Instant Provision was 

enacted because the penal punishment in the Criminal Act by itself 

deemed insufficient to prevent the abortions carried out for reasons 

related to the sex of fetuses. 

But the Instant Provision goes beyond the minimum necessary 

degree, amounting to excessive restriction on the basic rights, because 

it bans notification of fetal sex on the basis of a undefined 

speculation that the sex-selective abortion, which had once been 

widespread in times when the policy of birth control was implemented 

by the government, would be still prevalent in these days when 

childbirth campaign is carried out by the government to address 

serious concern over the low birth rate. 

The nationwide research on the actual condition of induced abortions 

in Korea, conducted by the Ministry for Health, Welfare and Family 

Affairs on September 2005, shows that 143,000 cases of induced 

abortions, which is 42% of the whole numbers of abortion carried out 

in a year (342,000), were performed on unmarried women and 76% of 

the induced abortions done on married women were performed because 

they did not want to have children anymore or wanted to control the 

frequency in conceiving a baby. The research shows that, however, 

only 1.2% of abortions were conducted for reasons related to the sex 
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of fetus. On the basis of the survey result, we can find that most of 

abortions are done for other reasons than the sex of fetus. Therefore, 

the absolute ban on notification of fetal sex seems to be based on an 

unreasonable preconception that the notification of fetal sex itself, 

considered as a precursor of sex selective abortion, is the very cause 

of abortion. Given the fact that son preference trend has been 

disappearing and the sex ratio, which was 107.4 in 2006, is 

approaching to the natural sex ratio of 106, it is doubtful whether the 

disparity in the sex ratio is still serious enough to be a social 

problem in today's Korean society and whether the notification itself is 

the very cause of sex selective abortion. In this regard, the ban on 

abortion during the entire period of pregnancy seems to be excessive, 

going against the principle of the least restrictive means. 

(C) Balance between legal interests

The physicians' practice to provide relevant medical information to 

their patients is important part of the job, which should not be 

hindered. 

Also, the sex of fetus is important information to parents and family 

members and parents' desire to know the sex of their fetus seems 

intrinsic and natural reaction. Moreover, being informed about the sex 

of fetus can provide the parents with better chances to give proper 

prenatal care to the unborn baby and prepare for childcare and family 

life after the baby's birth. As such, the individual's right to gain 

access to information on the sex of fetus without interference is 

included in the basic rights worthy of protection. 

On the other hand, life of a fetus has priority over the physicians' 

occupational freedom or the right to gain access to information on the 

fetal sex without interference possessed by the pregnant woman or 

family members. And the State has duty to protect the fetal right. 

Having said that, such priority should not extend to the period when 

the protection of fetal life is not at serious risk anymore. Even when 

the public interest to be protected is very fundamental and important, 

the corresponding private right should be valued over the public 

interest in case where few possibility of infringement on the public 

interest is expected.
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The Instant Provision, however, infringes on the basic right of 

physicians and a pregnant woman or her family members by imposing 

limitation on their occupational freedom and interfering with getting 

access to the information on the sex of the fetus even after the period 

when a need to protect the public interest almost evanesces. Therefore, 

the Instant Provision fails to keep the balance between the legal 

interests as it excessively infringes on the private rights.

(D) Sub-conclusion 

As reviewed above, the Instant Provision is in violation of the 

Constitution, infringing on the physicians' occupational right and the 

pregnant or the family's right to gain access to information on the 

fetal sex without interference, and thereby violating the principle 

against excessive restriction. 

(3) Reasons for decision of incompatibility with the Constitution 

Although the Instant Provision was revised by Act No. 8366 on 

April 11, 2007 and replaced by Article 20 Section 2, there is no 

change in its content. As a result, the revised Article 20 Section 2 

still possesses the same problems and questions as the Instant 

Provision (Article 19-2 Section 2 of the Act) presented. Accordingly, 

considering the consistency in legal system and judicial economy, we 

declare Article 20 Section 2 unconstitutional, together with the 

decision of unconstitutionality regarding Article 19-2 Section 2. 

But, if we render a decision of simple unconstitutionality which 

instantly nullifies the Instant Provision and Article 20 Section 2, it 

may create a vacuum in the legal system because no provision 

becomes existent any more as a basis for regulating the practice of 

giving information on fetal sex, leading to an unwanted result of 

allowing notification of fetal sex in any time during the pregnancy, as 

opposed to the original intent of the Court's unconstitutionality 

decision that preventing medical personnel from revealing fetal sex 

throughout the entire stages of pregnancy excessively infringes on the 

fundamental rights of physicians and parents. 

Therefore, we decide to deliver a decision of incompatibility with 
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the Constitution, instead of a decision of simple constitutionality, and 

urge the legislature to enact a new law by December 31, 2009. 

Regarding Article 20 Section 2, we tentatively allow the application of 

the outlawed provision until the legislature cures the constitutional 

defects through statutory revision. 

Meanwhile, Article 19-2 Section 2, applicable for 2005Hun-Ma90 

case, has already been revised and not effective anymore. Therefore, 

we order that Article 19-2 Section 2 ceases to be applicable to the 

instant case and after the legislature revises the unconstitutional 

provision, the new provision will apply to the case.  

B. Opinion of Simple Unconstitutionality by Justice Lee Kong-hyun, 

Justice Cho Dae-hyen and Justice Kim Jong-dae 

We agree with the majority opinion in that the basic rights infringed 

by the Instant Provision are physicians' occupational freedom and 

parents' right to have access to information on the sex of their fetus 

without interference, derived from the general right of personality. In 

addition to this, we consider that the Instant Provision restricts the 

parents' right to protect, educate and raise their own child (in this 

case, their fetus). 

Article 36 Section 1 of our Constitution articulates that "marriage 

and family life shall be entered into and sustained on the basis of 

individual dignity". Here, "individual dignity" refers to the respect to 

an individual as an independent person and to an individual's self 

determination and family autonomy in making decisions regarding 

marriage and family life. Our Constitution, which regards human 

dignity as the most previous value, does not tolerate State's action 

arbitrarily enforcing ideology or policies set by the State on 

individuals or families in forming their own marriage and family life 

(12-1 KCCR 427, 445, 446, 98Hun-Ka16, et al., April 27, 2000; 17-1 

KCCR 1, 23, 2001Hun-Ka9, February 3, 2005). It is desirable for the 

State to faithfully honor individuals' lifestyles and the freedom of 

personal and familial choice in matters of marriage and family life, 

and not to enter the private realm of the family relationships rooted in 

intimate and personal interaction based on respect and affection. In 

this regard, as it is cardinal that the protection, care and nurture of a 
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child reside first in the parents, we have little doubt that the parents' 

right to protect, educate and raise their own child derived from Article 

36 Section 1 of the Constitution would be offended by the Instant 

Provision which arbitrarily restricts the parents' right to have accurate 

information about the sex of their fetus as well as the fetal health 

status by preventing physicians from notifying parents of the fetal sex.

According to Article 37 Section 2 of the Constitution, if it is 

necessary for the State to limit the intrinsic human rights such as the 

physicians' occupational freedom, the right of parents to have access 

to information about the sex of their fetus without interference and the 

parents' right to protect, educate and raise their own child or fetus, 

any restrictions on such freedoms and rights may be allowed only 

when necessary for national security, maintenance of law and order or 

public welfare. Even when such restriction is imposed, no essential 

aspect of the freedoms or rights shall be violated, or in other words, 

the principle against excessive restriction shall not be violated: the 

legislative purposes for imposing restrictions on the basic rights of 

citizens should be legitimate; a means chosen by the State to achieve 

the purposes should be appropriate; the means chosen should be the 

least restrictive measures; and the gravity of the public interests 

justifying the intervention should be more than that of the private 

interests to be restricted (14-1 KCCR 410, 428, 2001Hun-Ma614, 

April 25, 2002). 

As for the legislative purpose in this case, the Instant Provision, 

which seems to regard an act of notifying fetal sex itself as a 

precursor of sex selective abortion, was enacted in order to prevent 

abortions, specifically sex selective ones carried out for reasons related 

to the sex of fetuses, thereby reducing sex ratio disparity among new 

born babies and protecting the fetuses' right to life. However, the 

Korean Criminal Act has already stated abortions as a crime in Article 

269 and Article 270, and stipulated related punishments thereof. 

Therefore, the legislative purpose of protecting fetuses' life can be 

sufficiently accomplished by the abovementioned provisions in the 

Criminal Act. Separate from the criminal punishment, nevertheless, the 

Instant Provision additionally prohibits disclosure of fetal sex regarding 

it as a threat to fetal life just like an abortion. Therefore, we think it 

is important to review whether the Instant Provision is necessary to 
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protect fetal life, despite the existence of criminal punishments 

provided by the Criminal Act. 

Disclosing fetal sex cannot be treated same as practicing an abortion 

because the former is merely an act of giving information about the 

sex of fetus to the parents, not an act of directly imposing threat to 

the life of fetus, whereas the latter is an act of directly depriving the 

life of fetus. It is human nature for parents to want to have 

information about the sex of their fetus; and it is also a basic right 

for parents to know about their fetus that will be a new member of 

the family in the near future and to prepare for the new family life 

after the fetus' birth. Disclosing fetal sex itself does not do any harm 

to anyone including the fetus. Therefore, there is no need to 

particularly prohibit disclosure of fetal sex determined in the course of 

routine medical examination during pregnancy in order to help people 

to lead a happy family life. 

Of course, there could be some very exceptional cases where 

parents who become aware of the sex of their fetus decide to abort 

pregnancy when the fetus is not the wanted sex. Even in these 

occasions, however, it is the practice of abortion, not the disclosure of 

fetal sex, which directly deprives a fetus of its life. Therefore, fetal 

life can be sufficiently protected by prohibiting and punishing the 

practice of abortion itself. In this regard, the legislative purpose of the 

Instant Provision cannot be justified because it assumes that informing 

parents of the sex of their fetus itself deprives the fetus of its life 

and regards such disclosure as unethical and repugnant to social norm, 

subjected to severe social condemnation, thereby illegitimately relating 

the protection of the life of fetus to the prevention of disclosure of 

fetal sex. 

As the Instant Provision does not appertain to any of the conditions 

presented by Article 37 Section 2 under which restriction on the basic 

rights is selectively allowed, we do not even have to trouble to 

review whether the means chosen by the State is appropriate; whether 

the means chosen were the least restrictive ones; or whether the legal 

interests are balanced or not. The Instant Provision should be regarded 

unconstitutional for illegitimately restricting  the occupational freedom 

of physicians and the parental right to have access to information 

about the sex of their fetus without interference derived from the 
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general right of personality  

As above seen, the provisions at issue are clearly unconstitutional 

and we found no need to declare a decision of nonconformity to the 

Constitution, as the purpose of legislation cannot be considered 

legitimate and the policy of banning disclosure of fetal sex is a 

system that cannot justify itself. Therefore, a decision of "simple" 

unconstitutionality should be made so that the law will lose effect 

immediately. 

6. Conclusion 

As reviewed above, all the Justices except Justice Lee, Dong-heub, 

agreed that the Instant Provision is in violation of the Constitution. 

Regarding this, however, Justice Lee Kang-kook, Justice Min 

Hyeong-ki, Justice Mok Young-joon and Justice Song Doo-hwan 

presented an opinion of incompatibility with to the Constitution, 

whereas Justice Lee Kong-hyun, Justice Cho Dae-hyen and Justice 

Kim Jong-dae presented an opinion of simple unconstitutionality. At 

this, we declare a decision of incompatibility with the Constitution as 

a final decision, combining the opinion of simple unconstitutionality 

with the opinion of incompatibility, thereby fulfilling the quorum 

requirement stipulated in Article 23 Section 2 Item 1 for delivering a 

decision that a provision is in violation of the Constitution. 

As a result, Article 19-2 Section 2 of the former Medical Practice 

Act is declared incompatibility with to the Constitution, and should 

cease to be applied. Regarding Article 20 Section 2 of the Medical 

Practice Act, we deliver a decision of incompatibility with the 

Constitution and the provision temporarily apply until revised by the 

legislature by December 31, 2009.

The decision is dissented by Justice Lee Dong-heub. 

7. Dissenting Opinion of Justice Lee Dong-heub

I believe the constitutional complaint regarding 2004Hun-Ma1010 is 

not justiciable. And regarding 2005Hun-ba90 case, I believe the Instant 

Provision does not violate the Constitution. I dissent from the decision 

of incompatibility with the Constitution and the opinion of 
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unconstitutionality for the following reasons:

A. Possibility of infringement on the constitutionally guaranteed basic 

right of fetus' father by the Instant Provision (2005Hun-Ma1010 

Case) 

(1) Possibility of infringement on the "constitutionally guaranteed basic 

right"

The main sentence of Article 68 Section 1 of the Constitutional 

Court Act stipulates that "any person who claims that his/her 

constitutionally guaranteed basic right in the Constitution has been 

violated by an exercise or non-exercise of governmental power may 

file a constitutional complaint", meaning that a constitutional complaint 

may filed only by someone whose "constitutionally guaranteed basic 

right" is directly and presently infringed by an act or omission to act 

by the State. Therefore, a constitutional complaint is non-justiciable 

and should be dismissed if there is no possibility of infringement on 

the complainant's basic right by exercise or non exercise of 

governmental power (3 KCCR 358, 368, 89 Hun-Ma181, July 8, 1991; 

10-2 KCCR 600, 605, 96Hun-Ma186, October 29, 1998; 12-2 KCCR 

258, 263, 2000Hun-Ma156, August 31, 2000). 

Regarding 2004Hun-Ma1010 case, as the constitutional complaint 

was filed based on an assumption that there existed an infringement 

on the "constitutionally protected basic rights" of the complainant such 

as the right to know and the right to pursue happiness, I need to first 

address the question whether there really are constitutionally protected 

basic rights of the complainant.

In relation to the issue, the opinion of the Court and the opinion of 

simple unconstitutionality state that the Instant Provision places 

limitation on the parental right to have access to information on fetal 

sex without interference, which is derived from the general right of 

personality under Article 10 of the Constitution. The opinion of simple 

unconstitutionality also adds that the Instant Provision restricts the 

parental right to protect, educate and raise one's own child as a 

constitutionally protected basic right as well. 

However, I doubt whether the so-called parental right to have access 
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to information on fetal sex without interference or the parental right to 

protect, educate and raise one's own child is really the basic right to 

be protected by the Constitution and whether there is any possibility 

that the Instant Provision infringes the constitutionally protected basic 

right of the father of a fetus.         

(2) Question regarding the right to know and the right to pursue 

happiness

Although the complainant argues that the Instant Provision infringes 

his constitutionally protected basic rights such as the right to know 

and the right to pursue happiness, those rights allegedly infringed by 

the Instant Provision cannot be regarded as basic ones enshrined in 

the Constitution.

The right to know, derived from freedom of expression under 

Article 21 of the Constitution, generally refers to the constitutionally 

guaranteed basic right to collect and process information, as a 

precondition for expressing one's opinions or ideas, which can be 

realized through state's guarantee of public access to generally 

accessible information, especially for the information held by 

governmental bodies. In this case, however, the information on fetal 

sex is neither possessed by the government (actually possessed by 

medical personnel), nor considered as generally accessible information. 

Therefore, the parental right to have prenatal information on fetal sex 

cannot be included in the category of so-called 'right to know'. 

Also, the right to pursue happiness under Article 10 of the 

Constitution does not mean that people have a right to ask the State 

to take affirmative action to provide something necessary for the 

pursuit of their happiness. Rather, it means that people have a general 

right to freedom to do things necessary for the pursuit of their 

happiness without state's interference (7-2 KCCR 1, 32, 93Hun-Ka14, 

July 21, 1995). Therefore, it seems inappropriate to review this case 

solely on the basis of the right to pursue happiness, which is a 

general, abstract right whose concrete content is not specifically 

enumerated in the Constitution, without considering other basic rights 

in relation to the Instant Provision.

It seems that the opinion of the Court and the opinion of simple 
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constitutionality also understand this point, thereby adjudicating this 

case regarding the alleged violation of basic rights of parents on the 

basis of the general right of personality derived from Article 10 of 

the Constitution, not on the basis of the right to know or the right to 

pursue happiness as being brought up by the complainant. In this 

case, it is pretty unclear whether there really exist the so-called 

parental rights  under our Constitution, which are arguably alleged to 

be restricted by the Instant Provision, and if any, what kind of 

constitutional provisions can be the basis of protection for such rights. 

(3) Question of general right of personality

The opinion of the Court and the opinion of simple constitutionality 

present that the Instant Provision puts restriction on the parental right 

to have access to information on fetal sex without interference derived 

from the general right of personality that stems from Article 10 of the 

Constitution.   

In general, the right of personality derived from Article 10 of the 

Constitution means a right to form, maintain and express one's 

personality and includes a right of reputation, a right to likeness, a 

right to one's name and voice. Also, in many cases such as regarding 

a right to request retraction of incorrect report in the Act of 

Registration of Periodical; a provision of the Juvenile Sex Protection 

Act which provides conditions for disclosure of personal information 

of a sex offender; inclusion of the publication of apology in 

newspapers etc. in the "suitable measures to restore the injured party's 

fame" in Article 764 of the Civil Act; the one year period of 

exclusion within which a lawsuit for denial of paternity should be 

instituted; and forced used of open toilet in a detention center, the 

Constitutional Court has adjudicated an issue of infringement of the 

general right of personality or made a decision on the basis of the 

general right of personality.  

In this case, however, the benefits expected to be achieved from the 

parental freedom to be informed of the sex of their fetus before birth 

are no more than gratifying the parents' instinctive curiosity to know 

about the sex of their fetus who will be a new family member in the 

near future and providing a chance to prepare for the life after the 
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fetus' birth in advance, which is not directly related to form, maintain 

and express the complainant's personality.       

Therefore, in adjudicating a case like this where the issue is 

whether parents have a constitutional right to be informed of the sex 

of their fetus before birth, if the Court acknowledges existence of the 

so-called parental right to have access to information about the sex of 

the fetus without interference as one of the basic rights guaranteed by 

the Constitution in relation to the general right of personality, such a 

decision will be not only bound to invite criticism that the scope of 

constitutionally protected basic rights is extended too much, but also 

considered unwarrantedly including the parental right, which is actually 

not guaranteed by the Constitution, in the category of the 

constitutionally guaranteed rights by borrowing the constitutional 

provisions about general, as opposed to specific, basic rights and 

applying them to this case.  

Meanwhile, as shown in the opinion of the Court and the opinion 

of the simple constitutionality, if we recognize the parental right to 

have access to fetal sex information without interference to be a 

constitutionally protected basic right on the basis of the general right 

of personality, such recognition could bring about a problem as to 

whether refusal of a physician who diagnoses a pregnant woman after 

abolition of the Instant Provision to disclose the fetal sex even upon a 

request of the prospective parents may constitute an unlawful act in 

violation of the parents' right of personality or not. In this regard, the 

opinion of the Court and the opinion of the simple constitutionality 

should have clarified whether the parental right to have access to fetal 

sex information without interference also encompasses the parental 

right to request medical personnel to disclose fetal sex information, or 

in other words, a positive right to request and acquire such 

information. 

(4) Question of parental right to protect, raise and educate their child

Although the opinion of simple constitutionality considers that the 

Instant Provision restricts "the parental right to protect, raise and 

educate one's own child", which is regarded as constitutionally 

protected in the opinion, the right cannot be the complainant's 
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constitutionally guaranteed right directly infringed by the Instant 

Provision. 

The Constitutional Court has been articulated in its precedents that 

'the parental right to educate their own child' is an inviolable right for 

all the people in the world regardless of race or nationality and an 

important fundamental right derived from Article 36 Section 1 of the 

Constitution which deals with the constitutional guarantee of marriage 

and family life; Article 10 which protect the right to pursue 

happiness; and Article 37 Section 1 which stipulates that "freedoms 

and rights of citizens shall not be neglected on the grounds that they 

are not enumerated in the Constitution" (12-1 KCCR 427, 466, 

98Hun-Ka16, April 27, 2000). As such, the parents' right to raise and 

educate their child deserves constitutional protection as a basic right. 

But, we should understand that the basic right to raise and educate 

one's own child in the aforementioned Constitutional Court precedents 

is only applicable to a child who had already been born, not extended 

to an unborn child, that is fetus, and parents should not be regarded 

as having such a basic right toward their fetus under the Constitution. 

Also, as the legislative purpose of the Instant Provision pertains to 

protection of life of fetus and the subject matter to be regulated by 

the Instant Provision is the duty of medical personnel not to disclose 

fetal sex information which seems nothing to do with health status of 

a fetus, there seems no room for argument that the Instant Provision 

may restrict a right of parents to 'protect' their own fetus. 

(5) Sub-conclusion

As the sex of a fetus is determined by nature without regard to an 

intention or will of the parents, the possible benefits expected to be 

achieved by admitting the parental freedom to verify fetal sex in 

advance before the fetus' birth are merely gratifying the parents' 

instinctive curiosity to know about the sex of their fetus that is going 

to be a new family member in the near future and providing a chance 

to prepare for the life after the fetus' birth in advance. Moreover, as 

it was not until medical science and technology developed in recent 

years that an access to fetal sex information became available, such 

information can be said to be simply a byproduct of such progress in 
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science and technology. Also, acquisition and possession of such 

information are not via the State or governmental agencies, but via 

medical personnel who are private persons who diagnose mothers of 

fetuses. 

As reviewed above, we cannot say that parents inherently have a 

constitutionally guaranteed right to have access to fetal sex information 

without interference, and parents' frustration at being impossible to be 

informed of fetal sex information by medical personnel before the 

fetus' birth is merely an incidental or unexpected disadvantage, not in 

violation of the complainant's fundamental right guaranteed by the 

Constitution. 

As there is no possibility for the constitutionally guaranteed basic 

right of a father of a fetus to be infringed by the Instant Provision, 

this constitutional complaint in which the complainant assumed an 

infringement of his basic right should be dismissed for lack of 

justiciability. 

B. Possibility of Instant Provision's violation of the principle against 

excessive restriction (2005Hun-Ba90 Case)

(1) Legitimacy of legislative purpose and appropriateness of means

The Instant Provision was enacted to hammer out the sex ratio 

disparity and to protect a fetal right to life by preventing sex selective 

abortions. According to the minutes of the 137th National Assembly 

plenary session, the Instant Provision was legislated in order to 

eradicate and prevent the practice of sex selective abortion based on 

an assumption that fetal sex determination itself involves high 

probability of abortion as an act of depriving the fetal right to life, 

being aware of the serious social problem generated by distorted use 

of prenatal screening and diagnosis, which was originally developed to 

detect birth defects such as generic diseases or congenital 

malformation but currently, in combination with the attitude of son 

preference, has been misused as a method of determining fetal sex, 

thereby adversely leading to reckless abortions which finally resulted 

in severe damage to the dignity of human life and a demographic 

phenomenon of a seriously distorted sex ratio. As such, there is no 
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doubt that the legislative purpose of the Instant Provision pertains to 

the protection of fetal life originated from the idea of respect for 

human life. Regarding human life including a fetus that has the 

potential for human life, we should not make a hasty judgment on the 

basis of law or social science. The State should not be negligent in 

protecting life unless it is unavoidable. 

It is still necessary to protect the life of fetus via the Instant 

Provision, even in the contemporary Korea. According to the result of 

the '2006 Birth Statistics' published by the Korea National Statistical 

Office, the overall sex ratio at birth in Korea was 117.5 in 1986 

around which the Instant Provision was enacted and since then, the 

disparity had kept increasing up to 116.5 in 1990. Since 1997, 

however, the skewed sex ratios have regained its balance, such as 

107.4 in 2005. The trend in statistics actually shows that there still 

remains the tendency of son preference in today's Korean society and 

we can infer from the statistics that without the Instant Provision, sex 

ratios at birth may not even be able to approach to the 'natural' sex 

ratio of 106. Of course, the tendency of son preference has been 

continuously diminishing in recent years, but even so, it does not 

suffice to say that such tendency absolutely disappeared: for example, 

especially for the sex ratios of third or fourth children, they are far 

beyond the natural sex ratio of 106, representing 121.8 and 121.6, 

respectively. 

As reviewed above, it is undeniable that there still remains a 

possibility of sex selective induced abortions precipitated by fetal sex 

determination and disclosure. Considering the situation, if notification 

of fetal sex by medical personnel is allowed in any stage of 

pregnancy or even in the last trimester, the abortions based on reasons 

of the sex of fetus cannot be frustrated, thereby endangering fetus' 

life. Therefore, disclosing information on fetal sex should be allowed 

neither in full scale nor in even a limited situation. 

(2) The issue of the least restrictive means 

The opinion of the Court considers this case violating the principle 

of the least restrictive means on the grounds that since abortion is 

practically impossible in the late stage of pregnancy, allowing 
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disclosure of fetal sex does not hamper achieving the legislative 

purpose of the Instant Provision; and the Instant Provision redundantly 

and excessively imposes restriction on disclosing fetal sex information 

despite the existence of penal punishment for abortions. 

But it is not absolutely sure that there will be no abortion related 

to fetal sex if pregnancy reaches the late stage. Of course, abortion in 

the late stage of pregnancy is less probable than that in the earlier 

stage due to serious concern for the mother's health, but that does not 

necessarily mean that any abortion in the later stage is absolutely 

impossible. If a pregnant woman or her family decides to terminate 

pregnancy for reasons related to fetal sex and proceeds with an 

abortion at the risk of her life, such an abortion may cost not only 

the life of the fetus but also that of the mother. In other words, 

although the probability of carrying out an abortion may diminish as 

approaching to the expected date of delivery, any abortion conducted 

in the later stage of pregnancy, when an abortion directly leads to 

serious threat to human life, is surely far more dangerous than 

conducted in the earlier stage of pregnancy. Therefore, in order to 

completely prevent such an abortion in danger of life from conducting, 

we should not allow a pregnant woman or her family to be informed 

of the sex of the fetus until the delivery.

Furthermore, relaxing the ban on fetal sex notification in the late 

stage of pregnancy as in the opinion of Court may encourage sex 

selective abortions because such relaxation can be abused by both the 

pregnant woman and her family and the physicians, resulting in the 

parents being notified even before the late stage of pregnancy: given 

the private and secret setting between a physician and a pregnant 

woman or her family in which an information on the sex of fetus is 

released, it may be almost impossible to objectively verify whether the 

information is disclosed during the prevented period or not, and 

therefore, there is a high possibility of secretly advancing the fetal sex 

notification ahead of the legally allowed period, which might have the 

same effect as allowing fetal sex notification in full scale. If 

disclosing fetal sex is allowed in the late stage of pregnancy, or after 

28th week of pregnancy, the legislative purpose of the Instant 

Provision to prevent abortions cannot be achieved at all. Therefore, in 

order to achieve the legislative purpose of the Instant Provision, the 
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ban on notifying information on fetal sex must be applied throughout 

the entire pregnancy. 

Also, the existence of the Instant Provision in spite of the penal 

punishment stipulated in the Criminal Act actually explains the 

necessity to provide a law that separately regulates the practice of 

disclosing fetal sex in order to eradiate the problem of sex selective 

abortions whose nature is totally different from that of general 

abortions for medical reasons, considering the situation where the 

penal punishment fails to completely root out abortions, especially sex 

selective abortions based on the preference for sons which still remain 

in the society. As such, the Instant Provision regarding ban on 

notification of fetal sex is an appropriate means to stamp out the sex 

selective abortions as a legal measure of totally different dimension 

from the penal punishment by the Criminal Act. 

Therefore, the Instant Provision does not violate the principle of the 

least restrictive means. 

(3) Balance between legal interests 

As reviewed before, parents' basic rights such as the right to know 

and the right to pursue happiness are not infringed by the Instant 

Provision, and the disadvantages the parents would experience are 

merely practical and incidental, such as being frustrated in fulfilling 

their curiosity toward the sex of the fetus and preparing for the life 

after the birth of their fetus. Therefore, in this case, only the 

occupational freedom of the physician who has been convicted for the 

violation of the Instant Provision is the fundamental right to be 

infringed by the Instant Provision. Regarding balance between legal 

interests, the restriction on the physician's occupational freedom seems 

to be dwarfed by the public interests to be achieved by the Instant 

Provision such as protection of fetal life and maintenance of balance 

in sex ratio. 

From a physician's point of view, given the physician's duty to 

provide pregnant women with appropriate medical treatment and 

support throughout the entire pregnancy to help them maintain physical 

and mental health to deliver healthy babies, it is of course within the 

physician's proper job to inform parents of the sex of their fetus 
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discovered in the course of medical examination and treatment upon 

their request. Such a practice of providing information, however, does 

not seem to constitute the essence of medical practice performed by a 

physician: it is only incidental to, but not directly included in, the 

practice of medical examination. Giving such information has nothing 

to do with improving health conditions of both the mother and the 

fetus. After all, it only accommodates the pregnant woman or her 

family by providing such information in advance for practical 

convenience. As such, the physician's practice of giving information on 

the sex of fetus, which only serves its purpose as a lubricant for the 

relationship with the pregnant woman or her family, cannot be allowed 

without question only because it is included in the physician's job 

descriptions. Of course, if such practice by a physician does not cause 

any infringement on other legal interests at all, it should be freely 

allowed for sure. But, although disclosure of fetal sex itself is not 

repugnant to social norms or ethics, we cannot deny that the practice 

of giving information on fetal sex in our society can possibly be used 

as a preliminary step for sex selective abortions in some cases. 

Therefore, as long as the foregoing possibility exists, such practice 

should not be allowed without reservation, given the graveness of 

legal interest infringed by it. 

As a result, the Instant Provision satisfies the element of balance 

between legal interests as there seems no conspicuous imbalance 

between the protected public interests and the limited private interests.  

(4) Sub-conclusion

In order to protect fetal life by preventing sex selective abortions, 

disclosure of fetal sex should be banned throughout the entire stages 

of pregnancy, as expressly stipulated in the Instant Provision.

Therefore, the Instant Provision does not violate the Constitution. 

C. Conclusion 

Regarding 2004Hun-Ma1010 case, the constitutional complaint should 

be dismissed on the grounds that the complainant, as a father of a 

fetus, does not have constitutionally protected basic rights possibly 
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infringed by the Instant Provision. Regarding 2005Hun-Ba90 case, the 

Instant Provision should be declared constitutional. 

Justices Lee Kang-kook (Presiding Justice), Lee Kong-hyun, Cho 

Dae-hyen, Kim Hee-ok, Kim Jong-dae, Min Hyeong-ki, Lee Dong-heub, 

Mok Young-joon, Song Doo-hwan
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9. Imposing School Site Acquisition Charge on Real Estate 
Development Company Case

    [20-2(A) KCCR 424, 2007Hun-Ka9, September 25, 2008] 

In this case, the Constitutional Court held constitutional Article 2, 

Item 2 and the main text of Section 1 of Article 5 (hereinafter, referred 

to as "the Instant Imposition Provision") of the Former Act on Special 

Cases of  School Site Procurement (hereinafter, referred to as "the Act 

on Special Cases"), prescribing that a real estate development company 

which meets specific conditions must cover the expenses for buying a 

school site, but decided that Article 5 Section 4 of the Act on Special 

Cases (hereinafter, referred as to "the Instant Exemption Provision") not 

having provided an exception to the case, where such a developer 

remodels and extends an existing school building and donate it, is 

incompatible with the Constitution.

Background of the Case

The Instant Imposition Provision of the Act on Special Cases 

require a real estate development company within certain categories to 

bear the cost of procuring a school site. Also, the Instant Exemption 

Provision provides that donation of a site for building a new school is 

one of the necessary conditions for being exempt from this 

requirement. Although Jamsil Area No. 22 Apartments Reconstruction 

Association (hereinafter, the "Association") had negotiated a deal with 

the Gangdong Office Board of Education to remodel an existing 

school building and donate it, instead of paying the school site 

acquisition charge, Songpa-Gu District Office imposed the school site 

acquisition charge on the Association. At this, the Association raised 

an administrative litigation requesting cancellation of the charge. The 

Seoul Administrative Court, judging such provisions are in violation of 

the Constitution, sua sponte, requested constitutional review of the 

Instant Imposition Provision and the Instant Exemption Provision  to 

the Constitutional Court. 

Summary of Decision
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In an opinion of 7 to 2, the Constitutional Court held that the 

Instant Imposition Provision of the Act on Special Cases are not in 

violation of the Constitution. The Court decided, by 8 to 1 decision, 

that the Instant Exemption Provision is not compatible with the 

Constitution. The reasoning for the decision is as follows:

1. Majority Opinion 

A. The constitutional provision regarding free compulsory education 

is meant to transfer the financial burden of education from the parents 

or guardians of school-age children to the community as a whole, in 

order to guarantee the right to receive education more practically. It 

does not, however, mean that all expenses of compulsory education 

must be covered by taxation. Therefore, the Instant Imposition 

Provision which places the burden of school site acquisition charge on 

the developer, not the individual persons buying subdivisions of a 

parcel or apartment units, does not go against the principle of free 

compulsory education.

B. As the real estate developers have a particularly close relation to the 

public project of procuring school site as they gain profits from the 

development project, they also have a duty to bear certain costs of such 

public projects out of responsibility. Therefore, imposing the school site 

acquisition charge on the developers does not violate the principle of 

equality. It does not go against the principle of proportionality, because 

not only that the imposition of the charge on the developers according to 

the Instant Imposition Provision is an appropriate means to achieve the 

legislative purpose of securing new sources of funds for school sites, but 

also the school site acquisition charge balances between the public good 

of giving equal opportunity of education and the developers' private 

property profit.

C. The developer who remodels an existing school building and 

donates it and the developer who donates a school site can be 

basically regarded same in terms of contribution to achieving the 

legislative purpose of the Act on Special Cases. Nevertheless, the 

exemption provision, providing for mandatory exemption only for 'the 
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one who donates a school site' to prevent double taxation, while not 

providing any mandatory exemption or reduction in charge for 'the one 

who remodels an existing school building and donates it', violates the 

equality right of the latter. However, should the Court simply rule the 

provision unconstitutional, it may create a blank in the legal system 

because no provision becomes existent any more as a basis for 

providing mandatory exemption for the developers who donate a 

school site or who do not create demand for additional educational 

facilities. Therefore, the Court declares the exemption provision 

remains tentatively effective as a ground for exemption of the school 

site acquisition charge until the legislator revises it. 

2. Dissenting Opinions of Two Justices regarding the Instant Imposition 

Provision 

A. Regardless of who the party paying for the expenses is, when it 

comes to raise funds for compulsory education, adopting the means of 

special financial charge in itself, runs contrary to the constitutional 

principle of free compulsory education.

B. Securing educational facilities is a general public project, and the 

mere fact of having profited from development projects is not enough 

to assume that the developers have a particularly close relation or 

responsibility in providing new schools. Therefore, the Instant 

Imposition Provision discriminates the developers without proper 

grounds, and are against the principle of equality. Also, as it is 

clearly expected that the developers will shift the burden of the school 

site acquisition charge on the purchasers in the long run, the school 

site acquisition charge is not an appropriate means to achieve the 

legislative purpose. And, since the school site acquisition charge 

subjects the developers to ultimate and excessive responsibility to 

provide school facilities, which is should be the State's general project, 

the Instant Imposition Provision does not satisfy the principle of 

employing the least restrictive means, nor does it strike the balance 

between legal interests. 

3. Dissenting Opinion of One Justice regarding the Instant Exemption 
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Provision 

On the point that the Instant Imposition Provision do not violate the 

Constitution, this dissenting opinion shares the same opinion with the 

majority. However, this opinion sees the Instant Exemption Provision 

which does not include remodeling of existing school buildings as an 

exemption to the charge, is not against the Constitution, considering 

that if the construction and donation of new schools are forced on the 

developers by illegal exercise of governmental power without 

legitimate ground, it is more reasonable to fundamentally disclaim the 

effect of such administrative action, rather than including the 

'construction and donation of new schools' as one of the grounds for 

exemption of the charge, in order to protect the citizens' rights. 

--------------------------------------

Party

Requesting Court 
 Seoul Administrative Court

Underlying Case 
 Seoul Administrative Court, 2006Ku-Hap24749, Cancellation of 

School Site Acquisition Charge 

Holding

1. Article 2 Item 2 and the main text of Section 1 of Article 5 of 

the former 'Act on Special Cases of School Site Procurement (revised 

by Act No. 7397, March 24, 2005, but before revised by Act No. 

8679, December 14, 2007) do not violate the Constitution.  

2. Article 5 Section 4 of the former 'Act on Special Cases of 

School Site Procurement (revised by Act No. 7397, March 24, 2005, 

but before revised by Act No. 8679, December 14, 2007) is not 

compatible with the Constitution. 

Reasoning
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1. Introduction of the Case and Subject Matter of Review

A. Introduction of the case  

1. On March 6, 2002, ○○ Apartments Reconstruction Association 

(hereinafter, the 'Association') entered into a contract with the Head of 

the Gangdong Office of Education to remodel the existing building of 

Jamsin Elementary School (26 classrooms, 6,182.73㎡) and donate it to 

the Office of Education above mentioned, and take steps to improve 

educational environment in Jamsin Middle School. Later, on February 

8, 2002, the Head of the Songpa-Gu District approved the Association 

to launch the development plan of constructing 65 apartment buildings 

with 5,536 units in total and one community center, adding a 

collateral condition for the approval which states "regarding the 

remodeling of the elementary school, the agreement with the Board of 

Education should be fulfilled before the construction finishes".

2. The Association decided to sell 1,115 apartment units out of 

5,536 apartment units to public who are not the members of the 

Association. On April 7, 2005, it applied for approval to advertise the 

apartment complex for sale and reported its starting the construction to 

the Head of the Songpa-Gu District. The Songpa-Gu District approved 

the application for advertisement on April 26, 2006 and the units were 

completely sold out. Despite the contract between the Association and 

the Head of the Gangdong Office of Education, however, the Head of 

the Songpa-Gu District imposed 128,348,800 Won as school site 

acquisition charge on the 1,115 units sold to non members of the 

Association. At this, the Association initiated an administrative 

litigation against the Head of the Songpa-Gu District, asserting 

cancellation of the imposition of the charge (2006Gu-Hap24749). 

Judging the Article 2 Item 2 and the main text of Section 1 of 

Article 5 (hereinafter, "the Instant Imposition Provision") and Article 4 

Section 5 (hereinafter, "the Instant Exemption Provision") of the 

Former Act on Special Cases of School Site Procurement (hereinafter, 

"the Act on Special Cases") violate the Constitution, the Seoul 

Administrative Court requested, sua sponte, constitutional review on 

the Instant Imposition Provision and Exemption Provision to the 
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Constitutional Court. 

B. Subject matter of review 

The subject matter of review is constitutionality of the Instant 

Imposition Provision and Exemption Provision. The text of the said  

provisions and related provisions in this case are as follows:

[the Instant Imposition Provision]

Former 'Act on Special Cases of school site Procurement' (revised 

by Act No. 7397, March 24, 2005, but before revised by Act No. 

8679, December 14, 2007)

Article 2 (Definition) the definitions of the terms used in this Act 

are as follows: 

1. omitted

2. Among the developments conducted pursuant to the Building Act, 

the Urban Development Act, the Act on Maintenance and Improvement 

of Urban Areas and Dwelling Conditions for Residents, the Housing 

Act, the Housing Site Development Promotion Act and the Industrial 

Sites and Development Act, "development" in this Act means the 

development of land for more than 100 residential units or construction 

of common housing. 

3. omitted

[the Instant Exemption Provision]

Article 5 (imposition and collection of charge) 

① Mayor of a city or governor of a province may impose and 

collect school site acquisition charge on a developer who develops and 

sells parcels of land subdivided for constructing single houses or sells 

common housing within a development area (proviso omitted). 

④ Mayor of a city or governor of a province should exempt a 

developer from school site acquisition charge if any of the following 

applies: 

1. The developer donates a school site designated by Superintendent 

of the Office of Education, pursuant to Article 3 Section 3, to the 

special accounts for educational purpose. 

2. Development is conducted in an area where there has been no 
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need to construct a new school for recent three years due to 

continuous decrease in school-age population. 

3. Development is conducted for the construction of residential 

welfare facility for the aged pursuant to Article 32 of the Welfare of 

the Aged Act, which does not require educational facility for school 

age population.

[Related Provisions]

(intentionally omitted)

2. Reason for Seoul Administrative Court's Request for this 

Constitutional Review and Arguments of Related Bodies

(intentionally omitted)

3. Review on Merits

A. Legislative history of school site acquisition charge  

(1) Introduction of school site acquisition charge

School site acquisition charge was first introduced in December 29, 

1995, when the 'Act on Special Cases School Site Procurement  

(hereinafter the 'Old Act')' was enacted by Act No.5072. The Old Act 

was enacted in order to easily procure school sites by establishing a 

special Act concerning formation, development and supply of school 

sites and defrayment of expenses. Therefore, anyone who purchases a 

parcel of land for a single house or an apartment unit in a newly 

developed common housing complex located within an area formed 

and developed more than 300 houses, pursuant to the Housing 

Construction Promotion Act (Article 2 Item 2 and Item 3), should pay 

8/1000 of the purchase price of the apartment unit or 15/1000 of the 

purchase price of the parcel of land for a single house as school site 

acquisition charge (Article 5-2 Sections 1 and 2) (hereinafter, the 'old 

school site acquisition charge'). 

(2) Decision of unconstitutionality by the Constitutional Court and 
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enactment of the Act on Special Cases Concerning Refund of 

School Sites Acquisition Charge 

Upon the enactment of the 'Old Act', social dispute on validity and 

fairness of the school site acquisition charge, which obliged the 

purchasers of land or houses to shoulder the burden of sharing the 

expenses, was heated. It eventually ended up requesting for a 

constitutional review of Article 2 Item 2 and Article 5 Section 1 of 

the revised version of the Old Act (revised by Act No. 6219 on 

January 23, 2000, but before revised by Act No. 6744 on December 

5, 2002). In response to the request, the Constitutional Court decided 

that the part of Article 5 Section 1 of the revised version of the Old 

Act which stipulated 'school site acquisition charge can be imposed on 

and collected from a person who purchases a new apartment unit in a 

newly developed region, pursuant to the Housing Construction 

Promotion Act as defined in Article 2 Item 2, for the purpose of 

procuring sites for public school' violated the Constitution. 

The Constitutional Court, in the said case, stated that the school site 

acquisition charge imposed only on the purchasers of houses is in 

violation of the Constitution which declares that compulsory education 

shall be free of charge. And, it continued that the school site 

acquisition charge fails to meet the following legal requirements for 

being a valid financial purpose charge: a charge is justified only in 

relation to a specific public project; those subject to charges must 

have homogeneity and those subject to charges must have a 

particularly close connection to the specific public project for whose 

finance the charge is being imposed. The charge also violates the 

principle of proportionality, as it fails to abide by the requirements of 

appropriateness of means chosen, resulting in the imposition of a 

burden beyond the purchasers' equitable share (17-1 KCCR 294, 311, 

2003Hun-Ka20, March 31, 2005). 

After the Court's decision, the National Assembly enacted the 'Act on 

Special Cases Concerning the Refund of the School Site Acquisition 

Charge, etc'. as by Act No. 8886 on March 14, 2008, thereby canceling 

all the imposition of charges on purchasers and refunding the paid 

charges. 
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(3) Revision of school site acquisition charge 

On March 24, 2005, while the aforementioned case (2003Hun-Ka20) 

was pending, the National Assembly revised the 'Act on Special Cases' 

by Act No.7397. The Act on Special Cases ① imposes the financial 

burden for procuring school sites on the 'developer', rather than the 

'purchaser of an apartment unit or a parcel of land for a single house 

② expands the scope of the collective housing project subject to the 

school site acquisition charge from 300 units to 100 units; ③ newly 

stipulates a provision waiving the charge when a certain development 

plan does not create new demand for public education or when the 

developer donates a school site ④ reduces the charge rates from 8/1000 

to 4/1000 of the sales price of a new apartment unit or from 15/1000 

to 7/1000 of the sales price of a parcel of land for a single house and 

⑤ provides the ground for appropriating the charge to remodel existing 

school buildings if it is impossible to procure a new school site 

(hereinafter, the 'Instant Charge'). 

B. Nature of the instant charge 

(1) Article 3 of the Framework Act on the Charge Management 

Charge stipulates that "any charge may not be imposed without 

statutory provisions as prescribed in the attached table" and the 

attached table No. 8 names "school site acquisition charge pursuant to 

Act on Special Case of the School Site Procurement" as one of 

charges enumerated in the aforementioned Framework Act. But a 

decision as to whether certain public charges are tax or not should be 

made not on the basis of the legal definition in statutory provisions 

but on the basis of the real nature of the public charges (16-2(A) 

KCCR 14, 32, 2002Hun-Ba42, July 15, 2004; KCCR 135, 80, 88, 

2006Hun-Ba25, December 27, 2007). The school site acquisition 

charge is introduced in order to easily procure school sites and, if 

impossible top procure school sites, in order to easily remodel existing 

school buildings. The idea and function of the school site acquisition 

charge are practically different from those of tax in that it is paid 

without expectation of benefit in return; its use is limited to specific 

purposes (Article 2, Item 3 of the Act on Special Cases) and it is 
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imposed on only those who have a particularly close connection to the 

specific public project for whose finance the charge is being imposed. 

Therefore, the school site acquisition charge under the Instant 

Imposition Provision falls within charge.

(2) Charges are divided into two categories according to their 

purposes and functions: ① charges purely imposed with a purpose to 

finance a public project (hereinafter, the 'financial purpose charge'); 

and ② charges imposed not only to finance a public project but also 

to realize a specific socio-economic policy carried out by the 

imposition of charge itself (hereinafter, the 'policy realization charge'). 

In the former case, the public project is not fulfilled until the 

financial purpose charge is used, whereas in the latter case, the whole 

or part of the public project is fulfilled at the moment of levy of the 

charge itself (16-2 (A) KCCR 14, 26, 2002Hun-Ba42, July 15, 2004).  

In this case, the school site acquisition charge is expenditure for 

'procurement of school site or, in case of no site available, 

remodeling/reconstruction of existing school buildings,' imposed on the 

developers. The paid charge is used to cover the cost of buying sites 

on which new school buildings are to be constructed, appraisal fees, 

the cost for imposition and collection of the school site acquisition 

charge and the cost for remodeling existing school buildings. As such, 

the school site acquisition charge is imposed to cover the expenses 

required for the procurement of basic school facilities, rather than to 

restrict or prohibit development of residential area or housing. 

Therefore, the school site acquisition charge falls into the category of 

purely 'financial purpose charge' (17-1 KCCR 294, 301, 2003Hun-Ka 

0, March 31, 2005).

C. Constitutionality of the Instant Imposition Provision 

(1) Relationship with the principle of free compulsory education under 

the constitution

Reviewing the constitutionality of Article 2 Item 2 and Article 5 

Section 1 of the revised version of the Old Act (revised by Act No. 

6219 on January 23, 2000, but before revised by Act No. 6744 on 
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December 5, 2002) which imposes school site acquisition charge on 

purchasers of land or houses (2003Hun-Ka20, decided on March 31, 

2005), the Constitutional Court ruled that:

…… the school facilities needed for compulsory education is the 

general responsibility of the State. It goes without saying that the 

physical site for a school, as a material basis for any school, is a 

necessary condition for providing education. Therefore, the expenditure 

for procuring the school site must come from the general budget of 

the State …… Then, insofar as compulsory education is concerned, 

adopting special financial means, separate from the general treasury 

and drawn from a particular group of persons in the form of a 

charge, for the purpose of procuring a school site, is in violation of 

the Constitution which declares that compulsory education shall be free 

of charge. 

But, we should understand the Constitutional Court's statement that 

former school site acquisition charge imposed on purchasers violates 

the Constitution simply means the parents or guardians of school-age 

children subject to compulsory education should not bear the cost of 

such education. That is to say, Article 31 Section 3 of the 

Constitution on free compulsory education does not necessarily mean 

that the cost of compulsory education should only be covered by the 

State or local government budget, or namely tax, but simply order to 

shift the burden of compulsory education from individual parents or 

guardians of school-age children to the community as a whole, in 

order to guarantee the right to receive education more substantially. 

Therefore, the Instant Imposition Provision is not related any more 

to the principle of free compulsory education stipulated in Article 31, 

Section 3 of the Constitution. 

(2) Requirements for constitutionally justified financial purpose charge

The Constitutional Court has presented three requirements for 

constitutionally justified financial purpose charge: ① in relation to tax, 

charges should be recognized only in exceptional cases, and should 

not be abused when imposed in order to conduct general public 

projects; ② compared to ordinary citizens, those subject to charges 

should have a particularly close connection to the specific public 
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project; and ③ when charges are imposed for a long period of time, 

the validity and appropriateness of such imposition should be 

continuously evaluated on a regular basis by the legislators (16-2(A) 

KCCR 14, 28, 2002Hun-Ba42, July 15, 2004; See 17-1 KCCR 294, 

303-304, 2003Hun-Ka20, March 31, 2005). Among the three 

requirements, the requirement of 'particularly close connection' is 

regarded to be met when those subject to charges share a 

commonality as opposed to ordinary citizens; when they are regarded 

to have a particular financial duty to finance the specific public 

project and when the revenue generated by the charges is used for the 

benefit of those subject to the charge (See 16-2(A) KCCR 14, 28, 

2002Hun-Ba42, July 15, 2004 etc.). 

Also, as the school site acquisition charge inevitably restricts 

citizens' property right by its nature, in enacting such a statute 

imposing charges, legislative limitations such as the principle of 

proportionality and the principle of equality should be observed (10-2 

KCCR 819, 830 98 Hun-Ka1, December 21, 1998; See 16-2(A) 

KCCR 13, 29-30, 2002Hun-Ba42, July 15, 2004). 

(3) Whether the principle of equality is violated

(A) Whether there is 'specific public project' 

Although school facilities are the very basic infrastructure for 

establishment and management of regular school education including 

compulsory education, new construction and remodeling of schools to 

meet the need created in short period of time in an area where new 

development project is in progress are not the same as procuring 

educational facilities as a general public project.

Currently, the percentage of school attendance reaches near 100% in 

Korea and the number of students continues to decrease. Despite this 

trend, the demand for new schools has been continuously increasing. 

According to the report prepared by the Ministry of Education, 

Science and Technology (formerly, the Ministry of Education and 

Human Resources Development) in 2007, budgets for purchasing 

school sites are used mainly in metropolitan cities where developing 

projects have been managed continuously. For example, in the year of 
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2006, Kyongki-Do Province where developments of new residential 

complex are most actively conducted spent 3.5 trillion Won to procure 

school sites, which is ten times bigger than the budget spent in Seoul 

(260 billion Won). Therefore, the expenses for procuring school sites 

in newly developed residential areas are different in its nature from 

those for procuring educational facilities as a general public project to 

'provide human and material infrastructure to every corner of the 

country sufficiently enough to satisfy the demand of all citizens'. 

Rather, it should be regarded as the cost for supplying infrastructure 

specifically in the newly developed area. Therefore, the procurement of 

school site in a newly developed area has characteristics of specific 

public project.

(B) Whether there is 'particularly close connection'

1) The 'commonality among those subject to charge,' as one of the 

criteria of 'particularly closes connection', not only means that those 

subject to charge as a group are differentiated from general citizens 

but also means they should have something in common with each 

other within the group. 

The developers as a group are distinguished from general citizens in 

that they 'create a demand for school site by developing parcels of 

subdivided land for more than 100 residential units or constructing 

common housing and selling them'. In addition, as developers who do 

not create a demand for a new school are excluded from the charge 

(the Instant Exemption Provision), those subject to the school site 

acquisition charge share common features regarding the public project 

of procuring school site with each other.  

2) The purpose of imposition of school site acquisition charge is to 

'procure school sites or to remodel an existing school building'. The 

developers have a particularly close connection to the public project of 

procuring school site as they gain profits from the development project 

and at the same time, create the need for new schools. Moreover, as 

reviewed before, since the money for building a new school in a 

newly developed area is also spent for both satisfying the educational 

need and providing infrastructure for the new residential area, the 
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developers should bear responsibility to shoulder the burden of 

procurement of school site, besides paying tax.

3) Also, given our country's great interest in education, having new 

schools in a newly developed area surely provides great benefits to 

the developers because furnishing such educational faculties within the 

developed area may pull up the sales price of the land or apartment 

units and make it easier for the developers to sell the land or 

apartment units. Therefore, the revised school site acquisition charge 

is, in certain points, closely related to the interests of those subject to 

charge as a group.

(C) Whether there is 'continuous evaluation'

According to Article 7 of the Framework Act on the Charge 

Management, the Minister of the Strategy and Finance should annually 

submit a comprehensive report for charge management which shows 

the amount of charges imposed in a year and full statements of the 

use of the charges to the National Assembly. In light of this, it can 

be said that the legislature continuously inspects the validity and 

fairness of the revised school site acquisition charge on an annual 

basis.

(D) Sub-conclusion 

As previously reviewed, it can be acknowledged as reasonable that 

the Instant Imposition Provision treats the developers differently from 

ordinary citizens by levying the school site acquisition charge on 

them. Therefore, the Instant Imposition Provision does not violate the 

constitutional principle of equality.

(4) Whether the principle of proportionality is violated in restricting the 

property rights

(A) Legitimacy of purpose

In recent years, although the need for new schools has been 
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continuously increasing due to the development projects such as the 

"Newtown" project and "Innovation City" project, the budget for 

building new schools within the regions where new development 

projects are in progress is not increased enough to cover all the need, 

giving in to the demand for personnel expenses and educational 

business cost. In this situation, the legislative purpose to 'raise new 

funds to procure school sites' is legitimacy in terms of accomplishing 

public welfare.

(B) Appropriateness of means 

Developers are the ones who create the need to build new schools 

or expand existing schools. Accordingly, requiring the developers to 

cover in part the expenses of establishing school facilities ensued by 

their development projects is regarded as appropriate means to raise 

funds for procuring school sites, thereby preventing unreasonable result 

of having the Office of Education shoulder all the burden of 

establishment of new school facilities from happening. Of course, there 

is criticism against the possibility that the developers may shift the 

burden of school site acquisition charge to purchasers by including the 

charge in the original sales price itself. But such concern is not grave 

enough to deny the appropriateness of the school site acquisition 

charge itself as a means to achieve funds for establishing new school 

facilities, and can be effectively solved by actively introducing 

incentive system regarding floor area ratio and bulk zoning or by 

amending subordinate statues such as the Rules on the Estimation of 

Sales Price of Apartment Houses.

Also, imposing the school site acquisition charge simply based on 

the number of household units seems inevitable. When households 

move to new places, until the relocating households reach a certain 

number, no new demand for more school facilities is created. But 

once exceeding a certain number, new demand for more school 

facilities is created, requiring extra expenses for covering the need. 

Therefore, it is reasonable to impose the charge on the basis of the 

number of household units. Also, as decision on the number of 

household units that would generate such extra expenses is in the 

realm of the legislative discretion, 100 household units set in the 
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Instant Imposition Provision as the number subject to the charge 

cannot be seen as exceeding the boundary of legislature's reasonable 

discretionary power.

(C) The least restrictive means 

As the school site acquisition charge is imposed to raise funds for 

procuring school sites to build school facilities fundamental to 

education, the legislature may set a certain rate of the charge, 

reasonably balancing the public purpose and the citizens' private 

interests. When the school site acquisition charge was amended on 

March 24, 2005, the charge rates were reduced to 4/1000 for the sales 

price of a new apartment unit per household and to 7/100 for the 

sales price of a parcel of land for a single house, respectively. As 

this reduction substantially contributes to relieve the burden of those 

subject to the charge, the charge rate itself does not seem remarkably 

unreasonable. 

Moreover, as those subject to the school site acquisition charge 

changes from the purchasers to the developers, the danger of double 

taxation, along with a special purpose tax called "education tax", is no 

more existent. 

(D) Balance of legal interests 

If the state solely takes the responsibility of building new schools in 

a newly developed region without imposing the school site acquisition 

charge, public finance for education, which is supposed to be equally 

distributed to all students, might be disproportionately used for the 

regions where residential developments are actively in progress, 

resulting in unreasonable spending of the educational budget only for 

the interests of specific regions. Therefore, requiring the developers to 

pay the school site acquisition charge is the proper result of balancing 

between the public interest of equal opportunity in education and the 

private interests.

(E) Therefore, the Instant Imposition Provision cannot be said to 

excessively infringe upon the developer's property rights. 
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D. Constitutionality of the Instant Exemption Provision

(1) Whether there is infringement of property right 

The Instant Exemption Provision stipulates situations which exempt 

developers from the burden of the school site acquisition charge, such 

as when demand for new school facilities no more exists or a 

development project does not create a demand for new educational 

facilities. On the other hand, infringement on the property rights does 

not happen simply because someone obliged to pay charge is not 

benefited from such preferential exemption of the benefits-bestowing 

legislation. Nor is the simple expectation of financial interests, which 

could to be achieved if a developer were subject to the preferential 

exemption of the charge, protected by the constitutional guarantee of 

property rights (See 15-2(B) KCCR 281, 295-296, 2003Hun-Ba2, 

November 27, 2003; 19-2 KCCR 112, 134, 2004Hun-Ma914, July 26, 

2007). 

Therefore, the charge exemption provision does not infringe upon 

the developer's property rights who remodeled and extended an 

existing school building and donated it to the Office of Education. 

(2) Whether there is infringement of the equality right 

(A) Existence of Discrimination

The Instant Exemption Provision was newly enacted when the Act 

on Special Cases was amended on March 24, 2005, with purpose to 

relieve the citizens' burden by allowing exemption of the school site 

acquisition charge when the purpose of the charge is already achieved 

or there is no need to impose such charge. Moreover, the revision to 

the Act on Special Cases also expanded the scope of usage of the 

levied charge to include the expenditure for remodeling an existing 

school building near the development area in case of impossibility of 

procuring a school site (Article 2 Item 3 and Article 6 Section 2 of 

the Act on Special Cases). In this regard, 'the developer who remodels 

an existing school building and donates it pursuant to the indication of 

the administrative agency for education or mutual agreement between 
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the administrative agency' and 'the developer who donates a school 

site' can be basically regarded same in terms of their contribution to 

achieving the purpose of the school site acquisition charge by using 

their own money. 

Nevertheless, the Instant Exemption Provision discriminates 'the one 

who donates a school site' from 'the one who remodels an existing 

school building and donates it': it provides for  mandatory exemption 

only for the former to prevent double taxation while not providing 

any mandatory exemption or reduction in charge for the latter, 

discriminating between the two groups which are basically same.

In its precedents, the Constitutional Court has stated that for purposes 

of ascertaining violation of equality, if there is textual commitment of 

the Constitution for equality, or if a certain discrimination causes grave 

infringement on related fundamental rights, strict scrutiny based on the 

principle of proportionality should be employed. If not, however, a 

moderate standard of the rational basis test on the principle against 

arbitrariness is enough (11-2 KCCR 732, 749, 98Hun-Ba33, December 

23, 1999; 13-1 KCCR, 1441, 1464-1465, 2001Hun-Ma132, June 28, 

2001).

The Instant Exemption Provision is not related to the issues or areas 

against which the Constitution specifically prohibits discrimination. And 

the developer's related fundamental rights cannot be said to be gravely 

infringed just because the provision excludes the developer remodeling 

of an existing school building and its donation from the preferential 

exemption. Therefore, in this case, it would be enough to ascertain 

whether the discrimination is distinctively unreasonable or not through 

applying the rational basis test on the principle against arbitrariness 

with respect to different treatment of the Instant Exemption Provision.

(B) Reasonableness of discrimination

As previously reviewed, the school site acquisition charge is an 

expense imposed on developers who conduct developmental project, 

for the purpose of procuring school site or remodeling existing school 

buildings near the development area in case of difficulty in procuring 

school site. Also, under the provision, a developer who donates a 

school site and thereby contributing to accomplishing the purpose of 
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the school site acquisition charge by donating a school site is 

necessarily exempt from the charge.

Then, the legislature should have guaranteed the same treatment for 

the developers who also contribute to achieving the aforementioned 

purpose by remodeling an existing school and donating it pursuant to 

the suggestion of the administrative agency for education or mutual 

agreement with it, thereby prevent them from bearing excessive burden 

of double taxation in a manner of providing mandatory exemption of 

the charge or imposing the charge after subtracting the expenses used 

for remodeling an existing school building.  

Nevertheless, the Instant Exemption Provision provides mandatory 

exemption preventing double imposition only for those who donate a 

school site, but not for those who remodel an existing school building 

and donate it, thereby discriminating the latter without reasonable 

causes proper reasons.

(C) Therefore, the Instant Exemption Provision violates the 

Constitution, infringing on the equality right.

3. Decision of Incompatibility with the Constitution and Order of 

Temporary Application

When a statute violates the Constitution, it is our basic tenet to 

render a decision of unconstitutionality in order to maintain the 

normative power of the Constitution. However, a incompatibility 

decision may be rendered that mandates tentative application of the 

provision found unconstitutional, if instant removing the 

unconstitutional provision from the legal system can cause a blank or 

confuse in law. 

In this case, should the Court declare on the Instant Exemption 

Provision as unconstitutional or as simply incompatible with the 

Constitution, thereby losing its legal applicability, it may create a 

vacuum in law because no provision becomes existent any more as a 

basis for providing mandatory exemption for the developers who 

donate a school site or who do not create demand for new 

educational facilities. As a result, having the provision stay effective 

until the legislature cures the constitutional defects through statutory 
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revision seems necessary because far more unconstitutional situation 

may be created by instant deprivation of the effect of the provision or 

immediate suspension of its application than by the tentative 

application of the provision.

Therefore, the Instant Exemption Provision remains temporarily 

applicable as a ground for exemption of the school site acquisition 

charge until the legislature, following the purpose of this decision, 

revises it to be compatible with the Constitution including any method 

to 'exempt the developer who remodels an existing school building 

and donates it based on mutual agreement with the administrative 

agency for education from the school site acquisition charge or deduct 

a certain amount of money from the full charge' in the Act on 

Special Cases, by June 30, 2009.

4. Conclusion

Therefore, the Instant Imposition Provision is not in violation of the 

Constitution and the Instant Exemption Provision is not compatible 

with the Constitution. This decision is dissented by Justice Lee, 

Kong-hyun and Justice Min Hyeong-ki regarding the Instant Imposition 

Provision and Justice Cho Dae-hyen regarding the Instant Exemption 

Provision. 

5. Dissenting Opinion by Justice Lee Kong-hyun and Justice Min 

Hyeong-ki

We dissent from the majority decision, thinking the Instant 

Imposition Provision violates the Constitution for the following 

reasons:

A. Relationship with the principle of free compulsory education under 

the constitution

The Constitutional Court, in reviewing constitutionality of Article 2 

Item 2 and Article 5 Section 1 of the revised version of the Old Act 

(revised by Act No. 6219 on January 23, 2000, but before revised by 

Act No. 6744 on December 5, 2002), has held that " …… in so far 

as compulsory education is concerned, adopting special financial 
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means, separate from the general treasury and drawn from a particular 

group of persons in the form of a charge, for the purpose of 

procuring a school site is in violation of the Constitution which 

declares that compulsory education shall be free of charge". 

Regarding the free compulsory education, the precedent places more 

emphasis on imposition of duty on the State to provide quality human 

and material infrastructure for education and to improve educational 

environment than on imposition of duty on the citizens to educate 

their school-age children. Therefore, it clearly articulates that when it 

comes to raise funds for education, adopting special financial means in 

the form of a charge itself, other than general treasury, runs contrary 

to the constitutional principle of free compulsory education. 

As the precedent obviously elucidates this point, the majority's 

interpretation, stating that merely the imposition of charge on the 

parents or guardians of school age children who are the recipients of 

compulsory education should be prohibited, seems inappropriate. 

Moreover, even if we follow the interpretation of the majority opinion, 

as it is clearly expected that the developers will shift the burden of 

the school site acquisition charge on the purchasers in the long run, 

the parents or guardians of school age children obviously end up 

being the ones who pay the charge. Therefore, the school site 

acquisition charge imposed on developers is also in violation of the 

constitutional principle of free compulsory education. 

Therefore, the Instant Imposition Provision is in violation of the 

Constitution which declares that compulsory education shall be free of 

charge, to the extent that the levied charges are used to procure 

school facilities for compulsory education. 

B. Whether the requirements for justified financial purpose charge are 

met

In relation to non-compulsory secondary education, a charge for the 

purpose of providing educational infrastructure can be imposed. But 

even in this case, such charge may only be permitted when all the 

legal requirements of general financial purpose charges are also 

satisfied, and should not exceed the boundary within which limitation 

on the property right is allowable. 
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(1) Whether the principle of equality is violated

(A) On the 'specific public project' requirement

Considering the fact that education, among general public projects, is 

the one which should be carried out by the State even sacrificing 

other projects but the levied school site acquisition charge may be in 

practice diverted to fund other general public projects such as 

improvement of decrepit educational environment, it can not be 

admitted that the general public project of procuring educational 

facilities in a newly developed region may become a special public 

project only because the developers generate demand for extra 

educational facilities due to the development project.

(B) On the 'particularly close connection' requirement

School facilities are essential infrastructure for education, and 

procuring such facilities is a public project as well as a duty of the 

State. Therefore, it may not be reasonable to conclude that developers 

have a far more particularly close connection to the project. 

Moreover, the developers also contribute to promoting national 

interests through expanding dwelling facilities and improving 

neighborhood environment while accomplishing private interests through 

carrying out development projects at the same time. Therefore, only 

because the expenses for building schools in a region where 

development is in progress can also be considered part of the whole 

expenses necessary for constructing infrastructure of the region, it can 

not be seen that the developers should take all the responsibility to 

bear the burden of the charge, other than tax, for procurement of 

school facilities.

Also, construction of school facilities requires much money in a 

short period of time, but the effect and benefit last for a long time, 

being accumulatively distributed to the people living in the region. 

Given the beneficiaries of the school facility construction and the 

scope of the benefits, the developers cannot be said to receive special 

benefits by procuring school facilities, merely because they may be 

able to realize some interests by selling the lands or apartment units. 
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(2) Whether the principle of proportionality is violated in restricting the 

property rights

Regarding the legitimacy of the purpose of the Instant Imposition 

Provision, we share the same opinion as the majority.

(A) Appropriateness of means

But, we can easily expect that the charge imposed on the 

developers will be included in the sales price paid by the purchasers, 

finally it will end up the same result as levying the charge directly 

on the purchasers themselves.

Although the problem of inequality seem to be cured to some 

degree by changing the standard of imposition of the charge from 300 

units to 100 units, the Instant Imposition Provision seems identical to 

the revised version of the Old Act which had already been declared 

unconstitutional by the Court, in terms of its uniform imposition of 

the charge simply on the basis of the scale of multi-family dwelling 

complex development and the number of units. Moreover, though a 

series of construction of less than 100 units of new apartment are 

conducted at intervals, there still will also be demand for new school 

facility in the area. Therefore, making the developers pay for the 

school site seems discrimination without reasonable grounds.

As such, we doubt the appropriateness of the school site acquisition 

charge as a means to achieve the legislative purpose.

(B) Least restrictive means

Anyone who develops land for constructing dwelling houses is also 

subject to the 'development charge', other than the school site 

acquisition charge, pursuant to the 'Restitution of Development Gains 

Act'. Both of the charges are substantially overlapped as they are all 

imposed on the basis of the 'interests achieved from a development 

project,' which may amount to double imposition of burden prohibited 

by Article 5 of the Framework Act on the Charge Management. 

Also, there surely exists less restrictive method for procuring school 

facilities in a newly developed region such as so-called 
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'pre-construction, post calculation' method, meaning that the developer, 

at first, cover all the expenses for providing school facilities while a 

development project is in progress, and, after the project completes, 

the developer and the administrative agency for education can settle 

up later, taking into consideration of the benefits leaped from the 

developmental project. Despite of such a method, the school site 

acquisition charge subjects the developers to ultimate and excessive 

responsibility to provide school facilities, which should be the State's 

general project. Therefore, it violates the principle of employing the 

least restrictive means.

(C) Balance between legal interests

In addition, although the public interest to provide school facilities 

is very important, given the fact that such public interest is should be 

realized and secured by the State, making the developers take 

responsibility for financing such public project, merely because their 

development projects generate demand of new schools, is excessive 

burden. Therefore, the Instant Imposition Provision fails to strikes the 

balance between legal interests.

C. Conclusion 

Therefore, the Instant Imposition Provision runs afoul of the 

Constitution, violating the principle of free compulsory education, the 

principle of equality and the principle of proportionality.

6. Dissenting Opinion by Justice Cho Dae-hyen

I agree with the majority in that the Instant Imposition Provision 

does not violate the Constitution. However, different from the majority 

opinion, I think the Instant Exemption Provision cannot be regarded as 

violating the Constitution only because the Act on Special Cases does 

not provide a provision stipulating a developer's remodeling a existing 

school and donating it as one of the grounds for exempting the 

charge, as long as there is no statutory basis for requesting the 

developers to construct and donate a school building. 
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The Instant Imposition Provision considers that a development 

project constructing more than 100 dwelling units may generate 

demand for more elementary, middle and high schools and therefore, 

imposes the school site acquisition charge to raise funds for 

procurement of school sites or alternation and extension of an existing 

school building for the community. Also, Instant Exemption Provision 

prescribes specific categories where the charge may be waived, such 

as when a development project constructing more than 100 dwelling 

units does not necessitate construction of a new school or remodeling 

an existing school. 

The school site acquisition charge is imposed to give special burden 

on the developers who generate demand for additional school facilities 

by conducting development project of constructing and selling more 

than 100 dwelling units. It seems reasonable to prescribe such creation 

of demand for additional school facilities as an active reason for 

levying the school site acquisition charge since the charge is meant to 

impose a financial burden directly to the one who brings about the 

demand for extra school facilities. The Act on Special Cases simply 

allows imposition of the school site acquisition charge without 

providing specific, concrete consideration as to whether the demand for 

additional school facilities is really generated or not by the 

development project while enumerating specific situations where the 

school site acquisition charge is waived. But, this legislative attitude, 

although not regarded as strictly abiding by the constitutional 

commitment under Article 37 Section 2 of the Constitution, cannot be 

deem clearly violating Article 37 Section 2 of the Constitution as long 

as it prescribes the situations where no extra school facilities are 

required as the grounds for exemption of the charge.

To the contrary, if the provision fails to stipulate specific situations 

in which the school site acquisition charge is to be waived despite of 

no need for additional school facilities, such a provision should be 

regarded contrary to the Constitution as it unnecessarily places 

limitation on the fundamental rights without proper cause. 

In this case, the Association promised to remodel and expand 

Jamsin Elementary School and donate it to the Ganagdong Office of 

Education, accepting the request of the Head of the Gangdong Office 

of Education. And subsequently, the Head of the Songpa-Gu District 
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approved the Association to launch the development plan with the 

condition of remodeling of Jamsin Elementary School. The Association 

spent approximately 11.5 billion Won in remodeling and expanding the 

existing building of Jamsin Elementary School and donated it. 

Nevertheless, the Head of the Songpa-Gu District imposed 

approximately 1.1 billion Won as the school site acquisition charge on 

the Association, pursuant to the Instant Imposition Provision. 

As the development plan in this case sold 1,115 apartment units to 

non members of the Association, the school site acquisition charge can 

be imposed according to the Instant Imposition Provision. Also, the 

development plan does not fall into the categories eligible for 

exemption of the charge prescribed in the Instant Exemption Provision. 

Therefore, it is not in violation of the Constitution, nor unreasonable 

to impose 1.1 billion Won as the school site acquisition charge on the 

Association. 

The issue in this case is whether it violates the Constitution that a 

statutory provision dose not consider a situation in which a developer 

remodels and expands an existing school building and donates it to 

satisfy the demand for new school facilities caused by its development 

plan as one of the grounds for exempting the school site acquisition 

charge. Regarding this, the majority opinion is positive The majority 

opinion is reasonable in emphasizing that the school site acquisition 

charge should not be imposed when there is no demand for additional 

school facilities created by the development plan. 

But, we should not overlook the problem that making a developer 

to construct and donate new school facilities in this case is actually 

done by administrative coercion without legitimate statutory ground. 

Such practice places as much restriction on the developer's 

fundamental right as the school site acquisition charge does, without 

having any statutory basis. Regarding a case when a demand for 

additional school facilities is created by a development plan of more 

than 100 dwelling units, the Act on Special Cases does not impose 

duty on the developer to construct a new school or remodels an 

existing school, but only requires the developer to procure school site 

or pay the school site acquisition charge. Regarding a development 

plan of more than 300 dwelling units, the Act on Special Cases 

stipulates that matters on construction and development of school site 
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may be included in the development plan after consulting with the 

Superintendent of an Office of Education who has jurisdiction over the 

newly developed region (Article 3 of the Act on Special Cases), and 

if a development plan is not conducted by a city or a province, the 

developer should provide school site for the city or province and the 

city or province pay the appraised price for the school site, one half 

from its general accounts and the other half from special accounts for 

educational purpose, respectively (Article 4 of the Act on Special 

Cases). 

Nevertheless, in this case, the Head of Gangdong Office of 

Education requested the Association to demolish and expand the 

existing building of Jamsin Elementary School and donate it, without 

any proper statutory basis. And the Head of the Songpa-Gu District 

made remodeling and donation of Jamsin Elementary School as 

conditions for approval of the development plan without statutory 

basis. In my opinion, such measures by the local governmental bodies 

are not consistent with Article 37 Section 2 of the Constitution, 

because the local governmental bodies who have duty to protect the 

citizens' fundamental rights demand unwarranted sacrifices from the 

developer without proper statutory basis, abusing the authorities in 

approving a development project. Although the Association in this case 

promised to construct and donate a bigger and better new school in 

accordant with the request of the Head of Gangdong Office of 

Education, such a promise cannot cure the unconstitutionality because 

the Association does not seem to voluntarily decide to donate a new 

Jamsin Elementary school but unwillingly answer the request in order 

to get approval of its development plan. Considering the fact that the 

school site acquisition charge authorized by the statutory provisions 

should also meet the requirements for being a justified special charge, 

the mere fact that the Association has reluctantly admitted the 

condition in order to get the approval of the development plan cannot 

justify the administrative arbitrariness which passed tremendous 

economic burden solely onto the Association without proper statutory 

basis. 

Therefore, the request by the Head of Gangdong Office of 

Education to renovate and donate Jamsin Elementary School and the 

demand by the Head of the Songpa-Gu District to renovate and 
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donate Jamsin Elementary School as a condition for approval of the 

development plan are in violation to Article 37 Section 2 of the 

Constitution as requesting special sacrifices to the developer. In this 

regard, the expenses paid for remodeling Jamsin Elementary School 

should be reimbursed by the relevant local governmental body. Also, 

construction and donation of newly renovated Jamsin Elementary 

School should not be considered as a ground for exemption of the 

school site acquisition charge. If so, that would result in tacit 

permission of the de facto repression done by administrative authority 

without proper statutory basis. 

As long asa developer constructs and donates a renovated school by 

administrative coercion, admitting such construction and donation as a 

ground for exemption of the school site acquisition charge should not 

be allowed. Rather, we should deny such practice and its effect by 

the root in order to eradicate the illegitimate administrative coercion 

itself, which is the proper way to abide by the constitutional 

commitments of respecting fundamental rights and the rule of law.  

Justice Lee Kang-kook (Presiding Justice), Lee Kong-hyun, Cho 

Dae-hyen, Kim Hee-ok, Kim Jong-dae, Min Hyeong-ki, Lee Dong-heub, 

Mok Young-joon, Song Doo-hwan
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10. Visually Impaired Massagers Case
    [20-2(A) KCCR 1089, 2006Hun-Ma1098·1116·1117 (consolidated), 

October 30, 2008]

In this case, the Constitutional Court decided that Article 61 Section 

1 of the former Medical Service Act and other relevant provisions 

which exclude the non-visually impaired from massage services by 

giving massager licenses exclusively to the visually impaired do not 

contradict the Constitution.

Background of the Case

Despite the Constitutional Court's previous decision that held 

unconstitutional the former Enforcement Regulation excluding the 

non-visually impaired from the massaging profession, the National 

Assembly, on September 27, 2006, revised Article 61 Section 1 of the 

former Medical Service Act to grant exclusive license to the visually 

impaired (hereinafter the "Instant Provision"), thereby retaining the 

restriction upon the non-visually impaired in attaining massager 

licenses. The complainants argued that the Instant Provision barred 

non-visually impaired persons from obtaining the massager licenses and 

therefore infringed on their basic rights, including their freedom of 

occupational choice, and filed a constitutional complaint. 

Summary of Decision

In a vote of 6 to 3, the Constitutional Court declared the Instant 

Provision constitutional for the following reasons.

1. Majority Opinion of Six Justices 

The Instant Provision aims to guarantee the livelihood of the 

visually impaired based on, for instance, Article 34 Section 5 of the 

Constitution that concerns the protection of the disabled. In this case, 

such constitutional requirement to protect the disabled may clash with 

people's basic rights such as the freedom of occupational choice. 

Therefore, in reviewing whether or not the Instant Provision exceeded 
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the limit to the restriction on basic rights defined in Article 37 

Section 2 of the Constitution, specifically concerning the adherence to 

principles of the least restrictive means and balance of interests, it 

would be necessary to comprehensively weigh factors, including the 

extent to which people's basic rights are regulated, characteristics of 

basic rights of the visually impaired and the status of relevant welfare 

policies, the visually impaired-friendly system of the massage business 

and other feasible alternatives in addition to the stated constitutional 

requirement.

The Instant Provision aims to enable the visually impaired to lead a 

rewarding life and realize their right to humane living conditions, 

which is legitimate. Furthermore, given the nature of massage services 

that barely require spatial movement and mobility compared to other 

types of jobs and that offer easier jobs for the visually impaired who 

are equipped with more developed sense of touch, it can be 

recognized that the Instant Provision performs as a suitable means to 

serve the abovementioned legislative purpose as it assists the visually 

impaired in their livelihood and gives them the opportunity for 

occupational activities by allowing their monopoly over the massage 

business.

Moreover, the Instant Provision does not contradict the principle of 

the least restrictive means in that, amid insufficient welfare policies 

for the visually impaired, the massager is almost the only occupation 

available for the visually impaired, that there are no ample alternatives 

for them to maintain the livelihood when the non-visually impaired are 

also authorized to engage in the massage profession, and that it is 

necessary to take preferential measures for the visually impaired-the 

minority who have been discriminated against over the years in terms 

of education, employment, and many others-in order to realize 

substantial equality. Also, even when weighing public interests such as 

the right to livelihood of the visually impaired and the private interest 

sacrificed as a consequence such as people's freedom of occupational 

choice, it cannot be immediately concluded that there is imbalance 

between the two interests.

However, such a system favoring the visually impaired, which is 

designed to secure their right to livelihood by restricting people's basic 

rights, is nothing but a policy measure that we must inevitably accept 
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in light of our social reality where efficient policy means to guarantee 

visually impaired persons the right to livelihood is hardly found. It 

would also be impossible to maintain the system when the 

socioeconomic conditions are developed. In that sense, it is required of 

the government authorities, including the legislators, to perform a more 

serious and active review to devise plans to resolve the tension 

between the two conflicting basic rights - the right to livelihood of 

the visually impaired and the freedom of occupational choice of the 

non-visually impaired - and enable their harmonious coexistence.

Therefore, it cannot be seen that the Instant Provision overrode the 

permitted boundary of restriction on basic rights set forth in Article 

37, Section 2 of the Constitution and thus violated the freedom of 

occupational choice or equality rights of the non-visually impaired.

2. Dissenting Opinion of Three Justices (Unconstitutional)

It can be duly recognized that guaranteeing the visually impaired 

their living and the opportunity to engage in occupational activities 

serves major public interests. Yet, removing the visually impaired 

persons' monopoly over massager licenses does not make their relevant 

business activities impossible, and the single fact that they have to 

compete with the non-visually impaired does not give ample reason to 

view that there is a clear and evident risk of justifying the restriction 

on freedom of occupational choice. Furthermore, considering facts such 

as only some 17 percent of those with severe visual disabilities, or 

6,000 to 7,000 visually-impaired persons, are registered and working 

as massagers, it is doubted whether the Instant Provision is effective 

in guaranteeing their livelihood and whether simply providing 

monopoly over the massage business offers the opportunity to choose 

one's job as a means to self actualization and personality development. 

Therefore, it is also difficult to approve that the Instant Provision 

substantially and fully contributes to serving the relevant legislative 

purpose. In addition, provided that visually impaired persons' monopoly 

over the massage profession as prescribed by the Instant Provision is 

not the only means on the table to provide the visually impaired with 

opportunities to guarantee their living and occupational activities, their 

monopoly is hardly viewed as an inevitable means to serve the 
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legislative purpose. The Instant Provision also contradicts the principle 

of the least restrictive means in protecting basic rights and, 

furthermore, it is difficult to see that the public interest protected by 

the Instant Provision such as the guarantee of living of the visually 

impaired, overrides the freedom of occupational choice of the 

non-visually impaired.

Therefore, the Instant Provision undermines the essence of the 

freedom of occupation by violating the rule against excessive 

restriction and therefore contradicts the Constitution.

--------------------------------------

Parties

Complainants 
 1. Yu ○-seon et al. (2006Hun-Ma1098) 

 2. Song ○-taek et al. (2006Hun-Ma1116)

 3. Kang ○-tae et al. (2006Hun-Ma1117)

   Park Tae-won et al., Attorney in charge

Joinder 
 1. Ga ○-hwa et al. (2006Hun-Ma1116)

 2. Kang ○-deok et al. (2006Hun-Ma1117)

   Park Tae-won et al., Attorney in charge

Holding

Complainants' constitutional complaint are denied

Reasoning

1. Introduction of the Case and Subject Matter of Review

A. Introduction of the Case 

(1) The complainants and joinders of this case are those who wish 
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to practice massage or finger-pressure treatment. On May 25, 2006, the 

Constitutional Court declared that the phrases "visually impaired" in 

Article 3 Section 1 Items 1 and 2 of the "Massager Rule (revised by 

Rule No. 153 of Ministry for Health, Welfare and Family Affairs, 

June. 16, 2000), "which grants massager license exclusively to visually 

impaired persons, is unconstitutional as it violates the principle of 

statutory reservation or the rule against excessive restriction. However, 

the National Assembly, on September 27, 2006, newly revised Article 

61 Section 1 of the Medical Service Act, under which only the 

visually impaired are licensed to practice massage, thereby retaining the 

restriction on non-visually impaired persons in obtaining the massage 

license. 

(2) The complainants and joinders of this case applied for massage 

licenses in order to engage in the massage practice, but the competent 

mayors and provincial governors refused or plan to refuse the 

applications on grounds that they are not visually impaired persons 

under the Welfare of Disabled Persons Act. 

(3) In response, the complainants argued that their basic rights, such 

as freedom of occupation, was infringed on by the revised Medical 

Service Act, which provides that only some designated among visually 

impaired persons defined in the Welfare of Disabled Persons Act are 

entitled to massage licenses and that the non-visually impaired are 

excluded. Based on this reasoning, the complainants filed constitutional 

complaints of this case on September 27 and 29, 2006, respectively. 

The joinders, since their participation on October 2, 2006, have also 

joined in this case as well as other several relevant cases.

B. Subject Matter of Review

The complainants had filed this constitutional complaint regarding "a 

visually impaired person under the Welfare of Disabled Persons Act" 

in Article 61 Section 1 of the former Medical Service Act (wholly 

revised by Act No. 8007, September 27, 2006, hereinafter the "Former 

Medical Service Act"). However, the Act was wholly revised on April 

11, 2007, and Article 61 Section 1, while remaining unchanged in its 
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entirety, was revised as Article 82 Section 1 of the Medical Service 

Act (wholly revised as Act No. 8366).

Although Article 61 Section 1 of the Former Medical Service Act 

consequently lost effect, Article 82 Section 1 of the revised Medical 

Service Act that contains the same contents continues to restrict the 

fundamental rights of the complainants as constitutional review of the 

subjected Instant Provision is yet to be concluded. In this context, it 

would be appropriate to review the "constitutionality of the massage 

license system favoring the visually impaired" as prescribed by both 

the former and new Acts comprehensively, since such review would 

not only conform to the complainants' intentions but also correspond 

to the purpose of the constitutional complaint system that essentially 

aims for relief from infringement of fundamental rights. 

Therefore, the subject matters of constitutional review in this case 

are parts of same contents in Article 61 Section 1 of the former 

Medical Service Act (before being wholly revised by Act No. 8007, 

September 27, 2006 and No. 8366 on April 11, 2007) and Article 82 

Section 1 of the Medical Service Act (wholly revised by Act No. 

8366, April 11, 2007) - "a visually impaired person under the Welfare 

of Disabled Persons Act (when the two respective Instant Provisions 

combined, hereinafter the "Instant Provision")" - and the Instant 

Provision is listed below. 

[Instant Provision]

Former Medical Service Act (Wholly revised by Act No. 8007, 

September 27, 2006 and Act No. 8366, April 11, 2007)

Article 61 (Massagers) ① Each massager shall be a visually 

impaired person under the Welfare of Disabled Persons Act, who falls 

into any of the following Items and whose qualification is accredited 

by the mayor/provincial governor: 

1. A person who has finished the curriculum on physical therapy 

following the limitations on the service to be rendered by a massager 

as set forth in (4) at one of special schools under Item 5 of Article 2 

of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, which provides 

education equivalent to a high school; or 

2. A person who has finished an education course equivalent to or 

higher than a junior high school and a 2-year or longer course for 
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training massage at a massage training institution designated by the 

Minister of Health and Welfare. 

Medical Service Act (Wholly revised by Act No. 8366, April 11, 

2007)

Article 82 (Massagers) ① Each massager shall be a visually 

impaired person under the Welfare of Disabled Persons Act, who falls 

into any of the following Items and whose qualification is accredited 

by the mayor/provincial governor: 

1. A person who has finished the curriculum on physical therapy 

following the limitations on the service to be rendered by a massager 

as set forth in (4) at one of special schools under Item 5 of Article 2 

of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, which provides 

education equivalent to a high school; or 

2. A person who has finished an education course equivalent to or 

higher than a junior high school and a 2-year or longer course for 

training massage at a massage training institution designated by the 

Minister of Health and Welfare. 

2. Arguments of Complainants and Relevant Bodies

(intentionally omitted)

3. Review on Justiciability 

A. Joinder application

(1) Inclusion of additional complainants is not provided for in the 

Constitutional Court Act, but the Civil Procedure Act and 

Administrative Litigation Act apply mutatis mutandis to the procedure 

of constitutional adjudication (Article 20 Section 1, Constitutional 

Court Act). The Constitutional Court previously recognized the 

justiciability of joinder application by deciding (5-2 KCCR 284, 

295-296, 89Hun-Ma248, September 27, 1993; 137 KCCR 356, 

360-361, 2005Hun-Ma872, et al., February 28, 2008), in case where 

the objects of lawsuits are to be unitarily decided on either party and 

a third person, such third person may intervene in the lawsuit as a 
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co-litigant (Article 40 Section 1, Constitutional Court Act and Article 

83 Section 1 of the Civil Procedure Act). However, because joinders 

do not file a separate constitutional complaint but are joined in the 

pending complaints as additional complainants, joinder application must 

meet other requirements for justiciability, such as complaint filing 

periods.

(2) In this case, as for complainants who applied for joinder after 

the filing of the constitutional complaints on the Instant Provision, 

they have their fundamental rights infringed on by the Instant 

Provision as other complainants. Meanwhile, if the complaints of this 

case are accepted and the Instant Provision, which serves as the 

standard for excluding the non-visually impaired from the massage 

practice, is ruled unconstitutional, the decision has a binding force on 

all of the State agencies and municipalities, and this means the 

additional complainants also gain the position to be licensed for the 

massage practice. Although the additional complainants are not forced 

to jointly file a complaint, they are in fact affected by the decision 

holding the Instant Provision unconstitutional, which means their cause 

of complaints is to be unitarily decided on a third person and 

themselves. Further, as the time limit of filing complaints for the 

additional complainants is not exceeded as reviewed later on, their 

application for inclusion is allowed as an admissible joinder 

application under Article 40 Section 1 of the Constitutional Court Act 

and Article 83 of the Civil Procedure Act (hereinafter combining the 

original complainants and joinders, the "Complainants"). 

B. Self-relatedness and directness 

The Instant Provision stipulates that a massage license be granted 

only to the "visually impaired persons under the Welfare of Disabled 

Persons Act" and thereby directly restricts non-visually impaired 

persons from obtaining the massage license without undergoing specific 

enforcement actions. As a result, the non-visually impaired 

complainants will not only be excluded from massage licensing but 

also be prohibited from engaging in the massage business. 

Complainants therefore meet the requirements for relatedness and 
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directness to file a constitutional complaint. 

C. Presentness and filing time limit 

Although the fundamental rights of Complainants were not actually 

violated by the Instant Provision at time of their complaint filing or 

joinder application, most of them, not being visually impaired, had 

their massager license application refused by their competent mayors 

and Provincial governors, including the Seoul City Mayor. Even those 

who are not yet refused are justly deemed to have the sense of 

calling for the massage business considering their application for 

massager licenses, which indicates that it was evidently predictable at 

time of their complaint filing or joinder application that the Instant 

Provision would undoubtedly infringe on their fundamental rights. 

Therefore, the presentness of basic rights infringement is acknowledged 

in light of the purpose of guaranteeing the effectiveness of 

fundamental rights (18-1(B) KCCR 112, 118-119, 2003Hun-Ma715 et 

al., May 25, 2006). 

In addition, as far as presentness is accepted on the grounds that 

fundamental rights infringement is definitely predicted and, it is 

unlikely that the problem of exceeding the time limit for filing a 

complaint will occur. 

Meanwhile, the interested legal entities argue that, even when the 

Instant Provision ruled unconstitutional, Complainants will still be 

unable to obtain massager licenses unless they take physical therapy 

education programs or massage training courses therefore, the 

presentness of fundamental rights violation cannot be acknowledged. 

However, since exclusion of the non-visually impaired from such 

massager nurturing programs or massage training courses is caused by 

the Instant Provision that bans them from massaging, violation of 

fundamental rights of the Complainants who are unable to be licensed 

for the massage practice occurs with the Instant Provision in the first 

place. Therefore, the aforementioned argument of the interested legal 

entities are not accepted. 

D. Requirement of exhaustion rule 
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When fundamental rights are directly violated by statutes themselves, 

there are no redemption procedures as it is impossible to file a 

lawsuit challenging the validity of statutes to ordinary courts. 

Therefore, a constitutional complaint can be filed directly.

Since there is no way to challenge the validity of the Instant 

Provision in ordinary courts and no redemption measures exist in other 

laws or regulations either, the rule of exhaustion applies in this case.

E. Sub-conclusion

Therefore, the complaint in this case meets all of the requirements 

for justiciability.

 
4. Review on Merits

A. Significance and history of the Instant Provision

(1) History of massage license system favoring the visually impaired

(A) The massage business system first began with the acupuncture 

and massage education for the visually impaired at Kyungsung 

Hospital (currently named Seoul National School for the Blind) 

established under the healthcare center system of Governor-General of 

Korea (Decree No. 43) on March 27, 1912. Since then on October 

29, 1914, the massage qualification or the licensing system was 

introduced under the Police Department Rule No. 10 of 

Governor-General of Korea on Regulation of Massage Therapy, 

Acupuncture, and Moxibustion Businesses (State Gazette No. 673, 

Governor-General of Korea), which started to develop the massage 

practice into one suitable for the visually impaired. 

(B) Based on the proviso of Article 38 Section 1 of the wholly 

revised Medical Service Act, or Act No. 1035, which replaced the 

National Health Service Act on March 20, 1962, Article 3 of the 

Massager Licensing Regulation (Ministry of Health and Social Affairs 

Rule, promulgated December 12, 1963), provided for qualifications for 

massagers. Article 3 Item 1, in particular, provided that massager 
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licenses shall be granted to "those who finished at least three years of 

training courses on massage, finger-pressure treatment, electrical 

massage and other types of stimulation treatment at schools for the 

blind accredited by Minister of Education and Human Resources 

Development and designated by Minister of Health and Social 

Affairs". 

(C) Article 61 Section 1 of the Medical Service Act, wholly revised 

as Act No. 2862 on December 31, 1975, even granted licenses to 

visually impaired persons by law. Further, Article 3 Section 1 of the 

Massager Rule, which was established as Rule No. 757 of the 

Ministry of Health and Social Affairs on October 15, 1984, also 

stipulated that only the visually impaired shall be licensed for the 

massage practice. 

(D) Furthermore, Article 67 of the Medical Service Act, wholly 

revised as Act No. 3504 on December 31, 1981, started punishing 

those engaged in unlicensed massage businesses, and Act No. 3948 

revised on November 28, 1987 removed the regulation that granted 

massage licenses to the visually impaired and was enacted as Rule of 

the Ministry of Health and Social Affairs. However, Article 3 Section 

1 of Rule No. 153 of the Ministry, Massager Rule, which was revised 

on June 16, 2000, also confined massager licenses only to those who 

have impaired vision, which has remained unchanged before the 

Constitutional Court ruled the exclusive licensing unconstitutional in 

the case 2003Hun-Ma715 et al., May 25, 2006. 

(2) Legislative history of the Instant Provision

(A) In the case of constitutional complaint, 2002Hun-Ka16, June 26, 

2003, regarding Article 67 etc. of the Medical Service Act, the 

Constitutional Court held constitutional Article 61 Sections 1 and 4 of 

the Former Medical Service Act, which did not explicitly set into law 

Article 3 Section 1 Items  1 and 2 of the Massager Rule that gives 

massage license exclusively to visually impaired persons, as regards 

the claim that the Instant Provisions violated the principle of 

congressional reservation of fundamental rights and the rule against 
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blanket delegation (15-1 KCCR 663, 2002Hun-Ka16, June 26, 2003). 

(B) In Case 2003Hun-Ma715 et al., May 25, 2006, in which the 

constitutionality of Article 3 Section 1 Item 1, etc. of the Massager 

Rule was challenged, decided, in a vote of 7 to 1, that the Massager 

Rule (revised as Rule No. 153 of Ministry of Health and Social 

Affairs, hereinafter "Exclusion of the Non-Visually Impaired") violates 

the principle of statutory reservation and the rule against excessive 

restriction and therefore infringes on the occupational freedom of 

visually unimpaired persons (18-1(B) KCCR 112, 2003Hun-Ma715 et 

al., May 25, 2006). The reasoning for such decision varied among the 

seven Justices: two Justices stated concurring opinions on whether the 

subjected Instant Provision violated the principle of statutory 

reservation by establishing a subordinate regulation on a issue 

concerning fundamental rights, or the Massager Rule, instead of 

prescribing it into law; other two Justices stated concurring opinions 

as regards whether exclusive licensing for the visually impaired 

violates the rule against excessive restriction and thus infringes on the 

occupational freedom of the non-visually impaired; the remaining three 

Justices issued concurring opinions on both of the aforementioned two 

issues, respectively. 

(C) After the Constitutional Court's decision holding such favoritism 

to visually impaired persons unconstitutional in Case 2003Hun-Ma715 

et al., the National Assembly made changes to Article 61 Section 1 of 

the Former Medical Service Act, "Each massager shall have one's 

qualification accredited by the mayor/provincial governor", revised by 

Act No. 8007, September 27, 2006, "Each massager shall be a 

visually impaired person under the Welfare of Disabled Persons Act, 

who falls into any of the following Items and whose qualification is 

accredited by the mayor/provincial governor". This revision has 

consequently somewhat expanded the scope of qualification for 

massagers while retaining the visually impaired-friendly system, and it 

has since been wholly revised by Act No. 8366 on April 11, 2007, 

also stipulated in Article 82 Section 1 of the Medical Service Act. 

(D) The reason why the National Assembly revised, as indicated 
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above, the Medical Service Act after the Constitutional Court's 

decision of unconstitutionality in Case 2003Hun-Ma715 et al. is, "The 

purpose is to directly set into law that, in giving slightly more 

consideration to the purpose of Article 34 Section 5 of the 

Constitution that defines the State's duty to protect the physically 

disabled than the occupational freedom of the non visually impaired, 

the license will be granted to the visually impaired under the Welfare 

of Disabled Persons Act who have finished a certain training 

program".

(3) Significance of the Instant Provision

(A) The "act of massage" under the Medical Service Act is 

interpreted as, with the goal of promoting public health, the apply of 

physical therapy by using manual techniques, such as massage or 

hands-on therapy that manipulates, pulls, or taps the body with hands 

or special aids, electronic aids, and other stimulation treatment to 

boost blood circulation and ease muscle tension (Supreme Court, June 

1, 2001, 2001Do1568). The job of massagers is to "perform physical 

therapy on body by using manual techniques such as massage or 

hands-on therapy, electronic aids, and other stimulation treatment 

(Article 2, Massager Rule)". On the other hand, the job of physical 

therapists is "to provide physical therapy, not massage, such as 

thermal therapy, only available under the guidance of doctors with the 

goal of removing diseases or pain (Article 2, Medical Technicians, 

Etc. Act and Article 2 Item 3, Enforcement Decree of the Act)". As 

such, the job of physical therapists is distinguished from that of 

massagers, but there still are some similarities between the two.

(B) It is true that there are many types of professional massage 

businesses under the name of sports massage, foot massage, etc. 

Pursuant to the Instant Provision, visually impaired persons can have 

their massager licenses issued and engage in the massage business, 

whereas non-visually impaired persons are not entitled to massager 

licenses in the first place. If unlicensed persons engage in similar 

massage businesses for profit making purposes, they can be punished 

under Article 88 of the Medical Service Act (Supreme Court, January 
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27, 2004, 200Do4553). 

(C) The exclusive massage licensing for visually impaired persons 

pursuant to the Instant Provision restricts the freedom of non-visually 

impaired persons from choosing the profession of massaging and 

discriminate them against the visually impaired in obtaining licenses. 

Viewed from a different perspective, however, the system functions as 

a preferential treatment for the visually impaired to lead a humane 

livlihood. 

B. Binding force of the unconstitutionality decision

Article 47 Section 1 of the Constitutional Court Act stipulates that, 

"Any decision that statutes are unconstitutional shall bind the ordinary 

courts, other state agencies and local governments", while Article 75 

Section of the same Act provides that, "A decision to uphold a 

constitutional complaint shall bind all the state agencies and the local 

governments". The Instant Provisions provide for a binding force in 

order to guarantee effectiveness of Constitutional Court's decisions that 

hold statutes unconstitutional and accept constitutional complaints. In 

this regard, whether the binding force extends to the legislature, or the 

National Assembly, and whether reasoning of a decision as well as 

the judgment of it will have a binding force can be of issue. 

Resolving such issues will require a careful approach of considering 

factors such as the scope and limitations of the constitutional 

adjudicative authority or the judiciary and the National Assembly. 

Although the Constitutional Court ruled, in Case 2003Hun-Ma715 et 

al., that the exclusive massage licensing for the visually impaired was 

unconstitutional for violating the rule against excessive restriction and 

infringing on occupational freedom of the non-visually impaired, the 

National Assembly revised the Instant Provision that is in essence the 

same as the exclusive massage licensing. In this case, the 

complainants argue that such action by the National Assembly ignores 

the binding force of the Constitutional Court decision that held the 

exclusive licensing to be in violation of the rule against excessive 

restriction, and this position basically presupposes that one of the 

reasoning of the decision, that the exclusive licensing violates the rule 
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against excessive restriction, has a binding force. 

As mentioned earlier, a careful approach is needed on whether even 

the reasoning of the decision should have a binding force, but even if 

it does have one, it will take the concurring vote of six or more 

Justices to grant a binding force to the reasoning of the judgment, one 

of which in this case is that the exclusive massage licensing for the 

visually impaired violates the rule against excessive restriction (Article 

113 Section 1, Constitution and Article 23 Section 2, Constitutional 

Court Act). If the six person quorum for an unconstitutionality 

decision is not met, the reasoning will not be able to have a binding 

force. In Case 2003Hun-Ma715 et al., seven Justices ruled that the 

exclusive massage licensing violates the Constitution, but the reasoning 

was divided-some stated that such licensing violates the principle of 

statutory reservation and others cited the violation of the rule against 

excessive restriction. In this case, because only five Justices joined in 

citing the violation of the rule against excessive restriction as the 

reasoning, the reasoning of violation of the rule against excessive 

restriction will not have a binding force. 

Then, even though the National Assembly revised the Instant 

Provision that basically maintains the exclusive massage licensing for 

the visually impaired after the Constitutional Court's unconstitutionality 

decision in Case 2003Hun-Ma715 et al., as far as it is impossible to 

give a binding force to the reasoning of the violation of the rule 

against excessive restriction, it would be needless to review whether it 

is binding on the National Assembly and whether reasoning as well as 

judgment of the decision will have a binding force. The Instant 

Provision would simply not be contradictory to the binding force of 

the stated unconstitutionality decision. 

C. Review on constitutionality

(1) Fundamental rights at Issue and constitutional review method

(A) Article 34 Section 1 of the Constitution provides that, "The 

State shall have the duty to endeavor to promote social security and 

welfare", and therefore stipulates the State's duty to ensure people's 

right to livelihood. Also, Article 34 Section 5 of the Constitution 
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stipulates that, "Citizens who are incapable of earning a livelihood due 

to a physical disability, disease, old age or other reasons shall be 

protected by the State", and thus proclaims the State's duty to protect 

the physically disabled and other people lacking self sufficiency.

As such, legislators have the obligation to formulate welfare policies 

actively corresponding to the constitutional commitment to the 

livelihood rights of the physically disabled, the underprivileged in 

society, but there is a likelihood that legislation in this regard may 

clash with other people's fundamental rights. In the case of the Instant 

Provision that stipulates exclusive massage licensing for those with 

visual impairment, the State duty specified in Article 34 Section 5 of 

the Constitution may conflict with fundamental rights such as people's 

freedom of occupation, which should be fully considered in 

constitutional review of the Instant Provision. In this case, the least 

restrictive legislation under Article 37 Section 2 of the Constitution 

will continue to apply, but, in the process of reviewing conformity 

with the least restrictive means and balance of interests, it would be 

necessary to determine the appropriate sentence also based on 

comprehensive consideration of the extent as to how far people's 

fundamental rights are restricted, fundamental rights of visually 

impaired persons and their welfare policies, exclusive massage 

licensing for the visually impaired and its alternatives.

(B) Meanwhile, in case the fundamental rights including the freedom 

of occupation are restricted as a result of the preferential treatment for 

the visually impaired as in the Instant Provision, excessive restriction 

of one's occupational freedom and equality rights violation both are at 

issue. In this context, it would be appropriate to review the violation 

of occupational freedom and equality rights together as a package 

instead of separately examining the two elements, since the two issues, 

the restriction of occupational freedom and unequal treatment suffered 

by the group applicable or non applicable by the discriminatory policy 

set by legislators, are very closely related. In particular, the legislative 

purpose of the Instant Provision is to favor the visually impaired over 

the unimpaired that results in the restriction of others' freedom of 

occupation, so it appears to be more adequate to review the 

justification of both the restriction on the freedom of occupation and 
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the discriminatory treatment.

(2) Constitutionality of the Instant Provision

(A) As viewed earlier, Article 34 Section 5 of the Constitution 

proclaims the State's duty to protect the citizens who are incapable of 

earning a livelihood, and this corresponds to the spirit of Article 8 

Section 1 of the Welfare of Disabled Persons Act that prohibits 

discrimination of the disabled and "Declaration on the Rights of 

Disabled Persons" that promotes social security and employment. Such 

duty of the State needs to be materialized by legislation of legislators. 

In other words, legislators should devise welfare policies required for 

job training, job arrangements, employment, etc. in order for the 

disabled to receive adequate training and have suitable jobs that fit 

their aptitudes and abilities according to their age, ability and the type 

and level of disability. The severely disabled barely self sufficient, in 

particular, will need a more active policy. 

The primary purpose of the welfare policies for the disabled lies 

with guaranteeing their livelihood rights, but the purpose must not 

limit such a goal. The policies should also be focused on providing 

overall environment with the disabled as the minority in which they 

are treated as true members of the society and enabling them to have 

their dignity and value respected and lead a humane livlihood pursuant 

to Article 10 and 34 of the Constitution. However, active welfare 

policies for the disabled sometimes take the form of favoring the 

disabled against other citizens, which may result in the restriction of 

non-disabled persons' fundamental rights. In that case, legislators 

should be able to find harmony and balance between the two interests 

of protecting the disabled and guaranteeing people's fundamental rights, 

and the legislators will have to exercise their legislative discretion 

within such limitations. 

(B) The Instant Provision, as aforementioned, aims to provide the 

visually impaired with livelihood based on the stated constitutional 

commitment to protecting the physically disabled and the principles of 

welfare policy for the disabled, and the legislative purpose of the 

Instant Provision lies ultimately in making their lives rewarding and 
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realizing their right to live a humane livlihood. In this sense, the 

Instant Provision fully meets the requirement for legitimacy of 

purpose. 

Furthermore, provided that the massage business barely requires 

spatial movement and mobility and is friendly to the visually impaired 

with developed sense of touch, the Instant Provision, which gives 

massage licenses exclusively to the visually impaired and thereby 

supporting their livelihood and offer opportunities for employment, 

serves as a suitable means to serve the stated legislative purpose. 

(C) At the same time, there are several alternatives to serving the 

legislative purpose other than granting exclusive license to the visually 

impaired: first, to offer direct financial assistance; second, to favor the 

visually impaired over others in choosing and performing one's 

occupation; third, to provide a program promoting employment and 

vocational rehabilitation. In practice, the Welfare of Disabled Persons 

Act, taking into account the level of disability and financial 

conditions, articulates systems such as disability allowances (Article 

49), supply of medical expenses (Article 36), Instant Provision of 

educational expenses for children (Article 38), supply of self-reliance 

training expenses (Article 43), loan of fund, etc. (Article 41). in order 

to provide for income sources and vocational rehabilitation there are 

also other alternatives such as support for business (Article 42), which 

gives priority to the disabled in installing stores selling daily 

necessities or vending machines in the public facilities or in selling 

tobacco and postage stamps, and an incentive system that encourages 

state agencies to preferentially purchase goods produced (Article 44). 

Yet, it cannot be denied that the welfare of the disabled in reality in 

fact is far from these provisions, particularly the visually impaired. For 

instance, those eligible for financial support such as disability 

allowances and supply of medical expenses are very limited and the 

amount of money is extremely small, which therefore is not 

substantially helpful to the visually impaired. Not many disabled 

persons benefit from the business support, such as giving priority in 

tobacco retail business or installation of vending machines, either, and 

the said benefits are particularly rarely enjoyed by visually impaired 

persons due to their physical characteristics. Also, even compulsory 
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employment of massagers in certain work places of certain sizes or 

incentives such as tax benefits in business activities of the visually 

impaired may not be very effective when assuming that the visually 

impaired will be competing against the non-visually impaired.

If we consider such realistic aspects of the welfare policy for the 

visually impaired, in order to ensure welfare and the right to humane 

livelihood of visually impaired persons in our society, it would be 

inevitable to allow the visually impaired monopoly over the massage 

practice as a legislative decision. Indeed, because denying non-visually 

impaired persons the opportunity to obtain massager licenses in the 

first place results in an extremely serious restriction of fundamental 

rights, it is undoubted that the discrimination is inevitable in serving 

the legislative purpose and should be adopted only as the last resort. 

Still, it is not easy for the visually impaired to choose jobs even if 

support for employment in other areas is provided because not even 

their right to mobility is guaranteed in our society. The occupation 

massager is one of the very few jobs that for the visually impaired 

can opt for, and barely no other occupation would be available in 

reality. In particular, according to many statistics confirmed so far, it 

is not difficult to find that quite a few number of persons with severe 

visual impairment have obtained massager licenses and rely on 

massage practice for their livelihoods. Given this reality alone, the 

massage practice is almost the only profession that the visually 

impaired can choose and engage in. 

As verified through cases of many other countries such as the 

United States and United Kingdom equipped with developed welfare 

policies for the visually impaired, if more financial support is provided 

to the visually impaired and if they are in an environment to engage 

in job activities other than massaging, there would be no need to go 

so far as to grant the visually impaired monopoly over the massage 

practice. Still, as Korea is not yet ready for such an environment, the 

aforementioned means alone cannot be an effective alternative to serve 

the legislative purpose, and the welfare policy must be implemented in 

a way that fit sour current socioeconomic conditions. This conclusion 

is well exhibited in Taiwan, which grants the monopoly right for the 

massage practice to the visually impaired as a form of employment 

reservation, and Japan, where a certain percentage of massager 
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positions is allotted to those with visual impairment. 

It is true that people's freedom of occupation is restricted as a result 

of the Instant Provision that grants monopoly of the visually impaired 

over the massage practice, but this policy is an inevitable choice to 

ensure their livelihood rights since the massage practice is almost the 

only occupation they can normally engage in. In contrast, the scope of 

profession that non-visually impaired persons can choose is extensive 

and they have many options other than the massage practice. In 

particular, physical therapists are almost similar to massagers, and it is 

possible that one can engage in the practice by taking a series of 

training courses and tests and obtaining licenses, which means it is 

not true that other routes to choosing massagers and other similar 

occupations is totally blocked. 

Having considered the above, it cannot be contested that the Instant 

Provision stipulating exclusive licensing for the visually impaired 

contradicts the principle of the least restrictive means. 

(D) Visually impaired persons have been under visible and invisible 

forms of discrimination in overall daily lives, and it is undeniable that 

they have been severely discriminated against in sectors such as 

education and employment. There were no welfare policies for their 

income compensation or vocational rehabilitation that can ensure a 

humane livelihood. In that sense, exclusive massage licensing for the 

visually impaired is the minimum preferential treatment to guarantee 

their livelihood and a humane life in this reality and has been adopted 

as a means to compensate for the discrimination and realize substantial 

equality.

In this regard, some may point out that social welfare should be 

achieved by financial compensation by the government and that 

restriction on other people's fundamental rights is inappropriate. 

However, providing the visually impaired with financial support would 

evidently forgo the basic idea of Article 10 and Article 34 Section 5 

of the Constitution that stipulates the protection of the physically 

disabled as members of the community. What visually impaired 

persons want is not mere financial assistance but to engage in a 

proper and rightful profession. Whether it be from the point of social 

integration or protection of fundamental rights, the State should offer 
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special protection for the disabled, which is not a special favor of 

benefit but a constitutional right. A humane livlihood allows the 

visually impaired, as others, to meet the conditions to earn their 

livelihood by engaging in the profession through which they can 

manifest their personality as fitting their abilities, so actively engaging 

in a profession, instead of simply receiving financial support from the 

government, would elevate their occupational awareness and prevent 

sense of alienation. Moreover, as the majority of visual impairment is 

acquired, not congenital, those with no visible impairment can develop 

one anytime. In this context, giving priority to the disabled, in 

particular the visually impaired, is hardly an unjust discrimination 

against the non-visually impaired. 

(E) In short, the legislators legislated this Instant Provision as part 

of welfare policies for the visually impaired in accordance with Article 

10 and Article 34 Section 5 of the Constitution. In the course of the 

legislation, overall circumstances as reviewed earlier have been fully 

considered and deserve to be respected: working as massagers is 

almost the only occupational choice for the visually impaired; there 

are not enough alternatives to the massage practice to ensure 

livelihood of the visually impaired if the practice is also open to 

people without visual impairment; and visually impaired persons are a 

minority who have long been discriminated against in sectors such as 

education and employment, so realizing substantial equality requires 

preferential treatment. The Instant Provision has appropriately weighted 

diverse circumstances surrounding visually and non-visually impaired 

persons pursuant to the constitutional commitment to ensuring their 

right to livelihood. When comparing the public interest to be achieved 

by the Instant Provision, such as the livelihood rights of the visually 

impaired, and the consequently sacrificed private interest, such as the 

freedom of occupation of the others, it cannot be concluded 

immediately that there is an imbalance between the two interests.

Therefore, the Instant Provision hardly discriminates the non-visually 

impaired against the visually impaired in violation of the principle of 

proportionality, and it is also difficult to view that the Instant 

Provision violates the Constitution by excessively infringing on the 

freedom of occupation. 
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(F) The Instant Provision is a means taken by legislators to provide 

the visually impaired with livelihood and a humane life and thus does 

not violate the Constitution, but a more serious consideration is 

required on disadvantages that the non-visually impaired have to suffer 

from the Instant Provision. It is undeniable that, so far since adopting 

the exclusive massage licensing for the visually impaired, the 

disadvantage for non-visually impaired persons of not being able to 

choose the massage practice as profession and the resulting conflict of 

attrition has remained in place. In this regard, in light of the fact that 

the problem of not being able to choose massager as occupation is a 

social issue no less important than protecting the socioeconomically 

underprivileged, the legislature and other government authorities should 

not neglect resolving the issues in carrying out welfare policies for the 

visually impaired. As aforementioned, the Instant Provision is an 

inevitable policy measure that we have adopted because other efficient 

alternatives to ensure livelihood and job activities of the visually 

impaired are yet not functioning properly. Therefore, if socioeconomic 

conditions improve and welfare policies for the visually impaired 

further develop, it would be difficult to maintain the current policy 

measure of securing their livelihood rights at the expense of others' 

fundamental rights. 

In this respect, the legislature and other government authorities need 

to actively come up with welfare policies for the visually impaired in 

order to promptly resolve the issue of fundamental law restriction, but 

it is currently difficult to find other efficient policy measures to 

ensure livelihood of the visually impaired other than exclusive massage 

licensing. Based on serious recognition of such issues, the legislature 

and other government authorities, for this reason, should commit 

themselves to more serious and active review on measures to enable 

harmonious coexistence of the two conflicting fundamental rights-the 

livelihood rights of the visually impaired and the occupational freedom 

of the visually unimpaired-particularly on measures that can allow 

persons with visual impairment to enjoy a humane livlihood based on 

job activities.

(3) Sub-Conclusion
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Therefore, it is not likely that the Instant Provision infringes on the 

complainants' freedom of occupation and equality rights under the 

Constitution.

5. Conclusion

Since this complaints of complainants in this case are with no 

merits, the complaints are all denied as decided in the Holding. This 

decision is a consensus of all Justices except for the dissenting 

opinion in below 6. stated by Justice Lee Kang-kook, Justice Lee 

Kong-hyun and Justice Cho Dae-hyen.

6. Dissenting Opinion of Justice Lee Kang-kook, Justice Lee 

Kong-hyun and Justice Cho Dae-hyen

We believe that the Instant Provision infringes on the freedom of 

occupation by contradicting the rule against excessive restriction and 

thereby violates the Constitution. For this reason, we state the 

following dissenting opinion. 

A. Restriction of occupational freedom by objective reasons

Occupation is not only an activity of earning necessary income but 

also an essential element in maintaining market economy order, as 

well as a means to develop one's individual personality by freely 

manifesting one's personality. The Korean Constitution guarantees the 

freedom of occupation (Article 15, Constitution). 

Therefore, restriction on occupational freedom should by all means 

be consistent with law and regulations and is only achievable by 

appropriate means and methods to achieve legitimate and major 

common goals of society, such as securing national safety, public 

order or welfare (1 KCCR 329, 336, 89Hun-Ka102, November 20, 

1989). 

In particular, the Constitutional Court previously held that the 

restriction of occupational freedom based on objective requirement for 

permission regardless of one's abilities or qualifications can be justified 

provided that it is necessary to "prevent clear and evident risk for the 
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purpose of serving public interests of high importance", so the rule 

against excessive restriction, namely the principle of strict 

proportionality, under Article 37 Section 2 of the Constitution serves 

as a criterion for review (14-1 KCCR 410, 427, 2001Hun-Ma614, 

April 25, 2002). 

The exclusive massage licensing pursuant to the Instant Provision 

directly violates the occupational freedom of the non-visually impaired. 

Because such restriction is based on relevant objective requirements 

irrespective of one's abilities and qualifications, it should be consistent 

with the rule against excessive restriction under Article 37 Section 2 

of the Constitution (18-1(B) KCCR 112, 123-124, 2003Hun-Ma715, 

May 25, 2006). 

B. Review on the Instant Provision

Although the massage practice itself, by its essence, is not 

unsuitable for the non-visually impaired, the Instant Provision restricts 

the freedom of occupation based on an objective reason or 

condition-visual disability. It is only when the purpose of restriction 

goes beyond simple public welfare to prevent clear and evident risk 

for the sake of public interest, which is far more important than the 

occupational freedom, that legitimacy of purpose is achieved. It is 

fully understood that guaranteeing the visually impaired their livelihood 

and offering them the opportunity to engage in job activities is a 

major public interest purpose, but it is difficult to see that there is a 

clear and evident risk that can justify the restriction on the 

occupational freedom given the following: as of late March, 2007, the 

number of visually impaired persons registered as massagers is a mere 

6,000 to 7,000 out of the 209,968 registered as those with visual 

impairment, and removal of exclusive licensing will not make it 

impossible for the visually impaired to work as licensed massagers but 

will just place them under competition against the non-visually 

impaired. 

At the same time, it is to be reviewed whether the Instant Provision 

is a suitable means to provide the visually impaired with livelihood 

and the opportunity for job activities. As of late March, 2007, of the 

total visually impaired persons registered, 170,685 persons with level 3 
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to 6 visual impairment (level 3-11,365, level 4-10,605, level 5-17,532, 

level 6-131,183) excluding 39,283 with level 1 and 2 severe visual 

impairment are working in relatively diverse job sectors approximately 

17 percent of those with severe visual disabilities, or 6,000 to 7,000 

persons, are registered as massagers; and only over 500,000 persons 

with light visual impairment are registered as massagers. This 

considered, it is doubted whether the Instant Provision is effective in 

guaranteeing them livelihood, and simply allowing monopoly of the 

massage practice hardly leads to the opportunity to choose one's 

occupation as a means to self actualization and development of 

individual personality. Therefore, it is difficult to say that the Instant 

Provision fully contributes to the said legislative purpose in reality.

Furthermore, it is not that there is no other means to provide the 

visually impaired with livelihood and job opportunities aside from the 

monopoly over the massage practice pursuant to the Instant Provision. 

There can be many other forms of support for the visually impaired 

related to their massage business: to expand the scope of health and 

welfare related facilities where massagers can work for to health 

service centers, welfare facilities for the elderly, welfare facilities for 

the disabled, etc. as well as massage parlors; to reduce the number of 

test subjects of massager certificate examinations for the visually 

impaired; implement an compulsory employment quota for visually 

impaired massagers in massage parlors of certain sizes; to provide the 

visually impaired with financial assistance in starting massage 

businesses and tax benefits; to give monopoly to the visually impaired 

over massage businesses over or under certain sizes, such as out call 

massage services without business places; to classify the visually 

impaired into those with severe and light visual impairment and offer 

appropriate vocational training courses related to job opportunities 

other than the massage practice; and to enforce improvement in the 

test system, such as introduction of voice tests and advantage in test 

time, so that fair verification of abilities can be administered. Given 

these alternatives, it would be difficult to view that monopoly over the 

massage practice prescribed by the Instant Provision is an inevitable 

means to serve the legislative purpose and would violate the least 

restrictive means. Also, legislators who are trying to settle for the 

Instant Provision without review thereon or development of alternatives 
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despite the many alternatives mentioned before have neglected the 

State's duty to promote social security and welfare (Article 34 Section 

2, Constitution) based on the constitutional Instant Provision that the 

State shall protect those incapable of earning livelihood as prescribed 

by law (Article 34 Section 5, Constitution). 

Besides, the Instant Provision denies the non-visually impaired the 

opportunity to obtain massager licenses in the first place, and it can 

be found that balancing of interests is barely realized by just 

considering the aspect of ensuring livelihood of the visually impaired, 

particularly some of those with severe impairment. If non-visually 

impaired persons are also entitled to massager licenses, this will 

inevitably bring competition with those with severe visual impairment. 

Although this may lead to an actual disadvantage that abilities of 

visually impaired persons are unjustly assessed due to prejudices, it is 

not likely that such will lead to denial of the livelihood rights of 

those with severe visual impairment. Also, prejudice and discrimination 

against the disabled is a different challenge that our society and others 

in this world need to overcome. Even now, it is easily found that so 

many disabled persons without visual impairment unlawfully engage in 

the massage practice, and the general public who are laymen to law 

receive massage service provided by unlicensed non-visually impaired 

persons in order to relieve physical fatigue and psychological stress 

from work or workouts, thereby joining in unlawful acts regardless of 

their true intentions. In that sense, there is a possibility that opening 

the massager profession to the non-visually impaired and strictly 

controlling and banning unlawful massage practices result in 

opportunities for the visually impaired by increasing demand for 

massage services and normalizing the market. In conclusion, it is fully 

acknowledged that the public interest to be served by the Instant 

Provision such as guarantee of livelihood of the visually impaired is 

important, but it is difficult to decide that the significance of public 

interest outweighs that of the private interest since denying the 

non-visually impaired the freedom of occupation infringes on even the 

essence of fundamental rights. 

Therefore, the Instant Provision violates the Constitution by 

contradicting the rule against excessive restriction and thus the essence 

of freedom of occupation (18-1(B) KCCR 112, 123-126, 2003Hun-Ma715, 
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May 25, 2006).

Justices Lee Kang-kook (Presiding Justice), Lee Kong-hyun, Cho 

Dae-hyen, Kim Hee-ok, Kim Jong-dae, Min Hyeong-ki, Lee Dong-heub, 

Mok Young-joon, Song Doo-hwan
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11. Adultery Case
    [20-2(A) KCCR 696, 2007Hun-Ka17 · 21, 2008Hun-Ka7 · 26, 2008Hun-Ba21 ·

47 (consolidated), October 30, 2008]

In this case, the Constitutional Court decided that Article 241 of the 

Criminal Act, which imposes imprisonment as the only statutory 

sentence in the criminal punishment of adultery or fornication with a 

married person, does not contradict the Constitution.

Background of the Case

The Constitutional Court previously ruled the anti-adultery provision 

constitutional three times on September 10, 1990, March 11, 1993 and 

October 25, 2001, respectively (89Hun-Ma82, 90Hun-Ka70, 2000Hun-Ba60). 

While social controversy over the anti-adultery provision continued, the 

following cases were consolidated: two cases where the ordinary court 

hearing a trial on prosecution of adultery or fornication, sua sponte, 

requested for the constitutional review of the aforementioned provision 

(2007Hun-Ka21, 2008Hun-Ka26); two in which the ordinary court 

granted the defendant's motion to request for the constitutional review 

of the aforementioned provision and requested this constitutional 

review of statutes to the Constitutional Court  (2007Hun-Ka17, 

2008Hun-Ka7); and another where the other defendants filed a 

constitutional complaint him/herself pursuant to Article 68 Section 2 of 

the Constitutional Court Act as the ordinary court denied their motion 

to request for the constitutional review (2008Hun-Ba21·47). 

Summary of Decision

The Constitutional Court, in an opinion of 4 to 5, falling short of 

the quorum of six votes required for the decision of 

unconstitutionality, ruled that the anti-adultery provision does not 

violate the Constitution for the following reasons: 

1. Court Opinion

A. Opinion of Three Justices (Constitutional)

The contested provision in this case restricts adultery and fornication 
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in order to protect marital relationship and preserve social order and 

acts as an appropriate means to serve the legitimate legislative 

purpose. Whether the restrictive regulation involving criminal 

punishment is excessive may be of issue, but this basically falls into 

the freedom of legislation. Given the Korean legal awareness that 

adultery harms social order and violates others' rights in addition to 

the strong demand for preemptive prevention of adultery, the 

legislature's judgment to criminally punish adultery is not arbitrary. 

Also, the private interest infringed by the provision in this case is as 

good as restriction on sexual acts in specific relationships and thus 

insignificant when compared to the resulting public interest, thereby 

achieving the balance of interests as well. In that sense, the provision 

in this case does not infringe on the individual right to sexual 

autonomy and privacy and, therefore, does not violate the rule against 

excessive restriction. It is true that the provision imposes only 

imprisonment as statutory sentence, but this does not necessarily mean 

that the punishment is overly excessive. 

B. Concurring Opinion of One Justice (Constitutional)

Punishing adultery through the Criminal Act is not in itself 

unconstitutional, but it is concerned that uniform imposition of 

criminal penalty on adultery without considering its specific modes in 

behaviors as prescribed by the provision in this case may cause 

unjustifiable consequences. Therefore, the legislators should make 

efforts for improvement in the relevant process of legislation through 

policymaking.

2. Dissenting Opinion of Five Justices 

A. Opinion of Three Justices (Unconstitutional)

The provision at issue is unconstitutional in that it contradicts the 

principle prohibiting excessive restriction and thus restricts the 

individual right to sexual autonomy and privacy. Today, the public 

legal mind over the concept of sexual life is evolving, and it is not 

appropriate to bring criminal charges against the entire morally 
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reprehensible acts. Furthermore, criminal punishment of adultery or 

fornication is actually not effective in the protection of monogamy and 

families, faithful fulfillment of sexual obligation between married 

couples, as well as women. With these factors taken into account, the 

provision at issue hardly meets the requirement for the appropriateness 

of means and the least restrictive means. Additionally, the provision at 

issue subjected the personally intimate domain of sexual activities to 

criminal punishment and therefore excessively restricted people's basic 

rights such the right to sexual autonomy, which consequently failed to 

balance the interests.

B. Opinion of One Justice (Incompatible with the Constitution)

The provision at issue imposes penalty even on trivial behaviors or 

acts which deserve not more than moral criticism or have no or little 

reason to be criticized, thereby going beyond the boundaries of a 

constitutional State to exercise State power over criminal punishment. 

The provision, therefore, is incompatible with the Constitution. 

C. Opinion of One Justice (Unconstitutional)

Criminal punishment of adultery as prescribed by the provision at 

issue  is not in itself a violation of the Constitution, but imposing 

imprisonment as the only statutory sentence excludes or restricts the 

possibility of considering the individuality and particularity of each 

case. This violates the principle of proportional punishment and, 

therefore, the Constitution. 

3. Lack of Quorum for Decision of Unconstitutionality

Although the opinion of unconstitutionality is in the majority with 

four Justices stating opinions of constitutionality, four other Justices 

stating unconstitutionality opinions and one Justice stating an opinion 

of incompatibility with the Constitution, the provision at issue does 

not violate the Constitution since the quorum of six votes required for 

the holding of unconstitutionality is not met. 
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Parties

Requesting Courts
 1. Seoul Northern District Court (2007Hun-Ka17)

 2. Gyeongju Branch of Daegu District Court (2007Hun-Ka21)

 3. Goyang Branch of Uijeongbu District Court (2008Hun-Ka7)

 4. Yeongdong Branch of Cheongju District Court (2008Hun-Ka26)

Requesting Petitioner 
 Ok ○-kyung (2008Hun-Ka7)

 Hong Ik Law Firm, Representative 

 Kim Young-kyun, et al., Attorney in charge 

Petitioners  
 1. Yun ○-shim (2008Hun-Ba21) 

   Kang Moon-dae, Representative 

 2. Park ○-shik (2008Hun-Ba47)

   Shim Han-joon, Representative

Underlying Cases
 1. Seoul Northern District Court, Adultery Case, 2007Ko-Dan1516 

(2007Hun-Ka17)

 2. Gyeongju Branch of Daegu District Court, 2007Ko-Dan330, 

Adultery (2007Hun-Ka21)

 3. Goyang Branch of Uijeongbu District Court, 2008Ko-Dan54, 

Adultery (2008Hun-Ka7)

 4. Yeongdong Branch of Cheongju District Court, 2008Ko-Dan116, 

Adultery (2008Hun-Ka26)

 5. Seongnam Branch of Suwon District Court, 2007Ko-Dan2069, 

Adultery (2008Hun-Ba21)

 6. Seoul Central District Court, 2008No316, Adultery 

(2008Hun-Ba47)

 

Holding
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Article 241 of the Criminal Act (revised by Act No. 293 on 

September 18, 1953) does not violate the Constitution.

Reasoning

1. Introduction of the Case and Subject Matter of Review

A. Introduction of the Case 

(1) 2007Hun-Ka17 

Ji ○-deok and Park ○-ho, prosecuted for adultery and fornication, 

respectively, were the defendants of the above entitled case at the 

Seoul Northern District Court, filed a motion to request for the 

constitutional review of the Article 241 of the Criminal Act to the 

Constitutional Court during the criminal lawsuit. The said District 

Court, granting the motion, requested for this constitutional review of 

the said provision to the Constitutional Court on July 16, 2007, 

arguing that the provision violates the Constitution. 

(2) 2007Hun-Ka21

Kim ○-ku and Lee ○-chul, prosecuted for adultery and fornication, 

respectively, were the defendants of the above entitled case at 

Gyeongju Branch of Daegu District Court. This Gyeongju Branch 

Court requested, sua sponte, for the constitutional review of the 

Article 241 of the Criminal Act to the Constitutional Court on 

September 10, 2007.

(3) 2008Hun-Ka7

Ok ○-kyung and Chung ○-hoon, prosecuted for adultery and 

fornication, respectively, were the defendants of the above-entitled case 

at Goyang Branch of Uijeongbu District Court. This Goyang Branch 

Court requested, for this constitutional review of the Article 241 of 

the Criminal Act to the Constitutional Court based on Ok ○-kyung's 

motion to request for the constitutional review, granting the motion on 

February 27, 2008. 
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(4) 2008Hun-Ka26

Lim ○-hee and Chun ○-ho, prosecuted for adultery and fornication, 

respectively, were the defendants of the above-entitled case at 

Yeongdong Branch of Cheongju District Court. This Yeongdong 

Branch Court requested, sua sponte, for the constitutional review of 

the Article 241 of the Criminal Act to the Constitutional Court on 

October 6, 2008. 

(5) 2008Hun-Ba21

Chu ○-eun and Yoon ○-shim, prosecuted for adultery and 

fornication, respectively, were the defendants of the above-entitled case 

at Seongnam Branch of Suwon District Court. Yoon ○-shim, during 

this criminal lawsuit, filed a motion to this Seongnam Branch Court to 

request for the constitutional review to the Constitutional Court. After 

the Seongnam Branch Court denied the motion, petitioner Yoon ○

-shim filed a constitutional complaint to the Constitutional Court 

challenging the constitutionality of Article 241 of the Criminal Act on 

March 21, 2008. 

(6) 2008Hun-Ba47

Yoo ○-bong and Park ○-sik, prosecuted for adultery and 

fornication, respectively, were the defendants of the above entitled case 

at the Seoul Central District Court. Petitioner Park appealed after the 

first instance where he was convicted and filed a motion to request 

for the constitutional review of Article 241 Section 1 of the Criminal 

Act. After the appellate court denied the motion to request, filed 

constitutional complaint to the Constitutional Court challenging the 

constitutionality of Article 241 of the Criminal Act on May 23, 2008. 

B. Subject Matter of Review

The requesting courts of cases 2007Hun-Ka17 and 2008Hun-Ka7․26 

and the petitioner  of case 2008Hun-Ba21 requested or filed for a 

constitutional review of the entire text of Article 241 of the Criminal 
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Act. However, the requesting court of case 2007Hun-Ka21 and the 

petitioner of case 2008Hun-Ba47 requested on filed for a constitutional 

review of a more limited part - Article 241 Section 1 of the Criminal 

Act. Article 241 Section 2 of the Criminal Act provides that adultery 

crimes are indictable upon accusation and that filing accusation is 

impossible when the spouse encouraged or condoned adultery, which 

is inseparably related to Article 241 Section 1 of the Criminal Act. 

For this reason, the whole text of Article 241 of the Criminal Act 

(enacted as Act No. 293, September 18, 1953) will be reviewed. The 

contents and relevant regulations are listed below. 

[Provision Subject to Review (hereinafter the "Instant Provision")]

Criminal Act

Article 241 (Adultery) ① A married person who commits adultery 

shall be punished by imprisonment for not more than two years. The 

same shall apply to the other participant.

② The crime in the preceding section shall be prosecuted only upon 

the accusation of the victimized spouse. If the victimized spouse 

condones or pardons the adultery, accusation can no longer be made. 

[Relevant provisions]

Criminal Procedure Act 

Article 229 (Accusation by Spouse) ① Accusation mentioned in 

Article 241 of the Criminal Act shall not be made unless the marriage 

is void or divorce action is instituted. <revised by Act No. 8496, June 

1, 2007> 

② In the case of the preceding section, the accusation shall be 

considered withdrawn if the accuser and the defendant are married 

again or the divorce action is withdrawn. 

Article 230 (Period of Accusation) ① As for the offenses subject to 

prosecution on accusation, no accusation shall be made after the lapse 

of six months from the date on which the identity of the offender 

becomes known: Provided, that when there are unavoidable reasons 

preventing the filing of a accusation, the period shall be computed 

from the date on which such reasons have ceased to exist. 

② In cases where a person who was kidnapped or enticed in 
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accordance with Article 291 of the Criminal Act has married the 

abductor, the period of accusation mentioned in the preceding section 

shall begin to run from the day when a court decision of voidance or 

revocation of marriage is finally binding. <revised by Act No. 8496, 

June 1, 2007> 

Article 232 (Revocation of Accusation) ① A accusation may be 

withdrawn before the pronouncement of judgment in the first instance. 

Article 327 (Judgment Dismissing Public Prosecution) Public 

prosecution shall be dismissed by judgment in the following cases: 

(Item 1-4 omitted)

5. Where there is withdrawal of a accusation in the case which 

shall be prosecuted only upon accusation.

2. Reason for Request of Ordinary Requesting Courts and Arguments 

of Relevant Bodies

(intentionally omitted)

3. Review on Merits

A. Legislative history and legislation in other countries

(1) The general view is that punitive regulations against adultery 

existed since the Eight Prohibitions of the ancient Korean Kingdom 

Gojoseon, the first Korean law, and such penalties have remained in 

place despite some changes. The Penal Code promulgated on April 20, 

1905 as Act No. 3 of the Greater Korean Empire, sentenced married 

women who committed adultery and the associated fornicators to a 

prison term between no less than six months and no more than two 

years (Article 265 of the same Act), and Article 183 of the former 

criminal law of Japan, which was adopted as Act No. 11 of the 

Criminal Code of Joseon Dynasty and implemented on April 1, 1912 

under the Japanese colonial rule, imposed a prison term of no more 

than two years on the convicted married women and the relevant 

fornicators. 
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When enacting the first criminal law since the establishment of the 

Korean government, a lot of controversy existed over whether to 

retain the ban on adultery. In voting at the National Assembly, the 

bill which allowed for the equal punishment principle in adultery cases 

under which male and female were equally penalized as is the current 

system and which stipulated that the adultery crime be indictable upon 

accusations was passed with the bare majority of 57 consenting votes 

out of the 110 members present. 

(2) Observing from the perspective of comparative law, the adultery 

crime is punished under three principles: unequal punishment between 

men and women; equal punishment irrespective of sex; and 

non-punishment both for male and female. Examples of the first 

principle is witnessed in the pre-revised French criminal law or the 

ancient Italian criminal law, where punishment of adultery differs 

between husbands and wives, as well as in the Japanese former 

criminal law before its abolition in 1947 or the former Korean 

criminal law that adopted it, both of which only penalized the wives 

for adultery. The second principle is adopted in the current Korean 

criminal law and a few states of the United States. The third and last 

principle of not imposing any criminal punishment on neither of the 

two offenders of adultery is adopted in Denmark, Sweden, Japan, 

Germany, France, Spain, Switzerland, Argentina and Austria, where 

regulations of adultery were removed in 1930, 1937, 1947, 1969, 

1975, 1978, 1990, 1995 and 1996, respectively. 

B. Precedents of the Constitutional Court

The Constitutional Court previously upheld the Instant Provision 

constitutional three times for the following reasoning. 

(1) Decision of Case 89Hun-Ma82, September 10, 1990 

The majority opinion upholding the Instant Provision constitutional 

ruled that, "The regulation of adultery restricts the right to sexual 

autonomy as part of right to self autonomy, which presupposes right 

to personality and pursuit of happiness as prescribed by Article 10 of 
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the Constitution. However, such regulation is inevitable in ensuring 

continued good sexual morality and monogamy, guarantee of family 

life, protection of marital obligation for faithful sexual relationship and 

prevention of social harms caused by adultery. In addition, sentencing 

adultery offenders up to two years is a required minimum restriction 

on sexual autonomy and is not an infringement on the essence of 

freedom and rights". 

There were other opinions in this regard: i) concurring opinions of 

two Justices that adultery is still an anti-social crime despite changes 

in social situation and people's awareness resulting in slackened 

normative power, ii) dissenting opinions of two Justices that abolition 

of the adultery ban itself is a matter of legislative policy but that 

criminal regulation of adultery under which imprisonment is the only 

punishment is incompatible with the Constitution, and iii) a dissenting 

opinion of one Justice that criminal punishment of adultery violates 

the Constitution as it is hardly conceived to be worthwhile to sacrifice 

privacy rights for the sake of maintaining sexual order or preventing 

crimes and as side effects occur from its abuse outside the system, 

and that imposition of imprisonment breaks the rule against excessive 

restriction although incrimination of adultery could be constitutional. 

(2) Decision of Case 90Hun-Ka70, March 11, 1993 

The judgment of the aforementioned case 89Hun-Ma82 remained 

unchanged, and concurring opinions were joined by one Justice took 

office after the decision of case 89Hun-Ma82 took place.

(3) Decision of Case 2000Hun-Ba60, October 25, 2001 

While maintaining the abovementioned judgment of case 

89Hun-Ma82, the majority opinion called for serious approach by 

legislators over retention or abolition of the ban on adultery. 

In this case, one Justice filed a dissenting opinion that criminal 

punishment of adultery violates Article 10 of the Constitution that 

guarantees human dignity. This opinion was based on his perspective 

that committing adultery is a breach of contract that violates the duty 

for faithful sexual relationship and therefore should be punished in 
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accordance with general principles of the contract law, and that 

adultery is not a matter of criminal punishment although it may be 

subject to ethical censure and moral repentance. 

C. Overview of the Instant Provision 

The purpose of the Instant Provision is to protect good sexual 

customs, monogamous families or marriage as the foundation for 

families, and the duty for faithful sexual relationship between husband 

and wife. 

The Civil Act adopts de jure marriage (Article 812, Civil Act), so 

the spouse of a "married person", or the offender of an adultery 

crime, means a lawful spouse, including those who do not live 

together. Acts of "adultery" and "fornication" imply consensual sexual 

intercourse, in which case the adulterer should recognize that he/she 

has a spouse and is engaged in sexual intercourse with a person other 

than his/her spouse while the fornicator should be aware that he/she is 

in a sexual relationship with a married person. An act of adultery and 

fornication constitutes one crime at every sexual intercourse, and 

adultery over a long term in cohabitation does not make an inclusive 

offense. 

Meanwhile, an adultery crime shall be prosecuted only upon the 

accusation of the victimized spouse, and the accusation can no longer 

be made if the victimized spouse condones or pardons the adultery 

(Article 241 Section 2, Criminal Act). Accordingly, no accusation can 

be filed if there is prior consent or encouragement that sexual 

intercourse with other partner will be approved or tolerated, such as 

when there is an agreement in divorce, or when there is post 

forgiveness or condonation expressing intentions not to hold 

accountable in order to maintain marriage. Even in cases where a 

accusation can be filed, it shall not be valid unless the marriage 

becomes void or a divorce action is instituted, and the accusation shall 

be considered withdrawn if the accuser and the defendant are married 

again or the divorce action is withdrawn (Article 229, Criminal 

Procedure Act). An accusation may be withdrawn before the 

pronouncement of judgment in the first instance, and a person who 

has withdrawn an accusation shall not file an accusation again (Article 
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232, Criminal Procedure Act). 

D. Constitutional Opinion of Justice Lee Kang-kook, Justice Lee 

Kong-hyun, Justice Cho Dae-hyen 

(1) Basic rights restricted by the Instant Provision

Article 10 of the Constitution provides that, "All citizens shall be 

assured of human worth and dignity and have the right to pursue 

happiness. It shall be the duty of the State to confirm and guarantee 

the fundamental and inviolable human rights of individuals", thereby 

guaranteeing people's personal rights and the right to pursue happiness. 

In fact, the right to self autonomy is presupposed by personal rights 

and the right to pursue happiness and also includes the right to sexual 

autonomy for whether or not and with whom to engage in sexual 

intercourse  it is undoubted that regulation of adultery restricts the 

right to sexual autonomy (2 KCCR 306, 321-322, 89Hun-Ma82, 

September 10, 1990). Furthermore, as the Instant Provision regulates 

individual sexual life in the private domain, it also appears to restrict 

the privacy rights under Article 17 of the Constitution (2 KCCR 306, 

321-322, 89Hun-Ma82, September 10, 1990). 

However, the aforementioned basic rights are not always unlimitedly 

guaranteed either and, if necessary, are subject to restriction by law 

for the purpose of ensuring national safety, public order and welfare 

insofar as their essence is not violated pursuant to Article 37 Section 

2 of the Constitution (2 KCCR 306, 310, 89Hun-Ma82, September 10, 

1990).

(2) Whether the Instant Provision violates rule against excessive 

restriction 

Marital relationships, the cornerstone of family life that serves as the 

foundation for the state and society, require more than individual 

intention or desire for their formation and function as a valuable 

social system based on tradition and culture. In this context, a married 

person who commits adultery violates the obligation to remain sexually 

faithful, a duty stemming from marriage that one opted for based on 
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his/her free will, and such an act not only violates a marital contract 

but also breaks the fundamental trust between spouses. Adultery and 

fornication cause marriage breakdowns, and even if the consequence is 

not as severe, they become a major threat to monogamy that 

buttresses the modern marriage system and cause social problems, such 

as abandonment of one's spouse and family members. It is needless to 

say that adultery and fornication go against the sound sexual morality 

called for in our society. 

In light of the State's duty to maintain social order and ensure 

sustainable marriage and family life based on individual dignity and 

gender equality (Article 36 Section 1, Constitution), the 

abovementioned necessity for regulation of adultery and fornication is 

fully acceptable. In this regard, the legitimacy of the legislative 

purpose is acknowledged.

Although adultery and fornication are determined by sexual 

autonomy and fall into the domain of intimate privacy, they are not 

simply an issue of ethics and morality immune from legal intervention 

or regulation in case sexual desire or loving emotions are not held 

within but externally expressed and thus have a disastrous effect on 

marriage. Therefore, going beyond calling for autonomous awareness 

on ethics and opting to ban certain acts through criminal punishment 

is an appropriate means to serve the legislative purpose. 

It can still be problematic as to whether applying criminal 

punishment instead of non-criminal punishment or family law 

regulations is excessive, but whether the State should regulate certain 

acts by exercising its power to impose criminal punishment for 

illegality and law violation varies in time and space depending on 

human to human or human to society relations. In the end, this issue 

will be determined by situation of the times and awareness of society 

members, etc., as well as legislators' will, or legislative policies, and 

liberty of legislation (See 13-2 KCCR 480, 486, 2000Hun-Ba60, 

October 25, 2001). 

Despite great changes in social structure and national awareness, the 

idea of chastity inherent in the Korean society, in particular that 

between husband and wife, is inherited traditional ethics that is still 

rooted in the society. Because sustaining monogamy and the obligation 

to remain sexually faithful is established as part of our moral 
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standards, it is still our legal awareness that adultery undermines social 

order and infringes on others' rights (13-2 KCCR 480, 486, 

2000Hun-Ba60, October 25, 2001) 

In other words, our legal awareness tells us that adulterous acts are 

inappropriate in terms of social morality if it is admitted that the 

adulterer purposefully engaged in a sexual intercourse although there 

seems to be no objectives or tendencies to harm one's spouse or break 

marriage and family life in light of the adulterer's personal 

circumstances of his/her family, background story leading to adultery 

and fornication, and intentions, and that the acts of the fornicator who 

joined in the adultery are also subject to similar censure. Furthermore, 

adultery and fornication, regardless of their specific modes of acts, are 

highly likely to or actually does dismantle marriage and family life, 

and it is therefore difficult to deny that there is a strong demand for 

prevention. 

For this reason, considering such legal awareness and strong social 

demand for prevention of adultery and fornication, it is difficult to say 

that, regardless of whether it be one-time event derived from simple 

sexual desire or from emotion of love, the legislator was markedly 

arbitrary in judging that there is a need to impose strict responsibility 

unless there should be exceptional circumstances, such as prior mutual 

consent on divorce intentions or post agreement to sustain marriage 

and family life. Also, legislators set forth termination of marriage or 

filing of divorce suits as requirements for spouses' filing accusations, 

thereby confining the application of legal regulation only to cases 

where marriage and family life have reached a de-facto breakdown 

and thus minimizing the scope of freedom restriction by the Instant 

Provision. The legislators also prevent abuse of the right to file 

accusations by, for instance, restricting the right in case of 

encouragement or condonation (Article 241 Section 2, Criminal Act), 

considering certain divorce actions withdrawn (Article 229, Criminal 

Procedure Act), and prohibiting a person who has withdrawn a 

accusation from filing a accusation again (Article 232, Criminal 

Procedure Act). Therefore, it is difficult to see that regulation of 

sexual autonomy, etc. is excessive. 

Such judgment continues to apply, since it is hardly the case that, 

despite the global legislative trend of non-punishment of adulterers and 
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fornicators and the fact that adultery can be grounds for divorce and 

payment of compensation for grief, change in legal relations of family 

law makes adultery non-disruptive of normal social standards and thus 

eliminates the need for criminal punishment. It is also because factors 

such as the situation of the times, people's values such as sexual 

awareness, and the existence of equality-based family law system vary 

greatly across countries. 

Moreover, regulation of acts by the Instant Provision is a restriction 

on sexual behaviors in specific relationships - no adultery is allowed 

while de jure marriage is valid and fornication is prohibited when 

being aware that the partner is lawfully married. This implies, for the 

adulterer, no more than evident obligation and responsibility 

accompanied by marital relationship forged on one's free will and, for 

the fornicator, a ban on actively joining adultery with the knowledge 

of others' violation of legal and moral obligations. Because this does 

not mean a prohibition of even the mental sympathy between the two 

sexes and slight sexual contact that can incidentally occur, so the 

private interest infringed on by the Instant Provision is generally very 

insignificant. On the other hand, the public interest served by the 

Instant Provision includes protection of good sexual morality as well 

as marriage and the family system, which is of great importance. 

Therefore, the Instant Provision also strikes a balance between 

interests. 

Ultimately, it is hardly perceived that the Instant Provision violates 

the rule against excessive restriction and thus infringes on people's 

rights to sexual autonomy and privacy. 

(3) Whether the Instant Provision violates Article 36 Section 1 of the 

Constitution

Article 36 Section 1 of the Constitution, which provides that 

"Marriage and family life shall be established and sustained on the 

basis of individual dignity and equality of the sexes, and the State 

shall do everything in its power to achieve that goal", stipulates that 

human dignity and gender equality be guaranteed even in family life 

and that institutions for marriage and family life be protected (See 

14-1 KCCR 159, 165, 2000Hun-Ba53, March 28, 2002).
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As seen earlier, punishment of adultery and fornication by the 

Instant Provision is not considered an excessive restriction on 

individual right to sexual autonomy, etc. Also, gender equality is at no 

risk of being undermined as the Instant Provision takes the principle 

of equal punishment for men and women. Rather, the Instant Provision 

fulfills the obligation to maintain and guarantee marriage and family 

life by ensuring monogamy and protecting, pursuant to the Criminal 

Act, sound sexual morality (2 KCCR 306, 312, 89Hun-Ma82, September 

10, 1990) 

(4) Whether the Instant Provision violates principle of proportionality 

The issue of selecting the type and scope of statutory sentence 

should be left to the decision of legislators, who should take into 

account various factors, including the Korean history and culture, the 

situation at time of legislation, values or legal awareness of the 

general public, and criminal policy considerations for crime prevention. 

In this context, such decision is one that requires legislative discretion 

or liberty of legislation (4 KCCR 225, 229, 90Hun-Ba24, April 28, 

1992; 7-1 KCCR 478, 487, 91Hun-Ba11, April 20, 1995) 

The Instant Provision stipulates only imprisonment as punishment, 

but the maximum sentence of two years is not heavy and the sentence 

can go down to suspension of sentencing for relatively low degree of 

adultery crimes. Therefore, it is not true that the Instant Provision 

imposes overly excessive criminal punishment that does not allow for 

proportional punishment. 

Further, adultery and fornication, once prosecuted, result in different 

invasion of interests than other crimes concerning sexual customs in 

that they cause social problems inevitably stemming from family 

breakdown regardless of modes of acts. Also, light fines are not likely 

to have deterrence effect on adulterers who desire to avoid the 

responsibility of support or damage compensation coming from the 

existing marriage. In that sense, legislators' non-enactment of fines in 

the Instant Provision unlike other sexual custom-related crimes under 

the Criminal Act run counter to balancing of the criminal punishment 

system. 
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(5) Sub-conclusion

Therefore, the Instant Provision does not violate the Constitution.

E. Concurring Opinion (Constitutional) of Justice Min Hyeong-ki 

As explicated by above mentioned constitutional opinions, sexual 

autonomy or privacy rights are also subject to regulation in accordance 

with general principles of restriction on basic rights under the 

Constitution, so the punishment of adultery under the Criminal Act on 

its own does not overstep the permitted scope of legislative discretion 

and therefore is a violation of the Constitution. Yet, since the Instant 

Provision entails some problems related to modes of acts, resolving 

the problems will require legislative remedies based on public 

consensus, which leads to the following opinion. 

As the opinion holding the Instant Provision incompatible with the 

Constitution in G. below appropriately points out, adultery is very 

extensive and diverse in its modes of acts and thus varies greatly by 

cases of different levels of anti-social elements or censure. Nevertheless, 

criminally punishing the adulterers or fornicators uniformly based on a 

fixed concept of adultery without considering specificities or 

individualities of specific modes of acts can, in fact, be deemed unjust 

or out of the norm. 

Admittedly, much of the issue could be resolved through law 

interpretation or sentencing in proceedings, but this will not fully clear 

the doubts on legitimacy of the Instant Provision.

As such, in case legitimacy of a written regulation is dubious due 

to social problems or legal observations derived from practical reasons 

not prearranged or intended, resolving the situation falls under the 

domain of legislative discretion. This issue is, in principle, a duty of 

the legislative body that represents the people and legislates public 

will in real politics, not one that requires the Constitutional Court as 

the judicial body to actively intervene in the judgment on the 

constitutionality. 

As accounted for in the opinion of constitutional incompatibility of 

the Instant Provision concerning modes of acts to follow, punishing 

even the ones that involve little anti-social factors may, in practice or 
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in terms of policy-making, cause unreasonable consequences. Therefore, 

it is to be noted that, as regards the aforementioned problems, the 

legislators should make policy efforts to make remedies to relevant 

legislation based on positive and comprehensive consideration of the 

customs, social consensus, public legal awareness, etc. 

F. Dissenting Opinion (Unconstitutional) of Justice Kim Jong-dae, Justice 

Lee Dong-heub, Justice Mok Young-joon

We believe that Article 241 of the Criminal Act, which imposes 

criminal punishment on adultery and thereby restricting the right to 

sexual autonomy and privacy, violating the rule against excessive 

restriction and is therefore unconstitutional. Hence the following 

opinion: 

(1) Debate on revision of the Instant Provision

Criminal Act Revision Subcommittee of the Ministry of Justice, by 

a vote of 8 to 2, decided to abolish the adultery ban in January 1989. 

The Justice Ministry decided to accept the opinion and abolish it in 

the Criminal Act Revision Summary. After the Constitutional Court's 

decision upholding the Instant Provision (89Hun-Ma82, September 10, 

1990), the Justice Ministry turned its position to retain the adultery 

ban, but add supplement fines to the punitive regulation that only 

imposes imprisonment. 

However, the adultery crime had been removed from the revised 

draft of the Criminal Act preannounced on April 8, 1992. The 

Ministry of Justice cited reasons for this: first, adultery crimes are 

ones that involve ethical issues between individuals and are on the 

course of being abolished worldwide; second, it is inappropriate for 

the State to intervene in individual sexual life, an intimate domain of 

privacy; third, it is in many times taken advantage of as threats or 

means to receive compensation for grief; fourth, the significance of 

incrimination has weakened as a means of State punishment as 

accusations are mostly canceled in the trial procedures; fifth, there is 

little deterrence or re-socialization effect as intended for criminal 

policy purposes; sixth, the effectiveness of protecting families or 
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women is also in doubt. 

On May 27, 1992 after preannouncement of legislation, the Ministry 

of Justice finalized the Criminal Act Revision composed of 405 

articles. Then, the statutory punishment of two year or less prison 

term for adultery was lowered to a year or less, with an option of 

fines worth five million Won or less. The reason why the ban on 

adultery was reinstated as such appears to be an effort to reach 

compromise between the retentionist and abolishionist views as people 

from every walk of life started citing prematurity of abolishing the 

adultery ban. 

However, the abovementioned revision was not incorporated and 

legislated into Criminal Act revised by Act No. 5057 on December 

29, 1995, and the existing regulation on adultery prohibition was 

consequently retained without any changes. 

(2) Whether the Instant Provision violated rule against excessive 

restriction

(A) Standard of review 

The right to sexual autonomy and privacy is basic rights guaranteed 

under the Constitution, so whether the restriction thereof is 

constitutional or not should undergo a strict review of the principle of 

proportionality.

(B) Legitimacy of purpose

If the legislative purpose of the Instant Provision is to protect the 

marital system based on monogamy and the obligation to remain 

sexually faithful between husband and wife, criminal punishment of 

offenders to that end will serve the legitimate purpose. 

 

(C) Appropriateness of means and least restrictive means

However, it is not easy to concur as stated below whether the 

means is appropriate and the restriction of basic rights is executed to 

the necessary minimum in criminally punishing adultery in order to 
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achieve the stated legislative purpose. 

1) Change in public's legal awareness 

In recent years, the growing awareness of the Korean society, along 

with rapid spread of individualism and liberal views on sexual life, is 

that sexual life and love is a private matter not subjected to legal 

control. Also, the society is changing into one where the private 

interest of sexual autonomy is put before the social interest of sexual 

morality and families. Increase in liberal view on sexual life is an 

unavoidable social shift that should be accepted. 

Although it is difficult to affirm that the foundation for adultery ban 

has totally crumbled down with such change in social environment, it 

is hard to deny that the sustaining foundation is being shaken to its 

roots to an extent that is no longer sustainable. 

2) Appropriateness of criminal punishment

A) Scope and limitation of the legislature on criminal punishment

Whether to regulate certain acts for being illegal and constituting a 

crime by exercising the State' authority over criminal punishment or 

simply rely on moral law is a matter that inevitably varies by time 

and space depending on mutual relationship between individuals and 

individuals and society. In the end, the issue will be determined by 

the situation of the times and mindset of society members (KCCR 

2000Hun-Ba60, October 25, 2001). 

Some in our domain of life should be left to moral law although 

others are to be directly regulated by law. As law is called the 

minimum morals, law and regulations must not arbitrarily transgress 

the domain that is subject to moral law, a higher level regulation. If 

law invades the domain of morality, the society would fall prey to the 

idea of almighty law and not be able to induce quality development. 

Unfilial piety, malignant default, begging, suicide, squandering are 

all immoral and anti-social acts, but not all can be punished as 

crimes. A society where all morally reprehensible acts are subjected to 

criminal punishment is not necessarily fair and just, and the State's 
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attempt to make remedies to people's moral solely through criminal 

punishment is neither easy to succeed nor desirable. 

B) Criminal punishment of sexual life

What kind of sexual acts or love the two consenting adults are 

engaged in is a matter of personal freedom, except when it is exposed 

outside and consequently harms sound sexual customs of the society, 

which is only when legal regulation is required. The State interfering 

with sexual life, a private and intimate domain whose order should be 

maintained on its own autonomously by sexual morality, through 

criminal punishment is an infringement on privacy rights by the State 

and an excessive restriction on the sexual autonomy that involves 

whether to have and with whom one engages in sexual acts. 

In addition, in view of our legislative system, it is against the 

balance of legislative system to penalize only adultery with criminal 

punishment, when there are no separate punitive regulations for acts 

that further harm good customs and are more immoral and 

reprehensible than adultery such as incest, bestiality, and group sex. 

C) Trends of legislation and precedents

The recent tendency of modern criminal law directs that the State 

should not exercise authority in case the act, although in contradiction 

to sexual morals, is in essence personal privacy and is not socially 

harmful or in evident violation of legal interests. It is also a global 

trend to abolish adultery crimes, and most of the countries around the 

world in fact abolished the ban on adultery before the 1970s.

Punishment of adultery by prosecutors and courts has also been 

weakened greatly compared to the past. The existing practice according 

to which the accused is in principle arrested and sentenced to 

imprisonment unless the adultery accusation is cancelled is shifting 

towards sentences of non-restraint and suspension of execution. Also, 

the Supreme Court recently stated, "If the parties no longer have the 

intention of maintaining marital relationship and there is an evident 

agreement on divorce, it should be viewed that the agreement contains 

prior consent to the spouse's adultery, or encouraging intentions 
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(Supreme Court, 2008Do3599, July 10k 2008)", which exhibits a 

tendency towards modified punishment of adultery. 

3) Effectiveness of criminal punishment

A) Protection of monogamy and family order

It has been stated earlier in the opinion upholding the Instant 

Provision that the interest to be protected by the Instant Provision is 

the marital system based on monogamy.

Yet, the Instant Provision by no means can help maintain marriage 

life once the act of adultery occurs. Under the Criminal Act, adultery 

is prosecuted only upon the accusation of the victimized spouse 

(Article 241, Section 2, Criminal Act), and an adultery accusation 

shall not be made unless the marriage is void or divorce action is 

instituted (Article 229, Section 1, Criminal Procedure Act). For this 

reason, existing families face breakdown with the invoking of the right 

to file a accusation, and, even after cancellation of the accusation, it 

is difficult to hope for recovery of the emotion between spouses. 

Therefore, the adultery crime can no longer contribute to protecting 

the marital system or family order. Furthermore, a criminal record in 

our society leads to social ruin, so there is little possibility that a 

person who was punished for adultery would remarry the spouse who 

had made an accusation against himself/herself. It is neither possible 

to protect harmonious family order because children's scar may grow 

larger with intensified conflict between spouses in the process of 

criminal punishment of adultery. 

Rather, one may suspect or be assured about his/her spouse's 

adultery and attempt to run a careful and secret investigation and 

collect evidence in order to secure evidence although no actual 

adultery act took place. As a result, the mutual mistrust that occurs in 

such a process frequently leads to a family breakdown.

All considered, protecting marital system through criminal 

punishment is nothing more than preventing a married person from 

committing adultery beforehand for fear of criminal punishment. 

However, it is doubted whether such psychological deterrence is 

effective, and preserving marriage and families should be left to one's 
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free will and affection instead of being coerced by force through 

criminal punishment. Therefore, the Instant Provision is not an 

appropriate and effective means to achieve the purpose of protecting 

monogamy and family order. 

B) Protection of obligation to remain faithful between husband and 

wife 

Husband and wife shall live together, and shall support, and aid 

each other (former portion of Article 826 Section 1, Civil Act), which 

naturally leads to a duty not to engage in unfaithful or adulterous 

acts. Therefore, if either husband or wife commits an act of adultery, 

this can be a cause for divorce (Article 840 Item 1, Civil Act), and 

the negligent party shall be liable for damages from mental anguish as 

well as property damages (Article 843 and 806, Civil Act). Also, the 

court shall consider children's welfare related to fostering and 

restriction or exclusion of visitation rights (Article 843, Article 837 

Section 3, 4, Article 837-2 Section 2, Civil Act), allowing for 

disadvantaging the married person having engaged in unfaithful acts.

Admittedly, there can be no objection to the fact that violation of a 

married person's duty to remain sexually faithful is unethical. Still, it 

is doubted whether the duty to remain sexually faithful between 

husband and wife can be preserved through criminal punishment, in 

addition to being held accountable for civil law violations as 

mentioned above. This is because the obligation to remain faithful 

must be observed autonomously based on social ethics as well as 

affection and faith between husband and wife, and coercive measures 

for encouragement and preservation of the duty through criminal 

punishment would not be effective at all. As filial piety forced by 

criminal punishment is not one in its true sense of the term, chastity 

forced by criminal punishment is not true chastity, either. 

C) Protection of women

It is true that the existence of adultery crimes in the past Korean 

society served to protect women. In other words, women were socially 

and economically underprivileged, and acts of adultery were mainly 
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committed by men. Therefore, the existence of an adultery crime acted 

as psychological adultery deterrence for men, and, furthermore, enabled 

female spouses to receive payment of compensation for grief or 

divided assets from the male spouse on the condition of cancelling the 

adultery accusation. 

However, the legal, social, and economic changes of our times led 

to considerable loss in the above stated raison d'être of adultery. 

Above all, as women's earning power and economic capabilities 

have improved with more active social and economic activities, the 

premise that women are the economically disadvantaged does not 

apply to all married couples. Additionally, as the Civil Act was 

revised on January 13, 1990, both husband and wife have become 

entitled to claim for division of assets in case of divorce, and the 

parental authority is equally guaranteed to men and women without 

discrimination. In other words, the wife's right to claim property 

division is now recognized under the Civil Act, and family chores of 

housewives are recognized as contribution to asset formation. This has 

established a system that provides women with living foundation after 

divorce, the right to claim damages through receipt of compensation 

for grief in case of divorce, and the feasibility of raising children 

through claim for fostering expenses. 

Indeed, there is a need for an effective plan to execute the decision 

ordering the payment of compensation for grief or division of property 

to women in case the male spouse changes the title of assets to third 

person, but this is a matter to be supplemented by legislation, not a 

cause for retention of the adultery prohibition. 

Even though it is assumed that the economic status of married 

women is inferior to that of married men, existence of an adultery 

crime does not necessarily protect the female spouse. Divorce is a 

prerequisite for filing accusations for adultery, so married women 

without economic and earning abilities may rather be reluctant to 

filing accusations. The number of male and female accusers of 

adultery cases in the year 2006 was almost the same, but it is to be 

noted that, when considering the huge gap between men and women 

in terms of frequency of adultery acts, prohibition of adultery is in 

practice relatively unfavorable to women. 

As such, the female protective function of the adultery ban has 
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weakened greatly. 

D) Sub-conclusion

Finally, today's prohibition of adultery has come to punish only a 

very small number of adulterers, so it only mass produces potential 

criminals and restricts their basic rights but has become ineffective in 

protecting the marital system and duty to remain sexually faithful. 

4) Preventive function of criminal punishment 

The type of adultery can be classified into one arising from 

affection and the other that does not. In case the act of adultery 

arises from affection, it is difficult to control as the crime is based on 

confidence or conscience. On the other hand, when the act is 

committed without affection, it is hard to anticipate a deterrence effect 

for adultery from criminal punishment since the adulterers have no big 

crime awareness in reality as exhibited in men's prevalent purchase of 

sex in all kinds. 

Meanwhile, the rate of detecting and punishing adultery has been 

greatly reduced compared to the past. Considering that the number of 

cases that go criminal is merely 3,000 to 4,000 a year, most of the 

adultery acts were in fact not discovered or not sued despite discovery 

by the spouse. Less than 10 percent of the accusations filed proceed 

to confinement and prosecution, and a considerable number of cases 

end up with cancellation of accusations and thus, even after filing of 

a accusation, exempt from or rejection of prosecution in the process 

of investigation or trials. As a result, the adultery ban has greatly lost 

its punitive function as criminal punishment. 

Some express concern that abolition of the adultery crime may bring 

loose sexual morality or more frequent divorce from adultery, but 

there is no statistics that is evidentiary of such in many countries that 

removed the ban on adultery. 

In the end, the prohibition of adultery is losing its function as a 

regulative norm and has become difficult either to attain the general 

or specific prevention effects in criminal measures. 
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5) Side effects of criminal punishment 

It cannot be excluded that the adultery crime can be exploited for 

other purpose than to protect wholesome marital system and obligation 

to remain sexually faithful between spouses. It is only the spouse of 

the adulterer who can file or cancel accusations against the adulterer 

and fornicator, and the adultery crime is indictable upon a accusation. 

This means that whether the prosecutors will prosecute the case and 

the court will reject the indictment depends on whether or not the 

accusation is cancelled. 

As a result, filing adultery accusations or cancellation thereof is a 

means to facilitate divorce between spouses who are in effect facing 

breakdown as well as to blackmail socially prominent figures or 

temporarily delinquent housewives. This, in consequence, frequently 

leads to abuse of swindling money out of fornicators. 

6) Sub-conclusion

As abovementioned, criminally punishing adultery acts does not 

satisfy the suitability of means and the least restrictive means. 

(D) Balance of interests 

As stated above, it is difficult to see that the Instant Provision can 

any longer serve the public interest of protecting the monogamy-based 

marriage system and the obligation to remain sexually faithful between 

spouses. Since the Instant Provision excessively restricts people's 

sexual autonomy and privacy rights by criminally punishing the private 

and intimate domain of sexual life, the Instant Provision can be said 

to have lost the balance of interests. 

(E) Sub-conclusion

The Instant Provision ultimately failed to achieve the balance of 

legal interests as well as suitability of means and the least restrictive 

means. This, therefore, violates the rule against excessive restriction 

defined in Article 37 Section 2 of the Constitution and infringes on 
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people's sexual autonomy and privacy. Therefore, the Instant Provision 

contradicts the Constitution. 

 

G. Dissenting Opinion (Incompatibility with the Constitution) of Justice 

Kim Hee-ok 

I believe that the Instant Provision allows over-exercise of State 

punishment by imposing criminal punishment even on acts that do not 

satisfy the conditions set forth to that end, such as those that require 

simply no more than moral reprehension or ones that are not or 

barely subject to reprehension, and thus non-conforms to the 

Constitution. I hereby state the following opinion.

(1) Basis and limitations of state punishment

Criminal punishment of individuals causes serious restriction of 

his/her liberty guaranteed by the Constitution. Criminal punishment in 

principle is inflicted on anybody without exception who commits acts 

of crime as defined by the State irrespective of one's social status, 

fame, contribution to society, etc. However esteemed and famed a 

figure may be in the society, he/she will be irrecoverably disgraced 

and shamed from the moment he/she is criminally sanctioned. 

"What is the basis for State punishment", "what is the just 

punishment for crime", and "what should the State define as crime 

and provide for conditions to protect legal interests and peaceful 

community life" are issues that have been diversely and extensively 

discussed and legislated depending on different societies and countries. 

Yet, this is a very tricky issue that cannot be uniformly established. 

As regards justification of the State punishment, the issue as to 

what kind of acts should be defined as crimes and prohibited using 

the criminal punishment is associated with the judgment on to what 

extent the scope of criminal punishment must be established. 

Considering the issue which acts are to be defined as crimes and 

criminally punished consists of two steps: first, judgment on the 

justification of public sanction against the act; second, judgment 

regarding whether the public sanction should necessarily be criminal 

punishment. 
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First, justification of public sanction is determined by whether the 

act should be subjected to public sanction regardless of what kind - 

whether the act should be punished. The criterion for justification 

judgment is "anti-social" characteristics. In other words, the basic 

condition for a certain act to be subjected to criminal punishment is 

whether the act is anti-social and harmful. The criterion is a 

requirement for punishment, but it cannot be concluded that meeting 

the requirement immediately leads to criminal punishment. 

Second, if the act is justly punishable by fulfilling such sanction 

requirements, it has to be decided whether the sanction should be 

criminal punishment. Protection of legal interests is not achieved not 

only through criminal punishment but also through other means as 

well. The fact that legal interests are violated is a necessary condition 

for criminal punishment, but not a sufficient condition. This is because 

although there was a violation of legal interests, criminal punishment 

is not required if the interests can be protected by civil, 

administrative, and socio-legal sanctions. 

In general, the acts of violating legal interests subject to criminal 

punishment are those that involve "serious violation of legal interests", 

or acts "deemed extremely harmful to the society", and this should 

serve as the boundary for elements of crime. Criminal punishment 

should be imposed limited to cases where other sanctions against 

punishable acts can by no means be as effective as criminal 

punishment. The law must prescribe only the punishments that are 

strictly and evidently necessary (Article 8, Declaration of the Rights of 

Man and Citizen). The State should not punish acts that do not satisfy 

the requirement for punishment. This directly relates to constitutional 

principles, such as the rule of law and 'Nulla Poena Sine Lege' (no 

penalty without a law). 

The Constitution sets forth as its basic idea the realization of a true 

constitutional State in which people's basic rights are protected from 

abuse of State power. Therefore, the legislators' right to legislation 

regarding which to define as crimes and what punishment will be 

imposed thereon cannot be unlimitedly recognized (16-2(B) KCCR 

446, 457, 2003Hun-Ka12, December 16, 2004). 

Legislators have the primary authority to decide, in consideration of 

culture, social values, etc., on which acts meet the requirements for 
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public sanction and criminal punishment and thus are subject to State 

punishment. However, cautious care is required in regulating the 

subjected act as clearly and in detail as permitted by legislative 

techniques in order to protect human dignity and value from the threat 

of unnecessary or excessive criminal punishment. 

(2) State criminal punishment according to diverse modes of adultery 

acts and non punishable acts 

The interests protected by prohibition of adultery are marriage as the 

basis of families and sexual morality as the good customs on sexual 

life. The basic rights regulated by the Instant Provision appear to be 

sexual autonomy and privacy rights derived from personal rights and 

the right to pursue happiness. 

However, the modes of adultery acts as prescribed by Article 241 

of the Criminal Act are very extensive and diverse, so not all of the 

adultery acts can be decided constitutional or unconstitutional for 

restricting the stated basic rights. In other words, the acts of adultery 

and fornication prohibited by the Instant Provision includes the 

following: adultery despite legal and de facto marital relationship and 

family members' dissuasion, while discarding one's obligation or 

loyalty to remain sexually faithful; adultery with a new lover without 

having legally divorced although the marriage has in fact faced a 

breakdown; a de facto polygamic adultery similar to the anti cultural 

concubine system by committing the act continuously with one same 

person; one time adultery committed temporarily while desiring to 

maintain the legal marriage of monogamy; adultery with married 

persons; adultery with unmarried persons. As such, adultery acts vary 

greatly by intention of offenders, status of family life, the partner, 

frequency and method of acts, and whether and how much the act is 

anti social and morally reprehensible differs greatly according the type 

of individual acts. 

Of the types of adultery and fornication, there are matters that are 

difficult to be simply addressed with other forms of sanctions, such as 

moral law or civil sanctions, in light of the cause of maintaining 

monogamous marriage system as the basis for decent sexual morality 

and family, guaranteeing family life, and protecting the obligation to 
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remain sexually faithful between spouses. Punishment in this regard 

should fall under the boundary of legislative discretion on exercise of 

State punishment. However, adultery committed in a situation where 

marriage is  broken actually and the duty to remain sexually faithful 

between spouses no longer exists when, for instance, the couple has 

not lived together for a long time or one that is simply an one time 

act neither harm monogamous marriage system and family life nor 

contradict decent sexual morality. In this sense, penalizing even the 

least anti-social adultery acts is unnecessary or excessive and an 

excessive exercise of State punishment, thus leading to the State's 

excessive intervention in individual sexual autonomy and privacy. In 

this case, the requirement for punishment does not apply to such 

adultery acts, which are in fact fully punishable with other means 

such as civil sanctions. 

The Instant Provision provides that all modes of adultery and 

fornication acts shall be uniformly punished without any consideration 

of the possibility of singularities and specificities, in order to achieve 

the goal of imposing criminal punishment. This, however, allows the 

State to overstep its boundary of role in a constitutional State and 

execute criminal punishment. In this context, the Instant Provision does 

not conform to the Constitution. 

(3) Incompatibility with the Constitution ordering temporary application

The unconstitutionality of the Instant Provision does not lie with the 

fact that it defines the punishment of adultery acts, but with the fact 

that it subjects to State punishment even the acts that are barely anti 

social and thus require not as harsh penalty as criminal punishment. 

Since it is appropriate for the legislator to determine the range and 

scope of acts that are not or barely liable to legal censure and thus 

sufficiently punishable by other means such as civil sanctions, in 

consideration of the change of the times and public legal awareness, 

etc., the incompatibility decision would be appropriate However, if 

application of the Instant Provision is suspended, the sanction for 

punishable adultery acts also becomes impossible. This, in return, may 

rather cause a legal status to be more discrepant from the 

constitutional order compared to when retaining the Instant Provision 
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as it is. Therefore, there is a need to temporarily apply the Instant 

Provision until a revision compatible with the Constitution is legislated 

for replacement. 

H. Dissenting Opinion (Unconstitutional) of Justice Song Doo-hwan 

I concur in the opinion upholding the Instant Provision in reviewing 

the constitutionality of the criminal punishment system itself, but the 

only statutory sentence being imprisonment does not conform to the 

principle of proportionality and, therefore, violates the Constitution. In 

this context, I unfold my dissenting opinion as the following. 

(1) Prohibition of adultery and constitutionality of criminal punishment 

(A) As to whether the Instant Provision is constitutional for banning 

adultery and imposing specific criminal punishment for that matter, I 

concur in the opinion upholding the Instant Provision.

(B) However, as the opinion upholding the Instant Provision 

maintains, I will express doubt on citing the main restricted basic 

right as sexual autonomy and, based on this premise, reviewing 

whether the Instant Provision violates the rule against excessive 

restriction. 

The personal right and the right to pursue happiness as prescribed 

by Article 10 of the Constitution involves the right to self autonomy, 

which undoubtedly includes sexual autonomy in deciding whether to or 

with whom to have sexual acts (2 KCCR 306, 310, 89Hun-Ma82, 

September 10, 1990). However, it is dubious as to whether the sexual 

autonomy includes the protection of adultery acts committed by 

married persons and fornication acts of their partners. 

The right to self autonomy does not mean indefinite liberty in the 

sense that anything you want can be done anytime. Autonomous 

decisions which determine one's relationship with others or deny 

coexistence with others in case of having influence on the society 

oversteps the scope of protection for self autonomy required for the 

free development of personality. 

The same applies to the right to sexual autonomy. When a person 
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who made an autonomous decision to live in a social system of 

monogamous marriage with the view to realizing the purpose and 

value of community life, including sexual life, breaks his/her duty to 

remain sexually faithful and commits adultery or engages in 

fornication aware of the circumstances, he/she is defying coexistence 

with others in his/her relationship with the community that protects the 

spouse of the fornicator and marriage as a social and legal system. In 

this case, sexual autonomy cannot be protected. 

Therefore, the concept of sexual autonomy will be crucial in sexual 

assaults, sexual harassment and other issues that concern the idea that 

unilateral sexual relationship cannot be accepted between spouses 

either. However, it is hardly appropriate to consider sexual autonomy 

as the major basic right that is violated by punishing adultery on the 

condition of the spouse's accusation.

(C) Meanwhile, as the opinion holding the Instant Provision 

unconstitutional points out, the following needs to be rightfully noticed 

with care: punishment of adultery is abused as a means to blackmail 

or obtain compensation for grief in many cases; the punitive function 

of punishing adultery as State punishment has weakened; deterrence as 

criminal punishment and effectiveness of family protection have almost 

vanished; and it is a global tendency to abolish the adultery ban. 

However, actual incidents of abusing the adultery punishment are 

nothing but practical and consequential side effects resulting from 

abuse of the Instant Provision outside the system, not an issue arising 

from normative flaws of the Instant Provision. The remaining issues 

are merely circumstances that should be considered in deciding 

whether the adultery ban is appropriate in terms of legislative policy 

purposes or in resolving issues through legislation and are not factors 

that immediately determine the constitutionality of the Instant 

Provision. 

Indeed, if the seemingly ongoing change of sexual morality 

continues further to alter the social significance of marriage system 

and thus isolates the Instant Provision substantially from the general 

legal awareness, we need not wait for legislators' abolition but declare 

the Instant Provision unconstitutional. However, it does not appear that 

we have reached such a situation as of yet. 
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(D) In other words, the Instant Provision is a product of legislators' 

efforts to harmoniously organize the legal system that, on the one 

hand protects and guarantees the marriage system and duty to remain 

sexually faithful, and, on the other hand prohibits personal revenge 

while adopting the punitive idea for adulterers and fornicators. In this 

context, the Instant Provision did transgress the boundary of legislation 

rights and is greatly arbitrary. 

(2) Constitutionality of statutory punishment 

As abovementioned, I am in agreement with the opinion upholding 

the Instant Provision in that the Instant Provision imposes certain 

punishment for acts of adultery in case of violation. However, a 

separate constitutional review is required regarding the exclusive 

sentence of restricting physical freedom as prescribed by the Instant 

Provision that, "A married person who commits adultery shall be 

punished by imprisonment for not more than two years". 

(A) The concept of a constitutional State involves the idea of a 

substantially constitutional State that requires an appropriate relationship 

of proportionality between gravity of the crime and responsibility of the 

offender (4 KCCR 225, 230, 90Hun-Ba24, April 8, 1992.). Therefore, 

the right to legislation of legislators over what kind of acts will be 

defined as crimes and what kind of criminal punishment will be 

imposed cannot be unlimited. Human dignity and value must be 

respected and protected from the threat of criminal punishment as 

prescribed by Article 10 of the Constitution; principles for a 

substantially constitutional State should be realized by designating the 

scope of statutory sentence in which customized punishments can be 

applied in accordance with the rule against excessive restriction; and the 

principle of proportionality must be observed so that the punishment 

corresponds to responsibility and gravity of the crime. 

(B) The Instant Provision exclusively imposes imprisonment as 

statutory sentence and thereby sets the minimum sentence relatively 

high.

In order to justify the tough minimum sentence, it has to be 
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rationally predictable that the offender, in practice, will not be 

sentenced to criminal punishment beyond his responsibility although 

the act subject to punishment is serious in gravity of crime and 

illegality and thus the minimum sentence is set heavy. 

(C) However, a vast majority of adultery and fornication cases exist 

where gravity of crime varies significantly according to modes of acts. 

For instance, it could either be an incidental one time or momentary 

affair or a continuous and repetitive offense that involves abandonment 

of one's spouse for a considerable period of time. Also, the legal 

accountability differ between the person who committed adultery while 

maintaining de-jure or de-facto marital relationship and the unmarried 

offender who committed fornication under the belief that his/her 

partner's marriage was in fact facing a breakdown. As such, it is fully 

predictable in general that the accountability widely vary case from 

case. 

The Instant Provision nevertheless imposes prison term as an 

exclusive punishment of adultery and fornication acts, which 

excessively exaggerates the punitive aspect granted to criminal 

punishment. For this reason, it is hard to match the corresponding 

punishment with the offender's responsibility, which lacks sense of 

balance. 

(D) The statutory sentence confined to imprisonment as prescribed 

by the Instant Provision makes it difficult to administer law 

appropriately according to specific cases in the process of investigation 

and trials. This also restricts judges' sentencing discretion in 

announcing the ruling. 

It also appears that it is the imprisonment - only sentence that 

greatly encourages abuse outside the original purpose of the system - 

the means to blackmailing or demanding excessive payment of 

compensation for grief by taking advantage of fear for detainment. 

(E) Indeed, it is possible to have the necessity for heavy 

punishment of some types of crimes irrespective of modes of acts. 

However, given the reality where the debate over the adultery ban 

from the criminal policy and legislative perspectives continues, it is 
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difficult to say that acts of adultery and fornication imply major 

illegality or that the need for crime prevention is desperate and the 

acts must be severely punished without exception. Therefore, it is not 

legitimate for the Instant Provision to adopt an exclusive punishment 

restricting physical freedom. 

(F) In the end, the portion of the Instant Provision concerning statutory 

sentence excludes or restricts the possibility to consider singularities and 

specificities of specific cases, which violates the principle of 

proportionality.

(3) Conclusion 

The Instant Provision banning adultery and imposing certain criminal 

punishment thereof itself does not violate the Constitution but 

contradicts the principle of proportionality as regards the portion 

concerning statutory sentence, which therefore violates the Constitution. 

4. Conclusion

On the Instant Provision, four Justices voted for constitutional, other 

four unconstitutional, and the remaining one incompatible with the 

Constitution. Although this makes the opinion holding the Instant 

Provision unconstitutional a majority, it is decided that the Instant 

Provision does not violate the Constitution as the quorum falls short 

of six persons required for a decision of unconstitutionality in the 

Constitution. Therefore, the decision is as set forth in the Holding. 

Justices Lee Kang-kook (Presiding Justice), Lee Kong-hyun, Cho 

Dae-hyen, Kim Hee-ok, Kim Jong-dae, Ming Hyeong-ki, Lee 

Dong-heub, Mok Young-joon, Song Doo-hwan
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II. Summaries of Opinions

1. Case on Special Prosecutor to Probe Myung-bak Lee, 
Presidential Candidate of Grand National Party

    [20-1(A) KCCR 1, 2007Hun-Ma1468, January 10, 2008]

In this case, the Constitutional Court invalidated Sections 6 and 7 

of Article 6 and Section 2 of Article 18 (hereinafter, "Accompanying 

Order Provision") of the Act on Appointment of Special Prosecutor to 

Probe Myung-bak Lee, Presidential Candidate of Grand National Party 

over Allegations of Stock Price Manipulation, etc. (Act No.8824, 

enacted on December 28, 2007, hereinafter the "SPA"), which enabled 

the Special Prosecutor to order a witness to accompany to a 

designated place and to impose on the witness a fine of less than 

10,000,000 Won when the witness refused to follow the accompanying 

order with no justifiable reasons, on the ground that the 

Accompanying Order Provision infringed upon the complainant's right 

to equality and bodily freedom in violation of the principle of 

warrants and the principle of proportionality. However, the Court 

found the provisions, regarding the object of investigation by the 

special prosecutor, appointment procedure of the special prosecutor, 

and the trial period of the case in which the special prosecutor filed 

an indictment, did not infringe complainants' right 

Background of the Case

On December 17, 2007, two days before the 17th Presidential 

Election Day, the National Assembly passed the SPA. SPA is 

promulgated to appoint a special prosecutor who has independent 

status to dispel all doubts of Korean people by impartial and fair 

investigation of the alleged involvement of Myung-bak Lee : in 

violation of the Securities and Exchange Act by manipulating stock 

prices through LK e-BANK Inc., and investment counseling BBK Inc. 

in property crime such as embezzlement and malfeasance related to 

the above Securities and Exchange Act violation; in violation of the 

Public Service Ethics Act relating to stocks and shares of DAS Inc.; 

and in the case on the building site of Digital Media Center (DMC). 
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Later, the candidate Myung-bak Lee was elected as President in the 

Presidential Election on December 19, 2007. The complainants, who 

were witnesses or the accused of the cases to be investigated under 

SPA, was expected to be subject to SPA, filed a constitutional 

complaint on December 28, 2007, arguing that SPA infringed upon 

their right to equality and fair trial, bodily freedom.

Summary of Decision

1. Review On the Object of Investigation (SPA, Article 2)

 

A. Majority Opinion

(1) SPA, Article 2 empowers the special prosecutor to investigate 

and prosecute a specific case. Considering the merits and demerits of 

Special Prosecutor System and its history in Korea, the National 

Assembly has, in essence, wide discretion in deciding whether to 

allow the Special Prosecutor System as an exception of exclusive 

power and discretion of the prosecutors to make an indictment under 

the current criminal procedures, whether to conduct an investigation by 

the special prosecutor for a specific case, and to what scope the 

special prosecutor would investigate by taking into account various 

factors such as  appropriateness of prosecutors' exclusive power to 

indict, necessity to control prosecutors' power to indict, merits and 

demerits of the Special Prosecutor System and public interests and 

demands in the specific case. Hence, it is neither arbitrary nor 

unreasonable that the National Assembly empowers a special 

prosecutor to investigate the matters provided under Article 2 of SPA 

after consideration of such circumstances above.

(2) Since the discriminatory regulation pursuant to SPA, Article 2 as 

case-specific legislation subjecting specific person instead of general 

public could be justified for the reasons above, the inquiry to the 

complainants based on the above provision would not constitute an 

unconstitutional or unlawful inquiry violating the due process and the 

principle of proportionality. Hence, Article 2 did not infringe upon the 

complainants' liberty of body, i.e., the right not to have an illegal 
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inquiry.

(3) As SPA, Article 2 provides the scope of the investigation by the 

special prosecutor concerning the investigation before trial stage, it 

does not give direct impact on the trial procedure and does not 

infringe upon the right to fair trial of the complainants. Although the 

case on violations of the Securities and Exchange Act including 

Kyong-joon Kim's manipulation of stock prices under Article 2 Item 1 

has been already prosecuted and the trial is pending, the complainants' 

right to a fair trial would not be infringed upon simply because the 

special prosecutor reinvestigated the already-prosecuted case or 

participated in the trial.

  

B. Dissenting Opinion of Two Justices (Unconstitutional)

In that only the cases and persons specified under Article 2 would 

be subject to investigation and prosecution by the special prosecutor 

and the possibility that this Act would apply to many other unspecific 

cases or persons under similar situations is excluded, Article 2 is 

deemed to fall into so-called "case-specific legislation". Then, we 

should examine whether Article 2 has reasonable grounds in 

discriminating against the presidential candidate from the opposition 

party and his persons concerned

SPA, Article 2 on the subjects of investigation by Special Counsel 

goes beyond the scope of Special Counsel System and has no 

reasonable grounds for discriminatory regulation, considering the fact : 

This Article 2 was enacted to investigate the presidential candidate 

from opposition party and his persons concerned not the high officials 

in the executive or members of prosecutory body, and there is no 

reasonable grounds the prosecution composed by the current 

administration could not investigate impartially only because the 

presidential candidate from the opposition party had been top-rated 

candidate the allegations suspecting the impartiality and fairness of the 

prosecution in the investigation concerned with the cases in Article 2 

of the Act have no objective grounds.

2. Review on the Appointment of Special Prosecutor (SPA, Article 3)
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A. Majority Opinion

1) According to the said SPA, Article 3, Chief Justice recommends 

two candidates of Special Counsel to the President, and the President 

appoints the Special Counsel between them. Although Chief Justice 

shall appoint the judges (Article 104 Section 3 of the Constitution), it 

is limited to the affairs concerned with judicial administration that 

Chief Justice can command and supervise the personnel of all the 

instances of courts (Court Organization Act Article 13 Section 2). 

Hence, Chief Justice cannot give effect to a specific case pending in a 

trial. Further, article 3 of SPA provides that Chief Justice only 

recommends two candidates of Special Counsel among lawyers to the 

President and the President appoint the Special Counsel. Accordingly, 

it can not be seen that the prosecuting organization and the 

decision-making organization are not separate or the decision-making 

organization determines the cases where they are self- interested 

parties. Finally, the appointment processes in the Article 3 of SPA are 

neither against the great principle of modern criminal law, that is, the 

separation of the prosecuting organization and the decision-making 

organization, nor due process doctrine.

2) Considering the purport and function of Special Counsel system 

that essentially has the function of power regulation, it cannot be 

acknowledged that it is against the separation of powers doctrine that 

the power to decide whether to adopt the Special Counsel system or 

not is given to the legislature and the power to appoint Special 

Counsel is distributed among other constitutional organizations. 

Although the issue of making Chief Justice, who should strictly 

maintain political impartiality, involved with the appointment of 

Special Counsel who will be in charge of political cases is desirable 

could be in controversy, the political decision by the National 

Assembly on this issue is neither against the constitutional doctrine of 

separation of power nor beyond the scope of legislative discretion.

3) Therefore, the Article 3 of the Act does not infringe upon the 

basic right of complainants related with the violation of the due 

process doctrine nor the separation of power doctrine.
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B. Dissenting Opinion by Two Justices

SPA, Article 3 is against the principle separating the prosecuting 

organization and decision-making organization because judges under 

Chief Justice's power of personnel management decide the case which 

was investigated and prosecuted by the Special Counsel who was 

practically appointed by Chief Justice. In addition, it results in the 

unreasonable situation where Chief Justice becomes the presiding judge 

when the case comes before the full-bench of Supreme Court. 

Furthermore, Article 3 of the Act hinders the functions of the 

judiciary whose essential function is to contribute to the maintenance 

of legal order and peace through dispute resolutions and is against the 

separation of power doctrine through imposition to Chief Justice, who 

is required to be more impartial than anyone else to achieve judicial 

independence as the personnel manager in judiciary, the obligation to 

recommend Special Counsel. Also, it makes him possibly involved in 

political conflict between political forces. Therefore, SPA, Article 3 is 

against the Constitution by infringing upon the complainants' 

constitutional right not to have illegal check and right to fair trial.

3. Review on the Accompanying Order Provision 

A. Opinion to be Unconstitutional by Five Justices

 

1) The Warrant Clause in Article 12 Section 3 of the Constitution 

should be applied to the accompanying order system to the witnesses 

because it is practically same as taking him a certain place virtually 

restricting the witness's freedom of body. Nevertheless, the 

Accompanying Order Provision provides that not the judge but the 

Special Counsel shall issue accompanying order and punish the witness 

when the witness refuse the order without any justifiable reasons. It 

also results in the same effect with taking the witness to a designated 

place practically infringing upon the witness's freedom of body. Hence, 

the Accompanying Order Provision is against the Article 12 Section 3 

of the Constitution.

2) Since a witness is only a cooperator of an investigation, the 
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witness has no duty to attend in principle. In legislation, it does not 

impede the achievement of the object of the investigation that a judge 

orders subpoena of a witness when Special Counsel urgently needs to 

forcibly summon a witness and requests a judge for the issuance of 

the summon. In addition, the Special Counsel can 'secure the witness's 

statement indispensable to find out the truth of an affair' from the 

witness who refuse the summon by the process for the preservation of 

evidence (Article 184 of Criminal Procedural Act) and the process 

requesting for the examination of witness before the first court day 

(Criminal Procedural Act, Article 221-2). Considering these fact, the 

restriction of the freedom of body by the Accompanying Order 

Provision in this case is not within the boundary of necessary 

minimum for the accomplishment of the purpose. Besides, the 

infringement upon the freedom of body which the complainants should 

suffer from is exceedingly serious while the public interest, 'securing 

the witness's statement indispensable to find out the truth of an affair', 

to attain from the Accompanying Order Provision is unclear in its 

attainment because of the limit in the effective value of witness's 

statement in investigation. Thus, the Accompanying Order Provision 

infringes upon the complainants' freedom of body and equality right 

violating the principle of proportionality.

B. Opinion to be Unconstitutional by Two Justices

The principle of warrant concerned with the freedom of body should 

be applied to 'the case when a direct and real compelling force is 

exercised to human body'. The Accompanying Order Provision is not 

providing that it can exercise direct and real compelling force to the 

witness refusing accompanying order. However, it compels the duty to 

follow the summon in a psychological and indirect way by imposing a 

witness who has no justifiable excuses refuse the order to attend a 

designated place and by sanctioning them with fines. Hence, the 

constitutional principle of warrant cannot be applied to the 

Accompanying Order Provision. However, the Accompanying Order 

Provision infringed upon the complainants' freedom of body violating 

the rule of the least restrictive means by criminally punishing the 

witness who refused the accompanying order without justifiable 
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excuses. 

C. Opinion to be Unconstitutional on Article 18 Section 2 by One 

Justice

SPA, Article 6 Sections 6 and 7 are just giving the Special Counsel 

the authority to issue an accompanying order to a witness but is not 

imposing the witness the duty of accompanying. The witness's duty of 

accompanying is imposed by Article 18 Section 2. It is doubtful that 

the means provided in Article 18 Section 2 of SAP is reasonable and 

indispensable to the investigation processes by Special Counsel and 

that the public interest sought by the means is superior to the 

restriction of the witness's freedom. In addition, the adopted means is 

not the least restrictive means. Therefore, Article 18 Section 2 of SPA 

is against Article 37 Section 2 of the Constitution by exceedingly 

restricting the witness's freedom of behavior beyond the necessary 

limit.

D. Dissenting Opinion by One Justice

The purport of the Accompanying Order Provision is just to secure 

the presence of witness through psychological and indirect coercion by 

sanctioning with fines and is not to exercise direct and real coercion 

power to the body of witness refusing accompanying order. Hence, 

Article 12 Section 3 of the Constitution is not applied to the 

Accompanying Order Provision. The concrete detriment incurred to the 

witness by the accompanying order would be 'the restriction of the 

freedom to refuse the accompanying order of Special Counsel with no 

justifiable excuses' or 'fines imposed when the witness refuse 

accompanying order with no justifiable excuses'. As long as there is 

no objective and clear evidence that imposing administrative penalty 

would be enough to attain the legislative purpose of SPA, I cannot 

conclude that sanctioning with fines would be against the Constitution 

on the vague ground that the effect of an administrative penalty would 

be smaller than that of a fine in the impact to the restriction of basic 

rights. Further, the scope of the fine above is not too serious 

compared with the interests that the Accompanying Order Provision 
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protects and pursues, and does not lose the balance of interests. 

Finally, as the principle of warrant cannot apply to the Accompanying 

Order Provision, the provision violated neither the principle of warrant 

nor the principle of proportionality, and is not against the Constitution. 

4. Review on the Trial Period (SPA, Article 10)

A. Majority Opinion

SPA, Article 10 provides the trial period to be short. It is just to 

dispel all suspicions from Korean people in early stages and settle 

political disorder by ending the trial as soon as possible within the 

period above considering the character of the case and the peculiarity 

of the Special Counsel system. It doesn't purport that the trial should 

end within the period above without securing the due process and 

right of the accused for defense. It also doesn't purport that the effect 

of the judicial decision is lost when the period above ends. Based on 

this purport, ending the trial within the period provided in the 

provision doesn't seem to be unreasonable if the bench manages the 

case in concentrative trial method. Article 225 of the Public Election 

Act provides election cases should be decided within 180 days from 

the initiation of the suit considering the peculiarities of election cases. 

Article 270 of the Public Election Act provides the first instance of 

election cases should end within 6 months from the initiation of the 

suit, and the second and third instances should end within 3 months 

from the lower court's decision. Considering these, it has justifiable 

excuses that the provision above limits the court period like this. 

Then, Article 10 of SPA didn't infringe upon the right to fair trial. In 

addition, it didn't infringe upon the equality right by discriminating 

against the accused by the Special Counsel in this case from the 

accused in general criminal case.

B. Dissenting Opinion by Two Justices

Since Articles 2 and 3, Article 6 Sections 6 and 7, and Article 18 

Section 2 of SPA are unconstitutional, in principle, the Court should 

declare only the provisions above to be unconstitutional. However, 
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Article 2 of SPA provides the investigation scope by Special Counsel 

and Article 3 provides the appointment method of the Special Counsel. 

Both of these two provisions are basic factors of Special Counsel 

system in this case. If one of the provisions loses force by the 

decision to be unconstitutional, the entire provisions of SPA cannot be 

enforced. Hence, we don't review on the unconstitutionality of Article 

10 of SPA separately because we should issue the decision to be 

unconstitutional to the entire SPA without examining the other 

provisions of SPA.
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2. Restriction on Election Law Violator's Eligibility for Election 
   [20-1(A) KCCR 98, 2004Hun-Ma41, January 17, 2008]

In this case, provision at issue is an election law regulation which 

prevents election law violator from running for public election for five 

years since he or she was sentenced to a fine of one million Won or 

more. The Korean Constitutional Court dismissed the constitutional 

complaint alleging the unconstitutionality of such provision on the 

ground that the provision at issue restricting eligibility for election was 

not infringing upon the right to hold public office in violation of the 

proportionality principle.

Background of the Case

The complainants were convicted of having violated the Election of 

Public Officials and the Prevention of Election Malpractices Act 

(herein after the "Election Act") and sentenced to a fine of one 

million Won or more. Pursuant to Article 19 Item 1 of the Election 

Act which restricts eligibility for election for 5 years when a person 

would get a fine of one million Won or more as final penalty 

(hereinafter the "Instant Provision"), the complainants could not run for 

public elections. The plaintiffs brought this constitutional complaint 

claiming that the Instant Provision infringed upon their right to hold 

public office.

Summary of Decision

The Constitutional Court denied the constitutional complaint by 7 to 

2 decision because the Instant Provision was not in violation of the 

Constitution

1. Majority Opinion of Seven Justices

Restricting the eligibility for election of the election Law violator 

who hampered the fairness of election would be effective way for fair 

election through blocking the possibility of fraudulent election. 

Ordinary courts including the Supreme Court which have jurisdiction 
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over election case reasonably evaluate not only the conditions of 

assessment of the culpability but also the restriction of the eligibility 

for election in deciding sentence. The period of five years during 

which the eligibility for election is restricted disallows the Election 

Law violator to run for election only one time. In light of the 

foregoing, the means that the legislator chose to restrict the eligibility 

for election is not going beyond the legislator's discretion. Therefore, 

the Instant Provision is not infringing upon the right to hold public 

office in violation of the principle of proportionality.

2. Dissenting Opinion of Two Justices

The right to run for election is an important basic right for the 

realization of people's sovereignty and democracy. To make the 

restriction of eligibility for election for five years depend upon the 

assessment of culpability in criminal case is to entrust the court 

excessive discretion to make important restriction on such right to run 

for election with no objectively verifiable criteria. Furthermore, it 

obstructs the proper exercise of judicial power by drawing a criminal 

justice into a political arena. In addition, it is impossible for the court 

to objectively judge the size of illegality and the degree of culpability 

which is suitable to the fine of 1,000,000 won. Hence, "the fine of 

one million won or more" cannot be an objective and reasonable 

criterion to deprive the right to run for public election for 5 years. 

For the reason, the Instant Provision in question is not in accord with 

the principle of democracy and people's sovereignty and is infringing 

upon the complainant's right to hold public office by using arbitrary 

means which is neither objective nor reasonable.
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3. Suspension of Pension Payment for Retired Public Employees 
Case 

   [20-1(A) KCCR 279, 2005Hun-Ma872 · 918 (consolidated), February 28, 

2008]

In this case, the Court reviewed Article 47 Section 2 of the Public 

Officials Pension Act and the proviso (excluding parenthesized portion) 

in Section 2 of the Act's supplementary provisions (hereinafter the 

"Provisions"), which allow payment suspension of retirement pension 

in association with the income amount in cases where retired public 

officials maintain business or earned income, and decided that the 

Provisions do not infringe on the basic rights of the claimant.

Background of the Case

Complainants have been in the public office for more than 20 years 

who, after retirement from office, have received monthly retirement 

pension from the Government Employee Pension Service. The 

complainants filed a constitutional complaint seeking unconstitutionality 

of the Provisions, which suspends payment of a certain amount of 

pension for persons with regular source of income apart from the 

pension and applies retroactively also to those who acquired source of 

income prior to the effectuation of the statute concerned, stating that 

the Provision infringed upon their rights including the property rights.

Summary of Decision

The Constitutional Court unanimously denied the case based on the 

following reasons: 

1. The public official pension system is designed as one of the 

social security schemes based on the career civil service system and 

principle of insurance defined in Article 7 of the Constitution, and the 

remuneration under the Public Official Pension Act corresponds to 

property rights as well as the right to social security benefits. While 

the right to retirement lump sum benefits and allowances resemble to 

a great extent the form of deferred payroll or property rights, the right 
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to receive retirement pension more serves as social security benefits. 

Given this aspect of the retirement pension, in case retirement 

pensioners obtain business or earned income after their retirement from 

office, the legislators, in consideration of various circumstances 

including social policy objectives and the status of state finance and 

funds, are authorized with more discretion than in other property 

rights to determine the amount of retirement pension in connection 

with the alternate income. Unless special circumstances arise such as 

when the principle of prohibition of blanket delegation is violated, the 

suspension of retirement pension pursuant to the income review system 

cannot be deemed unconstitutional.

2. The Provisions merely alters the content of the rights of 

retirement pensioners nearing the point of pension payout after the 

Act's effectuation and does not correspond to genuine retroactive 

legislation where new laws are retroactively applied to past matter of 

facts or laws. Therefore, there is no probable violation of property 

rights under the retroactive legislation. 

3. The public interest pursued by the Provisions, strongly geared 

towards the public good, lies in improving the financial status of the 

public officials pension scheme and maintaining and preserving the 

system. Meanwhile, the specifics of retirement pension benefits are 

subject to change because of their inherent nature, and the pension 

beneficiaries are not so disadvantaged as only a partial amount of the 

pension is suspended. Considering that the value of public interest 

overrides that of expectation interest of retirement pension beneficiaries 

in terms of urgency and significance, the Provisions do not breach the 

principle of protecting expectation interest.

4. It is reasonable for the Provisions to make distinctions between 

the retirement pensioners and lump-sum beneficiaries as well as 

between business or labor income earners and real estate rental income 

earners within the retirement pensioners and to indiscriminate those 

engaging in government investment institutions and the private sector 

in applying the income review system. Thus, this cannot be viewed as 

a violation of complainants' right to equality guaranteed by Article 11 
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of the Constitution.

5. The Provisions do not directly restrict the freedom of 

occupational choice or right to labor, and the possible negative impact 

on reemployment or business activities of retirement pensioners, if any, 

is no more than of indirect consequence or unexpected disadvantage. 

Therefore, it cannot be said that the Provisions infringed the 

complainants' freedom of occupational choice under Article 15 and 

their right to labor under Article 32, Section 1 of the Constitution as 

well as the right to pursue happiness and protect human dignity and 

value.
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4. Ancestral Rite Administrators' Inheritance of Ritual-Purpose 
Property Case

   [20-1(A) KCCR 221, 2005Hun-Ba7, February 28, 2008]

In this case, the Constitutional Court decided that the Civil Act 

which, unlike the general legal principles of inheritance guaranteeing 

equitable inheritance, prescribes those who lead or administer the 

ancestral rites to inherit a certain amount of ritual-purpose properties 

from the entire inheritance does not infringe on heirs' rights to 

property/inheritance or equality and is consequently not 

unconstitutional. 

Background of the Case

Article 1008-3 of the Civil Act (hereinafter "Provision") stipulates 

that the ownership of a certain scope of properties used for ancestral 

rituals (forest land not more than 2.451 acres for graves and farmland 

for management of graves less than 1983.48 square meters) is 

succeeded to by the person who administers and oversees the ancestral 

rites. 

However, one of the co-inheritors filed a lawsuit against the other 

co-inheritors, including petitioners, seeking cancellation of registering 

transfer of ownership to the petitioners regarding the ritual-related real 

estate property and partially won the case based on the Provision.  

The petitioners thereafter filed motion to request for constitutional 

review of Provision with the ordinary courts on grounds that the 

Provision is unconstitutional and after the motion was denied filed a 

constitutional complaint to the Constitutional Court.

Summary of Decision

In an unanimous opinion, the Constitutional Court decided that the 

Provision is not unconstitutional for the following reasoning:

1. Whether the Provision infringes upon the inheritance/property rights 

of other heirs other than the one in charge of the ancestral rites 
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The system of inheriting ritual-purpose property holds legitimate 

legislative objective in that it aims to promote the public interest of 

"legal stability" by defining clearly the boundaries of rights to 

ritual-purpose properties as well as to preserve the tradition of 

ancestral worship and rituals by maintaining and preserving the 

properties concerned. The administrator of ancestral rites who inherits 

the ritual-purpose properties is not the head or eldest grandson of the 

family but one who actually administers the ritual and is selected as 

such by, in principle, co-inheritors. The second son or female 

inheritors may also superintend rituals, and multiple inheritors may be 

entitled to joint conduct of the rituals. The inheritance system also 

allows the amount of ritual-purpose property actually succeeded to by 

the administrator to be limited to within the scope of necessity in 

conducting rituals.   

In light of such circumstances, the legislative means employed by 

the Provision are appropriate to achieve the legislative ends and also 

least restrictive ones. The Provision is equipped with the balance 

between the public need intended for protection through its legislation 

and the probable violation of basic rights. Thus, it cannot be said that 

the legislator of the Provision has arbitrarily exercised its power to 

legislate on inheritance rights or excessively infringed on the property 

rights under the Constitution by transgressing the legislative boundary 

of restriction on basic rights articulated in Article 37 Section 2 of the 

Constitution. 

2. Whether the Provision violates the equality rights of inheritors other 

than the one in charge of ancestral ritual 

The Provision simply stipulates that a certain scope of ritual-purpose 

property is inherited by the one in charge of ritual but does not 

designate any inheritor as ritual administrator, which in essence implies 

no discrimination amongst the heirs. Meanwhile, in cases where no 

consultation for selection of the ritual administrator has been made 

and thus the eldest grandson of the head family solely inherits the 

ritual-purpose properties, there might exist discrimination between the 

eldest grandson of the head family and female or other inheritors. 

However, such an outcome will merely be seen as a coincidental 
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consequence of consultation failure among heirs instead of a result 

stemming from the Provision. Additionally, the Provision represents 

reasonable grounds for "legal stability" by setting standards for 

individual rights in legal disputes over "preservation of tradition" in 

the name of ancestral worship and rituals and ritual-purpose properties. 

Therefore, the Provision does not violate the petitioners' right to 

equality.

3. In conclusion, the Provision is not unconstitutional.
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5. Television Broadcast Receiving Fees Case
   [20-1(A) KCCR 250, 2006Hun-Ba70, February 28, 2008]

In this case, the Constitutional Court found constitutional Article 64 

of the Broadcasting Act that obligates possessors of television 

receivers to pay receiving fees and Article 67 Section 2 of the Act 

that authorizes the entrustment of collecting receiving fees to persons 

designated by the Korea Broadcasting System.

Background of the Case

Article 64 of the Broadcasting Act (hereinafter the "Act") prescribes 

that possessors of television receivers must pay receiving fees in order 

to gather financial resources for public broadcasting businesses. Article 

67 Section 2 of the Act provides the Korea Broadcasting System 

(KBS) may entrust the collection of receiving fees to those designated 

by KBS. The petitioner herein is a possessor of a television receiver 

who filed a lawsuit seeking cancellation of receiving fees imposed by 

Korea Electric Power Corporation (KEPCO) which was authorized by 

the KBS. With the lawsuit pending, the petitioner filed a motion to 

request for a constitutional review of the provision at issue of the 

Act, and after the motion was denied, filed this constitutional 

complaint.

Summary of Decision

The Constitutional Court, with the unanimous decision of Justices, 

handed down a ruling that Article 64 and Article 67 Section 2 of the 

Act (hereinafter the "Provisions") do not violate the Constitution for 

the following reasoning:

1. The receiving fees are charges imposed on specific groups which 

possess television receivers with the purpose of meeting the expenses 

required for public good projects, herein the public broadcasting 

service. 

2. In so far as the Act stipulates the basic rules regarding the amount 
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of receiving fees, scope of obligatory payers and fee collection 

procedures, issues such as whether the KBS will directly perform the 

fee collection or entrust the work to a third party, and if so, who the 

entrustee will be and whether the fee collection will be conducted in 

collaboration with the original task of the entrustee are not essential 

factor with respect to the restriction of people's basic rights. The 

Provisions, in this sense, do not violate the principle of statutory 

reservation. 

3. The text of Article 64 of the Act is clear as to the scope of the 

persons required to pay receiving fees. The proviso set forth in Article 

64 authorizes the presidential decree to provide for the scope of 

television receivers whose registration is exempted or receiving fees 

are reduced or exempted under the presidential decree, but the proviso 

is a regulation benefiting the public, and the concreteness and clarity 

required for delegation legislation are relatively mitigated. In addition, 

it is predictable that those entitled to reduction or exemption of fees 

under the presidential decree will be limited to cases in which 

reception of television broadcasting is impossible or disrupted for a 

considerable period of time and where there is a need for reduction of 

fees for social policy objectives. Consequently, Article 64 of the Act 

does not violate the principle of prohibition of comprehensive 

delegation.

4. Receiving fees are charges imposed on possessors of television 

receivers, the beneficiaries of diverse broadcasting and cultural 

activities conducted by the KBS, for the objective of securing financial 

resources for public broadcasting, which serves legitimate legislative 

purpose. The fees can be viewed as effective and appropriate means 

to achieving the legislative objective in that they not only prevent the 

public broadcasting from being financially subordinated to the state or 

diverse interest groups but also provide an opportunity for public 

broadcasters themselves to create diverse programs under their 

responsibility.

Also, the fees cannot be seen as unconstitutional with the least 

restrictive means principle considering the amount of fees and the fact 

that only one set per household is subjected and that charges are 
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exempted in certain cases. Furthermore, the disadvantages of TV set 

possessors do not outweigh the legislative cause of securing financial 

resources as well as obtaining independence and impartiality of public 

broadcasting, indicating that the fee imposition does not contradict the 

principle of balancing of equities.

Therefore, Article 64 does not infringe on the property rights of TV 

set possessors.

5. As the form of broadcast media diversified, the scope with 

respect to charging receiving fees has become an issue to be 

determined by legislators in consideration of the characteristics of each 

medium. Since media such as digital multimedia broadcasting (DMB) - 

receiving computers or mobile phones are highly likely to be used for 

purposes other than broadcast reception, and because there is necessity 

for exemption of receiving fees in terms of initial stabilization and 

activation of broadcasting enterprises, fee immunity of such media 

cannot be viewed as a violation of principle of equality.
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6. Assignment of Policy-Research Committee Case
   [20-1(A) KCCR 375, 2004Hun-Ma654, March 27, 2008]

In this case, the Constitutional Court upheld Article 34, Section 1 of 

National Assembly Act providing that policy research members shall 

be assigned only to a floor negotiation group.

Background of the Case

The petitioner was a minority party in National Assembly whose 

members were less than 20 and could not form a floor negotiation 

group when 17th National Assembly launched on May 2004. Article 

34, Section 1 of National Assembly Act (hereinafter the "Provision") 

provides that in order to assist in the legislative activities of 

assemblypersions belonging to a floor negotiation group, policy 

research members shall be assigned to each negotiation group. On July 

8, 2004, Uri party and Grand National party voted for and passed the 

'Regulation on the Appointment of Policy Research Members of 

Negotiation Groups' (hereinafter the "Regulation") in National 

Assembly Management Committee. Articles 3 and 4 of the Regulation 

provided in details on the numbers and assignments of the policy 

research members of the negotiation groups. Then, the petitioner 

brought constitutional complaint on August 20, 2004, claiming that the 

Provision and Articles 3 and 4 of the Regulation infringed upon its 

right to equality. 

Summary of Decision

The Constitutional Court denied the infringement of the 

complainant's basic rights by the Provision in the instant case with 5 

(denied) to 2 (Dismissed) to 2 (held) opinions. 

1. Majority Opinion

National Assembly is composed of the Representatives with diverse 

opinions and interests. Accordingly, for National Assembly to 

effectively perform its duties, the processes are needed where diverse 
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opinions of the Representatives are combined into several opinions and 

the opinions are gradually combined into one public opinion through 

discussions. The integration and adjustment process of opinions would 

be easier, faster and more efficient if the Representatives with similar 

sense of values and political inclination form one negotiation group 

and present one common opinion of their own. For this reason, it has 

been accepted as natural and desirable phenomena that the activities of 

the Representatives are performed in units of negotiation group in the 

development of parliamentarism. The most important task of National 

Assembly is to collect demands and hopes of people and reflect them 

in legislation. Negotiation groups including political parties which are 

the association of the Representatives would perform the task of 

collecting demands of people and legislating more appropriately and 

efficiently than each Representative. Further, consents of more than 10 

Representatives are required to propose a bill (Article 79 Section 1 of 

National Assembly Act), and compromises and adjustments among 

negotiation groups should be made on the schedules of proceedings to 

discuss the bill. The bills are mainly discussed not in the plenary 

session but in the concerned standing committee and the number of 

the standing committees amounts to 17. In addition, attendance of a 

majority of the total members of National Assembly and the 

concurrent vote of a majority of the members present shall be 

necessary to make a decision in National Assembly. In light of the 

facts above, it is highly possible that the negotiation groups with 

certain number of Representatives take the lead in legislative activities. 

Under these circumstances, it is necessary to enhance expertise of the 

negotiation groups in order to achieve vitalization and efficiency in 

legislative activities. Further there is a necessity to appoint policy 

research members needed by the negotiation groups to the status of 

public official and have them assist the legislative activities of the 

Representatives affiliated with the negotiation groups. Therefore, it is 

within the boundary of legislative discretion and has rational basis in 

discriminating between political parties or Representatives on the basis 

of a negotiation group by assigning policy research members only to 

negotiation groups.

2. Opinion of Dismissal by Two Justices
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In that the Provision allows only negotiation groups to have policy 

research members and to obtain assistance from such research 

members as negotiation groups play certain role in the business of 

National Assembly, it might discriminate against Representatives who 

does not belong to a negotiation group. However, it would not effect 

on the legal status of the political parties that do not form negotiation 

groups.

Negotiation group is an organization in National Assembly that is 

composed of Representatives only and is in charge of a part of the 

duties of National Assembly. Hence, it should be distinguished from 

the political party that is a separate organization out of National 

Assembly. Only a Representative could be a member of a negotiation 

group and a member of a political party who is not a Representative 

and a political party could be neither a member of a negotiation body 

nor a negotiation body itself.

In this regard, the complainants in the instant case, which is a 

political party, cannot be infringed upon its basic rights such as the 

right to equality right and is not qualified to file a constitutional 

complaint to the Constitutional Court. The constitutional complaint in 

this case should be dismissed. 

3. Opinion of Holding the Infringement by Two Justices

If there would be no consideration for minority under our 

constitutional order that pursues human dignity and the free 

manifestation of personality as the supreme value, the minority 

overwhelmed by the majority would stay as a minority forever and 

the development to the pluralistic society where diverse opinions 

coexist would never be realized. Hence, the protection of minority 

parties would be important and the will of people supporting the 

minority parties could be reflected in legislation. For that, it would be 

necessary to assign minority parties policy research members who are 

experts to assist legislative activities. However, in allotting policy 

research members, the only guideline under the Provision is whether 

Representatives or political parties form a negotiation group or not. As 

a result, a political party with less than 20 Representatives is not 

allowed to hold policy research members. Therefore the Provision is 
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discriminating against minority parties with no rational basis. 

The unreasonable discrimination of the Provision could be easily 

caught out compared with the fact that Political Finance protects 

minority parties in assigning national funds to political parties by 

considering whether the party can compose a negotiation body as well 

as whether the political party has five or more seats in National 

Assembly or acquired votes of 2% or more of all votes in the 

election. This shows that there is enough room to devise another 

rational measure in assigning policy research members rather than 

taking it as a sole criterion to form a negation group.

According to National Assembly Act, ten or more Representatives 

could initiate a bill. However, due to the Provision, the minority party 

with Representatives of more 10 or more and less than 20 has the 

status to initiate a bill by itself on the one hand and cannot obtain 

assistance or support from policy research members for research and 

initiation of the bill on the other hand. It is clear that this situation is 

not reasonable. 

The Provision is against the Constitution in that it discriminates 

against minority parties with no reasonable basis. However, if the 

Court would declare the Provision simply unconstitutional, the general 

basis to assign policy research members would cease to exist and 

result in the situation where National Assembly could never assign 

policy research members at all. Therefore, instead of declaring the 

Provision simply unconstitutional, the Court should decide the 

Provision not to be compatible with the Constitution purporting that it 

should be temporarily applied until revised within a certain time limit. 
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7. Title of New Harbor Case
   [20-1(A) KCCR 332, 2006Hun-Ra1, March 27, 2008]

This case is a competence dispute initiated by Gyeongsangnam-Do 

(province) and Jinhae-Si (city) against the Minister of Maritime Affairs 

and Fisheries and the Administrator of Busan Regional Maritime 

Affairs and Fisheries Office concerning the title of new harbor which 

is being built in BusanMetropolitan City and Gyongsangnam-Do. The 

Constitutional Court dismissed the case on the ground that the 

Administrator of Busan Regional Maritime Affairs and Fisheries Office 

is lack of capacity to be a party in competence dispute case and the 

title of the new harbor as 'New Harbor' determined by the Minister of 

Maritime Affairs and Fisheries does not infringe upon the competence 

of the plaintiffs. 

Background of the Case

The government has been under construction of a harbor in the area 

of Yongwon-Dong, Jinhae-Si, Gyongsangnam-Do and Kaduk-do, 

Kangseo-Gu, Busan-Si, spending 9,154.2 billion Won from the year of 

1995 to 2011 in order to make a hub of logistics in the Northeast 

Asia in preparation for twenty-first century. Some parts of the harbor 

was already completed and opened on January 19, 2006.

The newly built harbor (hereinafter the "New Harbor"), as Hub-Port 

of international container, is expected to have considerable economic 

ripple effect and employment effect. For this reason, it was anticipated 

that there would be a dispute between Gyongsangnam-Do ("GSND") 

and Busan-Si ("Busan") as to demarcation of administrative boundaries 

in the reclaimed land and the title of the new harbor. 

Several times Busan and GSND have sought acompromise on the 

title of the New Harbor at the conferences hosted by the Ministry of 

Maritime Affairs and Fisheries since 1997 but in vain. On December 

19, 2005, the Minister of Maritime Affairs and Fisheries (hereinafter 

the "Minister") decided to maintain the title of 'Busan Port', which is 

a international trading port, and designate 'Busan New Port' as the 

official title of the New Harbor, which is a part of the harbor zone 

of the Busan Port (hereinafter the "Decision of Title") after the 
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deliberation of Central Harbor Policy Deliberation Committee 

(hereinafter the "Committee") which is under the command of the 

Minister. According to this Decision, the Administrator of Busan 

Regional Maritime Affairs and Fisheries Office (hereinafter the "Busan 

Regional Office") revised Article 2 Item 1 of the Regulations for the 

Management of the Facilities of Busan Port (Public Notification of the 

Busan Regional Office, No.2005-146) to provide that "The marine 

district in the harbor zone of the Busan Port consists of …… the New 

Harbor." (hereinafter the "Notification").

GSND and Jinhae-Si ("Jinhae") lodged a competence dispute to seek 

invalidation of the Decision of Title and the Notification on January 

13, 2006, claiming that the Decision of Title and the Notification 

infringed upon their rights of local government. According to the 

revision of the Government Organization Act on February 29, 2008 as 

Act No. 8852, the name of the Minister of Maritime Affairs and 

Fisheries changed to the Ministry of Land, Transport and Maritime 

Affairs while the name of Busan Regional Office to Busan Regional 

Maritime Affairs and Port Office (Article 22 Section 15, Addenda 

Article 6 Section 683). In addition, the competence of the Minister 

was succeeded to the Minister of Land, Transport and Maritime 

Affairs (Addenda Article 2 Section 1) while that of the Administrator 

of Busan Regional Office to the Administrator of Busan Regional 

Maritime Affairs and Port Office (Addenda Article 3) (hereunder the 

names of the relevant parties before this revision are used).

Summary of Decision

The Constitutional Court unanimously (with one concurring opinion) 

dismissed this competence dispute suit filed by GSND and Jinhae 

against the Minister and the Administrator of Busan Regional Office 

as to the title of the New Harbor for the following reasons. 

1. Capacity for Being a Party and Standing

Respondent, the Minister, is a state agency consisting the 

administrative branch according to the Constitution and the 

Government Organization Act and has the authority to administer the 
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affaires concerning maritime affairs. Furthermore, the Minister may 

designate and officially notifies the harbor facilities in and outside the 

harbor zone and have the Committee under his/her control discuss the 

matters on designation and adjustment of harbor zone. Hence, since 

the Minister has relevance with the authority to make the Decision of 

Title, he has the capacity for being a party and standing in this 

competence dispute case.

On the contrary, the respondent, Administrator of Busan Regional 

Office, supervises the matters subject to his or her jurisdiction under 

the command of the Minister and superintends the civil servants under 

him or her. The Administrator of Busan Regional Office only takes 

charge of some affairs of the Minister in the region of Busan, but do 

not have any independent authority over maritime affairs. Besides, the 

Notification announced under the name of the Administrator of Busan 

Regional Office is just to officially announce the decisions by the 

Minister that was made after deliberation of the Committee pursuant 

to the mandate of Article 71 of the former Harbor Act. Therefore, the 

Administrator of Busan Regional Office does have neither the capacity 

for being a party nor standing in this competence dispute case. 

2. Existence of Competence to be Infringed Upon 

A. Article 11 of Local Autonomy Act prescribes State Affairs that 

shall not be managed by the local government. The affairs of 

national-scale or similar to that, including the comprehensive national 

economic development plan, national rivers, State-owned forests, the 

comprehensive national land development plan, designated harbors, 

national expressways, national roads, national parks (Item 4), fall under 

such category. The reason why the Local Autonomy Act classifies 

such affairs into State Affairs is that such affairs are not related only 

to resident's welfare and autonomy in a certain local government but 

should be dealt with in national or nationwide level. Hence, the 

maritime affairs on the designated harbor should be administered for 

the pubic welfare of the whole nation rather than for the interest of a 

certain local government where the harbor is located. 

B. For the reasons above, the maritime affairs on the designated 
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harbor constitute State Affairs and as long as the State decided the 

New Harbor to be a subordinate harbor to the designated harbor, the 

State has the power to decide the title of the harbor zone. Considering 

that the New Harbor is the mega-scale harbor for national purpose 

that is being constructed to make a hub of logistics in the Northeast 

Asia in preparation for twenty first century, the competitive power of 

the nation, the degree of international recognition and preference of 

harbor users, the respondent, the Minister, determined to place the 

New Harbor as a subordinate one to Busan Port, which is the 

designated harbor, and the official title of the New Harbor to be 

"Busan New Port, "maintaining the title of "Busan Port" as an 

international trading port that includes the new harbor on December 

19, 2005 after the discussion of the Committee. The Minister had the 

Administrator of Busan Regional Office officially announce the 

Decision. In this regard, the plaitiffs do not have the authority to 

decide the title of the New Harbor. Therefore, the plaintiffs' 

competence dispute suit is not justiciable because the Decision of Title 

neither infringed upon nor has manifest danger to infringe upon the 

competence of the plaintiffs.

C. The plaintiffs allege that their competence has been infringed 

upon because the jurisdictions of local governments and harbor zone 

became inconsistent due to the Decision of Title. However, although 

another local government's title may be used for a harbor zone located 

in a certain local government, the jurisdictional entity would not 

change unless there is a statutory revisiont to demarcate the 

boundaries between the local governments concerned (Article 4 Section 

1 of the Local Government Act). Therefore, the plaintiff's allegation 

has no rational grounds. 

3. Concurring Opinion of One Justice 

The title of the "New Harbor" in this case is not for a designated 

harbor or a local harbor with legal basis, but for an internal district 

of the designated harbor. Hence, the administration body in charge of 

the maritime affairs of Busan Port may internally and voluntarily 

determine the title of the "New Harbor" that has been newly 
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constructed in Busan Port. In this case, the administration body, which 

is the Minister, determined the title of the New Harbor after the 

discussion in the Central Harbor Policy Deliberation Committee. 

Therefore, the Decision of Title is legal and has no problem.

However, since the Decision of Title is merely an internal action of 

the administrative agency, GSND and Jinhae do not suffer any legal 

disadvantages from such Decision. In this regard, the Decision of Title 

would have no direct effect on rights and duties, or legal relations of 

the plaintiffs, thus does not constitute an administrative measure. In 

this regard, the subject against which the plaintiffs filed this 

competence dispute, can not be subject to the competence dispute and 

thus the plaintiffs' claim is not justiciable. 
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8. Constitutional Complaint of Local Government Head Respecting 
Hot Spring Development Plans

   [20-1(A) KCCR 453, 2004Hun-Ba44, April 24, 2008]

This case involves a complaint of constitutionality filed by head of 

Gun, local government, over Article 2 of the old Hot Spring Act 

(Hereinafter the "HAS"), which defines the term "hot spring", and 

Article 7, Section 1 of the same Act which allows the persons with 

priority over utilization of hot springs to devise and apply for 

approval of development plans in case the head of Si/Gun neither 

devises the plan nor conforms to orders of the Mayor or Do governor 

to devise a plan. The Constitutional Court found that government 

offices are also qualified to file for constitutional complaints of Article 

68 Section 2 of the Constitutional Court Act, but that the above 

provisions are in no violation of the Constitution. 

Background of the Case

Article 2 of the old HSA (before revised by Act No. 6119, January 

12, 2000 and Act No. 6390, January 26, 2001) defines the term "hot 

spring", and the proviso of Article 7 Section 1 of the same Act 

prescribes that persons having priority over utilization of hot spring 

may devise and apply for approval of hot spring development plans in 

case the head of Si/Gun fails to devise the development plan and 

comply with the order of the Mayor/Do governor. 

The head of Uljin-gun, (herein after, the "petitioner") who is 

obligated to devise hot spring development plans under the law, failed 

to devise a development plan and to comply with the order of the 

head of Gyeongsangbuk-do (province) although the area of hot spring 

wells discovered in Uljin-gun was designated as a hot spring 

protection district. In response, the developer of hot spring given 

priority over utilization, in accordance with proviso of Article 7, 

Section 1 of the HSA, devised a development plan and applied for 

the relevant approval to the governor of Gyeongsangbuk-do. When the 

governor of Gyeongsangbuk-do rejected the said application, the hot 

spring developer filed an administrative lawsuit against the governor 

seeking cancellation of the rejection.
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The petitioner participated the administrative lawsuit to support the 

governor of Gyeongsangbuk-do at the pending appeal, filed a motion 

to request for constitutional review of the provision of HSA to the 

ordinary court and, when denied, filed a constitutional complaint of 

this case.

Summary of Decision

In an unanimous opinion of Justices, the Constitutional Court 

declared the provisions of the old Hot Spring Act constitutional based 

on the following reasons:

1. Government offices, not being subjects of basic rights, are not 

eligible to file for a constitutional complaint of Article 68 Section 1 

of the Constitutional Court Act, but a petition under Article 68 

Section 2 of the Constitutional Court Act is a constitutional complaint 

of concrete norms control that does not require violation of basic 

rights and defines the petitioner merely as "the party who filed a 

motion to request for a constitutional review denied by ordinary court" 

in forming a case. In this regard, "the party" must be identified as all 

parties concerned with the case including the administrative suit, and 

there is no reason why only the government office that is the 

respondent of the suit should be excluded from "the party".

It is not tolerable under the principle of separation of powers that 

while taking administrative measure, the government office rejects to 

apply the relevant statute based on its own judgment that the pertinent 

provision is likely to be unconstitutional. However, since even the 

constitutionality of the pertinent provision as well as legitimacy and 

justification of the administrative measure is reviewed in trial, not only 

the party objecting to the administrative measure but also the 

government office taking the administrative measure is able to file a 

complaint on constitutionality of pertinent provision as constitutional 

complaints of Article 68 Section 2 of the Constitutional Court Act 

with the purpose of concrete norms control based on the supreme 

normative power of the Constitution.

2. What will be developed and protected as hot springs is to be 
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determined in policy according to legislative objectives pursued by the 

legislator in consideration of geographic and geological characteristics, 

supply of water resources, demand for hot springs, etc., and Article 2 

of  HSA that defines hot spring does not in itself cause arbitrary hot 

spring developments or resulting ill effects. Moreover, the Hot Spring 

Act and relevant regulations of its subordinate laws delegate diverse 

authorities to the government office needed for efficient development 

and usage of hot springs as state resources and minimizing negative 

effects of arbitrary developments. Therefore, Article 2 of HSA is 

compatible with the Constitution. 

3. In case the head of Si/Gun fails to devise hot spring 

development plans, the Mayor/Do governor has to give orders to 

formulate plans within a given period of time. In case the head of 

Si/Gun fails to implement the order within a designated period of 

time, under the proviso of Article 7, Section 1 of the HSA which 

authorizes persons with priority over utilization of hot springs to 

devise and apply for approval of development plans, the Mayor/Do 

governor is able to promote appropriate development of hot springs by 

supplementing institutional frameworks by which the head of Si/Gun is 

monitored with respect to hot spring development plans. This is not a 

denial of authority of the head of Si/Gun to set development plans 

but granting the Mayor/Do governor the power to oversee the head of 

Si/Gun fulfilling his/her duties of setting development plans. Therefore, 

the proviso concerned cannot be considered as infringing upon the 

right to local autonomy of the head of Si/Gun.

The proviso of Article 7 Section 1 of the HAS gives preference to 

persons with priority over utilization to devise hot spring development 

plans over the head of Si/Gun, but such preference to devise 

development plans is given only when the head of Si/Gun fails to 

devise the development plan and comply with orders of the Mayor/Do 

governor, the head of higher-level local government body, and the 

development plan devised by the persons with utilization priority is 

required to obtain approval of the Mayor/Do governor. In that sense, 

the proviso in question is difficult to be viewed as violating the essence 

of the local autonomy system.
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Significance of the Case

The decision of this case has clearly demonstrated that even the 

government office in charge of administrative measures can file a 

complaint of constitutionality on evidentiary statutes of administrative 

measures as a constitutional complaint of Article 68 Section 2 of the 

Constitutional Court Act. The decision is significant as it confirms that 

under the old Hot Spring Act, in case the head of Si/Gun fails to 

devise hot spring development plans and to follow the orders of the 

Mayor/Do governor, giving preference to persons with priority over 

hot spring utilization to devise and apply for approval of hot spring 

development plans neither infringes upon the right to local autonomy 

of the head of Si/Gun nor contradicts the foundation of the local 

autonomy system.
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9. Internet Café (PC-Bang) in the Vicinity of School Case
   [20-1(A) KCCR 554, 2006Hun-Ba60·61 (consolidated), April 24, 2008]

In this case, the Constitutional Court decided that the School Health 

Act, which prohibits "the acts and facilities harmful to the public 

morals and customs as prescribed by the Presidential Decree" within 

the school environmental sanitation and cleanup zone and penalizes 

offenders of the Act, neither breaches the principle of legality (the 

principle nulla poena, sine lege) and limitation of delegation of 

legislation nor infringes the occupational freedom of the petitioners, 

thus conforms to the Constitution.

Background of the Case

The petitioners, after being notified of the court's summary order (in 

fines) for violating the old School Health Act (hereinafter the "SHA") 

on the grounds that the PC-bang or internet cafes operated under their 

names are located in the school environmental sanitation and cleanup 

zone designated by the SHA, filed a lawsuit with the court. 

With the above suit pending, the petitioners filed a motion to 

request for a constitutional review of Article 19 (hereinafter the 

"Punitive Provision") and Article 6 Section 1 Item 15 (hereinafter the 

"Prohibitive Provision") of the Act which was denied and then filed 

this constitutional complaint. 

Summary of Decision

The Constitutional Court, in an opinion of 7 to 2, ruled the 

Prohibitive Provision and Punitive Provision constitutional.

1. Majority Opinion

A. "The act and facility harmful to the public morals and customs" 

can be interpreted specifically as the act and facility having negative 

impacts on school health and sanitation and educational environment, 

including those which encourage students with weak sensibility and 

self-discipline to turn anti-social, unethical or neglect study by 
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indulging in speculative acts or entertainment as well as sales 

activities, the facility itself or details of the sales which cause sexual 

curiosities or encourage or spread violence or unethical acts.

In that sense, it can be said that a person with sound common 

sense and general legal mind could have fully predicted what is 

banned under the Prohibitive Provision by the conditions of "the act 

and facility harmful to the public morals and customs", which 

therefore is difficult to be viewed as violating the principle of legality 

or clarity.

B. The scope of "the act and facility harmful to the public morals 

and customs" delegated under the Presidential Decree is: the act and 

facility harming the public morals and customs whose extent of 

negative effects on school health and sanitation and educational 

environment is similar to those of the act and facility specifically 

enumerated in Article 6 Section 1 of the SHA. In this vein, it is 

difficult to see that a general person with sound common knowledge 

cannot predict the scope of "the act and facility harmful to the public 

morals and customs" to be prohibited by the Prohibitive Provision 

under the Presidential Decree. Therefore, the Prohibitive Provision 

cannot be viewed as violating Article 75 of the Constitution which 

prohibits comprehensive delegation.

C. The Prohibitive Provision and Punitive Provision are designed to 

designate a school environmental sanitation and cleanup zone to 

culture sound and harmonious character in juveniles and nurture 

healthy students, for which reason the provisions have legitimate 

purpose. In fact, banning the act and facility harmful to school health 

and sanitation and educational environment within the school 

environmental sanitation and cleanup zone is an effective and 

appropriate way to achieving such a legislative purpose.

The restriction on vocational achievement is applied only to within 

200 meters from school parameters that falls under the school cleanup 

zone under Article 5 Section 1 of the SHA, and the act and facility 

recognized as not harmful to study and school health sanitation within 

a certain range of school cleanup zone (between 50 meters to 200 

meters from school parameters) may be permitted under Article 6 
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Section 1 of the SHA. In that sense, the restriction on freedom of 

vocational achievement under the Prohibitive Provision and Punitive 

Provision is not excessive in fulfilling their legislative purpose. 

Furthermore, the private interest infringed upon by the Prohibitive 

Provision and Punitive Provision is equivalent to the disadvantage 

derived from banning the act and facility harmful to school health and 

sanitation and educational environment within the school environmental 

sanitation and cleanup zone, and the public interest pursued by the 

prohibitive provision and punitive provision is the sound nurturing of 

students and streamlining of school education. It is hard to see that 

the private interest restricted by the Prohibitive Provision and Punitive 

Provision outweighs the public interest pursued by the same 

provisions. 

Consequently, the Prohibitive Provision and Punitive Provision are 

not in violation of the Constitution for breaching the freedom of 

vocational achievement. 

2. Dissenting Opinion of two Justices

A. "Public morals and customs" in general is accounted for as 

"decent public ethos and manners" which, in prescriptive meaning, can 

be perceived as "the minimum moral law required to be observed and 

preserved by all the public". Since the specifics thereof inevitably vary 

greatly with individual values, ethics and circumstances, however, the 

concept is very abstract, vague or extensive in character. Therefore, 

the scope of "the act and facility harmful to the public morals and 

customs" specified in the prohibitive provision is hard to predict, 

eventually violating the principle of clarity.  

B. As seen from above that the scope of "the act and facility 

harmful to the public morals and customs" is unclear, which act or 

facility may be prescribed by the Presidential Decree as such is also 

extremely difficult to predict. Therefore, "the act and facility harmful 

to the public morals and customs" of the Prohibitive Provision is in 

nonconformity with the limitation of delegated legislation defined in 

Article 75 of the Constitution.
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C. In that case, "the act and facility harmful to the public morals 

and customs" of the Prohibitive Provision and the portion of the 

Punitive Provision in relation to the Prohibitive Provision violate the 

principle of legality and clarity and limitation of delegation of 

legislation, and thus are incompatible with the Constitution. 

Related Decision

In line with the above decision, the Constitutional Court declared 

the constitutional case 2004Hun-Ba92 on the same issue but 

concerning the provisions of the old School Health Act and case 

2006Hun-Ba83․84․89․93, 2007Hun-Ba7 (consolidated) specifically 

focusing on issues of the limitation of delegation legislation and 

occupational freedom.
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10. Prohibition against Election Campaign Planning of Public 
Officials

    [20-1(B) KCCR 270, 2006Hun-Ma1096, May 29, 2008]

In this case, the Constitutional Court decided that the application of 

Article 86 Section 1 Item 2 of the Public Official Election Act, which 

bans the "act of participating in the planning of an election campaign 

or in the implementation of such planning" of public officials, even to 

public officials who do not take advantage of their positions infringed 

upon the freedom of political expression and equality rights, and thus 

violated the Constitution. 

Background of the Case

The complainants have been serving as heads of Gu (ward)/Gun 

(country)/Si (city) in their respective municipalities from July 1, 2006 

since their election in the nationwide local elections on May 31, 2006. 

Newly elected as the heads of local government offices, the 

complainants are able to serve up to three consecutive terms under the 

Local Autonomy Act, which allows them to run for their next term of 

office while maintaining their current status. However, Article 86 

Section 1 Item 2 and Article 255 Section 1 Item 10 of the Public 

Official Election Act (hereinafter the "Provisions") prohibit public 

officials' act of participating in the planning of an election campaign or 

in the implementation of such planning and, if violated, imposes prison 

term of not more than three years or fines not exceeding 6 million 

Won. Contending that the Provisions infringe their basic rights, the 

complainants filed this constitutional complaint to the Constitutional 

Court on September 26, 2006.

Summary of Decision

In an opinion of 6 (limited unconstitutionality) to 1 (limited 

unconstitutionality) to 2 (constitutionality), the Constitutional Court 

decided that applying the Provisions concerning this case even to acts 

which do not involve taking advantage of public official status violates 

the Constitution The reasoning is as below.
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1. Majority Opinion of 6 Justices

A. Whether principle of clarity derived from the principle of nulla poena 

sine lege  is violated

The "act of participating in the planning of an election campaign or 

in the implementation of such planning" prescribed in the Provisions 

concerning this case implies an act that affects elections either by 

engaging in overall planning for efficient election campaigns of public 

officials or by directly implementing or directing and supervising 

thereof. In fact, a person with sound common knowledge and general 

legal awareness would distinguish who would be subjected to and 

specifically what kind of act is prohibited by the Provisions concerned. 

In that sense, although the Provisions contain elements of some 

ambiguities such as "election campaign", "planning", and 

"participating", this alone cannot be seen as a violation of the 

principle of clarity derived from the principle of nulla poena sine lege 

stipulated in the Constitution.

B. Whether freedom of political expression is infringe

The Provisions completely prohibit the public officials' act of 

participating in the planning of an election campaign or in the 

implementation of such planning in order to ensure fair election by 

strictly blocking the possibility for the government or persons in 

public office to intervene in elections. However, if the objective is to 

fulfill public officials' obligation  for impartiality in elections by 

restricting unjust exercise of influence or other acts affecting election 

results with the view to ensure fair election, the purpose is sufficiently 

served solely by stopping the public officials from "abusing their 

status" in planning election campaigns. The Provisions, for this reason, 

do not conform to the tests of adequate means and least-restrictive 

means.

Meanwhile, the public interest of ensuring fair election by excluding 

public officials' exercise of biased influence may mostly be achieved 

merely through the ban on election campaigns which involve abuse of 

public official status or influence peddling. Therefore, although a 
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uniform prohibition against all kinds of election campaign planning 

regardless of whether the abuse of public official status took place or 

not significantly restricts the individual basic right of freedom of 

political expression, such a restriction barely contributes to securing 

the public interest of fair election. In that sense, the Provisions do not 

meet the test of balancing of interests.

The Provisions, therefore, infringe the freedom of political expression 

of public officials. However, because such unconstitutionality stems 

from comprehensive restriction that even includes the prohibition 

against the act of election campaign planning conducted in the private 

position as well as that against such act by public officials "taking 

advantage of their positions", the Provisions conflict with the 

Constitution in case it is applied even to acts not involving the abuse 

of position by public officials. 

C. Whether right to equality has been infringed

Restricting public officials from abusing their position in the act of 

election campaign planning aims to guarantee fair election, so it has 

reasonable grounds to discriminate between candidates who are public 

officials and those who are not, between the heads of local 

governments, National Assembly members and their advisors, 

secretaries, assistants and members of local councils. However, equally 

restricting the act of election campaign planning carried out in the 

private position without abusing their position as public officials 

cannot be viewed as a rational discrimination for the legislative 

purpose of securing fair election, and thus infringes the right to 

equality. 

2. Separate Opinion of Limited Unconstitutionality by One Justice

In case a public official is able to run for office while maintaining 

his/her position as a public official under the proviso of Article 53 

Section 1 of the Public Official Election Act, the act of election 

campaign planning for one's own candidacy by such a candidate or a 

public official willing to be one (hereinafter the "Candidate as Public 

Official") should rightfully be permitted under Article 58 Section 1 
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Item 2 of the Public Official Election Act as "an act of preparing for 

candidacy and election campaign".  

Act Candidated as Public Official of election campaign planning for 

his/her own election does not constitute an act of election campaign, 

but rather an act of preparing for his/her election campaign. 

Therefore, applying the Provisions in cases of Candidates as Public 

Officials infringe the right to hold public office, and thus runs counter 

to Article 25 and Article 37 Section 2 of the Constitution.   

3. Dissenting Opinions of Constitutionality by Two Justices

 

The public officials' act of election campaign planning ultimately 

aims to efficiently perform election campaigns of a specific candidate, 

and such act may affect the result of elections. Therefore, it is of 

natural consequence to restrict such acts of public officials for the 

purpose of ensuring fair and equitable election as well as work 

commitment of public officials. 

The majority opinion directs toward allowing the act in the 

Provisions even to public officials whose election campaigns are 

restricted with the exception for cases where public officials "take 

advantage of public official positions". It is questionable whether 

public officials' act specified in the Provisions can be viewed as a 

genuinely private act, and even if there are acts deemed as such, it is 

not easy to judge whether public officials took advantage of their 

positions or not, which means the permit of election campaign 

planning aside from that "taking advantage of positions" will also 

allow the act in the Provisions to all public officials regardless of 

their abuse of public official position. Therefore, in order to ensure 

fair election, it is necessary to restrict all the acts, such as engaging 

in planning of election campaigns, irrespective of whether or not 

public officials abused their positions. The Provisions, for this reason, 

cannot be seen as infringing upon the freedom of political expression.  

Meanwhile, National Assembly members and local council members, 

owing to their positions as representatives of political parties and the 

main actors of election campaigns, cannot be demanded of political  

impartiality in elections. In contrast, the heads of local governments 

are highly inclined to take advantage of their function of duties or 
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influence to affect the formation of public opinion and distort 

competitive relationship in elections, so the position particularly 

demands more political impartiality than other types of public officials. 

Although the Provisions do not exclude from its application the heads 

of local governments who are required of strict political impartiality 

while excluding the National Assembly members and local council 

members, this distinction stems from the extent of how much political 

impartiality is required in elections and thus is not an arbitrary 

discrimination. Therefore, this is compatible with the principle of 

equality.

Related Decision

The decision of this case overrides that of case 2004Hun-Ba33 

(declared on June 30, 2005), which held constitutional Article 86 

Section 1 Item 2 and Article 255 Section 1 Item 10 of the old "Act 

on the Election of Public Officials and the Prevention of Election 

Malpractices (revised by Act No. 7189, March 12, 2004)" that 

contains the same contents as the Provision, for the parts that conflict 

with the decision of this case.
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11. Prohibition against Seizure of Postal Insurance Case
    [20-1(B) KCCR 91, 2006Hun-Ba5, May 29, 2008]

In this case, the Constitutional Court decided that the provision of 

the Postal Savings and Insurance Act which restricts the seizure of 

claims on benefits and refund of premiums of postal insurance is 

incompatible with the Constitution.

Background of the Case

Petitioner, a local government, intended to seize and collect against 

local tax delinquents on their postal insurance benefits and refund of 

premiums (hereinafter collectively the "Benefits"). However, it failed to 

do so because such seizure and collection was prohibited under Article 

45 of the Postal Savings and Insurance Act (hereafter "the Provision"). 

The petitioner thereafter filed a lawsuit seeking payment of collection 

and, with the case pending, filed a motion to request for constitutional 

review on the provision. this motion was denied petitioner filed this 

constitutional complaint. 

Summary of Decision

In a 6 to 3 opinion, the Constitutional Court decided that the 

Provision was incompatible with the Constitution for  the following 

reasons:

1. Majority Opinion by 6 Justices

A. The postal insurance and general personal insurance are basically 

not different in that the insurance contract is signed voluntarily 

between the insured and insurers (post offices or insurance companies) 

by their free choice and that insurance payments are made in 

occurrence of accidental damages to life or body. In addition, the 

socioeconomic environment, compared to when the Provision was 

introduced, has changed: the social security system has been 

established, and the financial and insurance markets have developed. 

Also, because anyone regardless of his/her income level, residency, 
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disability, etc. can freely subscribe to diverse postal insurance 

packages, postal insurance has become more of a private voluntary  

insurance instead of a public social security system.

Provided, protecting postal insurance subscribers by unconditionally 

prohibiting the seizure of the Benefits in whole without considering 

whether the right to postal insurance money occurred by death, injury 

or hospitalization or by expiry or cancellation contrary to cases 

concerning general personal insurances is an unfair discrimination 

against creditors of postal insurance subscribers in comparison to those 

of personal insurance subscribers. This, therefore, violates the principle 

of equality under Article 11 Section 1 of the Constitution.

B. Some of the entitlement to the Benefits of postal insurance 

stipulated in the Provision remains to be protected through prohibition 

of seizures, for instance, depending on the type of insurance products 

or whether or not the insured has disability. In this regard, the 

legislature will have to decide, in consideration of legislative policy, 

on how to remove the unconstitutionality of the Provision and work 

on new legislation. For this reason, it would be decided that the 

Provision is incompatible with the Constitution instead of being plainly 

unconstitutional. Yet, the Provision will lose effect starting January 1, 

2010 if not revised before December 31, 2009, and ordinary courts, 

state agencies and local autonomies are advised to suspend the 

application of the Provision until revised by the legislators.

2. Separate Opinion by One Justice on Methods of Review and 

Decision of Plain Unconstitutionality on Seizure of Refund of 

Insurance Premiums

A. In terms of reviewing unconstitutionality of the Provision, the 

matter of whether property rights of the creditors of postal insurance 

subscribers have been violated must be reviewed in addition to the 

review of equality rights. Moreover, uniform ban on seizures of the 

entire amount of the Benefits of postal insurance, a kind of voluntary 

insurance, would be an excessive protection of the insured at the 

expense of creditors, which goes beyond the legislative limitation of 

basic right restrictions and infringes upon the creditors' property rights. 
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The Provision violates the principle of equality by discriminating 

against the creditors of postal insurance subscribers and even breaches 

the principle of proportionality by restricting the property rights of the 

creditors, thus being unconstitutional. 

B. It is hard to draw a fine line between constitutionality and 

unconstitutionality in the area of "insurance benefits" stipulated in the 

Provision, and, ultimately, it is well advised to have legislators 

designate the boundary of seizure restriction within the reasonable 

range in consideration of overall circumstances, including the different 

features depending on types of insurance benefits and life conditions 

of creditors and the insured. Thus, it may be deemed appropriate to 

issue a decision of incompatibility with the Constitution as in the 

majority opinion with respect to the portion of "insurance benefits" in 

the Provision. However, regarding "the refund of insurance premiums 

of Article 38", the protection of the insured need not be stretched to 

the extent of limiting the creditors' right, in which sense the Provision 

should be ruled plainly unconstitutional. 

3. Dissenting Opinion of Limited Unconstitutionality by One Justice

As the Provision has restrictive effect on the exercise of creditors' 

right to claim postal insurance benefits, with regards to the insurance 

payment for personal accidents, there may be a need to ban the 

seizure of insurance entitlement within the necessary limit in order to 

achieve the public interest of stabilizing the life of the insured. 

However, it is difficult to see that prohibiting the creditors from 

seizing the Benefits of insurance (education insurance benefits, pension 

benefits, maturity proceeds, etc.) which are reimbursed irrespective of 

personal accidents is absolutely necessary for the purpose of conferring 

the Benefits to the insured. In that sense, applying the Provision to 

the Benefits not involving personal accidents is an ungrounded 

restriction on the exercise of creditors' rights, which is a violation of 

the property right and the principle of proportionality under the 

Constitution.

4. Dissenting Opinion of One Justice
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A. The majority opinion designates "creditors of postal insurance 

subscribers" and "creditors of general personal insurance subscribers" 

as comparison groups and is reviewing whether the Provision violates 

the principle of equality guaranteed under the Constitution. However, 

this selection of comparison groups is based on wrongful identification 

of the group directly discriminated against or the basic rights restricted 

by the Provision, resulting in meaningless comparison. This, in turn, 

leads to unfair consequences, namely distorting the review of 

legitimacy of discrimination or comparing elements completely 

irrelevant to the selected comparison groups. Therefore, it is ill 

advised to conduct a distorted review as in the majority opinion that 

addresses the designation of comparison groups and the review of 

discriminated subjects as two irrelevant issues. Instead, the review 

should be focused on whether the exceptional prohibition against the 

seizure by "creditors of postal insurance subscribers" infringes upon 

the basic rights (property rights) of the creditors. 

B. The proceeds gained from the postal insurance business will 

mainly be used as the budget to realize social security, social welfare 

and other public policies. Because stable establishment of the social 

safety net can be achieved with the state being responsible for the 

insurance, a part of the social safety, the legitimacy of legislative 

purpose of the Provision is recognized. Additionally, the ban on 

seizure of postal insurance benefits may increase the number of 

subscribers, which gives appropriateness to the means to achieving the 

legislative purpose. Besides, it is mostly the local residents of fishing 

and farming communities who subscribe tothe postal insurance with a 

small amount of premium, and it is relatively more necessary to 

protect the persons entitled to postal insurances from the perspective 

of ensuring social security. Therefore, it is difficult to judge that the 

Provision goes overboard in preserving the legislative boundary of 

restriction on basic rights and that it infringes on the property rights 

of the creditors of postal insurance subscribers.
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12. Test Time for Level Two of the Bar Examination Case
    [20-1(B) KCCR 447, 2007Hun-Ma917, June 26, 2008]

In this case, the Constitutional Court decided that the bar 

examination  notification which sets two hours of test session per 

subject in the second level of the bar exam does not infringe the 

complainant's basic rights. 

Background of the Case

The complainant is a slow writer and has a bad handwriting who 

passed level one of the bar examination in 2001 and 2005 but failed 

in level two in the same years and the respective following years. In 

2007, the complainant passed level one once again in the 49th state 

bar exam. 

The respondent, herein the Minister of Justice, issued the Ministry's 

public notice numbered 2007-51 and titled "Schedule for the 49th Bar 

Examination Level Two" on June 5, 2007, and the clause of the 

notice indicating the time and subject for each test date assigns 

three-hour session for civil law and two-hour session for the rest of 

the subjects. The complainant filed this complaint to the Court, 

arguing that the above public notice which gives too short of a test 

time infringes upon the right to public office, freedom of occupational 

choice and the right to equality and pursuit of happiness. 

Summary of Decision

The Constitutional Court, in an unanimous opinion, decided that the 

public notice concerning this case does not infringe the complainant's 

basic rights according to the following reasons: 

It is an issue whether the public notification of this case infringes 

the complainant's freedom of occupational choice or right to hold 

public office. The public notice lays out a fixed test time per subject 

for the bar examination that somewhat serves as a qualification test in 

a professional area. However, deciding the test duration per subject is 

a matter of policy or technicality related to the bar examination 

system, where an extensive leeway is granted to the legislative or the 
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delegated executive.

The bar examination aims to single out those competent for the 

practice of law, and a critical qualification to be tested including how 

the person applies the legal knowledge to practical situations 

proficiently. Therefore, it is necessary to evaluate a person's ability to 

solve the given test questions within an fixed amount of time. 

Meanwhile, the respondent gives an identical amount of test time to 

all applicants for level two of the bar examination as specified in the 

public notice concerned, but at the same time extends preferential 

treatment, through the public notice "Schedule for 2007 Bar 

Examination" dated January 2, 2007, to applicants with disability 

which obstructs objective evaluation under equal time and conditions 

to those of other applicants. As such, the public notice concerned 

mitigates the restriction of basic rights by permitting special measures 

for certain applicants in need while, in principle, uniformly applying a 

fixed test time to all applicants.

If that is the case, the respondent, the government office which 

administers the bar examination, cannot be considered as having 

overstepped its boundary of discretion and violated the claimant's 

freedom of occupational choice or the right to public office by 

determining the bar test time for each subject as in the public notice 

concerned. Taking all such circumstances into consideration, the public 

notice concerned does not seem so apparently unreasonable or unfair 

as to infringe the complainant's right to equality.
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13. Competence Dispute over Local Election Administration Costs
    [20-1(B) KCCR 340, 2005Hun-Ra7, June 26, 2008] 

This case adjudicates with regard to the competence dispute where a 

local government filed a suit against National Assembly, claiming that 

its revisions to the election law making local governments to bear the 

costs of the local election administration, infringes upon the authority 

of local governments. The Constitutional Court declared, that the 

National Assembly's action to make revision to the election law does 

not amount to the infringement upon the local governments' authority 

on the ground that the management of the election belongs to the 

autonomous affairs of the local governments. 

 

Background of the Case

The respondent, National Assembly, on March 12, 2004, revised 

Article 121 Section 1 of the Act on the Election of Public Officials 

and the Prevention of Election Malpractices by promulgation of the 

statute No.7189, whereby it enlarged the scope and eligibility for 

reimbursement for election costs, and in principle the election 

administration cost bearing party has been changed to the state or 

local governments. Accordingly, the costs which should be borne by 

the local governments increased in substantial amount. In addition, on 

August 4, 2004, the respondent, National Assembly revised the above 

statute by promulgation of the statute No. 7681, to stipulate with 

respect to the matters excluded from the election administration cost 

reimbursement. This time, the name of the Act has changed from the 

"the Election of Public Officials and the Prevention of Election 

Malpractices" to "Public Officials Election Act". 

Meanwhile, another respondent, Gangnam-Gu Election Commission, 

pursuant to the revised Act on the Election of Public Officials and the 

Prevention of Election Malpractices in 2004, notified the plaintiff 

Gangnam-Gu, to compile total 4,768,133,000 Won to the year 2006 

budget, in preparation for the 4th Nationwide Local Election. Again, 

on September 26, it notified Gangnam-Gu to compile total 

2,377,264,000 Won to the year 2006 budget in accordance with the 

revised law in 2005. 
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Then local governments filed this competence dispute suit on 

October 1,2005 as it claimed that the National Assembly's revising law 

in the year 2005 with regard to Article 122 Section 2 of the Public 

Officials Election Act, whereby making the local governments to bear 

the costs spent by the candidate of the local election, infringes upon 

their authority of finance. 

Summary of Decision

In a 6 to 2 opinion, the Constitutional Court held that the National 

Assembly's action of revising the Public Officials Election Act to 

make the local governments pay the election administration costs, does 

not infringe upon the local governments' authority. The rationale of 

such decision is as follows. 

I. Majority Opinion of Six Justices

Article 117 Section 1 of our Constitution confers, on a constitutional 

level, a certain right to self-governance to the local government. 

According to Article 9 of the prior Local Government Act, the local 

government has an authority to organize its own entities. In other 

words, it owns a right to self-organization.

However, the local election to elect local assemblymen and local 

government heads is deemed as an action which forms the entities of 

the local governments and which confers legitimacy on the actions of 

such governments. Therefore, it would be fair to say that the local 

election administration affairs fall under the administration affairs of 

the self-governance of the local governments, which is necessary for 

its maintenance. 

On the other hand, unless otherwise specifically delegated to other 

public institutions by law, autonomous affairs of the local community, 

in principle, belong to the local governments' own business affairs. As 

a general rule, the local government should take care of their own 

business affairs, and the costs incurred in connection with such 

business affairs should also be borne by the local government. 

Although there is such a rule with regard to the administrative affairs 

of the local government, changing the scope of the business within the 
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boundary of true nature of local autonomy where necessary, by the 

separate statutes is not prohibited. Local government is an independent 

juridical person, but at the same is a component of the nation which 

presupposes sovereignty. Thus in order to maintain unification of the 

nation, the central government may engage in the autonomous affairs 

of the local government to the extent of securing independence of the 

local governments when such engagements are necessary, or when the 

issue of the whole nation is directly involved. 

While local election administration falls under the scope of 

autonomous affairs of local governments, the local election is a 

democratic process to form a representative organ, as well as 

necessary means to realize representative democracy by securing 

democratic legitimacy. Accordingly, in order to fairly administrate 

election and voting process, it is necessary to have a separate and 

independent election administrative institution, and the administrative 

affairs of the local election in this case is accordingly managed by the 

state agency, which is Gu, Si (City), Gun (County) Election 

Commission. 

Pursuant to the old Local Autonomy Act, and the Local Finance 

Act, even when other agencies are in charge of local administration 

affairs, the cost of such administration in principle should be borne by 

the local governments, 

In case, as here, where the election administration is managed by 

Gu, Si (City), Gun (County) Election Commission, the cost should be 

borne by the local governments, and thus, National Assembly making 

such revisions to the election law is not deemed as an infringement 

upon the local government's authority. 

 

2. Dissenting Opinion of Two Justices

The most distinguishable mark that separates self-governance 

administration affairs of the local government from that of the central 

government (including delegated affairs), is that generally the local 

government should perform its affairs under its own responsibility 

without any interference or intervention from the central government 

within the scope of law. 

However, our Constitution establishes special constitutional 
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institution, Election Commission, the components and the work scope 

of which is regulated by the Constitution and statutes. This Election 

Commission has the plenary power over the local election 

administration affairs, and there is no room for other State agencies as 

well as local governments to exert their power over the local election 

administration affairs. Since the Election Commission has the plenary 

power and responsibility over the local election administration affairs, 

and since local governments cannot make any decision over or be 

involved in such affairs, it would be unreasonable to include local 

election administration in the self-governance affairs of the local 

government.

Furthermore, the Local Autonomy Act specifically provides that the 

local governments' affairs that are unsuitable for local governments to 

manage shall be the affairs of the central government and provides 

that unless otherwise specifically provided by law, it cannot be 

managed by the local governments (Article 11), and as an illustration 

of such affairs the statute lists 'the affairs which need nationwide 

unified management' (Item 2), 'affairs that are in nationwide scope or 

that of similar size' (Items 3 through 6). Although 'the election 

administration affairs' is not specifically mentioned in this article, since 

it is held nationwide and should be managed by the unified rule, it 

would be reasonable to view the local election administration as the 

affairs that central government should handle.

In conclusion, local election administration is not the affairs of the 

local government but rather the affairs of the central government 

under the power and responsibility of the nation. Hence, the 

respondent infringed upon the finance right of the local government 

conferred by the constitution and the statutes, where the respondent 

National Assembly under the presumption that such is administration 

of the local government, made them pay the costs by amending 

Article 122 Section 2 of the Public Officials Election Act, and 

therefore shall be annulled.
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14. Use of Loudspeaker in Election Campaign Case
    [20-2(A) KCCR 345, 2006Hun-Ma711, July 31, 2008]

In this case, the Constitutional Court upheld the provision of the 

Public Officials Election Act that allows use of loudspeakers in 

election campaign, not providing for the tolerance limit, on the ground 

that it does not infringe on the complainant's right to environment.

Background of The Case

The current Public Officials Election Act (hereinafter the "POEA") 

allows use of loudspeakers but does not provide for the noise 

tolerance limit such as output frequency (hereinafter the "Provision"). 

During the campaign period of nationwide local election, the 

candidates used the loudspeaker. The complainant brought a 

constitutional complaint with the Constitutional Court, claiming that the 

noises from the loudspeaker caused mental and physical pain to him 

and thus his right to pursue happiness and environmental right was 

infringed upon.

Summary of Decision

The Constitutional Court decided that the provision in this case did 

not infringe upon the complainant's environmental right as it failed to 

satisfy the quorum of six Justices to declare a statute unconstitutional 

four Justices issued the opinion of the Provision being constitutional 

while the other four Justices issued the opinion of the Provision being 

incompatible with the Constitution. The summary of the reasons are as 

follows.

1. The complainant challenged the constitutionality of the legislative 

omission of not providing for the noise restriction standard in using 

loudspeaker under the POEA. However, it cannot be said that the 

POEA did not enact any provision regulating the noise caused by 

loudspeaker at all; rather the POEA has imperfect and insufficient 

regulation because the provision concerned with noise restriction did 

not prescribe any concrete standard such as output frequency. Hence, 
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the constitutional complaint in this case concerning the defects of the 

noise regulation in election campaign caused by loudspeaker constitutes 

a challenge against the quasi legislative omission, where the legislature 

has enacted certain statutes and there are defects, inadequacies, or 

unfairness in the substance, scope or process of the legislature's 

regulation of the subject matter. 

2. The constitutional right that could be infringed upon by the 

Provision is the environmental right. The substance of the 

environmental right shall be specified by the legislation (Article 35 

Section 2 of the Constitution). However, this constitutional provision 

does not mean that National Assembly could neglect to enact any 

legislation when environmental right becomes completely meaningless 

nor that the legislators could make any law whatever through 

legislation rather the Constitution expressly requires the legislators to 

embody the purports of constitutional environmental right in the 

statute. Therefore, if there is no legislation or insufficient legislation 

for the protection of environmental right when certain requirements are 

satisfied and if the people's environmental right is excessively 

infringed upon by that, people may seek a remedy from the 

Constitutional Court.

3. Opinion of Four Justices (Constitutional)

 

A. Opinion of Three Justices

The State has the duty to actively take actions for protection of the 

constitutional right of people from the noise in election campaign 

caused by an individual third party. In deciding whether the State fails 

to fulfill its duty to protect basic rights of the people, the 

Constitutional Court employs the 'principle of prohibition of 

insufficient protection', meaning that the nation should provide relevant 

and sufficient protective measures at a minimum to safeguard the 

people's basic rights. 

In this case, it is not clear that the complainant's basic right is 

infringed. When examining the provisions of the POEA, we cannot 

conclude that the provisions preventing the noise caused by 
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loudspeaker are insufficient. In addition, although the use of 

loudspeaker may cause inconvenience, whether to acknowledge the 

duty of the State to protect basic rights against such inconvenience 

should be reviewed by balancing with the freedom of election 

campaign. Hence, omitting to specify the noise tolerance limit for 

loudspeaker cannot be deemed as neglecting the legislator's duty to 

protect the petitioner's right to live in calm environment.

B. Concurring Opinion of One Justice

Not the principle of prohibition of insufficient protection, but the 

principle of prohibition of excessive restriction (Article 37 Section 2) 

of the Constitution) should be the criterion in reviewing whether the 

environmental right of the complainant is infringed upon by the 

Provision which allows the use of loudspeaker in election campaign, 

not providing for the noise tolerance limit for the loudspeaker. The 

Provision is constitutional because it does not excessively violates the 

complainant's environmental right. 

4. Dissenting Opinion of Four Justices (Incompatibility with the 

Constitution)

Noise in election campaign like in this case would be brought about 

repeatedly in all kinds of public election in the future, and the impact 

from the noise in public election campaign would not necessarily end 

soon. In addition, we should consider that the noise damage could 

strike a fatal blow to the people or depending on circumstances, to 

the people's legal interests of life and body.

Besides, the old-fashioned election campaign method using 

loudspeaker outdoors has become less popular in the real world. 

Considering this fact, strictly limiting the noise from loudspeaker in 

public election campaign restricts less and less freedom in election 

campaign. On the other hand, it protects more and more environmental 

right of the people from the noise. Hence, even if the Provision 

provides for the output frequency limit of loudspeaker causing election 

campaign noise, it is not likely that such regulation gives negative 

impact to the constitutional right of the third party and public 
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interests. 

In light of the above, the Provision does not provide sufficient 

protection to safeguard the environmental right of people and thus 

leads to infringement upon the complainant's right to live in calm 

environment. Therefore, the Provision is incompatible with the 

Constitution and we request the legislators to revise the Provision on 

the noise from election campaign during the public election.
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15. Restricted Screening Rating Case
    [20-2(A) KCCR 20, 2007Hun-Ka4, July 31, 2008]

The Constitutional Court in this case declared that the provisions 

defining the "restricted screening" rating, Article 21 Section 3 Item 5 

of the Promotion of the Movie Industries Act (hereinafter the 

"Defining Provision") and Article 29 Section 2 Item 5 of the 

Promotion of the Motion Pictures and Video Products Act, are 

unconstitutional on the ground that they are against the principle of 

clarity. The Constitutional Court also ruled that the latter part of 

Article 21 Section 7 of the Promotion of the Movie Industries Act 

referring to Article 21 Section 3 Item 3 delegating the standards of 

rating to the Media Rating Board's regulation (hereinafter the 

"Delegation Provision") is unconstitutional since it violates the rule 

against blanket delegation.

Background of the Case

1. The World Cinema Corporation, on September 18, 2005, applied 

for the classification of the movie 'Battle in Heaven' (hereinafter the 

"Movie") directed by Carlos Reygadas to the Media Rating Board. 

The Media Rating Board on November 24, 2005, rated the Movie 

'restricted screening' since the Board found that 'the movie depicts 

unfiltered real sexual intercourse and unprecedented explicit scenes by 

showing oral sex, explicit exposure of sexual organs, closure scene of 

erected penis, public hair exposure in the picture of Jesus, and naked 

man and woman lying down. 

2. On February 28, 2006, the World Cinema Corporation filed an 

administrative suit to the administrative court, asking for cancellation 

of the restricted screening rating. In addition, on May 13, 2006, it 

filed a motion for request for an adjudication on constitutionality of 

the Defining Provision and the Delegation Provision of the Promotion 

of the Movie Industries Act (hereinafter the "Movie Act") and the 

court granted this motion and requested the Constitutional Court for 

review of constitutionality.
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3. Meanwhile, on April 28, 2006, National Assembly abolished the 

Movie Act and newly enacted the Promotion of the Motion Pictures 

and Video Products Act (hereinafter, "MPViA") by Act no.7943, 

combining movie and video together. This law encompasses the 

provisions regulated by the Movie Act. 

Summary of Decision

The Constitutional Court ruled, in a 7 (incompatible with the 

Constitution 6, unconstitutional 1) to 2 (constitutional) opinion, that the 

Defining Provision and the Delegation Provision are unconstitutional, 

as the statutes are against the principle of clarity and the rule against 

blanket delegation. The reason for its decision is as follows.

1. Opinion of Incompatible with the Constitution by Four Justices

A. The Defining Provision states that the movie rated as 'restricted 

screening' rating is a movie that needs certain limitation in showing 

and advertising. This provision stipulates with regard to the regulation 

applied to the movie after such movie has been rated 'restricted 

screening', rather than defining what 'restricted screening' rated movie 

is. Thus, by this provision, one cannot figure out what movie would 

be rated 'restricted screening', and therefore the Defining Provision of 

the Movie Act is against the principle of clarity. 

B. In addition, the delegation provision delegates the specific criteria 

of the movie classification to the Media Rating Board. What is 

delegated under this provision is standard of restricted screening rating 

which does not change so rapidly in accordance with the society, does 

not require any specialty, nor does it involve a matter of technicality. 

Furthermore, the matter is not of any de minimis, since it is related 

with the limitation on the freedom of expression. Nonetheless, the 

Delegation Provision delegates specific standards to the Media Rating 

Board's regulation. Therefore, such delegation itself is in violation of 

the principle against blanket delegation. Moreover, the Delegation 

Provision authorizes the Media Rating Board to make a regulation for 

the standard of screening rating, without providing any criteria thereof. 
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With this provision, one can not figure out the criteria of the 

restricted screening rating, nor can he know what matters have been 

delegated even with other related provisions. Thus, the Delegation 

Provision is in violation of the rule against the blanket delegation.  

C. Article 29 Section 2 Item 5 MPVA, a revised provision of the 

Defining Provision of the Movie Act, still provides the restricted 

screening rating as identical to the Movie Act. Thus, this provision of  

MPVA is likewise against the principle of clarity on the same 

grounds.  

However, if the provisions at issue in the instant case are held 

unconstitutional, and thereby lose their effects immediately, the legal 

vacuum would occur. In order to prevent such state of vacuum, this 

Court holds that the provisions at issue as incompatible with the 

Constitution. The Article 29 Section 2 Item 5 of MPVA shall be 

tentatively applied until the legislature amends the law by December 

31, 2009. The provisions of the Movie Act being still effective to the 

case at hand, shall cease to apply and the administrative court shall 

wait until the provisions of MPVA are amended and apply such 

amended law. 

2. Opinion of Incompatibility with the Constitution by Two Justices 

With regard to the Delegation Provision, we have different opinion 

from  the majority opinion in reasoning. 

Our Constitution specifically lists presidential decree, prime 

ministerial ordinance, ministerial ordinance, Supreme Court regulation, 

Constitutional Court regulation, and National Election Commission 

regulation as a definite list of orders which may become enforceable 

by the delegation of Acts. Our Constitution being an entrenched rigid 

constitution, does not allow Acts or other decrees to make an 

exception to such constitutional principle. Although the criteria for the 

restricted screening rating is a regulative matter that affects 

tremendously to the freedom of expression, the law delegating such 

criteria to the regulation of the Media Rating Board formulates the 

law of delegation, and thereby is against the principle against blanket 

delegation. 
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3. Opinion of Unconstitutionality by One Justice

Movie rated 'restricted screening'shall only be played in limited 

theaters (Article 29-2 Section 1 of the Movie Act), and playing other 

movies in such limited theaters is prohibited (Article 29-2 Section 3). 

The limited theaters cannot be built in the places where general 

theaters are located. (Article 26 Section 2 of the Movie Act, Article 

11-2 Item 6 of the Enforcement Decree of the Movie Act). In 

addition, such movies cannot be made, sold, or played in videos or 

other forms of pictures (Article 29-2 Section 2), and the advertisement 

and promotion of such movies shall only be played in the limited 

theaters and cannot be done in any other forms (Article 24-2). These 

provisions are restated in MPVA which has substituted the Movie Act 

since October 28, 2006. 

However, such provisions that substantially prohibit showing of the 

movie rated 'restricted screening', does not provide the reason for 

which the restricted screening rating is necessary and the government 

should regulate the movie rated 'restricted screening'. Hence the 

provisions with respect to the restricted screening are against Article 

22 and Article 37 Section 2 of the Constitution. 

4. Opinion of Constitutionality by Two Justices

A. The purpose of the 'restricted screening' system is to provide to 

adults something to see, as well as to prevent teenagers from being 

exposed to violent and sexually explicit scenes. Accordingly, the 

movie rated 'restricted screening' is deemed to be a movie containing 

too violent, sexually explicit, or immoral scenes that viewing of such 

renders abomination and harm not only to teenagers but also to adults. 

Thus, the limitation on theaters allowed of showing, on advertisement 

or on promotion of such movie become necessary. Therefore, the 

Defining Provision is not against the principle of clarity.  

B. A creative work like movie is a medium very sensitive to social, 

and cultural environment in which the movie is produced or imported. 

As it is desirable that the criteria for classification is provided in the 

legislative form which is able to reflect the condition of times, we do 
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not find problem in the law delegating this criteria to the Media 

Rating Board's regulation. However, considering totality of the 

circumstances, including the legislative purpose of the 'restricted 

screening' system, and the Article 22-2  of the Movie Act providing 

for the matters to be included in the regulation of movie classification 

of the Media Rating Board, the criteria for 'restricted screening' would 

be that a movie is too violent, sexually explicit, or immoral, if 

viewed, it would be harmful for not only to teenagers but to adults as 

well. Hence, the Delegation Provision of this case is not against the 

principle of blanket delegation prohibition.
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16. Case on Not Recognizing Retroactivity of an Unconstitutional 
Decision

    [20-2(A) KCCR 488, 2006Hun-Ba108, September 25, 2008]

This case concerns Article 47 Section 2 of the Constitutional Court 

Act, which does not recognize retroactivity of a decision invalidating a 

statute other than criminal statutes. The Constitutional Court ruled that 

the provision in question did not violate the Constitution. 

Background of the Case 

On September 25, 2003, the Constitutional Court ruled 

unconstitutional provisions of the former Public Officials Pension Act 

providing for suspension of pension benefits during the period when a 

pension receiver has a certain source of income. However, the 

Government Employees Pension Service did not pay the full pension 

to the petitioners on the ground that despite the unconstitutional 

decision of the Constitutional Court, such decision did not have the 

retroactive force. At this, the petitioners lodged a lawsuit requesting 

the payment of full retirement pensions on September 8, 2004. While 

the lawsuit was pending, they filed a motion to request for a 

constitutional review of the statute, claiming that Article 47 Section 2 

of the Constitutional Court Act (hereinafter the "Provision") was 

unconstitutional. However, the court denied the motion. At this, the 

petitioners filed this constitutional complaint with the Constitutional 

Court. 

Summary of Decision

In an 8 to 1 opinion, the Constitutional Court ruled that the 

Provision was not in violation of the Constitution. The reasons are as 

follows. 

1. Majority opinion

A. Whether to apply retroactivity to the statutes ruled 

unconstitutional by the Constitutional Court or to make it lose effect 

from the time of announcement is not a matter of an constitutional 
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conformability rather it is a matter of legislative policy that the 

legislature should decide by taking into consideration of relevant 

interests, such as legal stability and protection of individual rights, 

unless there outstanding circumstances exist. Through the Provision in 

question, the legislators have chosen to favor legal stability over other 

benefits, with the exception of criminal statutes. Even if this means 

there may be some sacrifice to justice in a specific case or principle 

of equality in this regard, it can be justified from the perspective of 

legal stability and principle of protection of expectation interests, 

which originate from the idea of rule of law in the Constitution; 

therefore, unless extraordinary circumstances exist, the Provision does 

not violate the Constitution. 

B. However, due to the diverse effects of a decision of 

unconstitutionality, limited retroactivity in exceptional cases must be 

recognized. First, for the following cases, retroactivity must be 

recognized: the current case which brought a motivation for reviewing 

the constitutionality of the provision, through the ordinary court's 

request to the Constitutional Court for review of constitutionality and 

the petitioner's filing a constitutional complaint with the Constitutional 

Court while the current case is pending cases in which the petitioners 

filed a motion to request for a constitutional review of the same type 

prior to the decision of unconstitutionality; and cases where no 

separate constitutionality review has been requested but the provision 

or statute is the premise on which the decision is being judged in the 

court. 

Second, retroactivity can be recognized when there is an apparent 

need for relief of individual's rights, less concern for harming legal 

stability. In addition, retroactivity can also be recognized when the 

vested interests given by the former law raises no concern of being 

harmed, and the denial of retroactivity would rather hurt the justice and 

equality of the society. 

2. Dissenting opinion of one Justice 

Considering the supremacy of the Constitution and the purpose of 

the constitutional review of statutes, it would be rational to suppose 
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that a statute ruled unconstitutional by the Constitutional Court is in 

conflict with the Constitution and therefore void, from the moment of 

enactment, unless extraordinary circumstances exist. 

When interpreted in context, Article 47 Section 2 of the Constitutional 

Court Act states in principle, unconstitutional laws lose effect after the 

ruling is made, and not reciprocally; as an exception, it states criminal 

laws. This is not in line with the purpose of having the system of 

constitutional review, which is meant to confirm the supremacy of the 

Constitution. 

In cases where protecting legal stability is so great that it exceeds 

the need to uphold the supremacy of the Constitution, such as when 

the legal relations on the basis of the unconstitutional law has already 

been formed before the decision of unconstitutionality is made, 

retroactivity may be limited. However, the setting of such limits 

should be the responsibility of National Assembly. 

The Provision at issue denies retroactivity of unconstitutional statutes 

without considering whether the need to protect legal stability is 

greater than the supremacy of the Constitution. Therefore, it would be 

appropriate to declare that it does not fall in line with the 

Constitution's intention of confirming the supremacy of the Constitution 

through the constitutional review system. It would be appropriate to 

call for an improved legislation, which distinguishes where retroactivity 

is recognized and where it is not.
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17. Freight Limit on Van-Type Freight Vehicle Operators Case
    [20-2(A) KCCR 587, 2007Hun-Ma233, September 25, 2008]

In this case, the Constitutional Court upheld provisions of the 

Trucking Transport Business Act which requires the weight and 

volume of freight to be over a certain level when the consignor 

boards a van-type freight vehicle. 

Background of the Case

The Enforcement Regulation of the Trucking Transport Business Act 

(hereinafter the "Regulation") had a provision limiting the passengers 

to 3 persons in van-type freight vehicles when the consignor and 

freight are being transported together. The Regulation also stipulated 

that the freight per consignor must be 40kg or more in weight and 

80,000㎤ or more in volume. On December 16, 2004, the 

Constitutional Court declared those provisions unconstitutional to the 

extent that they are applied to those who registered their 6-seat van 

vehicles as freight shippers prior to November 30, 2001 when such 

Provisions were not enacted (16-2(B) KCCR 580, 2003Hun-Ma226, 

December 16, 2004).

However, after the decision of the Constitutional Court was 

rendered, different regulations were to apply to the van operators 

depending on the date of registration of van-type freight vehicle 

transportation business, which caused difficulties in enforcing the law 

and confusion to the customers. At this, the Freight Limit Provision 

was mitigated and all van-type freight vehicle operators were subjected 

to the uniform regulation (hereinafter the "Freight Limit Provision"). In 

case of violation, administrative sanctions were to be imposed 

(hereinafter the "Sanction Provision"). Complainants filed a 

constitutional complaint to the Constitutional Court, arguing that the 

Freight Limit Provision and the Sanction Provision are in violation of 

the Constitution as long as they are applied to the 6-seat van-type 

freight vehicle operators who registered prior to November 30, 2001. 

Summary of Decision
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The Constitutional Court, in an unanimous opinion, dismissed the 

complaint regarding the Sanction Provision, and denied the complaint 

regarding the Freight Limit Provision. The reasons are as follows.

 

1. Review on the Sanction Provision 

It is not determined yet whether the complainants would be subject 

to the Sanction Provision for violation of the Freight Limit Provision. 

Moreover, in that the Sanction Provision prescribes discretionary 

punishment, infringement of basic rights does occur when the 

administrative agency actually exercises its discretion for punishment. 

Therefore the Sanction Provision itself does not directly infringe on 

the basic rights of the petitioners. 

2. Review on the Freight Limit Provision 

A. Whether the Provision violates rule against protection of expectation 

interests 

Considering the intention of the Trucking Transport Business Act 

which differentiates between the freight transportation business and 

passenger transportation business, legislative purposes, and the 

definition of freight vehicle transportation business, it is implied that 

the freight would exceed the weight and volume of baggage. 

Therefore, the petitioners' claimed expectation that their van-type 

vehicles may target passengers without baggage as their customers 

does not grant enough value for protection. In addition, on March 26, 

2001, the Minister of Construction and Transportation has already 

ordered to improve the Terms and Conditions of Transportation to 

correspond to the Freight Limit Provision, and therefore, it cannot be 

said that the complainants' expectation was infringed in a wholly 

unexpected way. In addition, the complainants have enjoyed profit 

from passenger transportation for the past four years without limitation 

unlike other van-type vehicle operators (those registered after 

November 30, 2001), due to the 2003Hun-Ma226 decision of the 

Constitutional Court. Such length of duration would be enough for 

protecting the expectation interests of the petitioners under the old 
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law. 

On the other hand, the Freight Limit Provision serves essential 

public interest of protection of citizens who use the transportation 

services and establishment of transportation order by adjusting the 

scope of business for the taxi industry and call van industry in 

conformance with the purpose of the systems. Especially, after the 

2003Hun-Ma226 decision, as problems of discriminatory treatment 

depending on registration date and confusion to the customers in 

choosing transportation vehicle have arisen, the public need for 

standardizing the freight limit has been recognized.

In the 2003Hun-Ma226 decision, not only freight limitation provision 

but the passenger limit provision was also subject to review and the 

decision did not recognize violation of protection of expectation 

interests for those who have registered after the limitation on 

passenger provision was implemented but before the limitation on 

freight provision was implemented, and therefore were subject to only 

the freight limitation. Although the petitioners in this case had 

registered prior to November 30, 2001 when the limitation on 

passengers was implemented, they were not subjected to the passenger 

limit because Article 3 (b) (ii) of the Regulation, newly enacted after 

the 2003Hun-Ma226 decision, exempted them from the passenger limit. 

Therefore, they are in different condition from those petitioners of the 

preceding case who were subjected to both the passenger limit and 

freight limit. In this regard, the opinion viewing the Freight Limit 

Provision as not violating the protection of expectation interests does 

not go against the previous decision of the Court. 

In sum, the Freight Limit Provision is not against the principle of 

protection of expectation interests, and does not infringe on the 

complainants' freedom of occupation.

B. Whether the Freight Limit Provision infringes right to equality 

Taxis are "passenger vehicles" and cannot carry freight in excess of 

certain weight and volume. In reality, it is hard to expect that taxi 

operators would prefer transporting freight instead of passengers, who 

are easier to carry. For this reason, the need to regulate the freight 

transportation by taxis through law is minimal. Therefore, subjecting 
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only van-type vehicle operators to the Freight Limit Provision is a 

reasonable discrimination, and cannot be said to infringe the 

complainants' right to equality.

C. Whether the Freight Limit Provision goes beyond the delegation set 

forth by the Trucking Transport Business Act

The weight and volume of 20㎏ and 40,000㎤ specified under the 

Freight Limit Provision can be seen as "minimum freight", which is 

differentiated from simple baggage, in that van-type vehicles are being 

mainly used for transport of freight, not passengers. Thus, compared 

with baggage standards under the terms and conditions of other public 

transports, the freight limit under the provision at issue is not overly 

high or unbalanced in its restriction. Thus, the Freight Limit Provision 

concretizes the standard of freight in conformance with the legislative 

purpose of the provision defining the motor vehicle passenger 

transportation business under the Trucking Transport Business Act. 

Therefore, it does not go beyond the delegation set forth by the Act.
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18. Withholding of Video Product Classification Case
    [20-2(A) KCCR 664, 2004Hun-Ka18, October 30, 2008]

In this case, the Constitutional Court decided that the provision of 

the former Sound Records, Video Products, and Game Software Act 

("SRVPGA"), which stipulates a system where rating classification of 

video products can be withheld by the Korea Media Rating Board, 

contradicts the Constitution. 

Background of the Case

The requesting petitioner applied for rating classification with the 

Korea Media Rating Board (hereinafter the "Board") in order to 

distribute the video produced and directed by him/herself (hereinafter, 

referred to as "the Video Product"), but the Board, pursuant to Article 

20 Section 4 of the former SRVPGA, raised obscenity issues and 

decided to withhold a rating for 10 days. Also, grounded in the same 

rationale and provision, the Board again delayed a rating for three 

months as regards the second application for rating classification by 

the requesting petitioner (hereinafter "the Decision").  

In response, the requesting petitioner filed a lawsuit seeking 

cancellation of the Decision against the Board to the Seoul 

Administrative Court, while also filing a motion to request for the 

constitutional review of statute, claiming that the part concerning the 

Video Product in Article 20 Section 4 of the former SRVPGSA 

(hereinafter "the  Provision") that serves as premise of the pending 

trial, violates Article 21 of the Constitution that prohibits prior 

censorship. The Seoul Administrative Court granted the motion and 

requested for a constitutional review of this case.     

  

Summary of Decision

The Constitutional Court, by a vote of 8 to 1, declared that the 

Provision violated the Constitution according to the following reasons:  

1. Majority Opinion
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In this case, the issue is whether the Provision, which provides for 

withholding of rating classification of video products by the Board, 

amounts to censorship. 

Article 21 Section 1 of the Constitution provides for freedom of 

speech and the press, while Article 21 Section 2 of the Constitution 

prohibits licensing or censorship of speech and the press. 

However, the medium of expression, in whatever form, is protected 

under the freedom of speech and the press guaranteed by Article 21 

Section 1 of the Constitution. Therefore, it is evident that video 

products are also a medium of expression protected by the freedom of 

speech and the press. Additionally, the censorship mentioned in Article 

21 Section 2 of the Constitution is a preventive measure restricting 

ideas or opinions from being published in advance through review and 

selection carried out by the administrative power, which implicates a 

prohibitive system against publication of non-authorized representations. 

Such prior censorship is also not authorized by law and absolutely 

prohibited.  

Withholding of a rating by the Board is one of the rating 

classification of video products. The Board conducts review of 

submitted video products prior to distribution. Also, members of the 

Board are appointed by the President and operational expenses of the 

Board may be supported by State subvention. Business projects 

involving the State budget are prescribed to be consulted in advance 

with Minister of Culture and Tourism. Moreover, video products, of 

which ratings are withheld, are prevented from distribution and thus 

the Minister of Culture and Tourism and other competent authority 

may have the responsible public officials collect and scrap the unrated 

or rating-withheld video products. Penalties can be imposed to those 

who provided such products for distribution or viewing, and rating of 

video products can be withheld for an indefinite period of time as 

there is no limit on the frequency of withholding a rating. 

Therefore, the Board corresponds to a censorship authority as a de  

facto administrative body, and withholding of a rating of video 

products amounts to a system conducting review prior to distribution 

and prohibiting publication of unauthorized contents, namely 

censorship, which contradicts the Constitution.
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2. Dissenting Opinion of One Justice (Limitedly Unconstitutional)

In case the contents of video products correspond to the press 

mentioned in Article 21 Section 2 of the Constitution, applying the 

Provision that aims for content review and rating classification of 

video products runs counter to Article 21 Section 2 of the 

Constitution.

Meanwhile, in cases where the contents of video products do not 

correspond to the press specified in Article 21 Section 2 of the 

Constitution, withholding a rating may be permitted provided that such 

restriction satisfies the conditions set forth in Article 37 Section 2 of 

the Constitution. However, de facto banning the distribution of video 

products by repeating the decision of deferring classification would be, 

in essence, violating the freedom relating to manufacture and 

distribution of video products.  

For this reason, applying the Provision to video products that exhibit 

the attributes of the press defined in Article 21 Section 2 of the 

Constitution or applying the Provision in order to withhold rating 

classification exceeding three months violates the Constitution. 

Significance of this Decision

The Constitutional Court, on August 30, 2001, had struck down 

Article 21 Section 4 of the Promotion of the Motion Pictures Industry 

Act, which stipulates withholding of film rating by the Board, on the 

ground that the said provision is tantamount to prior censorship by an 

administrative body (2000Hun-Ka9 case).

This decision, in the same context as the aforementioned case 

2000Hun-Ka9 regarding the film rating, invalidated the classification 

withholding of video products, reiterating the Constitutional Court's 

strong commitment to fully guaranteeing the freedom of expression 

through strict prohibition of censorship.
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19. Medical Institution's Filing of Information on Patients' 
Medical Expenses for Income Tax Deduction Case

     [20-2(A) KCCR 1115, 2006Hun-Ma1401·1409 (consolidated), October 

30, 2008]

The Constitutional Court upheld the Income Tax Act and the 

Enforcement Decree provisions which obligate medical institutions to 

file the details of medical expenses of its patients to the National Tax 

Service to simplify year-end tax adjustments.

Background of the Case

The Income Tax Act and the Enforcement Decree of the Income 

Tax Act state that medical institutions shall provide information on the 

patients' medical expenses to the National Tax Service for the 

purposes of simplifying the process of year-end tax adjustments 

(hereinafter the "Provisions"). However, the petitioners (patients of 

hospitals or Korean medicine clinics, or healthcare providers such as 

doctors, dentists, or Korean medicine physicians) filed constitutional 

complaints on the ground that the Provisions infringe the doctors' 

freedom of conscience, freedom of occupation, and the right to 

equality as well as the patients' right to control personal information 

as guaranteed under the Constitution. 

Summary of Decision

The Constitutional Court, in an 8 to 1 opinion, upheld the 

Provisions for the following reasons.

1. Majority Opinion

A. Conscience, as protected under Article 19 of the Constitution, is 

a moral and value judgment of the mind that distinguishes right from 

wrong. Among the protected consciences are not only one's views on 

the world, life, ideology, and belief, but also his or her moral 

judgment due to the innate nature of one's personality. In addition, 

"decision according to conscience" includes all serious moral decisions 
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involving standards of good and bad; in real situations, this is taken 

as cases in which an individual perceives such decisions as something 

that restricts one's freedom but must obey, and that one cannot act 

against it without experiencing serious moral conflicts. 

It is universally accepted that keeping mental and physical secrets of 

the patient and respecting his or her privacy are the essential ethics 

and morality for doctors, and also an implied agreement with the 

patient. If a doctor is obliged to inform other parties about the 

illnesses of patients against his or her will, it is natural that the 

doctor will go through serious conflicts in his or her conscience as it 

is against the ethics and morality for doctors. However, if doctors do 

not provide such taxation materials on their patients, they may feel 

pressure that they may be subjected to administrative disadvantage 

from the National Tax Service, or be forced to go through tax 

investigation, as they have the duty to provide materials for income 

tax deduction. Therefore, the Provisions in question involve indirect 

and real compulsory measures for failure to carry out the duty; and 

regardless of whether or not legal measures exist on enforcing the 

Provisions, it limits the freedom of conscience for doctors. 

However, the Provisions are intended to simplify the year-end tax 

filing of workers by requiring the institutions to provide the medical 

expenses to the National Tax Service, and therefore the purpose and 

means to achieve the purpose are legitimate. In addition, the 

information provided to the Tax Service is not sensitive information of 

the patients, but minimum content required to calculate income tax 

deductions. In this view, the public benefit such as the expected 

convenience for the taxpayers and the reduction of social cost 

therefrom is greater than the doctors' freedom of conscience. 

Therefore, it can be said to satisfy the principle of least-restrictive 

means and balancing of equities. Thus, the Provisions do not violate 

the Constitution. 

B. The medical expense information to be provided to the National 

Tax Service, such as name, resident number, amount of payment and 

date of payment, may not be considered as having independent 

economic value, or being technical or business-related information 

acquired through considerable efforts. Moreover, information regarding 
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medical expenses is not being provided to the public or another 

competing medical institution, and the duty to file information on 

patients' medical expenses does not burden the complainants in 

carrying out their profession. Therefore, the Provisions do not infringe 

the doctor or medical institution's freedom of occupation. 

C. Whether to provide income tax deductions for the worker, what 

items to provide deductions for, and what documentation to use are 

under the discretion of the legislature. The legislation enacted by the 

legislature has imposed on the medical institutions the duty to file 

medical expenses information for fair and just reason. Therefore the 

Provisions do not discriminate the complainants without reasonable 

grounds, and as such, not in violation of the principle of equality 

under the Constitution.

D. Transmitting petitioners' diagnosis information to the National Tax 

Service without the complainants' consent restricts the complainants' 

right to control personal information, but the Provisions are designed 

to lessen inconvenience of workers who should file proof for income 

tax deduction for medical expenses for year-end tax adjustments 

purpose, and to reduce social and economic cost of submitting such 

information which is incurred by the employer and employee. The 

Provisions also purport to prevent illegal deduction of income tax. For 

this purpose, the Provisions require medical institutions to file 

materials only necessary for year-end tax adjustments, and thus they 

constitute reasonable means to achieve the end. In addition, the person 

receiving medical expense documents may refuse to have his or her 

information transmitted to the National Tax Service until the medical 

institutions provides information on his or her medical expenses with 

the National Tax Service. Also, the Provisions allow only the worker 

or dependant family members to view and print the information. In 

this regard, the Provisions minimize restriction on the right to control 

personal information and therefore satisfies the least restrictive means 

test. The public interests from the Provisions overweigh the restriction 

on the petitioners' right to control personal information and thus the 

balancing of interests test is satisfied. In light of all this, the 

Provisions do not infringe upon the constitutional right of the 
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petitioners in violation of the principle of prohibition of excessive 

restriction.

2. Separate Opinion of 3 Justices

Conscience is an ethical and moral issue of the human mind, and 

what the Constitution seeks to protect is a serious and powerful 

driving force in the mind of a person that dictates that unless he or 

she acts in such a way in deciding right and wrong, his or her value 

of existence itself will be compromised. Thus, conscience specified in 

the Constitution is not a vague and abstract definition of conscience. 

The Provisions in this case requires the complainants to provide the 

government with only objective facts, i.e., the medical expenses of the 

patients, and does not require specific diagnostic information such as 

the name of the disease. It is difficult to expect that in deciding to 

provide such information, an individual doctor's view on the world, 

life, ideology and belief and his or her ethical and moral judgment 

would intervene. Moreover, even if it does impinge on the doctor's 

mind to a certain extent, it is not plausible to see this as a crucial 

decision concerning the shaping of an individual's personality, within 

the property of freedom of conscience protected in the Constitution. In 

other words, such decision does not constitute a "serious and powerful 

driving force in the mind of a person that dictates that unless he or 

she acts in such a way in deciding right and wrong, his or her value 

of existence itself will be compromised". 

Therefore, the complainants' sending the income tax deduction 

documents to the National Tax Service according to the Provisions 

does not fall within the protection of conscience as guaranteed under 

Article 19 of the Constitution; thus, the Provisions do not have the 

possibility to violate the doctors' freedom of conscience. 

3. Dissenting Opinion of One Justice (Dismissal)

A. According to Article 68 Section 1 of the Constitutional Court 

Act, only those individuals whose basic rights have been directly 

infringed by the exercise or non-exercise of governmental power can 

raise a constitutional complaint. As for constitutional complaints 
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against a statute, the alleged violation must be caused by the statute 

itself and not by an action to enforce the statute. In a case where the 

statute is scheduled to have sub-regulations for actually enforcing the 

statute, the statute then lacks directness, and therefore becomes an 

unjusticiale constitutional complaint. 

B. The Provisions only state the income tax deduction documents to 

be submitted by the medical institutions should be about medical 

expenses; it does not state exactly what contents the tax deduction 

documents must include. Therefore, it is impossible to say that the 

Provision by themselves infringe the petitioners' privacy and freedom, 

personal rights and right to pursue happiness, or the doctors' freedom 

of conscience and freedom of business. It is only through the 

"Guideline to Submitting Medical Expense Documents for 

Simplification of Year-End Income Tax Reduction" where it states, 

"the business registration number and the name, resident number, date 

and amount of payment" to be submitted, that the possibility of 

infringing complainants basic rights is materialized. 

C. Then, any contents of the Provisions do not by themselves 

restrict the complainants' freedom, impose any duty on them, or 

deprive them of rights or legally protected rights which may lead to 

violation of basic rights. Therefore, basic rights of the complainants' 

are not directly infringed upon by the Provisions. Thus, the 

complainants' constitutional complaints are nonjusticiable. 
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20. Position and Liabilities of Guarantors in Rehabilitation 
Procedures 

     [20-2(A) KCCR 1449, 2007Hun-Ma206, October 30, 2008]

In this case, the Constitutional Court ruled constitutional the 

provisions of the former Debtor Rehabilitation Act (currently replaced 

by Debtor Rehabilitation and Bankruptcy Act) which, in the individual 

rehabilitation process as one of the bankruptcy management systems in 

Korea, provides for suspension or prohibition of creditors' actions, 

such as coercive execution, preservative measures and debt collection, 

subject to the court's decision to commence rehabilitation proceeding, 

only against debtors, and discharge of debtor liabilities, but not those 

of guarantors regardless of exemption of debtors.

Background of the Case

The complainants, herein a joint guarantor of an individual debtor 

against whom the rehabilitation proceeding has commenced, was 

demanded by the creditor to perform his/her surety obligation. In 

response, the complainants filed a constitutional complaint, arguing that 

the provision allowing suspension or prohibition of creditors' acts, such 

as coercive execution, preservative measures and debt collection, 

subject to the court's decision to commence rehabilitation proceeding, 

only to debtors (hereinafter the "Suspension Provision") and the 

provision excluding guarantors from liability discharge while 

recognizing debtor discharges (hereinafter the "Discharge Provision") 

contradict the principle of equality and infringe the property rights of 

the guarantor, thereby violating the Constitution.   

Summary of Decision

1. Suspension Provision 

In a unanimous opinion, the Constitutional Court denied the 

constitutional complaint in the instant case on the ground that the 

Suspension Provision is not unconstitutional. The reasons are as 

follows.
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A. The Suspension Provision, through which only debtors, but not 

guarantors, enjoy immunity from creditors' coercive execution, 

preservative measures or debt collection, etc. in the event of 

commencing rehabilitation proceeding, aims to prevent future disputes 

by blocking creditors from proceeding with their individual acts, such 

as coercive execution, and thereby facilitating the rehabilitation 

proceeding under the full charge of the court. In other words, the 

Suspension Provision was enacted in consideration of the features of 

rehabilitation proceedings and necessity to adjust interests between the 

relevant parties including creditors, and its contents are not seemed to 

go distinctly unreasonable. Therefore, the Suspension Provision has 

reasonable basis even if it disadvantages the guarantors by excluding 

them from the scope of its application and discriminating them in 

comparison to the creditor, and it does not violate the principle of 

equality.

B. Being excluded from the preferential treatment through legislation 

related to property rights does not, in itself, constitute infringement of 

property rights. Moreover, even if the guarantor's expectation for 

property gains, which might result from the preferential legislation, has 

not been fulfilled, such simple expectation for property gains does not 

fall under the area of property rights protected by the Constitution. 

For this reason, infringement of guarantors' property rights is not an 

issue even though they are excluded from the application of the 

Suspension Provision. Furthermore the Suspension Provision does not 

infringe the property rights of the guarantor in that it does not impose 

any additional liability on the guarantor.

2. Discharge Provision 

In a 6 to 3 opinion, the Constitutional Court upheld the Discharge 

Provision and therefore denied complainant's this constitutional 

complaint according to the following reasons: 

A. Majority Opinion

The Discharge Provision provides that despite the decision to 
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discharge debtors from liability, such decision does not effect on the 

guarantors in terms of creditors' exercise of their rights and 

preservation of collaterals. In light of the legislative purpose of the 

liability discharge system, the features of process for repayment plan 

approval and adjustment of interests between the relevant parties in 

rehabilitation proceedings, the Discharge Provision is rightfully founded 

in terms of legitimacy of the purpose, suitability of the means, the 

least restrictive means, and balancing of interests. 

Therefore, the Discharge Provision has reasonable basis even though 

the guarantor is disadvantaged as a result of being excluded from 

liability discharges and thus discriminated against debtors. Hence, the 

Discharge Provision neither infringes the principle of equality nor 

property rights of guarantors. 

B. Dissenting Opinion of Three Justices (Incompatibility with the 

Constitution)

The Discharge Provision excessively infringes the property rights of 

guarantors of debtors involved in rehabilitation proceedings and 

unreasonably discriminates them against guarantors of general debtors. 

This does not seem to be rational means to achieve legislative purpose 

of the rehabilitation system. Moreover, it severely lacks of balance in 

weighing the interests. Therefore, the Discharge Provision should be 

declared to be incompatible with the Constitution, so that the 

legislators can improve the legislation with respect to the portion 

concerning excessive liability of guarantors in rehabilitation 

proceedings.
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21. Korea Broadcast Advertising Corporation's Monopoly of 
Advertising Agency Work for Terrestrial Broadcasters Case

     [20-2(B) KCCR 367, 2006Hun-Ma352, November 27, 2008]

In this case, the Constitutional Court decided that, Article 73 

Section 5 of the former Broadcasting Act, Article 59 Section 3 of the 

Enforcement Decree of the former Broadcasting Act, Article 73 

Section 5 of the Broadcasting Act, and Article 59 Section 5 of the 

Enforcement Decree of the Broadcasting Act, which provide that only 

the Korea Broadcasting Advertising Corporation and broadcast 

advertising agencies invested by the Corporation are permitted to 

function as advertising agencies for the terrestrial broadcasters, infringe 

the claimant's equality rights as well as freedom of occupational 

activity and therefore are not compatible with the Constitution.

Background of the Case

The complainant in this case is a corporation established on 

February 7, 2006 with the purpose of engaging in the domestic and 

international advertising agency business of terrestrial broadcasting, 

CATV, satellite broadcasting, and digital multimedia broadcasting 

(DMB) which currently performs as a broadcast marketing agency in 

CATV, satellite broadcasting, and DMB businesses.    

However, Article 73 Section 5 of the Broadcasting Act stipulates 

that every terrestrial broadcasting business operator may not broadcast 

advertisements other than those entrusted by the Korea Broadcasting 

Advertising Corporation (hereinafter "KOBACO") or an advertising 

agency prescribed by the Presidential Decree, and Article 59 Section 3 

of the Enforcement Decree of the Broadcasting Act limits the 

broadcast advertising agency prescribed by the Presidential Decree to a 

joint-stock company established to engage in broadcast advertising 

agency activities, and financed by KOBACO (hereinafter the 

"Provisions"). Therefore, the complainant company established without 

the funding of KOBACO is not permitted under the aforementioned 

Provisions of the Broadcasting Act and the Enforcement Decree of the 

Act to act as an advertising agency for terrestrial broadcasting 

companies. In this regard, the complainant filed a constitutional 
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complaint on March 16, 2006, arguing that the Provisions infringe its 

freedom of occupational activity and right to equality.

Meanwhile, Article 73 Section 5 of the Broadcasting Act was 

revised by Act No.8301 on January 26, 2007 to include in terrestrial 

broadcasting business operators any program provider who airs the 

terrestrial broadcasting in use of the channel after concluding a 

broadcasting channel use contract with any terrestrial broadcasting 

business operator. Also, Article 59 Section 3 of the Enforcement 

Decree of the Broadcasting Act was transferred to Section 5 after 

being revised by Presidential Decree No.20219 on August 7, 2007. 

Summary of Decision

The Constitutional Court decided that authorizing only KOBACO 

and broadcast advertising agencies funded by KOBACO to conduct 

advertising agency work for terrestrial broadcasters is as good as in 

effect allowing the monopoly of KOBACO and thus is not compatible 

with the Constitution (6 voting for incompatibility, 2 for 

unconstitutionality, 1 for partial dismissal and unconstitutionality) for 

the following reasons: 

1. Majority Opinion of Six Justices (Incompatibility)

A. Violation of Rule against Excessive Restriction

The Provisions in this case introduce limited competition to the 

broadcast advertising sales market for terrestrial broadcasting companies 

and, at the same time, authorize only KOBACO and the 

KOBACO-funded advertising agencies to engage in advertising agency 

work for terrestrial broadcasters in order to ensure fairness, public 

interest, and diversity of broadcasting.

However, it is to be doubted as to whether providing the license for 

advertising agency for terrestrial broadcasters limited to KOBACO and 

the KOBACO-funded advertising agencies as prescribed by the 

Provisions in this case have introduced competition to the advertising 

sales market for terrestrial broadcasters.

On the surface, the Provisions concerned introduce limited 
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competition to the market by extending the licensees of the advertising 

agency for terrestrial broadcasters from only KOBACO to also include 

the advertising agencies funded by KOBACO. Yet, not a single 

company has been invested by KOBACO for the advertising agency 

business since 2000 when the Provisions were adopted, and the 

monopoly of KOBACO will not give way if KOBACO continues to 

delay investing as has so far citing its managerial judgments. This is 

due to the fact that the Provisions concerned choose to permit the 

advertising agency for terrestrial broadcasters only to specific actors, 

namely KOBACO and the KOBACO-funded advertising agencies, 

without any criteria, instead of using reasonable and objective 

standards. It can hardly be said that even some limited competition 

has been introduced by leaving the matter of bringing competition to 

the advertising sales market for terrestrial broadcasters in hands of the 

discretional judgment of KOBACO as prescribed by the Provisions in 

this case.

Meanwhile, authorizing the advertising agency work for terrestrial 

broadcasters only to KOBACO and the KOBACO-funded agencies as 

provided for in the Provisions at issue is neither an appropriate means 

to achieve the legislative purpose of the Provisions nor a way to 

minimize the restriction on basic rights. For instance, the legislature 

may choose one of the following methods to guarantee publicity, 

public interest, and diversity of broadcasting, to introduce substantial 

and limited competition, and yet to minimize the violation of basic 

rights: offer licenses limited to business operators meeting certain 

conditions, organization, and facilities; permit the establishment of 

private broadcast advertising agencies only to those who provide a 

certain amount of broadcast advertising to small and medium sized 

broadcasting stations; set a ceiling on the rates of broadcast 

advertising adopt a quota for programs according to genres and 

viewers; offer subsidies for the production of publicity-oriented 

programs through funds organized with the donation of broadcasting 

stations; or cancel a license in case of undermining the public interest 

and fairness of broadcasting. Notwithstanding the aforementioned 

options, the legislature breaks the rule of the least restrictive means in 

violation of basic rights by limiting the licensees to KOBACO and the 

KOBACO-funded advertising agencies.   
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In conclusion, the Provisions in this case contradict the rule against 

excessive restriction and thus infringe the complainant's freedom of 

occupational activities.

B. Violation of Right to Equality

The Provisions at issue introduce limited competition into the 

advertising sales market for terrestrial broadcasting companies yet 

confine the license for advertising agency for terrestrial broadcasters to 

KOBACO and broadcast advertising agencies funded by KOBACO in 

order to ensure publicity, public interest, and diversity of broadcasting.

However, there is no reason to allow only KOBACO and the 

advertising agencies funded by KOBACO to conduct broadcast 

advertising agency activities for terrestrial broadcasters. Achievement of 

the above stated legislative purpose is not determined by whether the 

business operator is KOBACO or one funded by KOBACO but by 

whether there is more than one advertising agency in substantially 

competitive relationship and whether there is a substantial system to 

enhance publicity, diversity, etc. regardless of whether the broadcast 

advertising agency for terrestrial broadcasters is public, private, or 

funded by the public sector. However, the Provisions concerned do not 

take such factors into account and gives license for advertising agency 

for terrestrial broadcasters only to KOBACO and the KOBACO-funded 

business operators, which lacks the proportionality between the 

objective and means of discriminatory measures. 

Therefore, the Provisions infringe the right to equality of the 

claimant. 

C. Extension of Subject-Matter to Review, Decision of Constitutional 

Incompatibility and Order to Temporarily Apply the Provisions  

(1) The former Broadcasting Act and Enforcement Decree of the Act 

in this case have undergone amendments to date without changes to 

their contents, and the revised regulations are essentially not different 

from the former provisions of the Broadcasting Act. Therefore, the 

revised Broadcasting Act and its Enforcement Decree, along with the 

Provisions in this case, will be declared unconstitutional in order to 
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guarantee effectiveness of the decision of unconstitutionality, 

conformity to legal order, and lawsuit economics.

(2) However, if the Provisions subject to review lose effect 

immediately through a decision of simple unconstitutionality, the 

founding rule for regulating broadcast advertising agency for terrestrial 

broadcaster will disappear, leading to too big a pool of broadcast 

advertising agencies and thereby bringing disorder to the agency 

business for terrestrial broadcasters. As a result, it is decided that the 

Provisions concerned will be ruled incompatible with the Constitution. 

Therefore, Article 73 Section 5 of the Broadcasting Act and Article 

59 Section 5 of the Act's Enforcement Decree should be applied 

temporarily until their unconstitutionality is removed and be revised no 

later than December 31, 2009.

2. Separate Opinion of One Justice (Unconstitutional)

I agree to the majority opinion that the provisions subject to review 

in this case infringe the liberty of occupational activity and equality 

rights of the purely private broadcasting marketing agencies but 

believe there is no reason to hand down a ruling of constitutional 

incompatibility. Even though the founding rules for regulating 

terrestrial broadcasting marketing agencies are abolished through a 

simple unconstitutionality decision, I do not think, considering the 

cases of other types of broadcasting aside from terrestrial broadcasting, 

that increase in the number of private broadcasting marketing agencies, 

their mutual competition, etc. will critically damage the publicity and 

public interest of broadcasting and severely hamper legal stability in 

the rule of law. Therefore, the provisions concerned should be held 

plainly unconstitutional.

3. Separate Opinion of One Justice (Unconstitutional)

Article 73 Section 5 of the Broadcasting Act prescribes both the 

obligatory commissioning of advertising sales for terrestrial 

broadcasters (hereinafter the "Obligatory Commissioning") and 

restriction on the requirement for advertising agency for terrestrial 
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broadcasters (hereinafter the "Restricting Requirement"). Yet, the 

majority opinion subjects to review only the part regarding the 

Restricting Requirement and holds it incompatible with the 

Constitution. In this regard, I do not have any objection to the fact 

that the Restricting Requirement in Article 73 Section 5 of the 

Broadcasting Act infringes basic rights of the complainant, herein a 

broadcast advertising agency, but view that the portion regarding the 

Obligatory Commissioning, along with the Restricting Requirement, 

also infringes basic rights of the complainant.

The Obligatory Commissioning in Article 73 Section 5 of the 

Broadcasting Act prohibits the terrestrial broadcasters from directly 

concluding a broadcast advertising contract with the advertisers or 

advertising agencies and requires commissioning of broadcast 

advertising to the designated advertising agencies. As a result, 

terrestrial broadcasters cannot take orders for the advertisements to be 

broadcasted by themselves but should commission the work to the 

designated agencies, and the contents (screening), duration, methods, 

rates, etc. of broadcast advertising should also be left for the agencies 

to decide. Since this is as good as entrusting all the major income 

sources needed for terrestrial broadcasting business to specific 

designated advertising agencies, it is a critical violation of independent 

survival and autonomy of the terrestrial broadcasting business. 

Therefore, it is inevitable that the Obligatory Commissioning as 

prescribed by Article 73 Section 5 of the Broadcasting Act greatly 

violates the freedom (liberty of occupational activity and freedom of 

the press) of terrestrial broadcasting businesses.

Meanwhile, the Restricting Requirement exists based on the 

Obligatory Commissioning of broadcast advertising and, in combination 

with the Obligatory Commissioning, restricts the liberty of occupational 

activity of general broadcast advertising agencies. Therefore, it is 

necessary to review the Obligatory Commissioning as well as the 

Restricting Requirement in this case. The Obligatory Commissioning 

and the Restricting Requirement in whole violate the Constitution. 

4. Separate Opinion of One Justice (Partial Dismissal and 

Unconstitutionality)
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Article 73 Section 5 of the former Broadcasting Act only confines 

the license for broadcast advertising agency for terrestrial broadcasters 

to KOBACO or a broadcast advertising agency prescribed by the 

Presidential Decree, but the provision itself does not cause any direct 

restriction of freedom, imposition of obligations, or deprivation of 

rights or legal status of the complainant. Consequently, the petition 

concerning the above provision lacks the requirement for directness 

and is thus nonjusticiable. 

Meanwhile, with respect to Article 59 Section 3 of the former 

Enforcement Decree of the Broadcasting Act, it should not be 

reviewed together with the Broadcasting Act provision as a whole; 

rather a separate review of unconstitutionality is required irrespective 

of the above Broadcasting Act provision. Therefore, the stated 

provision of the former Enforcement Decree which specifies 

"joint-stock company established to engage in broadcast advertising 

agency activities, and financed by KOBACO" disregards the rules of 

suitability of means, the least restrictive means, and balance of 

interests and thus infringes the complainant's liberty of occupational 

activity. Further, distinguishing KOBACO-financed companies from 

those not financed by KOBACO has no legitimate grounds, thereby 

violating the complainant's right to equality. 

As such, I agree to the opinion of dismissal regarding the above 

Broadcasting Act provision and the majority opinion regarding the 

stated Enforcement Decree provision but differ in the methods and 

contents of their unconstitutionality review, so I hereby release a 

separate opinion.
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22. Comprehensive Real Estate Tax Case
    [20-2(B) KCCR 1, 2006Hun-Ba112, 2007Hun-Ba71 · 88 · 94, 2008Hun-Ba3 ·

62, 2008Hun-Ka12 (consolidated), November 13, 2008]

In this case, the Constitutional Court decided that the provision of 

the Comprehensive Real Estate Tax Actth at stipulates aggregate 

taxation of all the properties held by the members of the same 

household violates Article 36 Section 1 of the Constitution, which 

ensures people's marriage and family life, and that the provision which 

provides for imposition of progressively levied comprehensive real 

estate taxes that are established at a higher rate than the separately 

charged property taxes on houses exceeding certain values is not 

compatible with the Constitution. However, the Court also ruled that 

the comprehensive real estate tax system itself, including the 

imposition of comprehensive real estate taxes on the subjected lands, 

does not violate the Constitution.

Background of the Case

Petitioners and the requesting petitioner, possessing housing or lands 

subject to comprehensive aggregate taxation, were required by the 

director of the competent tax office to pay comprehensive real estate 

taxes for 2005 or 2006, and, while involved in a procedure seeking 

cancellation of the action requiring imposition or rejecting their request 

for rectification after payment, filed a motion to request for 

constitutional review of the founding rules of the aforementioned 

action, i.e., provisions of the former Comprehensive Real Estate Tax 

Act (enacted January 5, 2005 as Act No.7328 and revised by Act 

No.7836 on December 31, 2005, hereinafter the "former Act") and the 

Comprehensive Real Estate Tax Act (Act No.7836, revised December 

31, 2005, hereinafter the "revised Act", and collectively the 

"Comprehensive Real Estate Tax Act"), respectively. However, when 

the competent court granted only the motion regarding the provision 

stipulating aggregate taxation of households in the Revised Act and 

requested the Constitutional Court for constitutional review of the 

statute concerned (2008Hun-Ka12) while denying other motions, the 

petitioners and directly filed constitutional complaints with the 
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Constitutional Court, (2006Hun-Ba112, 2007Hun-Ba71, and 2008Hun-Ba62 

as regards the former Act and 2007Hun-Ba88·94 and 2008Hun-Ba3 

regarding the Revised Act, respectively), thus consolitated.

Summary of Decision

The Constitutional Court ruled that ① by a vote of 7 to 2, the 

provision employing aggregate taxation of all the properties held by 

the members of the same household in imposing comprehensive real 

estate taxes violates the Constitution since it contradicts Article 36 

Section 1 of the Constitution that ensures marriage and family life, ② 

by a vote of 6 (incompatibility with the Constitution) to 1 (partially 

incompatibility with the Constitution) to 2 (constitutional), the 

provision imposing comprehensive real estate taxes on housing is not 

compatible with the Constitution as it infringes property rights of the 

taxpayers, for example, who are one home owners having held their 

housing for residential purpose for a certain period of time or having 

no specific assets or source of income although their duration of 

retention falls short of the set period, and ③ in a unanimous opinion, 

that the provision imposing comprehensive real estate taxes on the 

subjected lands and the provision defining the comprehensive real 

estate tax as state tax do not violate the Constitution, for the 

following reasons:

1. Majority Opinion of Six Justices

A. Major Constitutional Issues Relating to Comprehensive Real Estate 

Tax System

(1) Double taxation

Although a real estate may be subjected to both the property and 

comprehensive real estate taxation, the portion taxed as properties by 

the local government and that taxed as comprehensive real estates by 

the state are split and, therefore, comprehensive real estate taxes are 

not paid for the same object whose property taxes have already been 

paid for. Also, the purpose or object of taxation varies between the 
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comprehensive real estate tax and the transfer income tax. For this 

reason, the problem of double taxation does not take place.

(2) Taxation based on retroactive legislation 

Article 2 of the Addenda of the former Act clearly stipulates that the 

Act applies to the comprehensive real estate tax fulfilling the 

requirements for payment after its promulgation, so it is difficult to say 

that imposing comprehensive real estate taxes on the subjected real 

estate as of the basic date for taxation amounts to taxation by 

retroactive legislation.

(3) Taxation on unrealized profits and erosion of original value

The comprehensive real estate tax system essentially presupposes the 

taxpaying capacity of those who possess real estates and carries out 

imposition by using the real estate value as the tax base. Even if the 

comprehensive real estate tax has, in part, the nature of profit taxes, it 

is not likely that such nature gives rise to the issue of taxation on 

unrealized profits, and a partial erosion of the original real estate 

value alone, if any, cannot immediately be deemed as the reason for 

unconstitutionality.

(4) Violation of the right to financial autonomy 

Whether to define real estate taxes as State tax or local tax is a 

matter of legislative policy, and it is hard to see that determining the 

comprehensive real estate tax, a tax for real estate ownership, as a 

state tax according to legislative policies undermines the essence of 

financial autonomy of local governments. Therefore, Article 16 Section 

1 and the part of Article 17 relating to "the director of the competent 

tax office" and "director of the competent local tax administration 

office (hereinafter the "State Tax Provision") of the Comprehensive 

Real Estate Tax Act (herein referring to Act No.7328 enacted January 

5, 2005, revised by Act No.8235 January 11, 2007), which define the 

comprehensive real estate tax as a state tax, cannot be deemed 

unconstitutional.
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(5) Violation of Article 119 of the Constitution

Article 119 Section 2 of the Constitution that allows economic 

regulation and arbitration by the state does not appear to target the 

prohibition of the real estate tax itself, so simply imposing 

comprehensive real estate taxes on housing, etc. hardly violates Article 

119 of the Constitution.  

(6) Contradiction to systematic legitimacy under the Constitution 

As an independent state tax separate from the local property tax, the 

comprehensive real estate tax does not constitute an special case for 

heavy taxation under the former Restriction of Special Taxation Act 

and is not irreconcilable with or contradictory to other taxes in terms 

of structures, contents, or the founding principles of regulation. 

Therefore, the comprehensive real estate tax does not fail to achieve 

legitimacy of the legislative system.  

(7) Abuse of legislative power

It is difficult to say that there is an established constitutional 

practice that requires the government's submission of legislation in the 

case of tax related laws, and the legislative power is essentially vested 

with the National Assembly under Article 40 of the Constitution. 

Thus, it is hardly an abuse of the legislative power even if the 

Comprehensive Real Estate Tax Act is legislated with the submission 

on the draft by members of the National Assembly. 

B. Aggregate Taxation of Properties Held by Members of the Same 

Household and Its Incompatibility with Article 36 Section 1 of the 

Constitution

(1) The issue is whether imposing more taxes on married couples or 

those who compose a household with family members in accordance 

with the parenthesized portion of the preceding sentence and 

succeeding sentence of Article 7 Section 1, Article 7 Sections 2 and 

3, parenthesized part and proviso of Article 12 Section 1 Item 1 and 
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Article 12 Section 2 of the Revised Act (hereinafter the "Aggregate 

Taxation Provision") violates Article 36 Section 1 of the Constitution, 

which requires more protection for marriage and family life. Further, 

if this means a specific tax provision discriminates those who have 

family such as married couples against unmarried individuals, etc. on 

the ground of marriage or family life, it is a violation of Article 36 

Section 1 of the Constitution unless justified through the 

proportionality review.

(2) The Aggregate Taxation Provision is perceived to have 

legitimacy in its legislative purpose as it aims to realize taxation that 

conforms to the actual living status of people and prevent tax evasion. 

However, it cannot immediately be concluded that possession of 

properties through transfer between family members implies the 

intention of tax evasion. Also, transfer of ownership between family 

members according to their legitimate intentions corresponds to 

people's rights. The Civil Act adopts a separate property system for 

married couples, and no regulation gives grounds to construe the 

properties of family members other than spouses as co-assets. Even if 

any regulation does construe the properties of family members as 

co-assets, it is not justified to aggregate all the properties of members 

of a household for taxation. Rise in the real estate price is a mixed 

consequence of several factors that not always takes place solely due 

to an incomplete tax system, and the Constitutional Court has 

previously declared unconstitutional the aggregate taxation of married 

couples' capital gains. Therefore, the Aggregate Taxation Provision 

cannot be deemed as reasonable discrimination.

Additionally, such aggregate taxation cannot be considered absolutely 

necessary because the legislative purpose of preventing tax evasion can 

fully be achieved also through the provisions nullifying title trust 

agreement or imposing administrative penalties under the Act on the 

Registration of Real Estate under Actual Titleholders' Name and the 

regulation on presumption of donation under the Inheritance Tax and 

Gift Tax Act, etc.

Further, the disadvantage of increased tax burden stemming from the 

Aggregate Taxation Provision far outweighs the public interest to be 

attained by the provision such as prevention of tax evasion. Balance 
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of interests is hardly met either, when considering that the public 

interests, herein the prevention of tax evasion, taxation based on the 

unit of economic activity, and stability of real estate prices, are legal 

interests pursued by legislative policy whereas protection of marriage 

and family life corresponds to constitutional values.

(3) Therefore, the Aggregate Taxation Provision discriminates, in 

violation of the principle of proportionality, married couples or those 

who compose a household with their family members against the 

individually taxed singles, couples in de facto marriage, homeowners 

who are not household members, etc. This violates Article 36 Section 

1 of the Constitution. 

C. Imposition of Comprehensive Real Estate Tax and Infringement of 

Property Rights

(1) The comprehensive real estate tax aims to enhance the equity of 

real estate tax burden, stabilize real estate prices, and contribute to the 

balanced development of local finances and sound development of 

national economy, which are acceptable in terms of legitimacy of the 

legislative purpose and appropriate means. In addition, given the ratio 

of comprehensive real estate taxpayers to the entire population or 

household of property taxpayers, average amount of tax per person or 

household, distribution of taxpayers and amount of tax depending on 

tax amount level, ratio of tax burden to real estate prices, the ceiling 

of tax amountat 150 or 300 percent of the total tax burden in the 

previous year, the tax burden prescribed by the Comprehensive Real 

Estate Tax Act is a restriction on property rights within the boundary 

of retaining the real estate owners' private usability and the basic right 

of disposal as essential elements of property rights. Further, taking 

into account the ratio of the aforementioned tax burden to real estate 

prices, even an annual imposition of comprehensive real estate taxes 

would, in fact, hardly result in confiscating the total value of real 

estates under the name of taxes. Therefore, it would generally be 

difficult to see that the taxpayers' tax burden derived from the tax 

base and tax rates of the comprehensive real estate tax on housing 

and aggregate lands is excessive given the legislative purpose of the 
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system and thus cannot be concluded as having deviated from the 

legislative discretion.

(2) However, as for housing, special protection is required as 

prescribed by Article 35 Section 3 of the Constitution. In the sense 

that housing is inevitable as a residence of an individual with dignity 

and value in realizing the right to pursue happiness through pleasant 

living and that people's housing can be stabilized also through 

reasonable housing supply policies, choosing the means to stabilizing 

housing prices by subjecting, based on housing prices, the owners of 

high-priced homes to policy execution must be done under a stricter 

standard of constitutional review.

Article 7 Section 1, Article 8, and the first paragraph of Article 9 

Section 1 of the former Act and the non-parenthesized part of the first 

sentence of Article 7 Section 1, Article 8 Section 1, and Article 9 

Section 1 Item 2 of the Revised Act (hereinafter the "Housing Tax 

Provision"), which prescribe the taxpayers, tax base, and tax rates and 

values of the comprehensive real estate taxes on housing in this case, 

should, in consideration of the necessity for policy-oriented taxation like 

motivation or duration of ownership and taxpaying capacity and 

circumstances affecting housing life, allow exceptional provisions or 

adjustment mechanism such as adopting taxpayer exceptions or 

adjusting the tax base or alleviating the tax burden by cutting 

housing-related comprehensive real estate tax rates on the concerned 

taxpayers who own one housing for residential purpose, especially those 

who have held the housing for a certain period of time or who have 

yet to retain for the set period but have low or de facto no taxpaying 

capacity due to lack of specific properties or income other than the 

housing subject to taxation. Regardless, such circumstances are not 

taken into account: treating taxpayers in the said specific situations the 

same as regular homeowners and applying progressive taxes that are 

relatively higher than property taxes uniformly or indiscriminately, 

leading to a large sum of comprehensive real estate taxes in the end. 

This crosses the boundary of policy means needed for fulfilling the 

legislative purpose, thereby excessively restricting the property rights of 

homeowners, which cannot but be viewed as contradicting the rules of 

least restrictive means and balance of interests.
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(3) On the contrary, provisions concerning comprehensive real estate 

tax on aggregated lands under the Comprehensive Real Estate Tax Act 

(hereinafter the "Aggregate Lands Tax Provision"), which regulate the 

taxpayers, tax base, tax rates and amounts of comprehensive land 

taxes subject to taxation, may possibly restrict property rights through 

annual imposition of comprehensive real estate taxes of the subjected 

lands. Yet, when considering the degree of tax burden shouldered by 

comprehensive real estate taxpayers and the lands' unique 

characteristics different from housing, the Aggregate Lands Tax 

Provision promotes stability of real estate prices by constraining 

excessive home ownership and speculative demands, etc. as well as 

balanced development of local finances and sound development of the 

national economy through local transfer of the collected comprehensive 

real estate taxes. Since such public interests are great, it would be 

difficult to view that the Aggregate Lands Tax Provision contradicts 

the principle of the least restrictive means and balancing of interests. 

D. Violation of Basic Rights through Imposition of Comprehensive Real 

Estate Tax

(1) Violation of equality rights or principle of equality

(A) Applying progressive tax rates on real estates exceeding certain 

values without considering debts aims at stabilizing real estate prices 

and realizing taxation based on taxpaying capacity within the boundary 

of legislative discretion, which is not a discrimination without 

reasonable grounds.

(B) Given the social function of lands and housing or their 

implication for the national economy, particularly the fact that housing 

is a living space buttressing people's basic survival, it would not be 

unreasonable to deal with lands and housing differently from other 

property rights.

(C) The Comprehensive Real Estate Tax Act is a type of property 

tax that has an owner's real estate value throughout the country 

aggregated to serve as the tax base, so the capital region is hardly 
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discriminated against non capital regions although those subject to 

imposition of comprehensive real estate taxes are concentrated in the 

capital region due to social and economic conditions.

(D) Rental housing, dormitories, employee housing, unsold houses 

distributed by construction companies, etc. contribute to housing supply 

aimed at stability of housing life and help stabilize real estate prices, 

and it would be reasonable to exclude them from those subject to 

aggregation to set the tax base, which is hardly a violation of the 

equality principle.

(2) Infringement of freedom of movement and residence

Imposing comprehensive real estate taxes on housing, etc. entails the 

possible restriction of the freedom of movement and residence, but 

this is not a violation of the stated basic right but merely a resulting 

disadvantage derived from restriction on property rights such as 

housing. Therefore, the Housing Tax Provision hardly infringes on the 

freedom of movement and residence.

(3) Violation of the right to live and lead a humane life

The Comprehensive Real Estate Tax Act designates the obligated 

taxpayers as ones who possess, based on the official price, 600-900 

million Won in housing and 300-600 million Won in aggregate lands, 

so the comprehensive real estate taxpayers are in the position to 

maintain the minimum material life befitting human dignity given the 

value of housing, etc. subject to taxation. Therefore, the Housing Tax 

Provision hardly restricts or infringes on the right to live or humane 

life of the taxpayers concerned.

(4) Violation of property rights regarding lands in restricted development 
area

Although the lands subject to comprehensive real estate taxation are 

restricted in the exercise of property rights for being designated as 

limited development zone under the Act on Special Measures for 

Designation and Management of Areas of Restricted Development, it is 

not that the property value of the lands concerned vanishes entirely. 
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Instead, the restriction on property rights is factored into the area's 

individual official prices, leading to lower assessment of the tax base 

and less comprehensive real estate taxes compared to regular lands. 

Therefore, applying the same comprehensive real estate tax rate as 

regular lands on the restricted development area would neither 

specifically infringe upon the property rights of the petitioner nor 

violate the principle of equality.   

E. Decision of Incompatibility with the Constitution and Temporary 

Application of Provisions 

In case the Housing Tax Provision immediately loses effect through 

declaration of simple unconstitutionality, imposing comprehensive real 

estate taxes on housing will completely be impossible, leading to a 

legal vacuum. This, as opposed to the gist of the unconstitutionality 

decision in this case that lack of exceptional provisions or adjustment 

mechanisms in taxation in certain cases infringes property rights of 

taxpayers, will not only cause the injustice of being unable to impose 

comprehensive housing taxes on all taxpayers concerned but also 

reduce tax revenues and greatly affect state finances. In consequence, 

an unconstitutionality decision of the Provision that involves some 

unconstitutional elements may bring about a legal state more distant 

from the constitutional order compared to when the Provision is 

retained, and how exactly an unconstitutional provision will be 

constitutionally revised is, in principle, to be determined by the 

formative discretion of the legislature. As regards tax laws applied to 

a majority of people uniformly and on a long-term basis in particular, 

the legislature should rightfully be able to afford to contemplate on 

policy decisions followed by a substantial social consensus and resolve 

the unconstitutional issues. Therefore, the Housing Tax Provision will 

be held incompatible with the Constitution but is to be enforced until 

such Provision will be revised by the legislature.

2. Partial Dissenting Opinion of One Justice (Partially Constitutional on 

Provisions Declared Incompatible with the Constitution) 

A. Determining the obligated taxpayers and applying different tax 
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rates depending on subjective factors of taxpayers is unreasonable 

given the nature of property taxes, and the scope of taxpayers and tax 

rates under the Comprehensive Real Estate Tax Act have hardly 

superseded the legislature's discretion on tax policies. Ultimately, 

Article 7 Section 1 of the Act concerning taxpayers (excluding the 

parenthesized part of the preceding sentence of Article 7 Section 1 of 

the Revised Act) and the preceding paragraph of Article 9 of the Act 

on tax rates (Article 9, Sections 1 and 2 of the Revised Act) do not 

violate the Constitution.

B. However, tax imposition on long-term homeowners is not only 

contrary to the purpose of "stabilizing housing prices" but does not 

help achieve such purpose either. Thus, Article 8 of the Act (Article 

8, Section 1 of the Revised Act on tax base), which establishes the 

tax base based on official prices approximate to market prices yet 

lacks adjustment mechanism for the tax base such as tax base ceilings 

or deduction for inflation, infringes on the property rights of long-term 

homeowners in violation of the rule against excessive restriction and 

therefore is not compatible with the Constitution.  

3. Dissenting Opinion of One Justice (Constitutional)

A. The possession of real estates exceeding the base value for 

taxation is in itself regarded as taxpaying capacity in imposing 

comprehensive real estate taxes, so not having set the actual asset 

value, namely the value of the real estate in ownership after debt 

deduction, as the basis for calculating the tax base can neither be seen 

as having wrongfully assessed the taxpaying capacity nor having 

violated the ability-to-pay principle. Further, the comprehensive real 

estate tax sets high the base value of real estates subject to taxation 

and brings the level of tax base increasingly approximate to that of 

official prices in order to alleviate the impact of increased real estate 

taxes, which cannot be viewed as crossing the discretional boundary of 

tax legislation power. This, therefore, hardly seem as a fundamental 

denial of the private property system nor a critical violation of 

taxpayers' property rights. 
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B. The essence of the comprehensive real estate tax is a property 

tax to finance the state budget, not a means to control real estate 

speculation or stabilize real estate prices. Therefore, it is not an 

imperative to determine tax imposition or taxation scope according to 

whether the homeowner has maintained a long-term ownership of a 

real estate subject to taxation or has a speculative purpose. For this 

reason, it would not be in violation of the Constitution to uniformly 

levy comprehensive real estate taxes on homeowners holding one 

housing for residential purpose without considering the ownership 

duration or possession of other assets or income. 

C. The aggregate taxation of all the properties held by members of 

the same household in the imposition of comprehensive real estate 

taxes is a tax policy decision of establishing the real estate ownership 

of each household as the unit of taxation and a method of promoting 

substantial fairness in imposition of comprehensive real estate taxes by 

preventing tax evasion through dispersion of ownership title among 

household members. Therefore, it is not likely such aggregate taxation 

presupposes a mistaken standard for taxpaying capacity, breaks the 

ability-to-pay principle, or violate Article 36 Section 1 or Article 11 

Section 1 of the Constitution. 

D. Even though only a small minority of people who possess 

high-priced real estates are discriminated in taxation through restriction 

on the scope of taxation objects and high base values of real estates 

subject to taxation, this is hardly an unreasonable discriminatory 

taxation nor a violation of principle of equal taxation. 

4. Dissenting Opinion of One Justice (Constitutional)

A. If legitimacy of the legislative purpose is acknowledged and the 

extent of taxpayers' burden is a matter of legislative discretion in the 

comprehensive real estate tax system, the retention of and remedies to 

the scheme should be left for the National Assembly to decide unless 

the irrationality of a provision composing the system, if any, is too 

excessive so as to undermine the constitutional values. 
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B. As regards the method of aggregate taxation, housing has its 

own characteristic of functioning as a common residential area for 

family members composing a household although the ownership may 

be subjected to each individual. Given the nature of housing as 

taxable goods, aggregate  taxation of members of the same household 

basis instead of taxing on an individual basis in case household 

members possess a number of homes is not only necessary to fulfill 

the legislative purpose but is also impeccable in logical terms relating 

to unit of assessment, which therefore cannot be viewed as 

contradicting the Constitution.

C. In considering the exceptional provision on taxation of one 

homeowners, it is necessary to enhance equitable taxation by levying 

taxes equivalent to the housing value on one homeowners who hold 

housing for residential purpose but one with a high value. And yet 

the tax burden remains far lighter than in many other developed 

countries. Some aspects may compel taxpayers to believe that 

comprehensive real estate taxes are levied excessively only on a small 

minority of people. However, such belief to a certain extent stems 

from the problems in imposing transfer income taxes other than the 

comprehensive real estate tax and their legislative purpose also lies in, 

aside from enhancing the equity of tax burden, stabilizing real estate 

prices by controlling speculation and excess in home ownership. As 

such, it is not likely that lack of exceptional provisions or adjustment 

devices that factor ownership duration or taxpaying capacity for the 

aforementioned homeowners crosses the boundary of legislative 

discretion and thus violates the Constitution.

Related Case

Prior to the decision in this case, the Constitutional Court held 

unconstitutional the aggregate taxation of married couples' capital gains 

totaling their financial income, on the ground that the system violates 

Article 36 Section 1 of the Constitution. The Comprehensive Real 

Estate Tax Act, since its implementation in the former Roh Moo-hyun 

administration, has been stirring up a lot of controversies ranging from 

the legitimacy of taxation to aggregation taxation of members of the 
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same household, and a draft revision to the Act targeting the 

alleviation of the comprehensive real estate system, such as raising the 

tax base and lowering tax rates, was submitted to the National 

Assembly during the current Lee Myung-bak administration.
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23. Charges on Movie Tickets Case
    [20-2(B) KCCR 447, 2007Hun-Ma860, November 27, 2008]

In this case, the Constitutional Court decided that the system 

adopted to finance the Motion Picture Promotion Fund in which movie 

viewers pay three percent of the movie ticket prices as charges and 

movie enterprisers pay the collected sum to the Korean Film Council 

does not violate the Constitution.

Background of the Case

The system in which movie viewers bear three percent of the movie 

theater admission fees as charges and movie enterprisers pay the 

collected sum to the Korean Film Council will be implemented 

temporarily from July 1, 2007 to December 31, 2014 as a way to 

finance the Motion Picture Promotion Fund, which was established 

with the purpose of promoting film arts and the Korean film industry. 

The complainants, herein the movie enterprisers and viewers, filed the 

constitutional complaint in this case, on the grounds that such 

imposition of charges for movie tickets and the relevant restrictive 

regulation on penalties levied on movie enterprisers for their failure of 

collection and payment obligation infringe their property rights, liberty 

of occupational activity, and equality rights.  

Summary of Decision

The Constitutional Court, in a unanimous decision, dismissed the 

claim regarding the restrictive regulation on penalties levied on movie 

enterprisers in case of their failure to fulfill the obligation of 

collection and payment and, in an opinion of 4 (denied) to 5 (upheld) 

but falling short of the quorum of six persons required for the 

decision of holding the infringement of basic rights, denied 

complainants' constitutional complaint regarding charges on movie 

tickets for the following reasons:

1. Regarding Restrictive Regulation on Penalties
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The restrictive regulation on penalties imposed on movie enterprisers 

for their failure of collection and payment of movie ticket charges 

presupposes the concrete acts of execution to levy penalties and 

adjudication in case of an objection thereof, and it is not that the 

complainants are taking issue with the excessive amount of penalties. 

Therefore, the restrictive regulation concerning penalties, prescribed 

separately from the obligation provision, does not directly violate the 

basic rights.

2. Regarding Charges on Movie Tickets 

A. Opinion of Four Justices (Denied)

Imposition of charges on movie tickets is part of the contribution to 

financing the Motion Pictures Promotion Fund designed to accomplish 

the goal of promoting film arts and developing the Korean film 

industry. This particular type of public goal collects financial resources 

through charges instead of taxation to which the group of movie 

viewers are recognized as having close relevance. In other words, 

movie viewers, as those who enjoy the artistic genre of movies, share 

collective homogeneity and objective proximity to the promotion of 

film arts, and the benefits from the long-term development of the film 

industry through appropriation of the Fund will ultimately be returned 

to movie viewers, or consumers of the film industry, thereby 

substantiating their responsibility and usefulness. At the same time, the 

feasibility and appropriateness of the act of collection is constantly 

controlled by the legislature in accordance with the Framework Act on 

Management of Charges.

Therefore, it is reasonable to designate movie viewers as those 

responsible for payment of charges, which do not contradict the rule 

against excessive restriction either in that it involves a small amount 

and is temporarily imposed. For this reason, charges on movie tickets 

do not infringe movie viewers' property rights and movie enterprisers' 

freedom of occupational activity. In addition, given that movie viewers 

are essential and typical consumers of the film industry and that 

movie enterprisers are attached to many and unspecified viewers and 

thus can pursue efficiency in collecting charges, the differential 
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treatment of movie viewers and enterprisers as opposed to others who 

also enjoy cultural life and who engage in the culture industry is 

reasonably grounded. Therefore, the right to equality of movie viewers 

and enterprisers are not infringed, either.

B. Opinion of Five Justices (Unconstitutional)

Charges on movie tickets is a way to collect financial resources, 

and the promotion of film arts and development of the Korean film 

industry pursued through such imposition is a special public task 

whose financial resources can be secured through charges instead of 

taxes.    

Yet, watching movies, a genre of mass culture, is only an accidental 

happenstance, and movie viewers are not a specific group based on 

homogeneity in historical, social, and legal terms. Also, movie viewers 

at a certain time point are no more close to the promotion of film 

arts than others since movies are easily accessible in daily lives. In 

particular, the group which is recognized as having direct proximity, 

responsibility, and usefulness as regards the promotion of a specific 

industry of movies is composed of those engaged in the industry, not 

the many and unspecified consumers, and having designated movie 

viewers as the responsible group, therefore, exceeds the boundary of 

legislative discretion. It is also hard to see that movie viewers have 

collective usefulness just because of the indirect interest expected from 

future viewers, who do not share any collective homogeneity with the 

current obligated payers. Therefore, movie viewers are not recognized 

as having close relevance to specific public tasks, such as development 

of the film industry, and the existence of the legislator's control over 

the process of collection and appropriation of charges is irrelevant to 

the selection of obligated payers. 

In consequence, the charge on movie tickets is a type of charges to 

collect financial resources which is not constitutionally justified and 

thus is not an appropriate means to fulfill the legislative purpose of 

promoting film arts and developing the Korean film industry. 

Therefore, such imposition of charges violates the rule against 

excessive restriction, thereby infringing on movie viewers' property 

rights and movie enterprisers' liberty of occupational activity, and 
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discriminates them, without reasonable grounds, against those who 

enjoy cultural life other than watching movies and those working in 

other cultural industries, which infringes their equality rights.

Related Case

On December 18, 2003 before the decision of this case, the 

Constitutional Court ruled the charges for the Korea Culture and Arts 

Promotion Fund unconstitutional (Charges for Korea Culture and Arts 

Promotion Fund Case). Four Justices stated that such imposition 

violated the constitutional boundary of special charges while other four 

Justices said the charges contradicted the rule against blanket 

delegation. In this case, however, unlike the aforementioned case, only 

the constitutional boundary of charges for collecting financial resources 

was at issue, not the matter of blanket delegation. In particular, 

Justices were divided as to the fact that the charges involved a single 

genre of arts, movies. Although five Justices, a majority, voted for 

holding infringement an basic rights, the constitutional complaint was 

rejected for failure of meeting the quorum of six persons required for 

a decision of holding infringement an basic rights. As a result, the 

collection of charges on movie tickets that started from July 1, 2007 

will remain until December 31, 2014 as previously scheduled.
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24. Deposit Money in Presidential Elections Case
    [20-2(B) KCCR 477, 2007Hun-Ma1024, November 27, 2008]

In this case, the Constitutional Court decided that the provision of 

the Public Official Election Act which requires the applicants to pay 

500 million Won as deposit money upon registration of presidential 

candidate is not compatible with the Constitution.

Background of the Case

Article 56 Section 1 of the Public Official Election Act (hereinafter 

"the Provision") requires a person who applies for candidate 

registration in presidential elections to pay 500 million Won in deposit 

money to the competent constituency election commission at the time 

of application. The complainant here is one who desires to run for the 

17th presidency, who filed a constitutional complaint arguing that the 

Provision infringes the right to hold public office.

Summary of Decision

The Constitutional Court, in an opinion of 8 to 1 (5 voting for 

incompatible with the Constitution, 3 for simple unconstitutionality, 1 

for constitutionality), declared that the Provision is not compatible with 

the Constitution according to the following reasons: 

1. Violation of the Right to Hold Public Office

The legislative purpose of deposit money in presidential elections 

lies with preventing many insincere and indecent candidates from 

applying for registration. However the legislator's policy discretion 

should be exercised within the boundary of not excessively restricting 

the franchise and freedom of political expression of the preliminary 

candidates. Also, the deposit money should not be set at a notably 

excessive or unreasonable amount. Yet, 500 million Won is a very 

large sum for preliminary presidential candidates, which is not easy to 

collect without taking out loans or receiving donation unless he/she is 

very rich or recommended by a major political party funded by state 
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subsidies. The Political Fund Act revised on February 29, 2008 

provides that "any candidate and any preliminary candidate to run in 

the election for the constituency" are also entitled to support 

payments, but 500 million Won is not a sum easy to collect and a 

candidate's high approval ratings does not necessarily result in the 

amount of support payment.

Even for candidates who have collected the deposit money, the 

candidate who obtains 10 to 15 percent of the gross number of valid 

votes will have 50 percent of the deposit money returned, and only 

those who obtain 15 percent or more will have the entire sum 

returned. Therefore, nobody but those who are willing to sacrifice 500 

million Won in case they fail to obtain the stated number of votes 

will be able to exercise his/her right to be elected as the president. 

The Constitutional Court, in its decisions such as one in case 

92Hun-Ma269 on May 25, 1995, declared constitutional Article 26 

Section 1 of the former Presidential Elections Act that prescribes 

deposit money worth 300 million Won in presidential elections. Then, 

the former Presidential Elections Act stipulated that the State, using 

the deposit money, bears the expenses required to make copies of the 

electoral register and the absentee report and to organize one speech 

session for each candidate and supporting member on TV and radio 

while deducting from the deposit money in case the candidate fails to 

obtain seven percent or more in votes. However, under the current 

law, expenses for keeping the electoral register is no longer disbursed 

from deposit money, and the candidate himself/herself has to fully 

shoulder the broadcasting costs except for the panels, seminars, and 

policy fora organized by the National Election Broadcasting Debate 

Commission. Eventually, the amount of deposit money has increased 

to 500 million Won instead although the necessity to maintain the 

previously prescribed 300 million Won has decreased, and the 

requirements for returning the deposit money has become stricter as 

the current Public Official Elections Act requires no less than 15 

percent (full return) and 10 to 15 percent (half return) of the number 

of valid votes for return, compared to the previous seven percent or 

more.

Consequently, the Provision imposes extremely excessive burden on 

individuals, which is an unreasonable discrimination in offering the 
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opportunity to exercise the right to hold public office according to the 

amount of candidates' assets. This, therefore, infringes the 

complainant's right to hold public office.

2. Opinions of the Judgment

A. Opinion of Five Justices (incompatible with the Constitution)

The reason for the Provision's violation of the Constitution lies not 

in the deposit money system itself but in the excessive amount of the 

deposit money, so a plan to be considered could be for the legislature 

to adjust the amount of deposit money to conform to the 

constitutional range as well as to strengthen the recommendation 

requirements of independent candidates. Such power is vested with the 

legislature, so instead of eliminating the Provision by declaring simply 

unconstitutional, a decision of incompatible with the Constitution is 

needed for the legislature to consider diverse circumstances and come 

up with an revision to the Provision compatible with the Constitution. 

B. Opinion of Two Justices (Simply Unconstitutional)

As the next presidential election is scheduled for year 2012, the 

legislature has enough time to readjust the amount of deposit money 

to a constitutional range manageable by candidates even though the 

Provision is held unconstitutional. Therefore, a decision holding the 

Provision simply unconstitutional needs to take place instead of a 

incompatibility decision.

C. Opinion of One Justice (Simply Unconstitutional with Different 

Rationale) 

A system in which deposit money payment is required to apply for 

candidate registration in public official elections and those with less 

than a certain ratio of earned votes cannot have the deposit returned 

does not have legitimacy in its legislative purpose. Further, the system 

discriminates, without reasonable grounds, those who cannot afford to 

pay or give up deposit money by making their candidate registration 
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difficult. These, consequently, all go against the Constitution.   

D. Dissenting Opinion of One Justice

In presidential elections, there is a desperate need to prevent too 

many candidates from running for office. These days every candidate 

is spending an enormous sum of money for campaign expenses in 

presidential elections. Candidates or preliminary candidates in 

presidential elections are entitled to designate their support associations 

according to Article 6 of the Political Fund Act, so, given our 

economic reality, it would not be impossible or extremely difficult for 

independent candidates capable of and qualified to attain 

recommendation of no less than 2,500 but no more than 5,000 people 

to collect the prescribed deposit money. In our election climate where 

fair election is strongly demanded given the existing practices such as 

excessive expenditure in election campaigns and injustice, unfairness, 

and overheat in elections, deposit money should be fixed at an amount 

that can be substantially effective in deterring potentially insincere 

candidates from applying for registration. That considered, 500 million 

Won in deposit money is not excessive as a sum necessary to serve 

the stated purpose.
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25. Priority Payment of Claims of Wages Case
    [20-2(B) KCCR 260, 2007Hun-Ba36, November 27, 2008]

In this case, the Constitutional Court decided that the provisions of 

the former Labor Standards Act which provides for right to priority 

payment of claims of wages of the last three months and retirement 

allowances of the last three years in case of bankruptcy does not 

violate the Constitution.

Background of the Case

Provisions of the former Labor Standards Act provides that in case 

of bankruptcy, wages of the last three months and retirement 

allowances of the last three years arising shall be paid in preference 

to other claims as to the total property of an employer (hereinafter the 

"Provision"). However, the petitioner, having received loan bonds 

transferred by the mortgage holder, the bank, was participating in the 

procedure of an auction when the distribution schedule giving top 

priority to creditors of wages and retirement allowances was released. 

Then, the claimant filed a lawsuit taking issue with the payment 

schedule, while also filing a constitutional complaint following the 

denial of his/her motion to request for a constitutional review of the 

Provision.

Summary of Decision

The Constitutional Court, in a unanimous opinion, decided that the 

Provision did not violate of the Constitution for the following reasons:

Article 37 Sections 1 and 2 of the former Labor Standards Act, 

which prescribe right to priority payment of claims of wages of the 

last three months and retirement allowances of the last three years 

over other real rights granted by way of security in case of 

employers' bankruptcy, limit the mortgage holders' right to preferential 

payment for the purpose of securing workers' claims of wages, which 

is a restriction on property rights. However, guarantee of workers' 

basic livelihood through protection of claims of wages fulfills 

legitimacy of legislative purpose and appropriateness of means, and it 
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is difficult to find a less restrictive means in this reality where the 

role of social insurance system is insufficient in protecting workers 

and their claims of wages. Also, securing a certain range of claims of 

wages and retirement allowances for workers who are to lose jobs is 

greatly needed for the public interest of guaranteeing workers' basic 

livelihood and, furthermore, stabilizing the society, whereas general 

creditors, such as financial institutions, are capable of diversifying the 

financial risk of a possible default among many other debtors and 

minimizing the loss from wage bonds in case of loan provision. 

Therefore, balance of interests is not undermined either. Meanwhile, 

whether to impose adequate limitation in order to protect mortgage 

holders of substantial employers is a matter of social policy 

decision-making eft for the legislature (See 9-2 KCCR 243, 

94Hun-Ba19, August 21, 1997), so the legislation which  contains no 

limitation for the protection of mortgage holders of substantial 

employers do not violate the essence of property rights. 

Additionally, as stated above, the right to priority payment of claims 

of wages of the last three months and retirement allowances of the 

last three years in case of employers' bankruptcy, as prescribed by the 

Provision, is reasonable both in terms of legislative purpose and the 

means to achieving the legislative purpose. Therefore, the Provision 

cannot be deemed as unreasonably discriminating other creditors of the 

employers either. 
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26. The Establishment and Operation of Public Employees' Union 
Case

    [20-2(B) KCCR 666, 2005Hun-Ma971 · 1193, 2006Hun-Ma198 (consolidated), 

December 26, 2008] 

In this case, the Constitutional Court held constitutional certain 

provisions of the Act on the Establishment and Operation of Public 

Officials Union which put restrictions on the three basic labor rights 

of public servants. Under the provisions, some categories of public 

officials are not allowed to join any labor organization, and even for 

those who are not within the categories, the way to exercise their 

right of collective bargaining and the effect of collective agreement 

are also controlled by the aforementioned Act and sometimes any 

collective action by them are strictly limited. Regarding this, the Court 

concluded that such provisions are based on legitimate reasons to 

restrict public officials' basic labor rights including the right of 

association, considering the public nature of their job and the special 

status as public servants.

Background of the Case 

The complainants, who are the Korean Government Employees' Union, 

the alliance of government employees' union, unit labor unions, local 

labor unions, government officials from Rank 5 to Rank 8, local public 

officials or public officials in technical service, filed a constitutional 

complaint as the Act on the Establishment and Operation of Public 

Officials' Union (promulgated on January 27, 2005, would come into 

effect on January 28, 2006, hereinafter, referred as the "Act"), arguing 

that the provisions of the Act including Article 6 (scope of membership), 

proviso of Article 8 Section 1 (right of collective bargaining), Article 9 

Section 4 (process of collective bargaining) encroach on their three basic 

labor rights and the right to equal treatment, in violation of the principle 

of prohibition of excessive restriction prescribed in Article 37 Section 2 

of the Constitution. 

Summary of Decision
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The Constitutional Court denied the constitutional complaint, holding 

that the contested provision of the Act does not violate the 

Constitution, with a unanimous opinion of all Justices except the 

partial dissenting opinion of One Justice regarding Article 10 Section 

1 and Article 11 of the Act. The summaries of opinions are as 

follows:

1. Majority Opinion

The National Assembly as a lawmaking institution has wide 

discretion to decide whether to allow public officials to exercise the 

rights of association, collective bargaining and collective action, and 

how to limit the type and scope of such actions through legislating 

related laws and regulations.

A. Article 6 of the Act regarding the eligibility of membership to 

labor union basically excludes Rank 5 public officials or higher, who 

are management office holders, to be members of a labor union 

because they are engaged in the work of making decisions on overall 

policies, and directing and supervising lower grade officials. In the 

same vein, some of Rank 6 or below public officials who hold 

directing and supervising authority are also prevented from 

participating in activities of labor unions because they are always in 

the position of representing the interests of employer or their works 

are mostly related to the public interests and publicness. Therefore, 

Article 6 does not depart from the legislature's discretion in enacting 

the law, and therefore, not violate the petitioners' right of association. 

Although the Act treats differently 1) Rank 5 public officials and 

Rank 6 or below public officials; 2) among the Rank 6 and lower 

public officials, those who are responsible for certain categories of 

work and those who are not; and 3) Rank 6 or below public officials 

who are not eligible for union membership and public school teachers, 

such discriminations seem to be reasonable and therefore, the 

provisions do not infringe upon the complainants' right to equal 

treatment.

B. The proviso of Article 8 Section 1 of the Act which excludes 
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"matters not directly related to working conditions, such as 

management and operation of public agencies including making policy 

decisions and exercising the right to appoint", from the subject matters 

of collective bargaining can not be regarded as violating the 

complaints' right of collective bargaining, going beyond the right to 

legislate without legitimate reasons, because the proviso does not 

exclude all matters related to policy decision or management and 

operation as a whole but still allows collective bargaining if the issues 

for negotiation are directly related to working conditions.

C. Article 9 Section 4 of the Act, which stipulates that "if there are 

two or more trade unions that demand negotiations, the government's 

negotiating representative may request the labor unions concerned to 

unify their bargaining channels and may refuse to negotiate until the 

bargaining channels are unified", cannot be concluded to violate the 

complaints' right of collective bargaining because the provision is 

based on legitimate reasons: while assuring labor unions of the 

exercise of their right of collective bargain in principle, it prescribes 

for one unified bargaining channel made through autonomous decision 

making process by several labor unions, in consideration of possible 

confusion in the process of collective bargaining, difficulties in 

applying collective agreements and excessive cost, all of which can be 

problems if multiple labor unions are allowed.

D. Article 10 Section 1 of the Act recognizes the right of collective 

bargain of the government employees' union, but denies the effect of 

collective agreements which are in violation of statutes, ordinances or 

budgets, etc. Most parts of working conditions for public officials, 

different from those for private sector employees, are decided by the 

National Assembly which represents public will in the form of laws 

or budgets and therefore, if a provision in a collective agreement is 

related to such conditions, it may not be decided by collective 

bargaining process between the government and a public official's 

trade union. Consequently, a collective agreement, although concluded 

by mutual consent between labor and management, cannot have 

priority over provisions enacted by laws, budgets or by orders or rules 

made in accordance with the delegating laws and budgets or for the 
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enforcement of such laws and budgets. Neither, can such a collective 

agreement take precedence over ordinances which are established by a 

local assembly and bind the competent local government and the pubic 

officials thereunder. 

Also, Article 10 Section 1 of the Act only denies the effect of 

collective agreement which is against laws, budgets or ordinances and 

does not prevent labor unions from initiating collective bargaining 

itself or entering into a collective agreement. And Article 10 Section 2 

of the Act imposes duty to make efforts in good faith to implement 

the provisions on the government's negotiating representatives. 

Therefore, Article 10, Section 1 of the Act cannot be deemed to 

infringe upon the complainants' right to conclude a collective 

agreement. 

E. If public servants try to achieve their collective interests by 

engaging in industrial actions including strikes, work slowdowns or 

other related activities, such actions against the public cannot be 

allowed because those activities undermining normal business operation 

of public service are not only contrary to the status and characteristics 

as public officials who serves the people but also impedes the pursuit 

of interests by the people. Furthermore, their working conditions 

including compensation are decided by the National Assembly and all 

the money for such compensation is paid out of the people's pocket. 

In addition, if administrative services provided by public servants are 

suspended due to industrial actions, function of the nation can be 

paralyzed and in that case, it is the people who should sustain the 

entire loss and inconvenience. And, given the characteristics of public 

service for which anything can hardly substitute, the balance of power 

between labor and management may not be easily maintained because 

the government will undergo hardship in finding out alternatives for 

such public service. Therefore, we concluded that Article 11 

prohibiting the entire collective action of the government employees 

does not violate the Constitution as it is within the scope of the 

legislative authority prescribed in Article 33 Section 2 of the 

Constitution. 

F. Article 18 of the Act regarding penal punishment, which strictly 
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prohibits public officials from participating in any industrial actions, 

clearly articulates legal interests to be protected, activities to be 

prohibited and types and degrees of penalties which can be plainly 

understood by introducing usual method of interpretation with reference 

to the Supreme Court's interpretation regarding the penal punishment 

for obstruction of business by fraud or threat. Therefore, the Act 

cannot be regarded void for vagueness, which is one of the related 

themes of the principle of nulla poena sine lege  (No penalty without 

a law). 

It is basically the nation's legislative policy to decide what kind of 

action shall be a crime and what kind of penalty shall be imposed on, 

and it is the lawmakers who must be given wide range of 

discretionary power or the right to legislate for that matter. Also, 

given the characteristics of the work provided by public servants, 

which are closely related to publicness and public interests, and the 

penalties for the crime of obstruction of business by fraud or threat in 

our criminal law, the penalty stipulated in the aforementioned article 

does not seem to be as harsh as to go beyond the legislator's 

discretionary power. 

Also, industrial actions taken by public servants not only can 

confuse the order of administrative operation of the nation but also 

even possibly disturb the public interests of general people, affecting 

overall aspects of the citizens' life. Considering these possibilities, 

Article 18 of the Act cannot be regarded as violating the Constitution 

beyond the legislator's discretionary power.

G. Article17 Section3 of the Act sets for some situations where the 

Trade Union and Labor Relations Adjustment Act is not applicable to 

the government employees' labor union and one of such situations 

under the provision is Article 82 Item 2 and Article 90 of the above 

Trade Union Act, which provide penalties for employer's unfair labor 

practice and violation of an order of remedy to employer's unfair 

labor practice respectively. As a result, industrial actions taken by 

unionists are punishable while the unfair labor activities by 

representatives from the government side are not punished.

However, the fact that the Act omits to provide for penal 

punishment, only providing for civil remedy, for unfair labor practice 
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by the employer cannot be regarded as violating the Constitution and 

infringing upon the complainants' right of collective bargaining because 

it is basically a matter of legislative policy to decide what to be a 

crime and its punishment, and therefore, the legislators must be given 

wide discretionary power or legislative freedom for that matter. 

Also the discrepancy between the penal punishment imposed on the 

public officials' industrial actions and the immunity from criminal 

penalty given to the employer's unfair labor practice and violation of 

an order of remedy is based on legitimate reasons, in that the 

purposes of legislation are different and there are the special features 

of industrial relations in the public sector. Therefore, such different 

treatment cannot be regarded as violating the petitioners' right to equal 

treatment. The legislators adopted civil remedy, not criminal 

punishment, for unfair labor practice by the employer on the basis of 

the principle of restitution, the concept used under the Civil Code, 

because without imposing penal punishments on representatives from 

the government side, there are relatively smaller possibilities for 

overflow of unfair labor practices by the employer than the side 

effects that can be brought by imposing criminal disposition, such as 

excessive numbers of criminal complaints filed against unfair labor 

practice. Therefore, the different treatment between employees in the 

private sector and public officials, as prescribed in Article 17 Section 

3 of the Act regarding penalty for unfair labor practice by the 

employer, seems to have reasonable grounds, not violating the 

complainants' right to equal treatment.

2. Partial Dissenting Opinion by One Justice

A. Article 33 Section 2 of the Constitution should be interpreted not 

to give unlimited discretionary power to the legislature but to impose 

duties and limitation on the legislature to bring the purposes of both 

Article 33 Section 1 and Article 7 of the Constitution into harmony. 

In that sense, any Act pursuant to Article 33 Section 2 of the 

Constitution should be considered to have authority to limit the three 

basic labor rights of public officials only to the extent that such 

restriction is necessary to abide by the requirement stipulated in 

Article 7 of the Constitution.
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B. Rules and regulations included in the category of "laws" 

prescribed in Article 10 Section 1 of the Act are unilaterally enacted 

or reviced by one party of the industrial relations in the public sector 

(usually the employer) and cannot be regarded the same as laws, 

ordinances or budgets enacted by legislative bodies such as the 

National Assembly or local assemblies. Therefore, they cannot be 

considered to have priority over collective agreements decided by 

mutual agreement of both parties in all cases. If it is possible for the 

national or local governments to overrule the effect of a collective 

agreement by enacting rules or regulations that are contrary to the 

collective agreement concluded before the enforcement of such rules or 

regulations, which permits unilateral modification and nullification of a 

mutually decided collective agreement by one party of the industrial 

relations, such practice fundamentally violates public officials' right of 

collective bargaining guaranteed by Article 33 Section 1 and 2 of the 

Constitution.

Therefore, I concluded that interpreting "laws" in Article 10 Section 

1 of the Act to include rules and regulations enacted subsequent to 

the conclusion of a collective agreement is regarded to violate Article 

33 Sections 1 and 2 of the Constitution.

C. Article 11 of the Act disallows any industrial action that disturbs 

normal business operation of public service, providing that "a trade 

union and its members shall not take any action, including strikes, 

work slowdowns and other activities undermining normal business 

operation". The Article, however, is not about fundamentally denying 

public officials' right of collective action, but about drawing a line 

beyond which the right of collective action is limited in consideration 

of the special character of public service, basically assuming that the 

three basic labor rights are recognized for public officials. Therefore, 

interpreting Article 11 to prohibit public officials from exercising their 

right of collective action even in case where such collective action 

does not undermine normal business operation of public service 

contradicts Article 33 Section 2 of the Constitution.
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27. Competence Dispute on Jurisdiction over an Island
    [20-2(B) KCCR 547, 2005Hun-Ra11, December 26, 2008]

In this case, the Constitutional Court confirmed that the jurisdiction 

over an island located at Lat. 33º 55' N, Long. 126º 38' E belongs to 

Jeju Special Self-Governing Province. 

Background of the Case

The island which is called "Sasu Island" by the plaintiff and 

"Jangsu Island" by the respondents (hereinafter the "Island"), was first 

registered in the forest land register with the ownership of Kim ○

-hong on July 10, 1919 and the registration for preservation of 

ownership was completed as "forest land 6 Jeong, 9 Dan, 7 Mu, San 

121-bunji, Yecho-ri, Chuja-myeon, Jeju Island" on April 9, 1930. 

Later, the ownership of the Island was transferred to a Japanese, then 

to the Republic of Korea and finally on April 17, 1972, to the Parent 

Association of Chuja Elementary School. 

In the mean time, Wando-gun also registered the Island in the forest 

land register as "forest land 214,328㎡, San 26, Dangsa-ri, 

Soan-myeon, Wando-gun, Cheonnam" with the ownership of the State 

(Ministry of Finance) on January 2, 1979. On September 23, 2005, 

the plaintiff (Jeju Special Self-Governing Province, hereinafter "Jeju 

Island") asked the County Chief of Wando-gun, one of the 

respondents in this case, to cancel the Island's registration in the forest 

land register, arguing that the Island was under its jurisdiction. The 

respondent, however, refused it. As a result, the plaintiff filed this 

competence dispute suit on November 30, 2005, claiming 1) the 

Constitutional Court to declare that the jurisdiction over the Island 

belongs to the plaintiff and 2) the County Chief of Wando-gun to 

cancel the Island's registration. 

Summary of Decision

The Constitutional Court dismissed the part of this competence 

dispute  against the County Chief of Wando-Gun with a vote of 8 to 

1 and declared a unanimous decision that the jurisdiction over the 
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Island belonged to the plaintiff with the following reasons:

1. Regarding the Part of this Competence Dispute  against the County 

Chief of Wando-gun

A. Majority Opinion of Eight Justices

As the subject matter of this competence dispute suit filed by the 

plaintiff against the County Chief of Wando-gun, to whom the nation 

has delegated its work pertaining to registration in cadastral register, is 

the existence and scope of the delegated work, not the dispute over 

the jurisdiction between local governments, the true nature of this 

competence dispute seems to have no relation with infringement on 

local autonomy. Therefore, this part of competence dispute is not 

justiciable. 

B. Dissenting Opinion by One Justice

As long as the County Chief of Wando-gun, the respondent, 

prevents the Plaintiff from exercising its jurisdiction, the above 

mentioned part of this competence dispute seems to be an appropriate 

mean to manage a situation where the plaintiff's jurisdictional authority 

has been infringed by the County Chief of Wando-gun. Therefore, I 

consider it reasonable to grant the plaintiff's claim. In this case, the 

request presupposes that the right to register the island in the forest 

land register does not belong to the County Chief of Wando-gun. The 

cause of action for this competence dispute suit by the plaintiff is, 

however, not about the authority to register the Island in the forest 

land register, but about the alleged infringement on the plaintiff's 

jurisdiction over the island. If this case is decided against the plaintiff 

on the grounds that the plaintiff does not have authority to register 

the island in the forest land register, it may misunderstand the 

plaintiff's claim against the County Chief of Wando-gun or overlook 

the true nature of the competence dispute in this case. 

As the plaintiff's competence dispute against the County Chief of 

Wando-gun is judiciable and based on reasonable grounds, it shall not 

be dismissed but granted. 
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2. Regarding the Remaining Part against Wando-gun

There can be various interpretations touching the standard to 

determine jurisdiction prescribed in Article 4 Section 1 of the Local 

Autonomy Act, but typically each local government's jurisdiction over 

land is organized in public records as stipulated in the Cadastral Act. 

And, when a land is registered in public records of land registration 

such as the land forest register, describing an administrative district 

with lot numbers as a way of specifying location of a land therein 

can also be regarded as specifying the local government that has 

jurisdiction over the land. Regarding jurisdiction of local government 

over land, "descriptions in public records of land registration" is the 

basic standard against which jurisdiction of each local government is 

determined, but if such descriptions are found to either contain a clear 

mistake or have a special reason for not being trusted, then 

jurisdiction must be determined by comprehensive reference to 

topographic maps and other historical and administrative data. 

According to the related public records of land registration in this 

case, the island is registered by both the plaintiff and the respondent, 

Wando-gun. But, given that "as of August 15, 1948" is the time 

frame from which land registration is considered effective pursuant to 

Article 4 Section 1 of the Local Autonomy Act, only the plaintiff had 

registered the island in this case in the public records of land 

registration such as the forest land register, the land register, and 

forest land map at that time. Furthermore, there has been found 

neither a clear error regarding the description of the Island in the 

public records of land registration, nor any specific reason for which 

such description cannot be trusted. With these observations, the 

autonomy over the island in this case can be said to come under the 

jurisdiction of the plaintiff.
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28. Holographic Will Case
    [20-2(B) KCCR 648, 2007Hun-Ba128, December 26, 2008]

In this case, the Constitutional Court decided that the part 

concerning domicile and sealing in Article 1066 Section 1 of the Civil 

Act, which requires handwritten domicile and sealing to make a 

holographic will, does not violate the Constitution.

Background of the Case

As the petitioner's grandfather suddenly passed away after leaving a 

holographic will that specified the petitioner's inheritance of the real 

estate and all other assets owned under his name, the petitioner filed 

a lawsuit seeking transfer of ownership by inheritance against 

heirs-at-law, arguing that his grandfather left him all his possessions 

by will.

The petitioner, however, lost the case in trials of the first instance 

and appeals case as the will was decided invalid for lacking a seal or 

thumbprint acceptable as the deceased grandfather's as well as the 

domicile in the testator's handwriting, thereby failing to meet the 

conditions and methods required of a holographic will as prescribed 

by the Civil Act. The petitioner then appealed to the Supreme Court 

and, with the proceeding pending, filed a motion to request for 

constitutional review of the part of Article 1066 Section 1 of the 

Civil Act concerning the "domicile" and "seal" (hereinafter the 

"Provision"), which regulates the handwritten domicile and seal as 

requirements for a holographic will. As the appeal and motion were 

both denied, however, the petitioner filed a constitutional complaint in 

this case.

Summary of Decision

The Constitutional Court decided that the Provision, in an opinion 

of 8 to 1 on the part regarding the "seal" and 5 (constitutional) to 1 

(limitedly unconstitutional) to 3 (unconstitutional) on the part regarding 

the "domicile", does not violate the Constitution for the following 

reasons:
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1. Regarding the "Seal"

A. Majority Opinion of Eight Justices 

As ruled in case 2006Hun-Ba82 on March 27, 2008 on the 

Provision concerning the "seal" at the Constitutional Court, the part 

concerned aims at ensuring the true intention of the testator after 

his/her death, promote legal stability by preventing legal dispute and 

confusion between parties interested in inheritable assets, and soundly 

protecting the inheritance system, which collectively satisfy legitimacy 

of the legislative purpose. Additionally, a will written in holographic 

document is the simplest type of will but is relatively highly 

vulnerable to forgery or falsification and is difficult to objectively 

verify the true intention of the testator after his/her death, so the 

requirements for a verification method itself is an appropriate means 

to fulfilling the aforementioned legislative purpose.

Meanwhile, as there is long-standing legal mind or practice of using 

seals in legal acts in Korea as part of the oriental culture, the part 

concerning the "seal" in the Provision is founded on the consideration 

that names in one's own handwriting alone cannot fully fulfill the 

legislative purpose. Therefore, the two methods - affixing a seal and 

recording names in the testator's handwriting - that serve an identical 

function are hardly seen as a redundant and unnecessary requirement. 

Furthermore, the testator can easily replace the seal with a thumbprint, 

opt for other types of wills as provided for in the Civil Act, and can 

also accomplish his/her wishes by concluding a complete and informal 

contract for gift effective upon death. Therefore, the requirement for a 

seal not only violates the rule of minimum restriction of basic rights 

but also meets the balance of interests.

B. Dissenting Opinion of One Justice (Unconstitutional)

As seen in the reasons for unconstitutionality revealed in detail in 

case 2006Hun-Ba82 which was decided on March 27, 2008 regarding 

the "seal" in the Provision, the seal these days is highly likely to be 

affixed by others or falsified and thus considered inappropriate as a 

final completion of one's intention. For this reason, only signatures, or 
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handwritten names, are increasingly used in various laws. The 

objective of requiring a seal on holographic wills is achieved fully 

through the handwriting of the whole text of the will and name, so 

an additional requirement of a seal amounts to an unnecessary and 

redundant requisite. This fails to observe the rule of minimum 

restriction of testators' freedom of action as guaranteed in Article 10 

of the Constitution as well as the principle of balance of interests, 

which gives reason to hold the concerning portion of the Provision 

unconstitutional.

2. Concerning the "Domicile" 

A. Majority Opinion of five Justices

The portion of the Provision concerning the "domicile" also aims to 

ensure the true intention of testators after their death by clarifying 

personal authenticity, as well as to promote legal stability and protect 

the inheritance system in its sound state by preventing legal dispute 

and confusion between interested parties surrounding the inheritable 

assets, which are legitimate in terms of the legislative purpose. The 

identity of the testator will be specified firstly through handwritten 

names, but the domicile, particularly for persons with the same name, 

can serve as simple means to verify personal identity. Furthermore, the 

requirement for the domicile in one's own handwriting in addition to 

the whole text of the will and the testator's name enables testators to 

express their intention of wills more carefully and accurately. This, 

therefore, is an appropriate means to achieving the legislative purpose.  

Meanwhile, the domicile required to be handwritten in holographic 

wills need not be one registered under the Resident Registration Act, 

but a place serving as the testator's basis of living would suffice. So 

a testator who can make a holographic will would easily fill out the 

domicile, and it need not necessarily be written on the same paper as 

the text of the will since writing on the envelope would be acceptable 

as far as the integrity of the will is approved, which can minimize 

the restriction on the freedom of testament. Insofar as formality of 

wills is maintained, the requirement for other formal records aside 

from the minimum elements expected to be filled out, such as the 
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whole text of the will and name of the testator, is an inevitable 

choice to fulfill formality. Moreover, the requirement for the 

handwriting of the domicile, in a somewhat different angle from other 

requisites, contributes to verifying personal identity of testators or 

genuineness of the will and therefore does not violate the rule of the 

least restriction on basic rights as well as the rule of balance of 

interests.

B. Dissenting Opinion of One Justice (Limitedly Unconstitutional)

Article 1066 Section 1 of the Civil Act requires the recording of 

testators' domiciles in holographic wills in order to specify the testator 

using their names and domiciles. Yet, the elements that can specify 

testators along with names vary, aside from the domicile, ranging from 

resident registration number, date of birth, permanent domicile, name 

of family members to social status. Domicile is hardly the most 

superior means to specification, and the absence of domicile recording 

on holographic wills does not necessarily make it impossible to 

specify the testator. Therefore, denying the validity of a holographic 

will in accordance with the portion of Article 1066 Section 1 

concerning the "domicile" even when other means to specify the 

testator exists such as the resident registration number would violate 

the Constitution.

C. Dissenting Opinion of Three Justices (Unconstitutional)

In the case of different persons of the same name, a review of the 

contents of the will would allow easy confirmation of the testator 

even though the domicile is not recorded, and an exception thereof is 

hard to conceive. Therefore, the requirement for the domicile as 

prescribed by the Provision would hardly be an appropriate way to 

confirming personal identity of the testator, and even though it is, 

handwritten texts and names as well as contents can verify the 

identity of the actual maker of the will and the testator. To identify 

whether the will is written with the testator's true intention would not 

be very difficult, either. In consequence, an absolute requirement for 

recording of the domicile is equivalent to an unnecessary and 
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redundant requisite that would violate the rule of the least restrictive 

means. Also, as a flawed domicile in the testator's handwriting would 

invalidate the will and make it totally impossible to see through the 

true intention of the testator, additionally requiring the record of a 

handwritten domicile causes marked imbalance between violated legal 

interests and protected public interests, which contradicts the rule of 

balance of interests as well.
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29. Aggravated Punishment of Repeated Bodily Injury Resulting 
from Robbery under Article 3 of the Act on Special Cases 
Concerning the Punishment of Specific Violent Crimes Case

    [20-2(B) KCCR 523, 2007Hun-Ka10 ·16 (consolidated), December 26, 

2008]

In this case, the Constitutional Court decided unconstitutional the 

part of Article 3 of the "Act on Special Cases Concerning the 

Punishment of Specific Violent Crimes" (hereinafter "the Special 

Violent Crimes Act" and, when specifically referring to the part of 

Article 3 concerning the following, "the Provision"), which concerns 

the aggravation for repeated offense of any person who commits or 

attempts to commit a crime as prescribed by Article 337 (bodily 

injury resulting from robbery or robbery resulting in bodily injury) of 

the Criminal Act after having been sentenced to punishment for a 

specific violent crime within 3 years after the date on which the 

execution of punishment has been completed or exempted and is 

subject to aggravated punishment in accordance with Article 5-5 of the 

Act on the Aggravated Punishment, etc. of Specific Crimes (hereinafter 

"the Aggravated Punishment Act"), on the ground that the Provision 

violates the principle of responsibility, which requires proportionality 

between liability and punishment, as well as the principle of equality 

due to disrupted balance in the punishment system, thereby holding 

the Provision unconstitutional.

Background of the Case

Requesting petitioner of the underlying cases were sentenced to 

prison for bodily injury resulting from robbery, etc. and, within three 

years after execution of the punishment, respectively recommitted 

crimes such as bodily injury resulting from robbery. When the 

requesting petitioner had their term of imprisonment doubled under 

Article 5-5 of the Aggravated Punishment Act (concerning aggravated 

punishment of recidivists committing injury resulting from robbery, 

etc.) and Article 3 of the Special Violent Crimes Act (aggravation of 

punishment for repeated crimes), they filed a motion to request for a 

constitutional review of Article 3 of the Special Violent Crimes Act 
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with the respective competent courts and the courts requested the case 

to the Constitutional Court for review of the constitutionality of the 

statute. 

Summary of Decision

In an opinion of 6 to 3, the Constitutional Court decided that the 

Provision violates the Constitution for the following reasons: 

I. Majority Opinion of Six Justices

A. The penalty in effect becomes capital punishment, life 

imprisonment or prison term not less than 20 years in cases stipulated 

in the Provision with application of both the Article 5-5 of the 

Aggravated Punishment Act and Article 3 of the Special Violent 

Crimes Act, and the two provisions double aggravate the punishment 

of crimes for the single purpose of safeguarding people's life and 

body against repeated crimes such as injury resulting from robbery 

and protecting the society from crimes.   

According to the Provision, the imprisonment term can nearly be 

triple aggravated from not less than seven years as prescribed by 

Article 337 of the Criminal Act to not less than 20 years through 

application of Article 3 of the Special Violent Crime in every case 

when formal conditions for repeat offense such as "existence of the 

repeated crime" and the "term between the first and second offense" 

in Article 5-5 of the Aggravated Punishment Act are met. This, in 

effect, allows the minimum punishment in question to exceed the 

maximum imprisonment term of 15 years as prescribed by the 

Criminal Act, which therefore leads to too heavy a penalty which is 

evidently more than necessary in achieving the original function and 

purpose of the punishment. This, as a result, is contrary to the 

principle of responsibility which requires proportionality between 

liability and punishment.   

B. The punishment of repeat offenses or attempts thereof regulated 

by Article 337 of the Criminal Act may vary greatly depending on 

whether Article 5-5 of the Aggravated Punishment Act is applied, 
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ranging from "imprisonment for life or not less than 14 years" to 

"capital punishment, imprisonment for life or not less than 20 years". 

If Article 5-5 of the Aggravated Punishment Act is applied and life 

imprisonment is decided, Article 3 of the Special Violent Crimes Act 

may not be applied for repeated crimes, in which case the punishment 

thereafter goes down to imprisonment not less than 7 years but not 

more than 15 years if statutory mitigation and mitigation in 

extenuation of circumstances apply. On the contrary, if imprisonment 

for a limited term is decided and the punishment is aggravated 

according to Article 3 of the Special Violent Crimes Act, the penalty 

will be not less than 10 years but not more than 12 and a half years 

even if the punishment is mitigated afterwards, which is unreasonable 

as the minimum punishment of the lightest imprisonment for a limited 

term is more severe than life imprisonment sentenced under Article 

5-5 of the Aggravated Punishment Act. Also, in cases where Article 3 

of the Aggravated Punishment Act is applied to each regulation under 

the Criminal Act, the term for limited imprisonment is the same when 

the first and second offenses are either injury resulting from robbery 

or robbery resulting in injury or the more severe crimes such as rape 

resulting in death, robbery resulting in death and injury resulting from 

piracy at sea. This leads to arbitrary and equal treatment of crimes 

such as robbery resulting in injury, rape resulting in death, robbery 

resulting in death, injury resulting from piracy at sea, which in fact 

should be treated differently in sentencing according to discrepancy in 

the legal interest to be protected and crime severity. Behind such an 

unreasonable outcome lies the systemic illegitimacy of punishment 

within the Provision. 

C. Ultimately, the Provision contradicts the principle of responsibility 

that requires proportionality between liability and punishment as well 

as the principle of equality for disruption of balance in the 

punishment system, which is ultimately against the Constitution.

2. Dissenting Opinion of Three Justices (Constitutional)

The Provision stipulates double aggravation of statutory punishment 

only in cases where both the first and second offenses are specific 
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violent crimes that are bad in nature, highly likely to be subjected to 

condemnation and against society and humanity that cause severe 

damage. The Provision has its legislative purpose in protecting people's 

life and body and guarding the society against crimes through 

aggravation of punishment for specific violent crimes - heinous crimes 

against society and humanity, and aggravation of punishment is applied 

only to those who have committed a specific violent crime again after 

having been convicted of the same specific violent crime with more 

crime severity. Considering that such cases are more liable to 

condemnation, antisocial nature and responsibility as well as demands 

a special means to achieving the purpose of crime prevention and 

social safety, the Provision hardly violates the principle of 

responsibility by imposing overly excessive punishment or the principle 

of equality by disrupting the balance of punishment system. The 

Provision therefore is not against the Constitution.
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30. Notification of Import Health Requirements for US Beef Case
    [20-2(B) KCCR 960, 2008Hun-Ma419 · 423 · 436 (consolidated), December 

26, 2008]

In this case, the complainants filed a constitutional complaint, 

asserting that the revised notification of import health requirements for 

US beef with less strict standards, publicly announced by the Minister 

of Agriculture, infringed their basic rights guaranteed in the 

Constitution. The Constitutional Court denied the complaint, however, 

holding that the import notification can not be considered as being 

clearly inappropriate or seriously deficient enough to constitute a 

violation of the constitutional duty of the State to protect the health 

and life of its citizens.

Background of the Case 

On March 6, 2006, then Agricultural Minister allowed US beef to 

be imported into Korea by enacting and publicly announcing import 

health requirements for US beef based on Section 2, Article 34 of the 

Act on the Prevention of Contagious Animal Diseases. The Korean 

government, however, totally suspended import and quarantine 

inspections of US beef on October 2007, pursuant to an outbreak of 

Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy (BSE), or so-called mad cow 

disease in the US, and the  discovery of imported US beef which was 

not compliant with the requirements in the notification. But, after the 

World Organization for Animal Health (OIE) had formally classified 

the United States as a controlled risk country for BSE, the Korean 

and US governments resumed negotiations to revise conditions in the 

former notification and finally reached an agreement on April 18, 

2008. According to the agreement, Korea may allow US beef 

including bones from cattle less than 30 months of age to be shipped 

to the country at the initial phase. As a next step, when the US feed 

ban is enhanced, beef from cattle of 30 months of age and over may 

also be allowed to enter Korea and the scope of SRMs (Specified 

Risk Materials) may be adjusted to be narrower than before. Following 

the agreement, the "Import Health Requirements  for US beef" was 

published in the official gazette on  June 26, 2008 as the Ministry for 
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Food, Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries Notification No. 2085-15 

(hereinafter the "Notification"). Against this, the complainants filed a 

constitutional complaint, arguing that the Notification infringed on their 

constitutionally protected basic rights. 

Summary of Decision

The Constitutional Court denied the constitutional complaint 

regarding the Notification with a vote of 5 (denial) to 3 (dismissal) to 

1 (unconstitutionality). 

The majority opinion by five Justices held that the complainants 

except the New Progressive Party met standing requirement to raise 

the constitutional issue because the Notification has legal relevance to 

the basic rights of the complainants. But given the international 

standard by the OIE and current scientific development, the safeguards 

under the Notification, although not perfect, cannot be concluded 

clearly inappropriate or seriously deficient enough to constitute a 

violation of the State's constitutional duty to protect the health and life 

of its citizen. With the observations, the majority denied the 

constitutional complaint. 

Three Justices delivered the opinion of dismissal on the grounds that 

in the current situation where no concrete and objective safety hazards 

emerge, there seems no chance for the Notification to infringe upon 

the complainants' basic rights; or the Notification itself not only has 

no possibility to infringe the basic rights, but also does not contain 

any contents infringing upon the rights. 

Also, one Justice held that the Notification is unconstitutional 

because the articulated requirements are insufficient to protect the 

basic rights of citizens and therefore, the government failed to execute 

its constitutional duty toward the people.

1. Majority Opinion

A. The Court should review on its merits if the regulation at issue 

has legal relevance to the basic right of the complainants. 

We opined that beef consumers have a concrete stake in the 

Notification because it was announced to function as safeguards for 
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the health and life of beef consumers against whom the contents and 

purpose of the Notification were directed. Therefore, except the New 

Progressive Party whose claim was dismissed for lack of standing, the 

complainants as beef consumers in this case are regarded to have 

standing because they are likely to be adversely affected by the 

government's alleged violation of the duty to protect the health and 

life of its citizens. Also, beef imported from the US passing 

quarantine inspections pursuant to the requirements in the Notification 

is expected to enter the Korean market and to be consumed by the 

people without any concrete administrative measures. Therefore, the 

complainants are likely to directly and presently suffer infringement on 

their own basic rights by the Notification which is alleged to violate 

the government's duty to protect health and life of the people. 

B. In deciding whether a nation fails to fulfill its duty to protect 

the health and life of its citizens, the Court employs so-called 'the 

principle of prohibition of insufficient protection', meaning that the 

nation should provide relevant and sufficient protective measures at a 

minimum to safeguard the people's basic rights. Therefore, the 

government will be considered to violate its duty to protect the people 

only when it omits to provide necessary and required protection to the 

people or although provided, such protection is absolutely inadequate 

or very insufficient to defend the people's legal interests.    

C. It is true that the Notification applies less strict import health 

requirements than the one before the revision. But the revised 

Notification also reflects changed situation regarding the import of US 

beef subsequent to the enactment of the former notification. And the 

safeguards in the current Notification are introduced on the basis of 

the contemporary scientific knowledge and the international standard 

by the OIE. Therefore, we concluded that the Notification, although 

not containing so-called perfect safeguards, cannot be considered to 

provide absolutely inadequate or very insufficient measures to protect 

the health and life of the people as beef consumers and therefore, it 

does not clearly violate its duty to protect under the Constitution, in 

light of the foregoing standards. 
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D. Concurring opinion by one Justice

I basically agree with the conclusion rendered by the majority, but 

possess different opinion in relation to the reason for the Court to 

recognize the complainants' standing as general consumers. The 

extraordinary nature of the subject matter to be regulated by the 

Notification, in my opinion, should have been particularized in that 

US beef as food material that can be easily consumed by general 

people may entail grave risk of fatal disease. But, the majority simply 

recognizes the complainants' standing in this case on the grounds that 

they are potential beef consumers, without providing special and 

concrete considerations which may explain why the complainants' legal 

rights as general consumers are specifically related to the Notification. 

2. Opinion of Dismissal by Three Justices

A. Opinion of Two Justices

In deciding justiciability of a constitutional complaint regarding a 

State's violation of duty to protect its people against danger incurred 

not directly by the State but by a third party, we must consider first, 

before  proceeding to review on the merits of the case, whether the 

alleged danger insisted by the complainants is so concrete and 

objective as to pose clear challenge to their basic rights. 

In this case, there can not be found any possibility for infringement 

upon the basic rights of the complainants because import of US beef 

does not pose concrete and objective danger to the health and life of 

the complainants as current scientific and technological knowledge 

suggests. Therefore, this case should be dismissed for lack of cause of 

action. 

B. Opinion of One Justice 

The purpose of the Notification is to set import requirements for 

beef. In this regard, it restricts the right to import US beef. It does 

not contain any contents to infringe on the basic rights of the beef 

consumers. Rather it aims at setting safety requirements for public 
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health to protect the citizens who consume US beef, and therefore, the 

basic rights of ordinary citizens who are not US beef importers are 

not infringed by the Notification. And even if the Notification 

arguably does not provide enough safeguards to protect the people 

from possible danger of BSE caused by beef imported from the US, 

the health of US beef consumers will not be directly endangered by 

the Notification itself because the beef consumers are exposed to the 

danger of BSE through importing and consuming of US beef. 

Therefore, the complainants do not have standing to file a 

constitutional complaint because their basic rights seems not to be 

directly infringed by the Notification. 

3. Opinion of Unconstitutionality by One Justice

If food materials, which are closely related to the people's life, 

bodily security or health such as beef in this case and may possibly 

cause food safety hazard, are imported in large quantities and spreaded 

in the market without proper process of quarantine inspections, such 

contaminated food materials can bring about serious health risk to 

ordinary consumers, which cannot be revoked or controlled once taken 

place. In such a case, the State's constitutional duty to protect its 

citizens may not be fulfilled unless there is a better protective measure 

other than State action to be adopted without an infringement of third 

party's rights or public interests, or it is clearly proved that the nation 

has exhausted all the efforts to minimize danger to life or health of 

the people to be protected by the Notification. 

By enacting the Notification which mitigated import health 

requirements in a situation under which no other conditions has been 

changed except the OIE's decision to classify the US as a controlled 

risk country for BSE, the degree of protection to the food safety 

hazard possibly caused by US beef is drastically lowered. While there 

can be found no legitimate reason for the leniency such as big 

changes in situation or public interest concerns, it is still possible that 

import and circulation of US beef in Korean market may inflict 

serious harm upon the basic rights of the citizens regarding their life 

and bodily security. With these observations, the Notification is in 

violation of the State's constitutional duty to protect the basic rights of 
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citizens, failing to provide sufficient protection to the people. 

Aftermath of the Case 

The heated controversies over the import of US beef which is the 

background of the decision of the case have received nationwide 

attention. This case is significant in that it brought the controversies to 

the end by presenting comprehensive judicial interpretation on the 

safety concerns regarding import of US beef.
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Title Translator

1
Petition to Invalidate the Notice of Compliance Request 
for President's Duty of Impartiality toward Election

L.J.B.

2 Testament by Holographic Will without Seal L.J.B.

3
Competence Dispute between Assemblyperson and 
Assembly Speaker on Private School Act

C.J.U.

4
Priority of Payment of Accrued Late Payment 
Penalty Claim in Bankruptcy Case

B.J.Y.

5
Age Restriction Case in the Open-Competitive Civil 
Service Entrance Examination for Rank 5 Position

L.J.B.

6 Prior Review of Broadcast Advertisements Case K.M.J.

7
Stillborn Fetuses' Right to Claim for Damages 
Case

C.J.U.

8 Ban on Fetus Sex Identification Case K.M.J.

9
Imposing School Site Acquisition Charge on Real 
Estate Development Company Case

K.M.J.

10 Visually Impaired Massagers Case C.J.U.

11 Adultery Case C.J.U.

Notes on Translation

※ L.J.B. : ProfessorLim JiBongofSogangUniversity

B.J.Y. : FomerConstitutionResearcherByunJeeYoung

C.J.U. : CHoiJieUn,InternationalAffairsDivision

K.M.J. : Kim MeeJung,FomerPublicInfomationDivision

□ Full Opinions
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Title Translator

1
Case on Special Prosecutor to Probe Myung-bak 
LEE, Presidential Candidate of Grand National Party

L.J.B.

2
Restriction on Election Law Violator's Eligibility 
for Election 

L.J.B.

3
Suspension of Pension Payment for Retired Public 
Employees Case 

C.J.U.

4
Ancestral Rite Administrators' Inheritance of 
Ritual-Purpose Property Case

C.J.U.

5 Television Broadcast Receiving Fees Case C.J.U.

6
Case on 50 Times Administrative Penalty Fee 
Assignment of Policy-Research Committee Case

L.J.B.

7 Title of New Harbor Case L.J.B.

8
Constitutional Complaint of Local Government 

Head Respecting  Hot Spring Development Plans
C.J.U.

9
Internet Café (PC-Bang) in the Vicinity of School 
Case

C.J.U.

10
Prohibition against Election Campaign Planning of  
Public Officials

C.J.U.

11 Prohibition against Seizure of Postal Insurance Case C.J.U.

12
Test Time for Level Two of the Bar Examination 

Case
C.J.U.

13
Competence Dispute over Local Election 

Administration Costs
B.J.Y.

14
Ban on Internet Distribution of Obscene Use of 

Loudspeaker in Election Campaign Case
L.J.B.

□ Summaries of Opinions
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Title Translator

15 Restricted Screening Rating Case B.J.Y.

Title Translator

16
Case on Not Recognizing Retroactivity of an 
Unconstitutional Decision

K.M.J.

17
Freight Limit on Van-Type Freight Vehicle 

Operators Case
K.M.J.

18 Withholding of Video Product Classification Case C.J.U.

19

Medical Institution's Filing of Information on 

Patients' Medical Expenses for Income Tax 
Deduction Case

K.M.J.

20
Position and Liabilities of Guarantors in 
Rehabilitation Procedures 

C.J.U.

21

Korea Broadcast Advertising Corporation's 

Monopoly of Advertising Agency Work for 
Terrestrial Broadcasters Case

C.J.U.

22 Comprehensive Real Estate Tax Case C.J.U.

23 Charges on Movie Tickets Case C.J.U.

24 Deposit Money in Presidential Elections Case C.J.U.

25 Priority Payment of Claims of Wages Case C.J.U.

26
The Establishment and Operation of Public 

Employees' Union Case
C.J.U.

27 Competence Dispute on Jurisdiction over an Island C.J.U.

28 Holographic Will Case C.J.U.

29
Aggravated Punishment of Repeated Bodily Injury 
Resulting from Robbery under Article 3 of the 

C.J.U.
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Title Translator

Act on Special Cases Concerning the Punishment 

of Specific Violent Crimes Case

30
Notification of Import Health Requirements for US 

Beef Case
C.J.U.
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